Under these circumstances, the Rada sent a separate delegation to Brest-Litovsk to make peace with the Central Powers.
Although the Russian delegation agreed to the participation of
the Ukrainian delegation, its head, Leon Trotsky, tried to discredit it; he even invited a delegation from the Ukrainian Soviet Government, and tried to prove that the Rada no longer
existed. The Germans favored Ukrainian participation in the
conference because they wanted to secure their supplies and
put pressure on the Bolsheviks.
By the peace treaty between the four Central Powers and
Ukraine, concluded on February 9, 1918, Ukraine, including
Kholm, was recognized as an independent republic. Austria
promised to unite Bukovina with East Galicia and set up a new
Ukrainian Crown Land with political and cultural rights within
the monarchy. In return, Ukraine agreed to provide the Central
Powers with at least one million tons of surplus foodstuffs.16
Subsequently, the Rada sought Austrian and German aid in
expelling the Russian forces, believing that an adequate force
could be composed of the existing Ukrainian units in the Austrian Army and the Ukrainian prisoners held by the Germans.
They asked that these troops, estimated at thirty thousand men,
be employed in Ukraine. The Central Powers refused, arguing
that the time required to bring the troops from other areas was
too great, though they undoubtedly were also anxious to assure
their own control of Ukraine. Through the ensuing deployment
of the Austrian and German armies, Ukraine became in effect
an occupied nation.
The Austro-German forces, including some Ukrainian
troops, followed the railways, meeting little Bolshevik resistance; by the end of April Ukrainian territory was cleared
of Soviet Russian troops. On March 29, 1918, at Baden, an
16
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February 4; and on February 8, after eleven days of heavy
bombardment and street fighting, Kyiv was captured and the
Rada was forced to evacuate to Zhytomyr.13
In this critical situation the only recourse was to make
a separate peace with the Central Powers to obtain their
support in defending the country. Consequently, on January
22, 1918, in its Fourth Universal, the Rada announced: “On this
day the Ukrainian People’s Republic becomes independent,
self-sufficient, a free sovereign state of the Ukrainian People.”14
This document only confirmed that the political bond between
Ukraine and Russia was severed by the Bolshevik invasion.
Aid from the Central Powers, however, was conditional
upon cessation of the war against them. France and Britain had
granted Ukraine de facto recognition at the end of December
1917 and had tried to persuade the Rada to continue the war
against the Central Powers. The Allies, however, were not
in a position to give military assistance, for the only access
was via Bolshevik-controlled Murmansk and Archangel or
Vladivostok.
The Rada feared that the peace negotiations between the Bolsheviks and the Central Powers, begun at the end of December
at Brest-Litovsk, might result in Germany’s ceding Ukraine to
the Bolsheviks. Moreover, the desire for peace was so strong
among the Ukrainian population that the Rada would have
been “unable to withstand this current, especially if the Bolsheviks managed to conclude peace with the Austro-Germans.”15
13
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would consider the Rada “in a state of open warfare against the
Soviet Government in Russia and in Ukraine.“2
Simultaneously the Council of People’s Commissars induced
the Kyiv Soviet to call an All-Ukrainian Congress of Workers,
Soldiers, and Peasants on December 17 in opposition to the
Rada. However, the Bolsheviks controlled only 60 of the 2,500
delegates, and the Congress expressed confidence in the Rada,
protesting the ultimatum. On December 18 the Secretariat rejected the ultimatum arguing that it was impossible “simultaneously to recognize the right of a people to self-determination,
including separation, and at the same time to infringe roughly
on that right by imposing on the people in question a certain
type oi government.
The Bolshevik delegates, enraged by the unexpected turn of
events, walked out of the Congress. Later they and their sympathizers in the Kyiv Soviet, numbering altogether nearly 125,
went to Kharkiv, where they joined the Bolshevik-controlled
Congress of Soviets of the Donets and Kryvyi Rih basins.
This rump group appointed a Central Executive Committee
that announced it was henceforth to be considered the sole
legal government of all Ukraine. In the name of this puppet
regime Lenin’s Soviet Russian government waged war against
Ukraine.
In early December the Bolsheviks had concentrated troops,
mainly workers and sailors from Petrograd and Moscow,
near the Ukrainian border under the command of Vladimir
A. Antonov. They were later joined by various local elements.
The Bolshevik invasion of Ukraine, which began on January
7, 1918, in four separate attacks, was greatly facilitated by
insurrections of mostly non-Ukrainian groups in the cities
and at railroad stations along their route. The Rada’s forces
were outnumbered, inadequately equipped, and disorganized
by the impact of the Revolution. The Bolsheviks occupied one
city after another: Katerynoslav (Ekaterinoslav) on January 10;
Poltava, January 20; Odessa, January 30; Mykolaiv (Nikolaev),
42
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interests. Georgii L. Piatakov, a Russian Jew born in Ukraine,
stated bluntly in 1917: “On the whole we must not support the
Ukrainians, because their movement is not convenient for the
proletariat. Russia cannot exist without the Ukrainian sugar
industry, and the same can be said in regard to coal (Donbas);
cereals (the black-earth belt), etc.”11
At first the Bolsheviks tried to prevent stabilization of
the Ukrainian government by spreading incendiary appeals,
fomenting class hatred, and sending Bolshevik bands into
Ukraine. These actions were to be followed by armed uprisings
of Russian soldiers and workers. On December 12, the government discovered a revolt planned for Kyiv on the next day. Its
leaders were arrested, and the Russian units involved were
disarmed and deported to Russia.12 Subsequently the First
Ukrainian Corps, under General Skoropads’kyi (later hetman)
and some Free Cossacks„ disarmed the Russian Second Guard
Corps led by the Bolshevik Evgeniia B. Bosh, which was
moving from the front to aid the uprising in Kyiv. They too
were returned to Russia.
The tension between Ukraine and Soviet Russia mounted
when the Secretariat ordered troops in Ukraine not to obey the
order of the Bolshevik government and denied the right of the
latter to negotiate peace for Ukraine. On December 17, the Bolsheviks sent the Rada an ultimatum that “recognized the complete independence of the Ukrainian Republic” but at the same
time accused the Rada of disorganizing the front by recalling
Ukrainian troops, disarming Bolshevik troops in Ukraine, and
supporting General Aleksei M. Kalendin’s counterrevolutionary rebellion in the Don Basin. These practices were to be abandoned within forty-eight hours or the Bolshevik government
11
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nally prevailed. When Soviet Russian forces invaded Ukraine
in January 1918, the nation’s armed forces were not so well
prepared as they had been some months earlier.
Although the collapse of Kerensky’s government favored
the course of Ukrainian independence, the establishment of
a strong and stable government proved very difficult in an
atmosphere of social and economic chaos, the administrative
inexperience of the leaders, and the Bolshevik threat. The
Bolshevik seizure of power in Russia radically changed the
course of the Ukrainian national revolution. Prior to and during 1917, the Bolsheviks had opposed any Russian suppression
of non-Russian nationalist movements within the empire and
under the Provisional Government were willing to support
the Rada in its demand for a separate Ukrainian Constituent
Assembly. On June 17, 1917, Lenin, for example, declared:
The Russian Republic does not want to oppress any nation,
either in the new or in the old way, and does not want to force
any nation, either Finland or Ukraine, with both of whom the
War Minister is trying so hard to find fault and with whom
impermissible and intolerable conflicts are being created.10
Recognition and encouragement of the nationalities was,
however, primarily a political tactic aimed at weakening
the monarchy and the Provisional Government and gaining
the support of their enemies. Lenin saw nationalism as an
ephemeral phenomenon that would yield to the internationalism of the proletariat and the formation of a new state. When
this vision did not materialize, and they were faced instead
with a myriad of independence movements and the disintegration of the old state structure, the Bolsheviks hastily revised
their policy of self-determination. The change was bound to
be felt first and most strongly in Ukraine, for that nation, more
than any other, by its size, population, geographical location,
and natural resources, was considered important to Russian
10
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Prelude to Revolution
The Destruction of National Autonomy
The Ukrainian Revolution of 1917—20 was a crucial period in
Ukrainian history, but it occurred at an especially unfavorable
time for national aspirations. National development was not
complete when the Revolution broke out in 1917, for the Russian administration in Ukraine had greatly hindered its development. The stunted state of the Ukrainian political, cultural,
and socioeconomic heritage had a profound impact upon the
course of the Revolution, the formation of the Ukrainian state,
and its subsequent failure.
That impact began with individuals, of course, and Nestor
Makhno, whose partisan activities affected both the Revolution and its failure, was more an anarchist than a nationalist.
Although wishing to free Ukraine from the oppression of government, he fought against fellow Ukrainians with whom he
disagreed as he fought with them when they shared a common enemy, the Russian Volunteer Army or the Bolsheviks.
His story is one of a man concerned with freedom from government; his prerevolutionary activity, not strongly identified
with the cause of Ukrainism, and his imprisonment gave him
no basis for constructive principles to attain freedom, no vision
of unity. His curious history can be understood only in the light
of the history of Ukraine, where this account must begin.
Political autonomy in Ukraine had been extinguished late in
the eighteenth century by Empress Catherine II. In an instruction in 1764, she advocated complete “administrative unification and ‘Russifica-tion’ “ of Ukraine and the Baltic provinces.
5

In the fall of the same year, the hetmanate was abolished in
Ukraine and the Little Russian College, headed by Count Peter
Rumiantsev, was created in its place.1
Between 1764 and 1775 Russian power in Ukraine steadily increased. The independent Zaporozhian Sich,2 the original center of Ukrainian Cossacks, had a sociopolitical order of its own
that constituted a continuous threat to the successful imposition of Russian serfdom, but both the Sich and the hetman state
lay in the path of Russia’s access to the Black Sea. Therefore
in 1775, at the close of the Turkish War, the victorious Russian Army suddenly besieged the unsuspecting Cossacks and
destroyed the Sich. Higher ranking officers who surrendered
to the Russians were sentenced to hard labor in Siberia, their
property confiscated, and the rank and file were dismissed. The
majority of the Cossacks, however, escaped from the Sich and
settled at the mouth of the Danube in Turkey. From the “free
lands” of the Cossacks, who had for three centuries defended
Ukraine against the invasions of Tatars and Turks, Catherine
carved out large estates mostly as grants for her favorites.
In 1784 Prince Potemkin, to prevent the flight of still more
Cossacks from Russian control, persuaded Catherine to reactivate the Cossack organization. Known as the Black Sea Cossacks, they were settled between the Boh and Dniester rivers.
In 1792 they were resettled near Azov and Black seas in the
Kuban River Basin, and formed the nucleus of the Kuban Cossacks. In the early nineteenth century, they were joined by a
considerable number of those who had previously escaped to
1
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1, 1917, there were 365,000; together with those hiding to
avoid conscription, the “greens,” they totalled approximately
two million by October 1, 1917. Worse hit were the provinces
adjoining the front, Volyn’ and Podillia.
Some of the urban proletariat, lacking a fully developed national consciousness, were more attracted by radical Bolshevik
programs than by the Rada’s hesitant approach to social problems. In the cities there were large Russian, Jewish, or Polish
populations that were either hostile or indifferent to Ukrainian
statehood, and officials, industrialists, and the landed aristocracy, largely non-Ukrainians, feared the confiscation of their
properties by a Ukrainian government, and so preferred a Russian one.
At the beginning of the Revolution the peasants and soldiers were the strongest supporters of the Rada, but the peasants were only potentially active nationalists; a vast majority
of them were far more concerned with the solution of the agrarian question. Some, especially the rural proletariat, because of
the Rada’s irresoluteness on agrarian reform, were won over
by the Bolsheviks.
As for the formation of a national army, there were two feasible alternatives: Ukrainization of the Ukrainian soldiers in
the Russian Army or creation of a volunteer force. Both the
Provisional Government and the Russian command were opposed to any Ukrainian army. However, many units were spontaneously nationalized by the Ukrainian councils and committees, eventually encompassing nearly a million and a half of the
four million Ukrainians in the army, while the creation of volunteer units was not directly within the control of Petrograd.
The idea of a regular army was not popular among the major
parties in the Rada because they saw in it a threat to the Revolution. Most importantly, the weariness of four years of war
and Bolshevik propaganda contributed to the disintegration of
the Ukrainized military units. Consequently the concept of an
army composed of Free Cossacks and other volunteer units fi39

forth the Ukraine is the Ukrainian People’s Republic.”7 Nevertheless, relations with Russia were not broken off:
Without separating the Russian Republic and destroying its
unity, we shall firmly establish ourselves on our own land in
order that with our strength we may help the rest of Russia …
to become a federation of free and equal peoples.8
At that time, however, the statement had no real meaning,
for the Rada did not recognize the Bolshevik regime.
The Third Universal proclaimed the democratic principles of
freedom of speech, press, religion, and assembly; the right of
unions to organize and strike; the security of the individual and
his property; the abolition of capital punishment and amnesty
for all political prisoners; it established an eight-hour work day;
acknowledged the right of the government and the workers to
control industry; abolished the right of private ownership of
land and recognized the land as belonging to all of the people,
without compensation to the former owners; and proclaimed
the principle of national autonomy for all national minorities
in Ukraine.9
One of the greatest obstacles to establishing effective
Ukrainian authority was the potential threat represented by
the concentration of Russian forces in Ukraine. Early in 1918
there were close to one hundred thousand Russian officers in
the main Ukrainian cities, and the movement through Ukraine
of active and demobilized soldiers, especially deserters, made it
difficult to maintain order. Even prior to the Revolution there
were over 195,000 deserters from the front, and on August
7
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Turkey. As early as 1751, Russia had established within the Sich
large colonies of Serbs under direct Russian administration and
control. After 1775, increasing numbers of Russians, Bulgarians, Moldavians, Armenians, Greeks, Jews, and especially Prussian Mennonites, as well as more Ukrainians, were settled in
the free lands of the Cossacks.
After the destruction of the Sich, Catherine issued a decree in
1783 that abolished all Ukrainian political institutions and privileges. The hetman state was divided into provinces (gubernii)
like Russia itself, and the Cossack organization was abolished
and converted into regiments of the Russian regular army. The
officers were permitted either to join Russian units or to retire from military service; those in the highest grades, however,
were eventually granted the same rights and privileges as the
Russian nobility.3 The rank and file were made into a separate,
free, social class of Cossack peasants. At the same time, the
Ukrainian peasantry of the former hetman state was reduced
to the status of the Russian serf, and remained in unrelieved
social and cultural darkness for several generations.
Many of the higher ranking officers, eventually convinced
of the futility of struggling against Russian rule, endeavored to
preserve their land and their status as noblemen, and sought
careers in the Russian government, where a number held high
posts. Prince Oleksander Bezborod’ko was the main adviser
and secretary to Catherine II, and imperial chancellor under
Paul II; Prince Viktor Kochubei, Count Petro V. Zavadovs’kyi,
Count Oleksander Rozumovs’kyi, and Dmytro Troshchyns’kyi
were among the ministers of Alexander I. An even greater number of Ukrainians served in various Russian civil institutions
and in the army, eventually finding the institution of serfdom
to their personal advantage.4 Their acquiescence, however, not
only widened the gulf between them and the rest of the people,
3
4
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but tied them to Russian interests, with little sense of kinship
with the Ukrainian populace.
After the partition of Poland in 1772, 1793, and 1795, the lot
of the people worsened in the annexed Ukrainian provinces.
Prior to the partition, popular revolts had limited the growth
of the landlords’ power, but now the Russian Army and police system sanctioned the rule of the Polish landlords over the
Ukrainian peasants.
Galicia and Bukovina were annexed by the Hapsburg Monarchy, the former from Poland in 1772, the latter from the Ottoman Empire in 1775. Carpatho-Ukraine remained under Hungarian control. Thus, by the end of the century, Ukraine was
divided between Russia and Austria-Hungary.
The elimination of Ukrainian self-government was accompanied by the destruction of the autonomy of the Ukrainian
Orthodox church. Undermining began in 1686 when the Russian government forced the metropolitan of Kyiv (Kiev) to accept the jurisdiction of the patriarch of Moscow. Prior to this
time the Ukrainian church, though nominally under the control of the patriarch of Constantinople, had actually operated
independently.5 During the seventeenth and the first half of the
eighteenth centuries, the church had been under the patronage
of the hetman and was respected by the entire population for
its spiritual and cultural work.
The complete subordination of the Ukrainian church to
Moscow dealt a severe blow to its further development,
because the government worked through the Russian church
to implement unification and centralization of the empire. The
authority of the metropolitan of Kyiv as head of the Ukrainian
church greatly declined, election of the church hierarchy
eventually was abolished, and church publications and school
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tions, and state control over banking, commerce, and industry,
the Secretariat was very circumspect.
The Kerensky government used the coming Ukrainian Constituent Assembly as a pretext to begin legal prosecution of the
Rada and the Secretariat and called its members to Petrograd
to explain the purpose of “convoking a sovereign Constituent
Assembly.” This action aroused protest in Ukraine and Vynnychenko, addressing the Third Ukrainian Military Congress, declared that the Secretariat would not enter into relations with
Kerensky’s government and would only discuss the question of
a final delineation of its functions. Moreover: The secretariesgeneral must declare categorically that they are not officials of
the Provisional Government, that the General Secretariat was
not established by it, but is the organ of Ukrainian democracy.
Because of this the General Secretariat is in no way responsible
for its acts before the Provisional Government.6
This chapter of Ukrainian-Russian relations was closed by
the Bolshevik seizure of power in Russia on November 7, 1917.
Although a potential threat to the Rada arose from Russian
rightist elements in Kyiv, it was thwarted by the Rada and
the socialist groups of the national minorities, who organized
a Committee for the Defense of the Revolution. At the same
time, the Rada expressed its readiness to fight any attempt to
introduce Bolshevik rule in Ukraine. Nevertheless, the Bolsheviks began to agitate against the Rada and, whenever possible,
tried to seize local governments by force, though without success.
On November 20 the Rada issued the Third Universal, declaring de facto national independence: “We, the Ukrainian Central
Rada, carrying out the will of our people, announce that hence-
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power of the Rada was also denied. Moreover, the territory under its jurisdiction was reduced from twelve to five provinces,
Kyiv, Volyn’, Podillia, Poltava, and Chernyhiv.
The Rada, asserting that the original agreement had been
violated, accepted these terms as a basis for further struggle
against Russian centralism. As a first step to strengthen
Ukraine’s position, the Rada consulted with other nations
of the former Russian Empire having similar interests. On
September 21—28 a congress of ninety-two Ukrainian, Belorussian, Georgian, Jewish, Estonian, Latvian, Don Cossack, Polish,
Moldavian, Tatar, and Turkestanian delegates gathered in Kyiv
to discuss the transformation of the centralized Russian state
into a federation of free states. The congress did form a Rada
of Nations headquartered in Kyiv, but the subsequent crisis in
Russia reduced it to small importance.
The Provisional Government, in ratifying Ukrainian autonomy, had no intention of honoring the agreement. In Vynnychenko’s terms, the Instruction was a truce rather than a peace
settlement. The Kerensky government blocked administrative
reorganization and Ukrainization of the army, ignored the Secretariat, and tried to administer Ukraine directly. The position
of the Secretariat was extremely difficult, for it was responsible
not only to the Rada but also to the Provisional Government,
and the latter sought to impede its actions.
The weakening of Kerensky’s government strengthened the
Secretariat. It presented to the nation constructive programs
for maintenance of the political rights of the Ukrainian people within a federated Russian republic of equals; termination
of the division of the Ukrainian nation caused by the Instruction; the extension of the Secretariat’s competence as a fully
authorized autonomous government; and finally, the early convocation of the Ukrainian Constituent Assembly to bring the
Ukrainian people’s struggle for liberation to culmination. However, in dealing with such issues as the agrarian and labor ques-

programs were subjected to suspicious and hostile Russian
censorship.6
The Ukrainian church, as well as national life in general, suffered from the exodus of intellectuals to Russia. They had been
faced with two alternatives—to work for the glory of the Russian Empire, or to defend the rights of Ukraine and risk perishing in Siberian exile. Like the ancient Greeks who, having
been conquered by the Roman Empire, helped to create Roman
classical culture, Ukrainian intellectuals built Russian culture.
During the reign of Peter I, for example, almost all high ecclesiastical offices in Russia were occupied by Ukrainian graduates of the Kyiv Academy. From 1721 to 1762 almost all rectors and prefects, as well as about fifty teachers, of the Moscow
Academy were Ukrainians, a state of affairs that prevailed until
the reign of Catherine II.7
In 1786 episcopal and monastic estates were confiscated and
each monastery was allotted a fixed number of monks who received salaries from the Russian government. In the nineteenth
century the Ukrainian church lost its national character and became an agency of Russifi-cation; ecclesiastical schools served
to denationalize the theological students.
Institutions of higher learning and secondary schools,
though established and funded by the church and monasteries,
had been open to all classes, and the majority of the students
were laymen. The schools were originally national in character, and Catherine considered them centers of opposition:
during her reign she aimed at the complete destruction and
Russification of the Ukrainian educational system. The schools,
their financial support undermined by the Russian seizure of
church property in 1786, gradually decayed, for state appropriations for schools in Ukraine were inadequate. Consequently
the schools were reorganized with Russian as the language
6
7
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of instruction and with an entirely different character and
purpose. Enrollment was restricted to a limited number from
the privileged aristocratic and ecclesiastical classes, while
the purpose was mainly to train administrative functionaries.
These schools gradually became the primary instruments of
Russification in Ukraine.
It was the lower levels of the school system, however, that
suffered the most from Russian policies. With the introduction
of serfdom, the peasants lost their personal freedom, initiative,
and economic independence, and were unable to support the
local schools. Because of the absence of compulsory general education, the alien language and spirit, and the poor quality of
the schooling, the majority of the population was condemned
to illiteracy and backwardness. According to the census of 1897,
13.6 percent of Ukrainians, representing 23.3 percent of the
men and only 3.9 percent of the women, were literate. In comparison, the literacy rate in the Russian Empire as a whole was
29.3 percent for males and 13 percent for females.8
The Ukrainian press and printing houses suffered an even
worse fate. In 1720, even before the destruction of national autonomy, Peter I issued a ukase that banned the printing of any
book not in Russian, and during the entire eighteenth century
Ukrainian printers struggled under this decree—a fatal blow to
cultural life in the country. In 1769 not only was the Pecherska
Lavra monastery in Kyiv denied permission to reprint a primer,
but all previous editions of the work were removed as well. In
1800 the earlier decree was reconfirmed and its application became increasingly strict. As a result, all works of Ukrainian literature, including those of the most prominent authors, were
disseminated in manuscript form. This was the case with the
well-known anonymous work Istoriia Rusov, the chronicles of
Samovydets, Velychko, Hrabianka, the works of the philoso8
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are to establish this regime… No one knows better than we
what we need and which laws are best for us.4
Four days later the General Secretariat, a Ukrainian government, was established, headed by Volodymyr Vynnychenko, a
Social Democrat.
Subsequently, the Provisional Government delegated three
ministers, Kerensky, Mikhail I. Tereshchenko, and Irakly G.
Tsereteli, to Kyiv for negotiations with the Rada and on July
16 the Provisional Government recognized the autonomy of
Ukraine and the formation of separate Ukrainian military
units, although the Kadet ministers resigned on the ground
that “it put an end to the authority of the Provisional Government in Ukraine.” It was, they said, for the “Constituent
Assembly to determine the form of government for the
Ukraine and not for the Ukraine itself.”5 At the same time,
the Rada proclaimed its Second Universal, recognizing the
All-Russian Constituent Assembly and declaring that it had no
intention of separating from Russia. Also under the agreement,
the national minorities in Ukraine (Russians, Poles, and Jews)
sent their representatives to the Central Rada, which now
became a territorial parliament.
All these changes were to be formulated in a Statute of the
Higher Government of Ukraine, which the Provisional Government did not confirm, but issued instead on August 17, a
“Temporary Instruction” that greatly reduced the scope of the
proposed statute. The General Secretariat was to be an organ,
not of the Central Rada, but of the Provisional Government,
“the membership of which shall be determined by the Government” in agreement with the Central Rada, augmented on
an equitable basis with democratic organizations representing
other nationalities inhabiting the Ukraine.” The number of secretaries was reduced from fourteen to seven, and the legislative
4
5
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were resisted by Russian authorities, on April 1 the First
Ukrainian B. Kheml’nyts’kyi Regiment was organized from
soldiers temporarily stationed in Kyiv.
The First Ukrainian Military Congress in Kyiv on May 18—
25, 1917, consisted of over seven hundred delegates representing nearly one million men from the fronts, the rear, and the
fleets. The Second Military Congress of June 18—23 was even
more impressive. Despite a ban by Alexander F. Kerensky, minister of war, it was attended by 2,500 delegates representing
1,736,000 men, mostly front-line soldiers.3 Shortly thereafter
the First Ukrainian Peasants’ Congress in Kyiv on June 10—
15 had 2,500 delegates, including many village teachers, from
about one thousand rural districts. The First Ukrainian Workers’ Congress, which met in Kyiv on July 24—27, consisted of
nearly three hundred delegates. The congresses sought to unify
and direct the military, peasant, and labor movements and to
show support for the Rada. They adopted resolutions urging
the Rada to be firm in its demand for territorial autonomy from
the Provisional Government, and to issue a proclamation of an
independent Ukrainian republic.
The Rada’s cautious demand for autonomy of Ukrainianinhabited territory was rejected by the Provisional Government on the ground that the problem of autonomy should be
decided by the Russian Constituent Assembly. Consequently
on June 24, 1917, the Rada, without separating from Russia,
proclaimed its First Universal:
Let the Ukrainian people on their own territory have the
right to manage their own life. Let a National Ukrainian Assembly (Sejm), elected by universal, equal, direct, and secret
suffrage, establish order and a regime in the Ukraine. Only our
Ukrainian assembly is to have the right to issue all laws which

3
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pher Hryhorii Skovoroda, and even the first work of modern
Ukrainian literature, the Aeneid of Ivan Kotliarevs’kyi.
Thus very few Ukrainian books were published in the nineteenth century. From 1848 to 1870, for example, fewer than
200 were published, in marked contrast to the three years of
Ukrainian independence, when, in spite of technical difficulties, lack of funds, and the chaos of war, 2,496 books were published.9
The elimination of political autonomy and national institutions was only the means for the larger goal, the complete Russification of Ukraine. Throughout the tsarist period, the regime
spared no effort to eradicate every vestige of national culture
and consciousness. The name Ukraine was forbidden and even
the substitute, “Little Russia,” although used as a generic term
for the area, did not appear on the political map of the Russian
Empire as a distinct entity. Written records were pre-empted
by the Russians and the official Russian history, representing
Moscow as the legitimate successor to the heritage of Kyiv,
went unchallenged.
The ruin of national life was nearly complete. Some of the
wealthy sent their children either to the newer and more fashionable schools of St. Petersburg and Moscow, or to schools
in Western Europe. Ukrainians who served in the government
were usually given posts outside Ukraine, while the administrative personnel in Ukraine itself were largely Russian or other
nationalities. The large estates were mostly in the hands of Russians, Poles, or Russified Ukrainians, as were commercial and
financial institutions. Ukrainians were denied even the minimum of rights guaranteed under the law. The people, nonetheless, retained their language and a vast store of rich folklore
and song used on various special occasions and preserved especially by the Kobzars (Minstrels).

9
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The final elimination of Ukrainian autonomy in 1783 coincided with the successful conclusion of the American Revolution, which was followed by the French Revolution and the
Napoleonic wars. These crises created a new Europe in which
various subject nations began successful struggles for statehood. Ukraine, however, was denied the opportunity to be included in the new order.

The Political Awakening
Toward the end of the eighteenth century, when the disappearance of Ukrainian national existence seemed imminent,
the political aspirations of the Ukrainian nobility were reawakened, especially among the educated classes and nobility of
Left Bank Ukraine, where the political and cultural traditions
of the hetman state survived. Despite their submission to the
Russian regime, these classes retained a love of the native history and language, defending the old order and culture, and
resisting Russian innovations. They also maintained the tradition of participation in public affairs, and struggled to retain
their positions in the country’s administrative system.
The regime’s attempt to deny the Ukrainian nobility the
same rights as their Russian counterparts prompted a group
of political leaders to seek foreign assistance. In 1791, at a
low point of Russo-Prussian relations, Vasyl’ Kapnist, former
marshal of the Kyiv nobility, secretly discussed with the
Prussian Minister E. F. Hertzberg the possibility of impending
war and of Prussian aid for the incipient Ukrainian independence movement. He failed, for Hertzberg did not believe the
deterioration of relations with Russia was sufficiently serious
to result in war. The effort to take advantage of Russian
political crises to further the national cause continued into the
nineteenth century. Some hopes were aroused by the revival
of the Cossack army in 1812, the year of Napoleon’s invasion
12

Ukrainian National Convention in Kyiv to gain wider support
and popular approval for its actions. The convention, attended
by about nine hundred representatives of soldiers, peasants,
laborers, cultural and professional organizations, and political
parties, sanctioned a larger Central Rada of similar composition under the presidency of Hrushevs’kyi. By manifesting
national unity and laying the foundation for a government, the
convention opened a new period of the national revolution—a
political struggle to shape the destiny of the nation.
Cultural and political life was also revived. The press and
publishing houses were reopened to meet the demands for
printed works, especially textbooks for renascent Ukrainian
schools, and organizations for the retraining of teachers
were set up. Prosviia societies, libraries, and bookstores were
reestablished throughout the country. The old parties were
reorganized and new ones were established: the three major
ones were the old Democratic Radical party (which in June
1917, became the Ukrainian party of Socialists and Federalists),
the Ukrainian Social Democratic Labor party, and the newly
organized Ukrainian party of Socialist Revolutionaries; a
number of minor parties also existed.
There was an especially impressive resurgence of national
activity in the Russian Army, and four million soldiers affirmed
their Ukrainian nationality and a desire to form their own units.
Alongside the soldiers’ committees that were organized under
the authority of the Executive Committee of the Soviet’s Order
No. 1 of March 14, 1917, Ukrainian military councils, clubs and
other organizations supporting the Rada began to emerge.
It was demanded that the units quartered in Ukraine be
composed only of Ukrainians. The initiative for creating
separate Ukrainian units came from the Hetman P. Polubotok
Military Club, which was founded on March 29, 1917, in
Kyiv, by officers Mykola Mikhnovs’kyi, and two brothers,
Oleksander and Pavlo Makarenko, and from the Ukrainian
Military Organizational Committee. Although these demands
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1. The Ukrainian Revolution
The Central Rada
After the outbreak of the March Revolution and the collapse
of the Russian monarchy, the leaders of Ukraine declared the
nation’s right to self-determination. On March 20, 1917,1 on
the initiative of the Society of Ukrainian Progressives (TUP),
the Ukrainian Central Rada (Council) was formed, composed
of the municipal and cultural organizations of Kyiv and representatives of political parties and professional organizations. It
served originally not as a parliament, but as a center of instruction and mutual information. There followed formation of local
radas, committees, or other organizations that spontaneously
recognized the Central Rada’s authority.2
The spirit of the Rada and the nation in general was greatly
stimulated by the first purely Ukrainian political demonstration in Kyiv on April 1, 1917, in which tens of thousands
participated. The prevailing slogans of the day were “A free
Ukraine in a free Russia!” and “Independent Ukraine with its
own hetman!” The demonstrators swore before the portrait
of Taras Shevchenko not to rest until Ukraine became a free
autonomous state. From April 19 to 21, the Rada convoked a
1
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of Russia, but the Cossacks were used only for Russian ends
and after the war they were either absorbed into the Russian
Army or demobilized.10
Failure to achieve political concessions for Ukraine did not
deter the political leaders. The poor social and political conditions created a favorable atmosphere for revolutionary activities and for acceptance of western European radical ideas,
which entered Ukraine by way of soldiers returning from the
Napoleonic wars, literature supplied from abroad, and foreign
intellectuals working in Ukraine. These influences paved the
way for the Masonic movement.
The best known lodges were those in Poltava, Odessa, and
Kyiv. Among the members of the Poltava lodge were such
prominent figures in Ukrainian history as Ivan Kotliarevskyi,
Vasyl Lukashevych, and Kapnist. Some were nevertheless
dedicated to the formation of the Slavic federation, or to
the cause of Polish independence, and, although the Masons
were not especially interested in the Ukrainian question, their
organizations later formed the groundwork for the national
movement.
The influence of the Masonic lodges and the exposure of
many officers to Western thought during the Napoleonic wars
stimulated the development of secret political societies in the
Russian Army, known after the abortive coup d’etat on December 14, 1825, as Decembrists. They, too, neglected the Ukrainian
problem in their programs and activities, but some of their
writers expressed sympathy for Ukraine and her past in their
works, and the movement in general awakened the spirit of
nationalism among the more enlightened Ukrainians. The Decembrists also influenced the later development of Ukrainian
political and cultural movements, especially the program of the
Brotherhood of Saints Cyril and Methodius.
10
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After the Decembrist revolt new oppressive measures were
introduced by Nicholas I. In November 1830, Poland broke its
union with the Romanov dynasty and began a war of liberation. The governor-general of Ukraine, Prince Nikolai G. Repnin, was ordered to organize eight Cossack cavalry regiments
of one thousand volunteers each, to be supported largely by
the Ukrainian nobility. A measure of social relief was promised
to encourage enlistments. Before the Polish war ended, however, the Russian government, fearing Ukrainian separatism,
recalled the Cossack regiments. Six of them were incorporated
into the Russian Army; the other two were sent to colonize the
Caucasus. The disappointed Cossacks protested in vain, and
some of their leaders were executed. Moreover, when Repnin
tried to improve the socioeconomic conditions of the Cossacks
and lower classes, an attempt that gained him the lasting esteem of the people, he was accused of Ukrainian separatism
and relieved of his post in 1834.
After the suppression of the Polish uprising, a dePolonization campaign was launched to weaken the Polish
landlords in the Right Bank Ukraine. Although there was no
question of emancipation of peasants, the government did
introduce “Inventory Regulations” determining the mutual
rights and obligations of landlords and peasants, including the
number of days the peasants had to work for the landlords, and
defining the character of work for men and women. Working
during holidays was prohibited, and the arbitrariness of landlords, such as in sending the peasants to the army or exiling
them to Siberia, was limited. The Regulations, sponsored by
General D. G. Bibikov, governor-general of Kyiv in 1838, were
implemented on the Right Bank and temporarily improved
conditions. However, the introduction of the Regulations
created great uncertainty among both landlords and peasants,
and when in 1852 a new governor largely nullified the Regulations, the lot of the peasants worsened. Peasant revolts became
more frequent. In the spring of 1855, during the Crimean War,
14

ground for national leaders in their efforts to build an independent state.
In addition, a university had existed at LViv (Lemberg in
German, Lwow in Polish, Lvov in Russian) in the Austriancontrolled part of Ukraine, since 1784.
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for the Liberation of Ukraine. Later moving to Vienna, the
League planned to create a Ukrainian state from the Ukrainian
territory seized by the German armies, and to give courses in
citizenship to all Ukrainian prisoners of war.
Russia’s desire to annex East Galicia, Bukovina, and
Carpatho-Ukraine and consequently to Russify the population was related to its entry into the war. When Russian
forces occupied East Galicia in the first months of the war,
the newly appointed governor-general, Georgii Bobrinskii,
declared East Galicia to be “the real cradle of Great Russia,”
and referred to an “indivisible Russia,” which would extend as
far as the Carpathians. The Bobrinskii administration began
a systematic suppression of Ukrainian schools, organizations,
press, and bookshops as a prelude to exile of numerous leaders, including the Ukrainian Catholic (Uniate) metropolitan,
Count Andrii Sheptyts’kyi. Steps were taken to abolish the
Ukrainian Catholic church and to force the acceptance of
Russian Orthodoxy.
As the western part of Russian Ukraine became devastated
by the war, the disruption of the economy, the shortage of
farmhands, and the continuing persecution of the Ukrainian
movement made conditions unbearable. Opposition to the
regime and its social order steadily increased and contributed
to the outbreak of the Revolution.
Although Ukrainian political thought and aspirations were
not completely extinguished by the destruction of the hetman
state, the modern national revival, confined as it was primarily
to the cultural sphere, could offer little in the way of practical administrative and political experience. Prior to 1905 under
Russian rule there was no legal means of forming political parties and the administration of the country was largely in the
hands of non-Ukrainians. The intelligentsia was divided over
the conflicting currents of national independence and socialist
internationalism. Thus the Revolution proved a difficult testing
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eight districts of the Kyiv province were involved in revolts
that were suppressed by military force, with many people
imprisoned or exiled to Siberia. Russia’s defeat in the Crimean
War brought about a period of far-reaching reforms, including
the end of serfdom, which offered new opportunities for the
Ukrainian national movement.

The Cultural Awakening
The setbacks in the struggle for political freedom compelled
Ukrainian leaders to devote their attention to cultural problems
in the struggle against Russification. A number of the more
nationally conscious nobility, including some who held high
offices in the empire, devoted themselves to the study of national history, folklore, and especially the Ukrainian language,
the living symbol of nationality.
Class interest, however, was the primary impetus to historical research, for many nobles turned to the collection of
documents— chronicles, deeds of kings, tsars, and hetmans,
court decisions, and petitions—that would serve to substantiate
their claims to noble status. This activity was also considered
patriotic, as it not only aroused national consciousness, but
also defended the rights, privileges, and freedom of Ukraine.
Among the most important contributors of Ukrainian historiography, who either collected and preserved documentary
materials or published them in their writings, were Prince Oleksander Bezborod’ko, VasyP H. Ruban, Oleksander I. Rigelman,
IAkiv A. Markovych, Hryhorii A. and Vasyl H. Poletyka, and
Oleksii I. Martos. The most significant work of the period was
the anonymous Istoriia Rusov (History of the Rus’). Probably
written at the end of the eighteenth or the beginning of the
nineteenth century by Hryhorii A. Poletyka, it was widely circulated in manuscript before being published in 1846. The work
is historiopolitical, covering Ukrainian history from its origins
15

to the end of the hetman state. Its importance lay not in its substance but in its effect as a catalyst of national consciousness
and its impact on modern Ukrainian historiography.
Although these works had a considerable influence upon national development, the book that marked the beginning of
modern Ukrainian literature, and of the national renaissance,
was Ivan Kotliarevs’kyi’s poem Aeneid (1798), a travesty on
Virgil’s classic. In it, the Trojan soldiers are used allegorically
to represent the Ukrainian Cossacks who escaped from the
Sich in 1775 and their heroic past and traditions are expertly
portrayed. The work also brought to the attention of the upper classes the deplorable conditions of the peasants, whose
lives were depicted with an intimacy and affection that evoked
sympathy for everything Ukrainian. The primary importance
of Aeneid, however, was that it was the first book written in the
Ukrainian vernacular, which gained a stronger position as the
sole national language, especially since the literary language, a
mixture of Ukrainian and Old Slavic, was prohibited by the Russian censorship. The Aeneid, widely read by educated Ukrainians, appeared in three editions in ten years.
Kotliarevs’kyi gave Ukraine a modern language (though
it was not used with full effectiveness until the middle of
the nineteenth century) and tied the historical traditions of
hetman Ukraine to contemporary conditions. Other writers,
among them the novelist Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnov’ianenko and
the poet Petro Hulak-Artemovs’kyi, wrote in Ukrainian about
national customs and traditions. Ethnography proved to be
another source of national revival. Under the influences of
West European Romanticism and the teaching of Johann von
Herder, young and enthusiastic scholars turned to the study
of the peasants, their folksongs, historical poems, legends,
proverbs, manners, and customs.
From the turn of the century until the emancipation of the
serfs in 1861, Ukrainian cultural life centered in the universities. The University of Kharkiv (Kharkov), established in 1805
16

in an almost complete lack of Ukrainian representation in the
Third and Fourth Dumas.
The brief respite of the 1905 Revolution quickly changed to
reaction, and political freedom again disappeared. Ukrainian
was not allowed in the schools and universities, although this
privilege was granted to other languages. The Ukrainian press
was abolished and most branches of Prosvita were closed. Political groups were suppressed. Consequently, many politicians
who escaped arrest left Ukraine and settled either abroad or in
the centers of greater freedom such as Moscow and St. Petersburg.27
In 1908, on the initiative of the Democratic Radical party,
Ukrainian political groups that stood for autonomy and a
democratic system formed the secret Society of Ukrainian
Progressives (TUP), which, until the Revolution of 1917,
dominated national political life. Its aim was to gain piecemeal
political and cultural concessions from the regime.
In spite of restrictions and persecution after 1905, the
Ukrainian movement did gain ground in all aspects of public
life. Ukrainian representation in the Duma manifested to the
world the existence of the Ukrainian problem in the Russian
Empire, and the outbreak of the First World War aroused
hopes for far-reaching changes.
The war, however, brought a new wave of repression, and
there was a strong agitation in Russian circles to eliminate
the Ukrainian movement completely. In 1914 the government
suppressed all Ukrainian cultural and educational activities
and the entire press was closed. Many prominent politicians
and scholars, including Hrushevs’kyi, were exiled despite
declarations of loyalty, and others went abroad. In August
1914, Ukrainain political emigres in Lviv formed the League
27
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in Ukraine. Moreover, much of the urban population was infected by the Russian revolutionary movement, providing a
natural milieu for Russification. All these changes in the social, national, and economic structure of Ukraine strengthened
the ties to the Russian Empire and severely handicapped the
national revival, though their full impact was not evident until
the Revolution.
Although the Ukrainian movement was intensified at the
turn of the century, it was the unsuccessful Russo-Japanese
War and the Revolution of 1905 that brought to the surface the
hitherto clandestine social and national forces. The peasant uprisings in Ukraine in 1905—6 were among the most violent in
the Empire, and the strikes and demonstrations in the larger
cities led to armed clashes.
The tsar’s October Manifesto in 1905 helped considerably in
calming the Revolution by promising favorable reforms, and
spurred Ukrainian leaders to increase their activities. Never
officially repealed, the Ems decree was no longer enforced.
Within a few months there were thirty-four new publications
in Ukrainian. Simultaneously societies of enlightenment
[Prosvita) were founded throughout the country. Great hopes
were held for the First Duma, and national leaders established
a center in St. Petersburg to give assistance to the forty-four
Ukrainian noble and peasant members. They also published a
journal in Russian, Ukrainian Herald, and prepared a declaration demanding autonomy for Ukraine, but on the eve of its
presentation the Duma was dissolved.
The Second Duma, with forty-seven Ukrainian deputies,
was weakened because the most experienced politicians from
the First Duma who had signed the Viborg appeal were
disfranchised. The new parliamentary club demanded more
rights for Ukraine, including self-government within the
framework of the empire. The delegates published their own
organ in Ukrainian, Native Cause. However, the Second Duma
was also dissolved and a change in the electoral law resulted
28

through the efforts of the Ukrainian nobility and merchant
class, was the first modern institution of higher learning in
Ukraine,11 and in the first half of the nineteenth century, an
important center of Ukrainian revival. A large number of outstanding Ukrainian scholars and litterateurs formed a literary
circle, with such members as the rector of the University,
the poet Petro Hulak-Artemovs’kyi, the ethnographer Izmail
Sreznevs’kyi, and prose writer Kvitka-Osnov’ianenko.12 It was
also at Kharkiv that the first Ukrainian periodicals appeared:
The Ukrainian Herald, 1816—19; Kharkov Demokrit, 1816; and
Ukrainian Journal, 1824—26.
A second modern university was founded in Kyiv in 1834.
Although established primarily to instill in its students a
Russian spirit, it played as prominent a role in the Ukrainian
renaissance as the Kyiv Academy had in the past, due to the
activities of distinguished Ukrainians like the first rectors,
Mykhailo Maksymovych, Mykola Kostomarov, and Panteleimon Kulish, who converted the nominally Russian university
into a Ukrainian scientific and cultural center. A new journal,
Kiev Information, was published there from 1835 to 1838 and
from 1850 to 1857. Other centers of Ukrainian culture were
the college in Nizhyn, established by Besborod’ko, and the
Richelieu Lycee in Odessa, which was raised to university
status in 1864. The first newspaper in Ukraine was the Odessa
Herald, published from 1825 to 1892.13 Many young Ukrainians attended universities in Russia or Western Europe as
well.
Among the institutions playing an important role in the
national revival was the Provisional Commission for the Study
11
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of Ancient Documents, established in Kyiv in 1843. Its mission
was to collect and control all the archives and collections
of historical documents to demonstrate that Ukraine was
“Russian since time immemorial,” and that the policy of Russification was justified by history.14 This work, however, was
entrusted to Ukrainians who were primarily concerned with
scholarship. The Commission was most active in the 1860s
when Russia increased its opposition to Polish influence in
Right Bank Ukraine. Its main publication, in which a high level
of scholarship was maintained, was Archives of South-West
Russia.
During the 1840s and 1850s, the Ukrainian renaissance
found its most vibrant expression in the works of Taras
H. Shevchenko, the nation’s greatest poet. Shevchenko, a
serf of Cossack lineage, was born in Kyiv province in 1814.
Because he showed talent for painting, he was eventually
freed through the efforts of such prominent men as the poet
Vasilii A. Zhukovskii, the actor Mykhailo S. Shchepkin, and
the painters Karl P. Briullov and Aleksei G. Venetsianov, who
wished to enter him in the Academy of Arts in St. Petersburg.15
His true genius, however, lay in his poetry.
Ukrainian history, Ukraine’s wealth and scenic beauty,
all placed in cruel contrast to the actualities of national life,
deeply affected Shevchenko’s thought and permeated his
work. In 1840 he published his first collection of verse, Kobzar
(The Minstrel) to which other more important poems were
soon added. This work later became a national gospel of the
Ukrainian movement. Using at first typical romantic motifs
from Ukrainian life and legends, he later turned to themes

the population by distributing free literature, and gave the
movement a political and economic character.
Changes in economic and social structure, brought about by
industrialization and railway construction in the second half
of the nineteenth century, also contributed to the upsurge of
political activity toward the end of the century. Ukraine was
one of the world’s most important exporters of grain, and the
introduction of the sugar beet intensified the growth of agriculture. Prior to the First World War, Ukrainian wheat exports
accounted for 90 percent of the total for the Russian economy.
Russian policy was to maintain Ukraine in a colonial state, as a
supplier of agricultural products and raw materials and a market for manufactured goods. It was permitted to develop only
such industries as had no natural base in Russia or industries
that provided raw materials or partially processed goods for
Russian industry. The regime built railway lines that connected
Ukraine with Russia or served the strategic plans of the empire.
Nevertheless, in the last quarter of the century heavy industry began to develop near the rich coal and ore deposits of the
Donets Basin, Kharkiv, and Kryvyi Rih, spurred principally by
foreign capital. On the eve of the First World War the Donets
Basin supplied 55 percent of Russia’s coal and 83.5 percent of
its coke.26
Along with industrial expansion, the composition of the population changed radically. Old towns grew and many new ones
were founded. In addition to an extensive Russian immigration, the number of other nationalities in Ukraine increased
and gradually the Ukrainian population in the major cities and
industrial centers became a minority. Most of the nationalities, conservative or radical, tended to support Russian policy
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Also in 1897, a student group was founded in Kharkiv that
in 1900 was reorganized into the Revolutionary Ukrainian
party (RUP) with branches in other cities. Until 1904, it was
composed primarily of students, but later it became a party
of intelligentsia.23 Its first platform called for “one indivisible, free, and independent Ukraine from Carpathians to the
Caucasus,” and declared that “as long as the one enemy is
left in our territory we cannot lay down our arms.”24 Mykola
Mikhnovs’kyi, who wrote the platform, believed that social
emancipation would occur once independence was attained.
Other members, however, thought that socialism and revolution should be the primary goals. In 1902, Mikhnovs’kyi and
his followers formed the Ukrainian People’s party. In 1904
the revolutionary group seceded to form the Ukrainian Social
Democratic Union (Spilka), which in 1908 affiliated itself with
the Russian Social-Democratic Labor party. It represented
the agricultural proletariat. Although a strictly Ukrainian
party, it paid little attention to the national question. In 1905
RUP was reorganized into the Ukrainian Social Democratic
Labor party and subsequently adopted a Marxist point of
view.25 Though their spheres of activity were limited, these
illegal organizations increased the national consciousness of
23
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of the Cossack period, describing and idealizing the Cossack
campaigns against the nation’s enemies. When he returned
to Ukraine, however, his more matured realization of the
unbearable sufferings of the people wrought a change in his
themes. Later poems made a passionate appeal for national
independence, human equality, and social justice, attacking
Russian serfdom, despotism, and suppression of other nationalities. Thus by the mid-nineteenth century, Ukrainian national
leadership passed from the nobility to the intelligentsia, and
was distinguished by its tendency toward democratic political
and social reforms. At the University of Kyiv, a literary group,
united by a common view of the nation and its past, carefully
studied the latest political and cultural movements among
the Slavs. Out of this group, late in 1845 or early in 1846, on
the initiative of Mykola Kostomarov, Mykola Hulak, Vasyl’
Bilozers’kyi, Shevchenko, and Panteleimon Kulish grew the
first Ukrainian secret society, called the Brotherhood of Saints
Cyril and Methodius after the famous “Apostles of the Slavs.”16
Their political program was expressed in Kostomarov’s
Books of Genesis of the Ukrainian People, and also in letters,
documents, Shevchenko’s poems, and Istoriia Rusov. It called
for a federation of autonomous Slavic republics, headed by
a generally elected assembly that would meet in a free city,
Kyiv.17 The program also included guarantees of freedom of
conscience, thought, speech, religion, and press; the abolition
of serfdom and corporal punishment; and elimination of
illiteracy. The Brotherhood was based on the principles of
Christianity and democracy. It was in no sense a Ukrainian
nationalist organization—the name was common to all Slavic
peoples. Moreover, although some members did advocate
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revolutionary action, none had connections with any military
organization that might carry out their plans.18
In April 1847 the society’s existence was revealed to the authorities and its members were arrested. Some of the leaders
were punished by short terms of imprisonment or exile, but
Shevchenko was sentenced to ten years as a private in a Central Asian disciplinary garrison and specifically forbidden by
Nicholas I to write or draw.19
Although the Brotherhood’s activity was of short duration,
its basic ideas left a deep impression upon its members as
well as other educated Ukrainians. Its suppression marked the
beginning of a new period of systematic persecution of the
Ukrainian movement that lasted, except for brief interludes,
until 1917.
After the Crimean War, however, Alexander II introduced
a number of reforms that made cultural activities possible.
Former members of the Brotherhood were released and some
of them, including Shevchenko, Kostomarov, Kulish, and
Bilozers’kyi, settled in St. Petersburg, where conditions were
more favorable for literary activities than in Ukraine. They
established a printing house, which in 1861 began to issue a
scholarly periodical, Osnova (Foundation).20 However, after
the death of Shevchenko in 1861 the group’s activity declined,
Osnova ceased publication in 1862, and other publications
were suppressed. The group centered around Osnova moved
then to Kyiv, where they faced new problems.
18
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cies in “ general but also Russian revolutionary terrorism and
centralism.
In the history of the Ukrainian national movement, Drahomanov stood halfway between the Brotherhood of Saints
Cyril and Methodius and the generation that formed an independent democratic republic in 1917. Politically, he favored
wide decentralization of the Russian Empire on the basis of
national autonomy, a liberal constitution, and a parliamentary
system. Against the prevailing currents of his time, he transformed the heretofore literary and ethnographical national
movement into a political and social one.
An important advancement of the Ukrainian cause was
the establishment of a Chair of Ukrainian and East European
history at the Polish-dominated University of L’viv in 1894,
and the appointment to it of a prominent historian, Mykhailo
Hrushevs’kyi (1866—1934). Hrushevs’kyi, like Drahomanov,
for twenty years symbolized the unity of both parts of
Ukraine; however, his political thinking tended to promote
national independence. Although he was a prolific writer in
several fields, his most meritorious work was in historiography, where he devised a unified and well-founded scheme
demonstrating the continuity and geographical integrity of
Ukrainian development, thus providing a sound historical basis for the movement toward independence. He followed this
scheme in his monumental History of Ukraine-Rus. Another
important accomplishment was the reorganization, under his
leadership (1897—1913), of the Shevchenko Society, which
subsequently became a center of Ukrainian studies and gained
wide scholarly recognition.
In 1897 a clandestine congress in Kyiv of the representatives
of all Ukrainian hromady formed the General Ukrainian Democratic party. Largely literary at first, it assumed a more political
character; in 1904 it became the Ukrainian Democratic party,
and later the Democratic Radical party (UDRP).
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vere in the struggle for nationhood was considerably undermined. Its principal representatives, Kostomarov and to a lesser
extent Antonovych, advocated concentration primarily on cultural problems in order to placate the Russian regime. In 1882
the Old Society (Stara Hromada) of Kyiv established a scholarly
periodical, Kievskaia Starina (Kyivan Antiquity), which was a
forum for Ukrainian studies until its cessation in 1907. Only
after 1890 did some articles in Ukrainian begin to appear; however, from the beginning the editors attracted many prominent
scholars who gave the periodical a distinct national character.
A unique figure, in both his influence on, and position
in, the national movement of the late nineteenth century,
was Mykhailo Drahomanov (1841—95), a scholar, folklorist,
historian, and political leader of Cossack origin. After Drahomanov received his degree, the University of Kyiv sent him
to Western Europe (1870—73) to study ancient history. On
his return he was appointed professor, but two years later,
because of his activity in the national movement, the tsar
ordered him to resign. Subsequently he left the country and
settled in Geneva, where he published the Ukrainian-language
periodical, Hromada, as a free national forum, and also wrote
a series of pamphlets and articles in European languages about
Ukrainian national aspirations and Russian policy in Ukraine.
Subsequently, Drahomanov turned his attention to
Ukrainian problems in Austria, where the national movement was less restricted. In his prolific writings, especially his
correspondence with Ukrainians in East Galicia, he advocated
a more active political life and concentration on the education
and organization of the masses. For these purposes he formed
the nucleus of a new progressive movement, which in 1890
became the Radical party, directing its appeals primarily to
the peasants.
Drahomanov was also influential among Russian revolutionary emigres, as the editor of a Russian periodical, Vol’noe Slovo
(Free Voice) from 1881 to 1883. He opposed not only tsarist poli24

The Emancipation of 1861 revolutionized social relations;
Ukrainian leaders sought to improve the wretched conditions
of the peasants through education, organizing Sunday schools
to teach illiterates, and publishing textbooks and periodicals.
In larger cities, societies (hromady) were founded for cultural
purposes, such as the organization of theatricals, choirs,
libraries, and public lectures. The hromady also encouraged
the educated people to wear national costumes and speak the
national language.
At the same time the so-called Khlopomany (peasant-lovers)
movement developed out of the “Ukrainian school” in Polish
literature. The Khlopomany joined with Ukrainian students
at Kyiv University to form the “Ukrainian Community”
(Ukrains’ka Hromada).21 Neither group, however, formulated definite political goals or programs and their activities
were limited to educational and cultural work. Though the
movement never achieved a wide following, it nevertheless
contributed to the development of Ukrainian culture. One
member in particular, Volodymyr Antonovych, became the
most prominent figure in the national movement between
1860 and 1890.
The national movement met with opposition during the
reign of Alexander II (1865—81), although this was generally
considered a period of limited liberal social and administrative
reforms. In 1862 the government accused Ukrainians of conspiracy with the Poles and the creation of propaganda aiming
to separate Ukraine from Russia. The tsar was particularly
alarmed by the Polish insurrection of 1863, and subsequently
the Russian publicist Mikhail Katkov originated a campaign in
the press against the Ukrainian movement, which he described
as a “Polish intrigue.” In the summer of 1863 Peter Valuev,
minister of the interior, issued an edict declaring that “there
21
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never was any separate Ukrainian language, there is none
now, and there cannot be any.” He decreed that henceforth
only belles-lettres could be published in Ukrainian; religious
works (including the Bible), textbooks, and popular literature
were forbidden.
Russian progressives, including Alexander Herzen, Nikolai
Dobroliu-bov, and Nikolai Chernyshevskii, protested the
persecution of Ukraine. Even the minister of education, A. V.
Golovnin, defended the Ukrainian language, stating “that the
government should not censor books in such a manner merely
because of the language, without examining the contents.’
As a result of the suppression of national life within the Russian Empire, literary and political activities were transferred
to East Galicia where, under the more liberal government of
Austria, it was possible to publish books and establish literary
and scientific societies. In 1873, the Shevchenko Society was
founded in L’viv, and later it became the center of Ukrainian
studies for both parts of Ukraine.
While Russian policy continued unchanged until the 1905
Revolution, its application was neither uniform nor consistent.
After a decade, a short relaxation once more made literary and
educational activities possible. Kyiv again became the center of
national life and a newspaper, Kiev Telegraph, was published
in Russian. A southwestern branch of the Russian Geographical Society was established in Kyiv in 1873. The impressive
achievements of Ukrainians at the Archaeological Congress
Kyiv in 1874 provoked Russian reactionaries, who saw separatist tendencies in both the society and the congress. Thus,
although the effect of concentration on cultural and scientific
activities was to divert attention from political movements, the
government renewed its attack on the Ukrainian revival.
Early in 1875 a commission composed of the minister of the
interior, the minister of education, and the chief of police reported that the literary activity of the Ukrainophiles was dangerous to the unity of the empire. Consequently on May 18,
22

1876, Alexander II issued a secret decree from Ems, Germany,
that forbade the printing or importation of books, pamphlets,
and musical lyrics in Ukrainian, and proscribed public lectures,
drama, and concerts. The language was permitted only in historical documents and belles-lettres, the latter in Russian orthography only. Moreover, Ukrainian manuscripts were subject to a double censorship, both locally and in St. Petersburg,
a restriction not applied to other national languages. At the
same time the Kiev Telegraph and the southwestern branch
of the Geographical Society were abolished. Many Ukrainians
were dismissed from their posts in the universities or civil service, and some were banished to remote provinces.
The Ems decree was technically illegal for it had been formulated in a secret meeting of two ministers and the chief of police, and it had not been approved by the Council of Ministers.
Nor was it ever announced publicly. The target of the decree
was not the content of the works involved, but the language
itself. Thus when the British and Foreign Bible Society asked
to distribute Ukrainian-language Bibles among the troops in
the Russo-Japanese War (1904—5), permission was refused, although Russian Bibles were freely distributed. By making reading matter more scarce, the edict also caused an increase in
illiteracy to 80 percent.22
The Ems decree guided Russian policy until 1905. In that year
the Russian Academy of Sciences adopted a report, written by
two Russian philologists of the government, which recognized
Ukrainian as a separate language.
The Valuev edict and the Ems decree had two distinct consequences for the Ukrainian movement—the depoliticization of
national life and a split in the intelligentsia over the question
of methods. The willingness of the older generation to perse22
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sible for its development. Therein is openly revealed the peasantry’s kinship with the ideas of anarchism.8
Although Makhno was adequately trained to understand the
basic ideology of anarchism, he made no real attempt to put the
anarchist ideal of a free, nongovernmental society into practice. His partisans and the peasants understood the slogan “free
anarcho-communes” to mean free individual farms, and decentralized democratic self-government. This was a spontaneous
manifestation of the Ukrainian peasants’ anarchism. Makhno
saw anarchism in the context of the peasants’ struggle for freedom, for to him anarchism and freedom from social oppression
were one and the same.
The group to which Makhno adhered, the AnarchistCommunists, was established in Huliai-Pole in 1905,14 and
it was in contact with the anarchists of Katerynoslav via
Valdemar Antoni, who was responsible for establishing the
Huliai-Pole group. It was supported primarily by local peasants, and employed both expropriation and terror against the
local bourgeoisie, government institutions, and police. In such
an environment Makhno had no opportunity to acquire much
theoretical knowledge of anarchism. He recalled:
Our group had in its ranks not a single educated theoretician
of anarchism. We all were peasants and workers. We came
from school with incomplete education. Anarchist schools did
not exist. The bulk of our knowledge of revolutionary anarchism came from long years of reading anarchist literature
and the exchange of opinions among us and the peasants with
whom we exchanged all we read and understood in the works
of Kropotkin [and] Bakunin. For all these we are obliged to
com[rade] Valdemar Antoni (he was Zarathustra).9
8
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agreement was made on the partitioning of spheres of interest.
Germany received northern Ukraine, the Crimea, Taganrog,
and Novorossiisk; Austria, the provinces of Podillia, Kherson,
and parts of Katerynoslav and Volyn’.17 Authority was vested
primarily in the Commander of Heeresgruppe Kyiv, Field
Marshal von Eichhorn, while General Wilhelm Groener,
German chief of staff in Ukraine, was charged with securing
the supplies. The German and Austro-Hungarian diplomatic
representative played a secondary role. Austro-German
Ukrainian policy in 1918 went through three major phases:
cooperation with the Rada; support of the hetman government;
and a belated attempt to support the Ukrainian independence
movement once the war was lost.
After its return to Kyiv, the Rada government of Vsevolod
Holu-bovych, a Socialist Revolutionary who succeeded Vynnychenko on January 30, 1918, faced overwhelming obstacles to
the establishment of internal order. The retreating Bolsheviks
had looted the banks, damaged the railroads, and flooded the
mines. The country swarmed with anarchist, foreign, and reactionary military bands that opposed the Republic. The presence of German and Austrian troops led to strong criticism
of the Rada, even though it publicly declared that Ukrainian
sovereignty would not be limited, and Hrushevs’kyi assured
the people that the troops would remain only so long as they
were needed for the liberation of Ukraine.18
The main crisis, however, stemmed from the Rada’s socialist policy, especially the land reform law of January 31, 1918.
The Rada announced its continuation of the economic reforms
outlined in the Third and Fourth Universals, including nationalization of agriculture, industry, and banks; all were intended
to weaken Bolshevik propaganda against the “Ukrainian bour17
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geois government.” Given the economic state of the Central
Powers, they could hardly be in sympathy with the agrarian
reform the Rada was sponsoring. They were concerned solely
with having a government that could guarantee the delivery of
supplies.
In 1917, rural disorders occurred; the peasants appropriated
the lands, and the harvest was not gathered in the normal way.
The peasants, m the face of the landowners’ intensive reaction,
were uncertain as to the future disposal of the harvest and hesitated to cultivate the land.19 The cattle had been either slaughtered or driven off during the Bolshevik occupation. The sugar
factories were standing idle.
As spring approached, apprehension mounted among the
German and Austrian authorities. Moreover, the conservative
wealthy classes, largely non-Ukrainians who were hostile to
the Republic, attempted to discredit the Rada and suggested deposing it. The Germans, with supplies scarce and the Ukrainian
economy in chaos, were receptive to such approaches. They
found it much easier to get supplies from the landlords than
from the peasants, who could hide their grain and cattle and
were unwilling to relinquish them, especially for paper money.
The Central Powers also doubted the Ukrainian government’s capability “either of settling the unrest in the country
or of delivering grain to us.” The most serious act of intervention occurred on April 6 when von Eichhorn issued an
order that caused critical conflicts both in Ukraine and in the
Reichstag. The order notified the peasants that
(1) cultivators of the soil would keep the crop and get current
prices;
(2) anyone holding land beyond his capacity to cultivate
would be punished;
(3) where peasants were unable to cultivate all the land
and where landowners do exist, the peasants must provide

This philosophy appealed to peasants who had acquired
their land from big proprietors and wanted to retain possession. They believed as strongly that land was intended by God
for their use as the tsar believed in divine right. According to
the resolution on the land question adopted by the congress of
the Huliai-Pole area of the Makhno movement on February 12,
1919, “The land belongs to nobody and it can be used only by
those who cared about it, who cultivated it. The land should
be transferred to the working peasantry of Ukraine for their
use without compensation.”6
Makhno was not only against landlords, but he contested the
power of all invaders into the territory of his movement and
thereby offered the peasants freedom from both landlords and
bureaucrats. He vividly expressed this attitude after his return
from Russia in the summer of 1918:
I returned again to you [comrades] so we might work
together to expel the Austro-German counterrevolutionary
armies from Ukraine, to overthrow the government of Hetman
Skoropads’kyi and to prevent any other regime from replacing
him. We will work in common to organize this great thing.
We will work in common to destroy slavery so we may set
ourselves and our brothers and sisters on the road of the new
order.7
Makhno’s attitude stemmed primarily from his anarchist
convictions. On another occasion, he said:
During its long history under the yoke, the Ukrainian peasantry, not exploiting other’s work, unyielding to outside pressure, preserved in itself the spirit of freedom. Everywhere, this
spirit of practical revolution of workers and peasants broke
through the walls of reaction and found space in the spontaneous impulses of revolution to gain as much freedom as pos-
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.. did not idealize the Makhno movement. They knew that
the povstantsi were not conscious Anarchists. Their paper
Nabat had repeatedly emphasized this fact. [However] the
Anarchists could not overlook the importance of popular
movement which was instinctively rebellious, anarchistically
inclined, and successful in driving back the enemies of the Revolution, which the better organized and equipped Bolshevik
army could not accomplish. For this reason many Anarchists
considered it their duty to work with Makhno. But the bulk
remained away. ?
Also, according to Volin, one of the reasons the anarchists
were reluctant to join Makhno was their “distrust for an ‘unorganized’ and impure anarchism.”
Makhno was aware of the social nature of the revolution
whose instrument he felt he was and his close familiarity with
the needs of the peasants enabled him to exploit the affinities
between their goals and his own. Makhno’s attitude concerning the state was in close harmony with the mood of his partisans, who from personal experience were inclined to regard the
state as an unmitigated evil. Profound hatred and distrust of political parties and of the state as an organ of power characterize
all Makhno’s actions and public proclamations. For example, as
soon as the Makhno forces entered a city or town they immediately posted on the walls notices to the population such as:
This army does not serve any political party, any power, any
dictatorship. On the contrary, it seeks to free the region of all
political power, of all dictatorship. It strives to protect the freedom of action, the free life of the workers against all exploitation and domination. The Makhno Army does not therefore represent any authority. It will not subject anyone to any obligation whatsoever. Its role is confined to defending the freedom
of the workers. The freedom of the peasants and the workers
belongs to themselves, and should not suffer any restriction.5
5
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for planting, without prejudicing the rights of the land committees to divide the land. Peasants were not to interfere
with the cultivation and land committees were to provide the
landowners with horses, machinery, and seed.20
The Rada bitterly resented the Eichhorn order, proclaiming
that the German troops had been invited to assist the reestablishment of order, but within the limits indicated by the government of the Ukrainian People’s Republic. Arbitrary interference in the social, political, and economic life of Ukraine, it
continued, was completely unwarranted. Eichhorn contended
that he was merely reinforcing the previous appeals of the Ministry of Agriculture.
Increasing German interference in Ukrainian affairs placed
an added strain upon German-Ukrainian relations. The Rada
sought popular support by rescheduling the meeting of a
Ukrainian Constituent Assembly, earlier postponed by the
Bolshevik invasion, for June 12, but on April 28, the German
military authorities dissolved the Central Rada. The next day
a congress called by the Union of Landowners in Ukraine
proclaimed General Pavlo Skoropads’kyi hetman of Ukraine.
Ukrainian conservative elements welcomed the election of
the hetman, hoping he would protect Ukraine against the
invasion of the Bolsheviks and the Germans’ interference in
the country’s internal affairs.
The Rada fell through a combination of its own inadequacies and unfavorable circumstances. The free general elections
in 1917 proved that the Rada reflected the mood and aspirations of the Ukrainian people, but it had failed to translate this
mood into a concrete program of administrative, social, and
military reform not only because of lack of qualified personnel, both civil and military, but also because it lacked a clear
20
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plan and the determination to carry it out. The Rada’s irresolution about agrarian reform gave the Bolsheviks a strong
propaganda weapon in their promise of land for the peasants.
It failed to establish close contact with the cities and its authority in the provinces was scarcely felt. The Rada failed to
organize a defensive force capable of defending the independence of the country, thinking in terms of a militia rather than
a regular army. It was too often involved in negotiations with
the Provisional Government and in trivial ideological disputes
among the parties and groups. Because of its broad interpretation of democracy, it did little to prevent the hostile activities
of the Bolsheviks and of non-Ukrainian conservatives. Though
the Bolsheviks fomented class war, the struggle remained basically a national one— Ukraine versus Russia—and it was not by
chance that the Bolshevik occupiers of Kyiv were greeted by a
Russian.

The Hetman State
The ouster of the Rada and the establishment of the hetman
state opened the second period of the national Revolution, a
restoration of the old order. The head of the new government,
Pavlo Skoropads’kyi (1873—1945), was a general in the Russian
Army and a descendant of the brother of Ivan Skoropads’kyi
(hetman from 1709 to 1722). He was trained in the tsar’s Page
Corps and began his military career as commander of a Cossack company during the Russo-Japanese War. In 1914 Skoropads’kyi went to war as a colonel of the Cavalry Guard and
rose rapidly to the rank of major general, serving on most major fronts with Baron Peter N. Wrangel, who was his chief of
staff. His sister-in-law was married to Field Marshal von Eichhorn.21 Although Skoropads’kyi was raised in Ukraine on his
21
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peasant partisan volunteers… Through two years of struggle
against different regimes … there was created in the center of the army a nucleus that assimilated the slogans of
nongovernment and free Soviet order.”
According to Goldman’s American anarchist friends in Kyiv:
There was considerable difference of opinion, however,
among the anarchists concerning the significance of the
Makhno movement. Some regarded it as expression of anarchism and believed that the anarchists should devote all their
energies to it. Others held that the povstantsi represented
the native rebellious spirit of the southern peasants, but that
their movement was not anarchism, though anarchisti-cally
tinged… Several of our friends took an entirely different
position, denying to the Makhno movement any anarchistic
meaning whatever.3
Makhno tried to strengthen his movement ideologically
by inviting anarchists to his camp. Goldman was told that
“Makhno had repeatedly called upon the Anarchists of the
Ukraina and of Russia to aid him. He offered them the widest
opportunity for propagandistic and educational work, supplied
them with printing outfits and meeting places, and gave them
the fullest liberty of action.” Makhno wanted to enlist more
anarchists for educational purposes among the partisans and
peasants since he and his associates were insufficiently trained
in propaganda. Goldman was informed that Makhno often
said: “I am a military man and I have no time for educational
work. But you who are writers and speakers, you can do that
work. Join me and together we shall be able to prepare the
field for a real Anarchist experiment.”4 However, there were
not many who wanted to join Makhno because the anarchists
in Ukraine
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threatened their land and freedom.” Goldman’s friends considered that the Ukrainian peasant partisan movement was “a
spontaneous, elemental movement, the peasants’ opposition
to all governments being the result not of theories but of
bitter experience and of instinctive love of liberty. [However]
they were fertile ground for Anarchist ideas.”2 Based on
their experiences, the Ukrainian peasants, who had little
acquaintance with political theorists, would have agreed with
Bakunin’s idea that every form of the state is an evil that must
be combated.
Ukrainian peasants had little reason to expect any good from
the state. For decades the Russian regime gave the peasants
only national and sociopolitical oppression, including conscription for military service, taxation, and ruthless enforcement
of order. Experiences with the “Reds,” “Whites,” Germans, and
Austro-Hungarians had taught them that all governments were
essentially alike—taking everything and giving nothing. Therefore, the peasants were more apt to revolt than to create or
support a national government. They felt the Revolution gave
them the right to secure the land and to live peacefully on it.
Unable to see any necessity to substitute another regime for
the fallen tsarist one, they wanted to be left alone to arrange
their lives and affairs. Moreover, the political and national consciousness of the peasants was weak and the Ukrainian government, as has been shown, had neither time nor opportunity
to strengthen it.
What was true of the peasants holds also for the partisan
groups, composed as they were primarily of peasants. The third
anarchist conference of “Nabat” in Kharkiv at the beginning of
September, 1920, concluded:
As regards the “Revolutionary Partisan Army of Ukraine
(Makhnovites)” … it is a mistake to call it anarchist… Mostly
they are Red soldiers who fell into captivity, and middle
2
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parents’ large estate and was conscious of his nationality, his
participation in the Ukrainian national movement dated only
from July 18, 1917, with his Ukrainization of the 34th Army
Corps (the First Ukrainian Army corps).22 This unit was to save
the Rada from pro-Bolshevik troops at the end of October.23 A
month later, on the eve of the Bolshevik invasion, when the nation most needed him and his troops, Skoropads’kyi resigned
under pressure from Rada circles, who suspected him of desiring to become military dictator. Their distrust was intensified
by his election on October 1917 as honorary head (otaman) of
the Free Cossacks, a spontaneous paramilitary movement organized in the summer of 1917 to suppress banditry.
On the day of the Rada’s deposition, Skoropads’kyi, as hetman of all Ukraine, issued a manifesto [Hramota] that ordered
the dissolution of the Rada and the land committees, and the
dismissal of all ministers and their deputies. All other public
servants were to remain at their posts. The right of private
ownership was restored; all acts of the Rada and the Provisional Government regarding property rights were abrogated.
The hetman promised to transfer land from the large estates
to the needy peasants at its fair value, to safeguard the rights
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of the working class (railroad employees in particular), and to
provide for election of a parliament.
The proclamation of April 29 was widely resented, but
brought no open resistance, mainly because of the presence of
German and Austro-Hungarian troops. Some people accepted
the new government, hoping it would maintain order and
provide security from Austro-German interference and from
the Bolsheviks. Among this group were hundreds of thousands of Russians, “the elite of the Russian bourgeoisie and
intelligentsia, who had fled to Ukraine from Soviet Russia.”24
The refugees regarded Ukraine as a temporary haven and as
a base for their struggle against the Bolsheviks to restore the
empire. This idea was vividly expressed by a Russified duke,
G. N. Leikhtenbergskii:
I accepted “Ukraine” independent and sovereign, as a step,
a point in which organizational and creative forces would be
concentrated, from which at a certain moment the resurrection
of Indivisible, Great Russia could begin.25
The Rada leaders decided to lead a resistance movement,
with the principal arm of the struggle transferred to the
All-Ukrainian Peasant Union and its partisan units. During
the first two weeks of the hetman administration a number of
congresses of oppositionists took place in Kyiv. On May 8—10,
about twelve thousand delegates of the Second All-Ukrainian
Peasants’ Congress met illegally in the Holosiiv Forest near
the city. On May 13—14, the Second All-Ukrainian Workers’
Congress, which included Russian and Jewish delegates in
addition to Ukrainians, convened, also illegally. Delegates of
both congresses, as well as the UPSR and USDRP, whose congresses met at about the same time, adopted a series of similar
24
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5. The Anarchism of the
Peasants and Makhno
In spite of peasant following and the existence of anarchist
groups in Ukraine, especially in the south, it would be a
mistake to assume that the peasants in the region of the
Makhno movement were anarchists; in reality, they knew
and cared very little about anarchism or Marxism. They
instinctively maintained their deep love of liberty and of land,
for serfdom came later than in Russia or in Poland and the old
ideals of individual freedom and human pride had not been
eradicated. Although some of the anarchist principles were
quite compatible with traditional peasant aspirations, the basic
desire of the Ukrainian peasants was not the creation of an
anarchist Utopia but the expulsion of all the foreign invaders
who exploited them and disrupted their way of life. Emma
Goldman and Alexander Berkman, the Russian-American
anarchists, were told while in Kyiv during the summer of 1920
by American anarchists living there:
In Ukraine … the situation differed from that of Russia, because the peasants lived in comparatively better material conditions. They had also retained greater independence and more of
a rebellious spirit. For these reasons the Bolsheviks had failed
to subdue the south.1
Goldman was also told that “the Ukrainian peasants, a more
independent and spirited race than their northern brothers,
had come to hate all governments and every measure which
1
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enemies. The leadership therefore devolved on partisan leaders
such as Makhno, Hryhor’iv, and others who fought only for
their own limited purposes and thus contributed to the fall of
the independent Ukrainian state.

resolutions advocating restoration of the Ukrainian People’s
Republic; convocation of the Ukrainian Constituent Assembly;
transfer of land to the peasants without compensation to
owners; guarantee of all liberties proclaimed by the Third and
Fourth Universals; and formation of local armed groups for an
uprising.26
At the outset, the hetman’s policy was not radically different from the Rada’s, although more moderate. He tried to
draw his support from among the middle and smaller property
owners, but was dependent on the German and Austrian authorities, who were increasingly influenced by the reactionary
upper class.27 Skoropads’kyi wanted a government composed
of moderate liberals, and the first prime minister, Mykola
Sakhno-Ustymovych, tried to form a Socialist-Federalist
cabinet. These overtures to the party were refused more on
psychological than ideological grounds. Ustymovych resigned
and was temporarily replaced by Mykola Vasylenko, then by
Fedir A. Lyzohub, whose cabinet included only one active
Ukrainian leader, Dmytro Doroshenko, minister of foreign
affairs; other cabinet members were involved in Ukrainian
cultural life, but some were hostile to Ukrainian independence.
The ministers were not without experience, though some
lacked understanding of the social and national spirit of the
time.
Similarly, the provincial and local administration was largely
staffed by conservatives recruited from the various minorities
and the Russian refugees, partly because some Ukrainians refused to join the hetman government and partly because there
was a tragic shortage of Ukrainian professional people. Thus
the hetman government included a large number of former
tsarist officals, from ministers to village police.
26
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The ubiquitous Russian reactionary organizations, which
were closely associated with the Volunteer Army and other
Russian centers outside Ukraine, enjoyed complete freedom,
including publishing newspapers in which they conducted an
anti-Ukrainian campaign for restoration of the Russian Empire.
There were three major Russian organizations operating in
Ukraine, all with headquarters in Kyiv: the Council of State
Unification, the Union for Resurrection of Russia, and the Kyiv
National Center. The National Center was a sociopolitical
organization of all non-Socialist political parties, including
the group of Vasilii V. Shulgin, and were the most hostile to
the hetman state.28 Their program called for “struggle against
Ukrainian independence, support of the Volunteer Army,
informing the Entente ‘about real conditions in Ukraine.’” Furthermore, the Center ceaselessly told the Entente that “there
never was a Ukrainian state; the ‘Ukrainians’ are not a nation,
merely a political party fostered by Austro-Germany.”29
Although in these conditions a normal national development was difficult, the hetman made sincere efforts to promote
Ukrainian culture. The new Ukrainian National University
in Kyiv was converted into a state institution, while a new
Ukrainian university in Kamianets-Podils’kyi, a historical and
philological college in Poltava, and an academy of sciences in
Kyiv were established. Chairs of Ukrainian history, law, language, and literature were founded in the various universities,
and new secondary schools were founded or Ukrainized. A
system of adult education was organized. A national gallery, a
national museum, state archives, a central library, a Ukrainian
28
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partisans who were seeking arms. Along the SynelnikoveOleksandrivs’k (Sinel’nikovo-Alexandrovsk) railroad line,
Makhno encountered troop trains, attacked, and forced the
Germans to abandon large amounts of arms, goods, and food
expropriated from the people in Ukraine. Makhno took the
arms and munitions and distributed all other materials among
the peasants, especially the poor.5 It would not be difficult
to guess the feelings of these peasants about Makhno. In
the village of Volodymyrivka, near Huliai-Pole, a group of
partisans attacked a sleeping Hungarian unit and killed eighty
men. Subsequently an Austrian punitive expedition executed
forty-nine innocent peasants and set the whole village on fire.
A few days later a Galician Ukrainian officer of the Austrian
Army, who participated in the punitive expedition, came to
Huliai-Pole to obtain fodder for horses. While discussing the
incident with some of the peasants, one of them stated: “Oh,
he should die, this Makhno, so much trouble and misfortune
he has brought us, but he also is defending us from plunderers,
Bolsheviks and all the other rascals!”6
The Cossack tradition of social and political freedom survived in the memory of the people in the region of the Makhno
movement more than in other parts of the country and helped
to shape their thinking. For the peasants the questions of
landownership and human rights were a predominant concern
and no regime had solved them satisfactorily. Years of struggle
for land and freedom had left a strong mark on popular consciousness. Although the region was rich in military potential,
with strong historic traditions that could have served the
national cause, it was nationally and politically undeveloped,7
with not enough military and political leaders who could
inspire, organize, and lead the peasants against the country’s
5
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and those forces that would not interfere in the division of
land would get their support. In Left Bank Ukraine, in particular, where the Bolshevik invasions occurred and the subsequent Russian Civil War raged, the Ukrainian government
did not have sufficient time for a normal agrarian reform. In a
revolutionary period, radical peasant attitudes demanded swift
and decisive action. Moreover, in Katerynoslav and Kherson
provinces the Cossack traditions of independent military communities and freedom both from landlords and governmental
bureaucracy survived more than in any other part of Ukraine.
Although Huliai-Pole was established at the end of the eighteenth century, after the destruction of the Zaporozhian Sich,
the Cossack traditions there were strong. During the Revolution Huliai-Pole was still divided into seven territorial areas,
called sotnia (hundred), which in Cossack times meant a military unit, a company, including a territorial administration.
The spirit of the Cossack tradition is evident in the reaction
of the people in Huliai-Pole, as described by Makhno, against
the temporary Bolshevik authority at Oleksandrivs’k (Alexandrovsk), who seized the textiles they had exchanged for flour
with the workers in Moscow:
This was a gathering of a real Zaporozhian Sich, this,
of which we are reading only now… They met to decide a
problem, not of “religion” and “the church”— no, they met to
decide a question of abuse of their rights by a bunch of hired
governmental agents; they met quite impressively.4
The attitude of the peasants toward the Makhno movement
might be described as ambivalent. It reflected the circumstances in which they lived and the degree and nature of
their contact with him. To illustrate, the railroads were the
main means of transportation for Austro-German troops in
Ukraine. Hence the trains were the main target of the Makhno
4
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state theater, and a dramatic school were established in Kyiv.
A large fund was allotted for the publication of textbooks,
and scholarships created for gifted students. The Ukrainian
church was granted some autonomy, though limited by the
opposition of the Russified hierarchy. Furthermore, owing
to the cooperation of the upper class, the early stages of
the hetman period were marked by financial stability and a
balanced budget.
The hetman government strove to pursue an independent
foreign policy. It sought termination of the guardianship of the
Central Powers, with a pledge of their assistance in joining to
Ukraine her borderlands, Kholm, Bessarabia, the Crimea, and
the Kuban; recognition from neutral states and possibly from
the Entente; and a peace settlement that would delimit the border with Soviet Russia.
Austria-Hungary postponed indefinitely ratification of
the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk because of the secret clause that
provided for unification of Eastern Galicia and Northern
Bukovina into a separate Ukrainian Crown Land. Additional
strain was created when Austrian authorities refused to allow
the Ukrainian commissioner to function in the Austrian
sections of Kholm and Pidliashshia, which by the treaty were
recognized as Ukrainian lands. Although Germany ratified
the treaty, German officials made little attempt to understand
Ukrainian problems. The Romanian occupation of Bessarabia in March after a secret agreement with Germany was
protested by the hetman government and went unrecognized.
The question of Crimea was complicated by the Germans,
who sponsored a Russian Crimean territorial government,
eventually to be reunified with Russia. The hetman considered
this a potential threat to Ukrainian independence, and in June
he addressed a note to the German representative in Kyiv
urging inclusion of Crimea in Ukraine and placed an embargo
on all goods entering Crimea except war material and supplies
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for the Central Powers. As a result, the Crimean government
agreed to unite with Ukraine and was granted autonomy.
The hetman sought a union of the Kuban with Ukraine and
on May 28 a Kuban delegation came to Kyiv to discuss the
union and liberation of the territory from the Bolsheviks. A
plan to send a division (15,000 men) under General Natiiv to
drive out the Bolsheviks failed because the Germans hampered
its implementation, and a ranking Russian official in the hetman War Ministry obstructed Natiiv’s movements until Russian troops under General Mikhail V. Alekseev could capture
Ekaterinodar in August. Although the Kuban was controlled by
Denikin’s Volunteer Army, consular representatives were exchanged and a treaty signed in mid-November. In view of the
Soviet Russian threat to Ukraine, the hetman was interested
in having friendly relations with the government of the Don
region, but the achievement of this goal was complicated by
territorial conflicts, and by the Russophile policy of the head
of the Don government, General Peter N. Krasnov. Though it
meant the loss of part of Ukrainian territory and population,
the hetman came to terms with the Don government on August 8 in order to secure an ally and reduce the length of the
Russian frontier.
The hetman sought a modus vivendi with the Volunteer
Army, and asked General Krasnov to mediate between him
and Denikin. The hetman agreed to supply the army of the
Don, the Volunteer Army, and the Kuban with arms, ammunition, and funds for use against the common enemy. However,
Denikin, a proponent of “one, indivisible, Russia,” desired the
destruction of both bolshevism and Ukrainian independence
and demanded a unified government and military command
under his own leadership. The hetman complained:
I don’t understand Denikin. He is suppressing everything—
it is impossible… Return to the Empire and the establishment
of Imperial authority is impossible now. Here in Ukraine, I had
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for the political order. Although it promised a new and just
land reform, the commission selected to draft the land law
sabotaged it by not appearing until November, on the eve of
the fall of the government. The land reform, if carried out,
might have satisfied a large portion of the peasants, but instead
the hetman’s government faced violent peasant insurrections,
which played an important role in bringing about its downfall.
The new government, the Directory of the Ukrainian
People’s Republic, prepared a land reform based, with certain
changes, upon the law of the Rada. On January 8, 1919, the
land law was approved by the Directory and subsequently by
the Congress of Toilers. It provided for nationalization of the
land with all small-scale landholdings up to fifteen dessiatines
remaining the property of their former owners. The larger
estates, including church, monastery, and state lands, were
transferred to the land fund to be distributed largely among
the poor and landless peasants, at not less than five and no
more than fifteen dessiatines each, for permanent use. A
subsequent law of January 18, 1919, provided two additional
dessiatines for those who would enlist in the Republican Army.
In general, the land law was received favorably by the parties
and the peasants, but its implementation was possible only in
a limited area because of the Bolshevik invasion in December
1918. The main objective, the occupation of the Left Bank,
was accomplished by means of revolts in the Ukrainian rear
combined with frontal attacks.
The Central Rada and the Directory failed to solve the agricultural problem; the hetman government did worse. It was
constantly a step behind the revolutionary spirit of the peasants. Its policy was to carry out the land reform legally for approval by a future Constituent Assembly. For this reason it was
not able to compete with the Bolsheviks, who were promising
the land to the peasants immediately, or even with Makhno,
who was giving the land to the peasants as soon as it was
captured. For the peasants, the land was a primary question
79

The commission for the settlement of the land question …
has already worked out a law for the transfer of lands … without compensation; this law is based on the principle of the abolition of the right of ownership and of socialization of land. • ..
every effort will be made to enable the committees to transfer
the land to the toiling peasants before spring work begins.3
The belated socioeconomic reforms merely added fuel to the
Bolshevik propaganda fire and weakened the ties between the
Rada and the active revolutionary elements of the peasants,
workers, and soldiers, turning some to indifference and even
hostility toward the Rada.
The Bolshevik invasion, interference in Ukrainian affairs,
and the fall of the Rada prevented the plan from being carried
out. On the day of the establishment of the hetman state, the
hetman dissolved all the land committees and annulled the
land law:
The right of private property, which is the basis of civilization and culture, is hereby fully restored. All [previous] ordinances … insofar as they infringed upon the right of private
property, are declared null and void. Complete freedom to buy
and sell land is also reestablished. Measures will be taken toward the alienation of lands of large landowners at their actual
cost and toward their distribution among needy peasants.^
On June 14, a provisional law was issued, permitting free
sale and purchase of land to a maximum of twenty-five
dessiatines per person. On August 23, a State Land Bank
was opened to help finance the distribution of parts of the
large landed estates. These laws reestablished the right of
the landowners to their land and made it possible to receive
payment for the property from the state treasury. The hetman’s agricultural policy, like Stolypin’s, was designed to
create a large number of small and relatively prosperous
landholding peasants who would provide a stable social basis
3
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to choose—either independence, or Bolshevism, and I chose independence.30
Vital to the hetman’s foreign policy were the peace negotiations with Soviet Russia and Lenin’s government representatives signed an armistice in Kyiv on June 12 that included recognition of the Ukrainian state and an agreement to exchange
consuls. However, the Bolsheviks, anticipating Germany’s defeat in the west, did not sign the formal treaty, and at the beginning of November, negotiations were suspended. The abortive
negotiations provided the Bolshevik delegates with a fruitful
opportunity for propagandizing.31
The organization of Ukrainian armed forces was a most difficult problem. An earlier Rada plan for a regular volunteer
army, to consist of eight corps of infantry and four and onehalf divisions of cavalry, was ordered into effect by the hetman.
The infrastructure for a sizable army, including a General Staff,
was prepared; general conscription was decreed, but the army
remained in embryo to the end of the hetman period. The German authorities and Russian military commanders assigned by
the hetman government opposed a strong Ukrainian army as a
threat to their positions. Also, most of the Rada’s military units
had been demobilized by the Germans, and the remaining units
had most of the Ukrainian officers replaced largely by Russians.
Though Ludendorff complained as early as June that “Ukraine
has not yet been successful in building up its own army,” only
slight changes in Germany’s attitude occurred when the hetman visited Emperor Wilhelm II on September 4.
In July the Serdiuk Division, which performed for the hetman a role analogous to that of the Russian guard regiments,
was formed from well-to-do peasant volunteers. In August a
30
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unit of Sich Riflemen was reinstated in Bila Tserkva.5 The hetman also allowed the formation of a special corps of Russian
officers in Ukraine and, later, Russian volunteer groups in
the large cities, both as parts of the Ukrainian Army. Russian
leaders, with government support, established bureaus to
recruit Russian refugee officers for the Volunteer Army, the
South Army, the Astrakhan Army, the Saratov Corps, and
others. The existence of these Russian formations substantially
restricted national life.
The hetman, whose power was erected on a weak foundation, was buffeted by the currents of the Austro-German forces
inherited from the Rada, the reactionaries in his government,
who were merely tolerating the hetman state as long as
circumstances made it necessary, and the revitalized nation
with its social and political aspirations. Favoritism toward
the upper class had disastrous consequences and governmental policy was marked by a number of reactionary decrees
that turned the population, especially the peasants, against
the regime. The press was subjected to strict censorship or
altogether suppressed; congresses and meeting of parties
and organizations were restricted or prohibited; zemstvo
institutions and Prosvita associations were severely limited;
many national leaders, peasants, and workers were arrested;
strikes were banned, and the eight-hour day was abolished.
The regime’s reactionary character was most clear in its appointment of local non-Ukrainian landowners as elders of the
provincial and district administrations. In May, in an effort to
restore agricultural normality, the government ordered restoration to the landowners of all property expropriated during the
early stages of the Revolution. The landlords were authorized
to use military force to defend or retake their property, to collect compensation for damages, and to introduce compulsory

On the agricultural question the Congress, [which met on
April 17—18, 1917] … stood, in its majority, on the point of
view that under the conditions of Ukrainian economic reality
it is difficult to carry out desired land reform, namely socialization of the land, and that the party … will insist on transferring
all state, crown, and private land in Ukraine into a Ukrainian
Land Fund, from which the land should be redistributed (for
utilization) through public organizations among peasants. The
question of compensation for the owners … was blurred by a
vague phrase that the “expenses of carrying out the land reform must be debited to the account of the state.”2
On the peasant question, the Central Rada reflected, in general, the attitude of its parties. In the spring and summer of
1917, the Rada had to devote most of its attention to political
problems. In the fall, the Rada, under the combined pressure
of the peasants’ national and local congresses and the propaganda of the Bolsheviks, who were trying to undermine the
Rada’s position by alienating the peasants from it, turned its
attention to socioeconomic problems. The Third Universal of
November 20, 1917, abolished the right of private ownership
of land:
… within the territories of the Ukrainian People’s Republic
all existing rights of ownership in land belonging to [landowners] … as well as udal, monastery, cabinet, and church lands,
are abolished… the land is the property of the whole working
people… the Ukrainian Central Rada … instructs the General
Secretariat of Agriculture to work out immediately a law for
the administration of these lands by land committees…*
The delayed land law was finally passed hurriedly at the end
of January 1918, under the threat of chaotic and arbitrary distribution of landlords’ land and tools, as had occurred in some
areas, and, above all, in the face of th’e Bolshevik invasion. On
January 22, 1918, the Rada proclaimed in its Fourth Universal:
2
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4. The Peasants and the
Ukrainian Government
Under the tsarist regime in the prerevolutionary period,
Ukrainian leaders lacked governmental sanction, nor did
subsequent circumstances enable them to face the problems
of the peasantry to attempt land reform. Consequently, it
was difficult to find the wise, determined leadership that the
critical conditions during the Revolution demanded. Of the
the three major political parties, the Ukrainian Social Democratic Labor party had the most intellectual and experienced
leaders; however, it was unprepared to face the agrarian
problems that the Revolution had exacerbated and had no
ready program for land reform. The smaller Ukrainian party
of Socialists-Federalists, although it had well-qualified cadres
of intellectuals, had no clearly defined land program either,
until the beginning of the hetman period, in the late spring
of 1918. The third and largest party, the Ukrainian party of
Socialist Revolutionaries, whose members were brought under
the influence of Russian Socialist Revolutionary ideology, was
more influential among the peasants than the others because
it called for more radical reform.1 However, even this party
had no clearly defined land program. One of its leaders wrote:
1
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work programs for urgent agricultural projects at wages established by a governmental commission.32
As a result, many landowners undertook punitive expeditions, seizing the expropriated property, including livestock
and implements, as well as demanding excessive damages.
These expeditions were accompanied by looting, destruction
of peasant property, and severe punishments, even executions.
The punitive detachments, consisting of former Russian
officers, adventurers, and criminals, operated in the name of
the hetman government, to its discredit.
Such activities, together with the stepped-up requisitioning
of grain and other foodstuffs by the Germans and AustroHungarians, led first to passive resistance and sabotage,
and then to local revolts. The landlords, appealing to the
government and occupation authorities for help, had ready
compliance.
Thus the punitive expeditions and peasant uprisings spread
and intensified and in some districts neither the state police
nor the German detachments were able to control the situation. Partisans attacked isolated military units and guard detachments at railway stations, bridges, and depots. The Germans introduced field courts to deal summarily with the population by issuing collective fines and shooting hostages, at
times at the rate of ten Ukrainians for one German. German
civil authorities in Ukraine protested to Berlin against the military command’s brutality, urging that the interests and moods
of the population be taken-into consideration, but with little
effect.
The strongest and best organized peasants were in Zvenyhorodka district and the adjacent areas of Kaniv, Uman’,
and Tarashcha districts in Kyiv province, headed by Mykola
32
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Shynkar, former commander of the Kyiv Military District
during the Rada period. According to one peasant leader, at
the beginning of May there were eighteen separate battalions
of peasants numbering about twenty thousand men. Although
the government and the German authority in Kyiv were
informed of the existence of the peasant organizations, they
could not uncover them, and in retaliation punitive detachments brought terror in the villages. This, in turn, provoked
major insurrections throughout Zvenyhorodka and Tarashcha
districts that spread to other places.33 On June 10, the German
ambassador, Baron Mumm, informed the Foreign Office in
Berlin:
Conditions in Zvenyhorodka are more serious than has been
officially stated. The peasants … have driven back German military units, and are temporarily holding them in check. Reinforcements have been sent to this region tonight and it is expected that they will reestablish order.34
According to the hetman’s intelligence agent, A. Shkol’nyi,
during the June insurrections the peasant battalions had grown
to about thirty thousand, with two batteries of field artillery
and two hundred machine guns, and new groups were joining
each day.
Although the peasants had initial success in seizing territory,
they could not stand against regular troops, for they were unorganized, undisciplined, and inadequately armed. Some withdrew or dispersed, while the main body of the Tarashcha peas-

them and began to consolidate their lands into single units,
providing for a more rational farm economy. In Katerynoslav
province in 1905, there were 270,000 peasant land-holdings,
and during the period from 1907 to 1914 over 142,000 peasants
left the village communes. The Stolypin reforms, however,
gave no relief to the poorer peasants because their lack of farm
implements compelled them to sell their land. Judging from
Stolypin’s statement in the Third Duma that “the government
had placed its wager not on the needy but on the strong—the
sturdy individual proprietor,” he had no intention of doing
otherwise. This statement was interpreted by his critics as
evidence of the determination to sacrifice the interests of the
poorer peasants to those of a well-to-do minority. Stolypin’s
land reform, however, cannot be evaluated because it would
have required a score of years to produce lasting results.
In Ukraine the acuteness of the agrarian problem had not
subsided by 1917, but had grown even worse, becoming a
major issue during the Revolution.
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past, this was unjust because it [the land] was acquired by the
blood of their parents and their peasant ancestors.^
The marshal tried to convince the minister that the peasant
uprisings might spread to other provinces or even to the entire
empire.
Toward the end of the century the peasant mass movement
against the landlords intensified and several radical groups
were drawn together to form the Socialist Revolutionary party,
which subsequently tried to divert the peasants’ revolutionary
energy from economics to politics. The peasants’ dissatisfaction with the emancipation land settlement erupted in the
spring of 1902, mainly in the provinces of Kharkiv and Poltava.
More than 160 villages were involved in the disturbances and
some eighty estates were attacked within a few days. Only
military force was able to put down these uprisings.
The peasant uprisings of 1902 recurred in 1905 in the
aftermath of the unsuccessful Russo-Japanese War. During the
spring, disturbances took place in two districts of Katerynoslav
province; in the summer, in four; and in the fall, in all eight
districts. There were strikes and demonstrations in the city of
Katerynoslav that led to clashes with the police. Although the
Revolution of 1905 was a failure, it did induce the government
to make some concessions, the most important of which, in its
effect on the peasants, was a series of land reforms introduced
by Prime Minister Peter A. Stolypin with the decree of November 9, 1906; the law of June 14, 1910; and the Land Settlement
Act of May 29, 1911. The aim was to abolish communal tenure,
enclose scattered strips into compact holdings, and establish
the peasants as individual farmers, owners of their allotments.
Stolypin’s measures were dictated by far-reaching political
aims and economic reasons; they were designed to favor a
landed middle class that by its nature would be conservative,
and on which the regime could rely. Because these reforms
coincided to a considerable extent with traditional Ukrainian
peasant land usage, the wealthier peasants gladly accepted
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ants, under Hrebenko, crossed into Russian territory. Following the suppression of the uprising, over ten thousand people,
both peasants and those from the educated class, which had
not participated, were arrested and sent to camps in Germany.
Besides the Ukrainian resistance activities, Russian Communists, Socialist Revolutionaries, and other groups terrorized
and sabotaged the occupation forces, the hetman regime,
and the population. In mid-morning on June 6, ten large
munitions depots exploded in Zvirynets’, a suburb of Kyiv,
killing or wounding about seventeen hundred persons. The
whole suburb was destroyed, and about ten thousand people
lost their homes. Eight days later, a big fire of undetermined
origin swept over the Podol in Kyiv and on July 31, munitions
stores on Dar’nytsia Street in Odessa erupted in a series of
explosions that killed several hundred people.
The terror culminated in the assassination of von Eichhorn
and his adjutant, von Dressier, on July 30. The assassin, a
twenty-four-year-old Russian Left Socialist Revolutionary
sailor and two accomplices came into Ukraine at the end of
May on orders from the party’s Central Committee in Moscow.
There was also an abortive attempt to murder the hetman
at Eichhorn’s funeral. The Eichhorn assassination paralleled
the assassination by the same party of Count Wilhelm von
Mirbach-Harff, the German ambassador to Moscow, on July 6.
The anger of the population against the terror and pillage
by the Soviet Russian troops during their brief occupation in
February 1918 was so great that the population had welcomed
not only Ukrainian, but German and Austrian troops, as liberators. However, the Ukrainian policy of Eichhorn and Ludendorff aligned the people against the Germans and Austrians
and, consequently, drove the peasants and workers into the
arms of the Bolsheviks. The repressive policies of the hetman
and his largely foreign entourage brought into existence selfdefense forces—the partisan movement, which acted not only
against his regime and its German-Austrian supporters, but
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subsequently, against the Bolshevik “Red” and anti-Bolshevik
“White” Russian forces in Ukraine well into the 1920s.
35 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works (Moscow: Progress Publisher,
1964), p. 22.

The peasants hardly understood the allotment and compensation provisions and found it difficult to believe that they had
received freedom without free use of the land, pasture, and
forest resources. During the first decade of the postreform period there were eighty-eight uprisings involving 188 villages in
Katerynoslav.5 Since the income of many peasants from their
allotments was not enough to make the payments, desertion
was frequent, although those who remained were then additionally burdened by the requirement for collective redemption.
Gradually, the situation of the peasants deteriorated as per
capita land allotments diminished with the increase of population. Thus, between 1880 and 1900, the average allotment decreased from 3.6 to 2.3 dessiatines. In addition, the peasantry
began to be differentiated into the rich, the middle, and the village proletariat. New holdings gained either from landlords or
other peasants went largely to those who were already relatively better off. As the size of land allotments decreased, the
peasants tried to solve the problem by renting land and pastures from the landlords. The owners, however, were often reluctant, judging that the poorer the peasants were, the cheaper
would be the labor force. From 1881 to 1900 there were uprisings in more than forty villages in Katerynoslav, frightening
both the regime and the landowners.6
The Marshal of the Nobility of Katerynoslav province, on
September 20, 1883, reported to Minister of Interior D. A. Tolstoi that panic existed among the nobility of the province, because of the peasant disturbances in Novomoskovs’k district.
The peasants firmly declared that they would take the land
they considered theirs away from the landlords. They reasoned
that even if the land was appropriated to the landlords in the
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granted a large free pasture and forest for its use. Moreover,
each family was granted, like the nobility, monopoly of
distilleries and breweries. As conscientious objectors, Mennonites were exempted from military duties; they were also
exempt from taxation for thirty years.4 Finally, the colony
was granted self-government, including the rights to establish
its own churches, schools, and other cultural, economic, and
political organizations in which only the German language
was used. These privileges and grants to the German colonists
were all the more extraordinary in that they were given
simultaneously with the destruction of Ukrainian political
autonomy and the introduction of serfdom in Left Bank
Ukraine by the Russian government.
The settlement of southern Ukraine changed the agricultural patterns and economic conditions of the peasants. In the
middle of the nineteenth century, the raising of sheep for wool
was supplanted by the cultivation of grain; by the end of the
century metallurgical and coal industries augmented the economy. Transportation expanded, facilitating grain export and
the development of heavy industry. The growing labor force,
coupled with the turn toward industry, further heightened
Ukrainian rejection of serfdom. Tsar Alexander II’s Manifesto
of February 19, 1861, abolishing serfdom, was not successful
in its goal of providing land of their own to peasants, for
little land left the landlord’s hands, and that turned over to
peasants in Katerynoslav province, for .example, was given
for community landholding, often at an inflated price.
Nor did all peasants receive land—household servants and
serfs of small landowners were emancipated without it. Further, liberation was incomplete: ex-serfs were under state supervision, could not leave their villages without permission,
and could not send their children to secondary schools.
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2. The Partisan Movement
The formation and effective operation of partisan groups
was possible because of the residue of military experience and
weapons from the war. During the chaotic self-demobilization
of the Russian Army,1 soldiers often carried weapons home
with them. The peasants expropriated weapons from the
Germans at the end of 1918, and from the retreating” Bolshevik and Denikin troops. The rapid changes of government
and continual disorder prevented many people, especially
returnees from the front, from settling down to peaceful
work and almost every village became an arsenal of arms
and experienced manpower for the partisan movement.2 This
situation was noted by a contemporary Western observer:
The entire population is armed to the teeth with rifles, revolvers, and even armoured cars. There is no lack of ammunitions or of fortifications with trenches and barbed wire. As
every male has served in the army, the quality of the armed
force at the disposal of the villages is by no means despicable.3
The hetman government, by discharging from the army a
large number of young and patriotic Ukrainian officers with
1
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combat experience, added to the opposition and created ready
cadres of partisan leaders.4
The partisan movement had its roots as far back as spring
1917, during the Central Rada, when groups appeared to keep
order in the areas through which the Russian troops from
the front were crossing, but it did not develop fully until the
hetman period. Local revolts occurred as early as May 1918
and subsequently the entire country became the scene of
growing insurrections. The partisans enjoyed the sympathies
of the local population, which helped them and provided a
well-organized intelligence service that enabled them to strike
their adversaries’ most vulnerable spots: staff headquarters,
ammunition stores, military stables, and lines of communication and transportation. They demoralized the enemy by
ambushing smaller military units, committing individual acts
of terror, and spreading false rumors. When confronting larger
enemy forces, the partisans would call peasants from several
villages, who came, both on foot and mounted, carrying sticks
and scythes, their number having a frightening impact upon
the enemy. The partisans used surprise and hit-and-run tactics.
Usually they attacked either at times of poor visibility, in bad
weather, in difficult terrain, or in villages. Their main weapons
were machine guns and hand grenades.
From the ideological, organizational, and strategic points of
view, the partisan movement can be divided into three distinct
chronological periods: the first, up to the summer of 1918,
though its ideological characteristics carried over through
spring 1919; the second, through the end of 1920; and the last,
after 1920. During the first period nearly every village and
district had an armed group organized by political or military
adventurers. As a spontaneous movement, many of its leaders
lacked both adequate education and national or ideological
4
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They, the Armenians, and the Greeks were the only groups
that settled and lived in close-knit communities. Although
the colonists were their own masters, in the course of time
many of them mixed with the local population. On the other
hand, the colonists’ freedom, religion, ideas, and traditions of
previous struggle for national liberation had greatly affected
the local Ukrainian population.
The largest and most successful groups of settlers were the
German religious sects, the Hutterites and Mennonites. The
Hutterites came from Austria via Transylvania (1755) and Wallachia (1767) and settled in Chernyhiv province in 1772. In 1842,
they moved south where they established several villages. The
Hutterites received extensive privileges, including religious toleration, exemption from military service, and financial aid. As
they began to lose their privileges they decided to move to the
United States and settled in the Dakotas in 1874.2
The settlement of the Mennonites on the Cossacks’ land
was more successful and lasting. In 1789, 228 families came
from East Prussia and settled on the Khortytsia, a tributary
of the Dnieper. In 1797, 118 more families in the colony
grouped into eighteen villages. The continuing immigration
was so successful that by 1845 there were 100,000 Mennonites
settled in Katerynoslav, Kherson, and Tavriia provinces.3 By
that time, the government had practically ceased to offer its
earlier generous inducements to prospective colonists, but
immigration continued throughout the nineteenth century.
The early Mennonites received most generous grants and
privileges. Transportation and construction of their villages
were financed by the government; each family was granted
sixty-five dessiatines (or little more than 175 acres) of the best
black soil land and a loan of five hundred rubles ($250.00),
and other necessary economic support. Also each village was
2
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justly transformed into serfs. Furthermore, they “began to argue that they were Cossacks.” Antipathy toward serfdom was
constantly alive among the peasants.
After the Crimean War in 1856, thousands of peasants from
Katerynoslav and Kherson provinces fled with their belongings
to Crimea in search of freedom. They were encouraged by “illintentioned hatemongers of Russia” spreading rumors that the
tsar was granting land and freedom in Crimea. There were serious clashes between the peasants and troops and many people
were killed or wounded.
As a result of the peasant emigration, the Cossacks’ lands became more and more sparsely populated. The new landowners
were able to induce many peasants, especially from Left Bank
Ukraine, to settle on their lands by promising them freedom
from all obligations for twenty or more years. Also the transfer
of peasants by landlords who moved from northern Ukraine to
the south played an important role in the process of colonization. In 1843, for example, 145,000 peasants were transferred
from Poltava province to the south. Another large group of
settlers consisted of foreigners who came, spontaneously at
first, and later under the influence of a system of special grants
and privileges, including complete religious tolerance, offered
by the Russian government. Two manifestoes issued by the
government on December 4, 1762, and on June 22, 1763, which
were widely circulated in Europe by Russian agents, promised
all foreigners most liberal terms and “the Monarchical favor.”
Consequently, large numbers of Armenians, Bulgarians, Georgians, Germans, Greeks, Italians, Jews, Moldavians, Russians,
Serbs, and Wallachians settled in southern Ukraine. During
the first phase of settlement the largest ethnic group, the Serbs,
came from Austria as early as 1751 and later settled within
the borders of the Sich directly under Russian administration.
Old Believers of Russian origin, who came mainly from Right
Bank Ukraine, Moldavia, Bessarabia, and Poland, were granted
wide privileges, including exemption from military service.
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consciousness. Each local partisan leader acted independently,
recognizing no authority and having no connection with
the Ukrainian regular army. The rank and file consisted of a
mixture of patriots and adventurers and both they and their
leaders were easily misled by the enemy’s propaganda.
The second period was marked by a radical change, brought
about by the exploitation and terrorism of the police and
landlords, the Austro-German punitive expeditions, and by
the invading “White” and “Red” Russian forces. In contrast to
their previous invasions of 1918 and 1919, when they hardly
touched the countryside, the Bolsheviks in 1920 organized
special detachments to expropriate food, clothing, and arms
from the peasants. In this period the number of partisans
substantially increased and movement was better organized,
with better leaders, many of whom were regular army officers.
Consequently, the struggle was greatly intensified—from
April to June 1919 there were 328 uprisings. Thus instead of a
“march on Europe,” the Bolsheviks had to fight the people for
Ukrainian grain.
Although at the end of 1920 the Ukrainian regular army was
compelled to retreat, reorganize, and employ guerrilla warfare,
the partisans, who now numbered 40,000, intensified their resistance to the Bolshevik occupation.
It was during this third period that the first organized resistance with the ideological platform of the liberation movements was established. According to Soviet sources the peasants hated the Bolsheviks: “Killing Soviet agents, militia men,
Red Army soldiers, making attacks upon the Soviet district authorities, railroad depots, destroying food requisition detachments … such was the everyday practice of the bandits.’ The
intensified partisan movement was largely in response to the
Bolshevik terror and requisition policy in Ukraine. In 1920 the
Bolshevik authorities requisitioned from the peasants 160 million poods of grain, over 6 million poods of meat, 30,000 poods
of potatoes, 225 million poods of eggs, about 300,000 poods of
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fruit, and a large quantity of sugar. Moreover, the Red Army
requisitioned separately from the civil authorities, collecting,
for example, 25 million poods of grain at the end of 1920.5
The Ukrainian partisan movement suffered from deficiencies of leadership, logistics, and organization. Although
the partisans, driven by the enemy’s oppressive measures,
improved their organization and consolidated local groups
into districts, they remained isolated from one another and
were never organized into a nationwide force under unified
leadership. The Directory made no serious effort either to help
the partisan leaders unite the entire movement under one
leadership, or to coordinate actions between the army and the
partisan groups. It underestimated the importance of the partisans’ role in the struggle. General Iurko Tiutiunyk observed:
“Nobody, except the Red Russians, paid proper attention to
the activities of Hryhor’iv, Zelenyi, Anhel, Sokolovs’kyi, and
other partisan leaders.”6 Although the Directory appointed I.
Malolitko (pseudonym, Satana) in July 1919 to coordinate the
partisan groups, he was not known to the partisans nor did
he come into contact with them. In September, the Directory
appointed Omelian Volokh, one of the military leaders, to head
the partisan movement, but after his appointment he played
only a negative role. It also established at Kamianets’ a Central
Ukrainian Partisan Committee consisting of representatives of
Socialist parties and organizations, but this body, designed to
coordinate and unify partisan organizations, never undertook
any serious activities.7
Although almost all the partisans strongly supported the
principle of Ukraine’s sovereignty and defended it against
both the Whites and Reds, their political tactics too often
diverged. They could have played a much more positive role in
5
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from Zaporozhia, the heavier were the burdens of the peasants
working it. The heritage of the Sich’s socioeconomic order
remained strong in the thinking of subsequent generations,
especially as serfdom in Ukraine did not develop as a result
of social conditions, as it did in Russia, but was imposed. Retaining the memory of freedom, the population preserved the
tradition of struggle to achieve it. Thus serfdom in southern
Ukraine was not as widespread nor as exploitative as it was
in the other parts of Ukraine. For example, in Katerynoslav
province during the 1780s and 1790s, there were only about six
thousand male serfs out of a total population that fluctuated
between five hundred thousand and one million. Even on the
eve of emancipation the proportion of serfs in steppe Ukraine
was lower than in most other Ukrainian provinces.
After 1775 the Cossacks who did not escape to Turkey or
were not exiled by the Russian government remained as free
peasants. However, after the Russo-Turkish Wars of 1769—91,
Russia began to distribute Zaporozhian land, along with the
new territories acquired in the war, to Russian and Ukrainian
high officials, army officers, civil servants, and gentry. Fearing serfdom, many peasants fled, for the most part to the Don
and Kuban basins. On May 3, 1783, the Russian government
introduced serfdom. As the process of land distribution continued and serfdom penetrated deeper, the uprisings and flights of
peasants in protest assumed large proportions. As early as 1799,
the peasants of Kateryno-slav province staged an armed uprising against the distribution of lands and subsequently escaped
to the Don Basin. In 1811, a group of three hundred armed peasants from Katerynoslav district fled to Moldavia.7 In 1815, the
peasants of the village Voskresens’ke, in Pavlohrad district, refused to work for the landlord Ozerov. In 1817, a group of six
hundred peasants at Huliai-Pole rebelled against the landlords,
refusing to work on their estates on the ground that “they were
state peasants” (Kazennogo vedomstva) during the period of
the governorship of General Khorvat and in 1795 had been un69

3. The Socioeconomic
Background of Peasant
Unrest in Makhno’s Region
Partisan activity covered a wide area, bounded by the
Don Basin in the east; a line running from Starobilsk to
Kharkiv and Myrhorod in the north; a Myrhorod-Odessa
line in the west; and the Black and Azov seas in the south.
However, the Makhno movement was limited to Katerynoslav,
Tavriia, and parts of Kherson, Kharkiv, and Poltava provinces.
Katerynoslav province, the center of the movement, comprised
a land area larger than the Netherlands. After its establishment
in 1783, it formed, together with three districts of Kherson,
and border strips of Tavriia and Kharkiv provinces, the Free
Lands of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, whose republic, the
Zaporozhian Sich, had been destroyed by Catherine II in
1775.1 Although class differences existed during the last years
of the Zaporozhian Sich, the officers among the Cossacks
having accumulated considerable wealth, socioeconomic
conditions were far more tolerable than in the rest of Ukraine.
The Zaporozhian Cossacks opposed the reduction of the
peasantry to serfdom and the farther a landlord’s estate lay
1
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the struggle against the nation’s enemies if the Directory had
paid more attention to them and given them proper assistance.
The Bolsheviks, on the other hand, appreciated the power
of the partisan movement and skillfully maneuvered it to their
side, declaring that they were coming into Ukraine to fight a
common enemy, the White Russians. Trotsky issued orders to
the Red troops: “Ukraine is a country of Ukrainian workers and
working peasants. Be aware that our aim is liberation, and not
enslavement, of Ukraine.’ At the same time, however, the Bolsheviks mercilessly combated the partisans behind their lines.
On February 28, 1920, Trotsky issued a secret order concerning
military policy in Ukraine:
The liquidation of the professional Ukrainian partisan movement is not only a necessary precondition to the formation
of effective [soviet] Ukrainian units, but a question of life
and death for the Soviet Ukraine. Military units operating on
Ukrainian territory are strictly forbidden to include partisan
groups either within their ranks or as separate ‘volunteers.’ …
All partisan units should be immediately disarmed, disbanded,
and those resisting should be destroyed. 1*>
Thus the Bolsheviks, after the liquidation of other fronts,
were able to overpower the partisan groups.
Although Bolshevik influence in Ukraine had been greatly
weakened by their brutality during the occupation in early
1918, they took advantage of popular resentment against both
the hetman and the Austro-Germans to renew their propaganda among the population. Following withdrawal from
Ukraine in March—April 1918, many Bolsheviks remained in
the country, hiding in the forests, villages, and cities. This
fifth-column movement carried on propaganda and later
became the nucleus of the Bolshevik partisans, as indicated in
the memoirs of one Communist:
Following the instruction of the Central Revolutionary
Committee, we created a military organization. In Kyiv itself
two headquarters—one for the town and one for the guberniia
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[province] —were established. The town headquarters directed
about a score of military groups formed from the workers.
Instructors were sent from Moscow. These were well trained
military men who had recently undergone a special course
of instruction… Later we gave up forming detachments of
workers and decided to form mainly detachments of peasants.8
These activities were aided by the “peace delegation” of
Khris-tian G. Rakovskii and its military expert, Colonel A.
Egorov, in the Soviet consulate in Kyiv. The hetman government took preventive measures, but was held back by German
authorities in Kyiv.9
The main base for the formation of the partisan groups was
the “Neutral Zone”10 used by the Bolsheviks as a staging area
for partisan action in Ukraine. Numerous refugees, driven
from Ukraine by German repression, gathered in the buffer
strip, especially during the second half of 1918. These partisans and later arrivals were enlisted into the Bolshevik ranks.
The largest group, of about three hundred to four hundred
men, was the Tarashcha partisans who participated in major
insurrections in the districts of Tarashcha, Zvenyhorodka,
and Uman’, Kyiv province, in June 1918. From these partisan
refugees the Bolsheviks formed the so-called “Tarashcha Division” consisting of four infantry regiments and one artillery
brigade. After the fall of the hetman government, about eight
hundred of the partisans returned to Ukraine; however, the
Bolsheviks retained the name Tarashcha Division to increase
their appeal to the Ukrainian population. The Neutral Zone

also provided agitators and cadres for partisan groups and
played a significant role in the Bolshevik war against Ukraine.
Besides the Ukrainian and Bolshevik partisans, there were
partisans who, because of chaotic conditions and the power
vacuum created by the Revolution and civil war, gained a
degree of control over isolated areas and declared themselves
independent. They fought everybody, foreign and native,
who tried to invade their territory and interfere in their
affairs. One such peasant partisan movement in southeastern
Ukraine, under the leadership of the anarchist Nestor Makhno,
played a significant role in the unification of the Huliai-Pole
(Gul’aipole) region. Makhno understood the revolutionary
spirit of the masses and was able to put it to effective use
against his enemies. His effective struggle against various
enemies would not have been possible without substantial
support from the local peasants. The phenomenon can be
understood only in terms of the socioeconomic problems in
the region of the Makhno movement.
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tion-Makhno movement played so outstanding a role, they will
recognize in my activities that selflessness and that strength of
heart and will about which Peter Aleksandrovich spoke to me.3
Makhno’s other significant meetings in Moscow were with
IAkov M. Sverdlov, chairman of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee of the Soviets, and with V. I. Lenin, in midJune. The problem of living quarters brought Makhno to the
Kremlin and to the office of Sverdlov, who became interested
in Ukrainian problems. It is hard to believe that it was only
housing that brought him to the Kremlin. It is more likely that
Makhno tried to meet some of the Bolshevik leaders and to find
3ut for himself what assistance or opposition he might expect
from the Bolsheviks in his future struggle at home.4
Sverdlov and Makhno had a brief discussion concerning the
recent Bolshevik invasion of Ukraine. According to Sverdlov,
the Red Guard’s chaotic withdrawal from Ukraine was owing
to the hostility of the seasants. He maintained that the “majority of the peasants in the South are ‘kulaks’ and supporters of the Central Rada.” Makhno denied this charge, using
the Huliai-Pole anarchists’ activities as proof. Sverdlov, however, was not convinced: “Then why did they not support our
Red Army units? We have testimonies that the southern peasants are poi-ioned by extreme Ukrainian chauvinism and everywhere they were velcoming German expeditionary forces
and the units of the Central ilada with a special joy as their liberators.”5 Subsequently, Sverdlov jffered to arrange a meeting
for Makhno with Lenin, who he felt would ike to hear about
“the real feelings of peasants” in Ukraine.
The next day at one o’clock Makhno along with Sverdlov
was received by Lenin with paternal simplicity. Lenin, shaking
hands and clasping Makhno’s shoulder with the other, seated
3
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Although Makhno later improved on his knowledge of anarchism through his reading in prison and talking with anarchist
prisoners, especially Peter Arshinov, the situation in HuliaiPole worsened in comparison with the prerevolutionary years,
because many anarchists were arrested or executed. In this respect Katerynoslav, even after the Revolution, was not much
better. According to Makhno:
Cfomrade] Mironov and I came to the Federation of Anarchists to get from its ranks a few brave propagandists and call
them from the city into the village; however, although the Federation had improved in comparison with the month of August, when I … visited its organization—club and so on—still
its manpower was small. It barely served the city and its satellites Amur, Nyshn’odniprovs’k, and Kodak.10
Although some anarchists and nonanarchists credited
Makhno with being a theoretician, he was not of much
account as an anarchist theorist, though he was imbued with
anarchist ideas.11 To him anarchism was not a doctrine, but
a way of life; he strove toward anarchism “not from idea to
life, but from life to idea.”12 I. Teper, one of Makhno’s former
followers, quoted Makhno: “I am a revolutionary first and an
anarchist second.”13
Before the Revolution there were various anarchist
groups in Ukraine, such as Anarchist-Communists, AnarchoSyndicalists, and Anarchist-Individualists, whose ideological
differences were not clearly defined. They all retained the
elements of Proudhon’s theory—particularly his federalism
and emphasis on workers’ associations. While all three groups
10
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drew their adherents mainly from the intelligentsia and the
working class, the Anarchist-Communists made efforts to
enlist soldiers and peasants into their ranks. Although they
might appear as an off- shoot of international anarchism
imported via Russia, these groups were in reality a typical
Ukrainian phenomenon.
The Anarchist-Communists drew their inspiration from
Bakunin and Kropotkin. The term anarchism-communism
was coined by the latter who advocated its use at an international anarchist congress in Switzerland in October 1880.
Kropotkin believed that it conveyed the idea of harmony
between individual freedom and a “well-ordered” social life.
Anarchism-communism viewed the individual as a social
being who could achieve full development only in society,
while society could profit only when its members were free.
Individual and social interests were not contradictory but
complementary and would attain natural harmony if the state
did not interfere. The Anarchist-Communists envisioned a
free federation of communities in which each member would
be rewarded according to his needs.
The Anarcho-Syndicalist doctrine was a blend of anarchism,
Marxism, and trade unionism. The Anarcho-Syndicalists
believed that trade unions or syndicates could serve both
as an organ of struggle to ameliorate the conditions of the
workers and as a foundation on which the future free society
might be constructed. In their opinion social change could
be achieved through economic or industrial action. The
Anarcho-Syndicalists were strongly against a centralized
state; indeed, they intended to abolish the state and to run
society through syndicates associated with industries and
localities. The state might be overthrown by acts of sabotage,
boycotts, and local strikes, but the supreme instrument for
overthrowing the state was the general strike. The AnarchoSyndicalists’ economic principles were sometimes accepted
by Anarchist-Communists. Hence small-town anarchists
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crowds at the meetings but neither the will nor the courage
to face the task of reorienting the course of the Revolution.
As a result of this disappointment he decided to go back to
Ukraine sooner than planned and to instigate an uprising
of the peasants against the Austro-German troops and the
hetman regime. He felt that his activity in Ukraine would
“manifest to all friends of the paper revolution where to seek
vital and healthy strength for our anarchist movement.”1
While thinking about the discouraging state of affairs of
the Russian anarchists, Makhno decided to visit their nominal
leader Peter A. Kropotkin, from whom he expected answers on
all vital questions. Makhno visited Kropotkin on the eve of his
departure. Kropotkin received him politely and they spoke at
length concerning the tangled situation in Ukraine, including
the Austro-German occupation, the hetman government,
and the anarchist method of struggle against all forms of
counterrevolution. Makhno felt that he received satisfactory
answers to all the questions he posed; however, “when I asked
him to give me advice concerning my intention to go back
into Ukraine for revolutionary work among the peasants,
he categorically refused to advise me, saying: ‘This question
involves great risk to your life, comrade, and only you yourself
can solve it correctly.’ “ As Makhno was leaving, Kropotkin
said: “One must remember, dear comrade, that our struggle
knows no sentimentality. Selflessness and strength of heart
and will on the way toward one’s chosen goal will conquer
all.”2 Years later Makhno wrote:
I have always remembered these words of Peter Aleksandrovich. And when our comrades come to know all that I did in
the Russian Revolution in Ukraine and then in the independent
Ukrainian Revolution, in the vanguard of which the revolu-
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those consisting of Ukrainian elements, were dealt with very
roughly. For example, the detachment headed by Petrenko
refused to be disarmed. After a few skirmishes the Bolsheviks
arrested Petrenko and executed him while his men were put
into Bolshevik units. This and other acts of the Bolshevik
authorities deeply depressed Makhno; he felt that “the government is persecuting revolutionary goals altogether.” Because
of his close association with the Petrenko men, Makhno feared
he would be arrested. He traveled down the Volga to Saratov,
where he encountered new trouble connected with the arrival
of a well-armed anarchist detachment of two hundred and fifty
men, known as “the Odessa Terrorists,” who had forced their
way to Saratov, but refused to be disarmed. Armed clashes
ensued between the unit and the Cheka. The intention of the
Odessa Terrorists, like the Petrenko detachment, was to go
back into Ukraine via Voronezh-Kursk to fight the AustroGerman troops. Again in close contact with the terrorists,
Makhno hastily escaped to Astrakhan where he entered the
propaganda department of the local soviet, but the Bolshevik
authorities soon became suspicious of his activities among
the troops. Makhno gave up his job and went to Moscow via
Tsaritsyn, Saratov, and Tambov.
Arriving in Moscow at the beginning of June, he visited
a number of Russian anarchists, among them Aleksander
A. Borovoi, Lev Cherny, T. Grosman-Roshchin, A. Shapiro,
and his old friend Peter Arshinov. He had, as well, lengthy
discussions with people of other political affiliations. He
also attended a number of anarchist, socialist, and Bolshevik
lecture meetings and conferences, including the All-Russian
Congress of Textile Unions. Although Makhno found some of
his contacts and meetings impressive for their cultural and
theoretical range, he felt that, though it was a critical time,
the majority of anarchists were idling without purpose. In
contrast to the revolutionary work of the Ukrainian peasants,
in Moscow there was much talk, writing, and advice to the
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often made no clear-cut distinction between the postulates of
anarchism-communism and anarcho-syndicalism.14
The Anarchist-Individualists believed in absolute freedom of the individual, who had the right to do whatever
he wanted. Everything that would curtail his freedom was
opposed. The Anarchist-Individualists were against the state
and sought its abolition; they were against all of the values
of bourgeois society—political, moral, and cultural. They
wanted the total liberation of the human personality from the
fetters of organized society. Moreover, they rejected both the
territorial communes of the Anarchist-Communists and the
workers’ trade unions of the Anarcho-Syndicalists because
they believed that only unorganized individuals were safe
from coercion and domination and thus capable of remaining
true to the ideals of anarchism.15
These anarchist groups in Ukraine were weak and without
prominent leaders, but Bolshevik persecution of anarchists in
Soviet Russia served to strengthen anarchist groups in Ukraine.
The reason for their persecution was, according to the statement of Feliks E. Dzierzynski, supreme head of the Russian
Cheka, to a correspondent of Izvestiia:
Among them were distinctly counterrevolutionary characters. We had definite evidence that the leaders of counterrevolution wanted to use criminal elements centered around the
Federation groups to rise against the Soviet authority… [However] the blow inflicted by the Soviet authority against the
anarchists on April 12, 1918, in Moscow was of great importance in strengthening the achievements of the October and
the Soviet authority. In the heart of the young Soviet republic were liquidated rotten centers of treason and counterrevolution. “Simultaneously with disarmament of the anarchists,
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crime in Moscow decreased 80 percent,” while counterrevolution lost a number of strongholds upon which it reckoned.16
In Moscow on April 12, 1918, according to Dzierzynski,
“during four hours all anarchists disappeared, everything was
expropriated.”17 In Petrograd, on April 23, the Cheka disarmed
anarchists in all clubs and apartments. In other cities the
anarchists either resisted the Cheka, or simply capitulated.
According to Izvestiia, on April 26, 1918: “Under the flag of
‘ideological’ anarchism in the [metropolitan] centers and in
the provinces different dark characters and robbers continued
to rise, creating panic and terrorizing the population.” By
May all anarchist groups in Soviet Russia were disarmed or
destroyed. According to the Bolshevik authorities, “The experience in Moscow, Petrograd and other cities proved that under
the flag of the anarchist organizations were hooligans, thieves,
robbers, and counterrevolutionaries, secretly preparing to
overthrow the Soviet Government.”18
In the light of this situation in Soviet Russia, the Russian
and Jewish anarchists began to escape to Ukraine where they
enjoyed more freedom than in Russia. Among prominent
anarchists who participated in anarchist activities and joined
the Makhno movement were Volin (Boris M. Eichenbaum),
Peter A. Arshinov (Marin), Aaron Baron and his wife Fania,
IAkov Sukhovolskii (called Alyi), and Aronchik. Besides
them, a number of lesser known anarchists from Soviet
Russia came to Ukraine either individually or in groups. For
example, in May 1919, a group of thirty-six anarchists from
16
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9. Makhno’s Visits with
Kropotkin and Lenin
Of the Russian centers that Makhno wanted to visit, Moscow,
Petrograd, and Kronstadt, the first was of special interest because “he had a vision of meeting many and diverse revolutionaries in the center of the paper revolution” to gain ideological inspiration and advice from them that he would subsequently turn into practice. He wanted to find out the fate
and future plans of the anarchists; he also wanted to ascertain
what Bolshevik supremacy meant in practice and the attitude
of the workers toward the regime. Moreover, Makhno needed
to know at first hand what assistance and what opposition he
might expect from Moscow in his future struggle in Ukraine.
Makhno’s odyssey through Soviet Russia was a long list of depressing features: anarchy, persecution, and disappointment.
When the Bolshevik troops moved north into the Don territory
and Russia under German pressure, Makhno, like many others,
joined them. On his way he observed the military weakness of
the Red Guards and their plunder of the local population.
In Tikhoretskaia, north of Rostov, Makhno and one of his
companions were arrested and sentenced to death by the local
authority for participating in a requisition of food for the troop
train. Only Makhno’s violent protest and a document identifying him as chairman of the Huliai-Pole Committee for the
Defense of the Revolution saved them from execution.
In Tsaritsyn (Volgograd) most of the pro-Bolshevik armed
detachments coming from Ukraine were disarmed and integrated into the Red Guards. Some of them, especially
129

cially in the cities, were largely in non-Ukrainian hands. There
was a relatively small percentage of educated patriotic Ukrainians to provide leadership in all spheres of national life. Most of
the workers’ leaders were either non-Ukrainian or denationalized ones, while many workers and some peasants were under
the influence of Bolshevik ideologies. Consequently, political
education and national consciousness among the population
were low.
While, despite the challenge of intensive Bolshevik propaganda, the local Ukrainian leaders carried on successful enlightening work among the officers and soldiers in the cities
of the province, the so-called Kerensky July offensive against
the Central Powers removed the best and most nationally conscious men from the barracks to the front; those who remained
were badly demoralized by the Bolshevik and anarchist propaganda and the local national leaders could not find needed support. Moreover, the separation of Katerynoslav province from
Ukraine and the obstacles posed to the Rada’s work by the Provisional Government and its supporters created adverse conditions. Thus, after the fall of the Provisional Government, it
was difficult for the Rada either to establish strong authority in
the province that would prevent harmful elements from influencing the course of the Revolution, or to introduce a healthy
policy to gain public confidence and support.
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Ivanovo-Voznesenske, near Moscow, arrived at Huliai-Pole
and joined either village communes, combat detachments,
or propaganda sections. A few of them became prominent
m the Makhno movement. Among them were Makeev,
Aleksandr Cherniakov, Petr Rybin (called Zonov), Viktor
Popov, Mikhalev-Pavlenko, and IAkovlev (Kohan, called
IAsha). Subsequently refugees from Russia linked up with the
anarchists in Ukraine to unite the various anarchist groups,
including Anarchist-Communists, Anarchist-Individualists,
and Anarcho-Syndicalists, into one movement.
From November 12 to 16, 1918, at the First Conference in
Kursk, all of those groups organized a Confederation of Anarchist Organizations of Ukraine named Nabat (Alarm), with a
six-man Secretariat. Kharkiv was chosen as the headquarters,
but there were branches in other major Ukrainian cities, including Kyiv, Odessa, and Katerynoslav. The conference dealt with
world-wide, Russian, and Ukrainian conditions, participation
in the partisan movement, and above all, the unity of all anarchist groups. It considered the Russian Revolution as the first
stage of a world-wide revolution that would be followed by revolution in Central Europe, including German, Austro-Hungary,
and Bulgaria. The future revolution in West Europe, including
France, Great Britain, and Spain, would be the third and last
stage of the European revolution and would presage a worldwide revolution that would then develop along social and anarchist lines.
The conference recognized that because of “totally exceptional circumstances” a new, second revolution was developing with the Ukrainian partisans that was a favorable base for
the social and anarchist revolution, and hence the necessity for
wide, active participation on all levels by anarchists in the partisan and the general revolutionary movement in Ukraine.
The final organization of the Nabat was accomplished at its
First Congress, at IElysavethrad on April 2—7, 1919. In the light
of the positive anarchist role in the development of the Revo93

lution, the congress called upon anarchists of Ukraine, Russia,
and abroad to form a “united anarchism” while guaranteeing a
substantial measure of autonomy for every participating group
and individual. As the Kursk conference had done before, the
congress resolved that the anarchists should ignore the Bolshevik regime and, if necessary, carry armed struggle against it,
while disavowing those anarchists who supported the regime.
They decided to boycott the Red Army, denouncing it as an authoritarian organization and called on the anarchists to carry
on a propaganda campaign among its soldiers. But the most
pressing task of the anarchists was to shape the Revolution into
a social and anarchist revolution and to defend it. The congress
pinned its hope for such a change on a partisan army organized spontaneously by the revolutionary masses themselves,
undoubtedly considering the army of Makhno to be such a “partisan army.”19 In late spring of 1919, after the IElysavethrad
congress, a few of the members of the Nabat’s Secretariat, including Volin and Baron, came to Makhno proposing an organizational scheme. The Secretariat would join the Revolutionary Military Council and head the cultural section of the partisan army to conduct political and ideological propaganda. The
partisan army, instead of moving from one area to another,
should try to establish a territorial base, and Makhno was to
make efforts to unify all partisan groups in the region, making
his army a formidable force that would be able to defend its
territorial base. Thus would begin the anarchist third revolution that would lead to the establishment of a classless society.
Some of the anarchists from the Nabat organization joined the
Revolutionary Military Council and directed the cultural sec19
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Taking into account these persecutions, the Huliai-Pole
group at iganrog recommended that Makhno and Borys
Veretelnyk organize a inference to decide on future policy.
At the end of April, they met at the Taganrog Anarchist
Federation and after discussion of the recent istakes, failures,
and the existing situation, decided that late June and early July,
the harvest season, was the best time for meeting the peases
in the fields and learning about their feelings concerning their
emies. It was agreed that the participants in the conference
should filtrate back to their area a few at a time. On reaching
their destina->ns the first arrivals would send information to
the others left behind.
After learning about conditions in Huliai-Pole and the surrounding area, they were to organize small combat units of five
to ten men each chosen from the peasants and workers. By
drawing others into these units, they would create potential
fighting units in Huliai-Pole and eventually in the whole area
with the aims of committing acts of individual terror against
the military commanders and organizing collective peasant attacks against returning landlords who had left their estates in
the previous year. A secondary mission was to collect arms
from the enemies and prepare the group for a general peasant
uprising against the Austro-German troops, reestablishing the
order that was brought by the Revolution. Finally they agreed
that Makhno, Borys Veretelnyk, and a few others would make
a two-month trip to Soviet Russia to see at first hand what had
happened to the anarchists under the Bolshevik regime and
what their plans were for the future. Makhno also wanted to
find out what help and what obstruction he might expect for
his revolutionary action at home.
The negative attitude of the Makhno group toward the national government cannot be explained by anarchist ideology
alone. Although the population of Katerynoslav province was
about 80 percent Ukrainian, the commercial, political, and cultural organizations, administration, press, and schools, espe127

of being engaged in disarming such revolutionary ombat units
I would advise that they be created.”10 In spite of protests,
Nikiforova’s trial was held at Taganrog on April 20.
At the trial, Garin, the commander of the KaterynoslavBriansk narchist armed train, declared that
.. he was convinced that comrade Nikiforova, if she indeed
has been called to le witness stand, then it is only because she
sees in most of the jurors real revolu-onaries, and believes that
once she is released, she will be given back her own and er detachment’s arms and will go to battle against the counterrevolution. If she ad not believed in this and had foreseen that the
revolutionary court would follow i the footsteps of the government and its provocateurs, then I would have known so about
this and liberated her by force.11
Under such a threat the court released Nikiforova and the
arms were turned to her unit.
The persecution of the anarchists launched in Taganrog
and its area y the Bolsheviks was not an isolated case. During
April—May 1918, le Bolshevik regime staged an antianarchist
drive, disarming and de-roying all anarchist groups in Soviet
Russia. With these events in ind, Makhno realized the anarchists could not depend upon the olsheviks whose apparent
aim was “to exploit the Anarchists-Revolu-onaries in the
struggle against counterrevolution so that those bearers an
unreconciled spirit of revolution remained at the war front
until :ath.”12
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tion of the army. Some joined fighting detachments, though
not many remained in them for long.20 The establishment of a
territorial base, however, was impossible to realize because of
the overwhelming forces Makhno faced, demanding the tactic
of constant movement.
Meanwhile, as the organization Nabat established its headquarters and branches in some major Ukrainian cities, it began
to publish leaflets, pamphlets, and newspapers. Circumstances
favored such activities since a number of educated and experienced anarchists had already come from Soviet Russia, including Volin, Arshinov, and Baron. Moreover, Makhno “had
repeatedly urged the anarchists through the country to take
advantage of the propaganda possibilities the south offered.
[He promised] he would put everything necessary at our disposal, including funds, a printing-press, paper, and couriers.”
A number of newspapers, mostly entitled Nabat, appeared in
Ukrainian cities and towns, including Kharkiv, IElysavethrad,
Oleksandrivs’k, Odessa, and Huliai-Pole, in either Russian or
Ukrainian. Among the most important were three. Put’k Svobode (Road to Freedom) appeared daily and sometimes weekly
and was devoted primarily to libertarian ideas and everyday
problems including information on partisan activities, military
proclamations, and orders. This paper was also published in
Ukrainian under the title Shliakh do Voli; Holos Makhnovtsia (The Makhnovist Voice) and dealt primarily with the interests, problems, and tasks of the Makhno movement and its
army.21 The third, Nabat, the main anarchist weekly newspaper, was concerned largely with anarchist theory and doctrine.
The Nabat organization also published a pamphlet dealing with
the Makhno movement’s problems, the economic organization
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of the region, the free Soviets, the social basis of the society that
was to be built, and the problem of defense.22
Nabat shared the vicissitudes of the Makhno movement.
It carried on its activities freely as long as the region was
controlled by Makhno, but whenever the Bolshevik and
anti-Bolshevik Russian forces prevailed, the anarchists were
forced underground. Finally, when the Soviet Russian forces
overwhelmed the Makhno army in 1921, the anarchist movement ceased to exist as a vital force in Ukraine and in Russia.
Many anarchists were either executed, arrested, banished,
or silenced. When Goldman and Berkman visited Lenin in
1920 to plead on behalf of the anarchists in the Russian
prisons, Goldman reported that Lenin responded indignantly:
“Anarchists? Nonsense! Who told you such yarns, and how
could you believe them? We do have bandits in prison, and
Makhnovtsy, but no ideiny anarchists.”23 For those anarchists
who survived both at home and in exile there remained the
bitterness of having seen the Revolution develop into the
antithesis of all hopes and expectations.
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Pole had been taken by the Ukrainian and German troops. The
military authorities burned his mother’s house and shot his elder brother Omelian, who was an invalid war veteran. Some
of the anarchist leaders who did not escape were arrested by
the local supporters of the Ukrainian government with the assistance of the Jewish detachment organized earlier. Also an
active member of the anarchist group, Lev Shneider, joined the
supporters of the Rada. Makhno made an effort to rally some retreating military units, including Nikiforova’s detachment, but
failed.
About that time he met a number of his anarchist friends
and his brother Sava, who advised him not to return to HuliaiPole because the military authority had put a price on his head.
They decided to join Petrenko’s troop train and move eastward
toward Taganrog, the rallying center of the Bolshevik troops
and their administrative agents.9 While approaching Taganrog
the Huliai-Pole anarchists, learning that the Bolshevik authorities had begun to disarm all independent combat detachments,
decided to disperse into small groups and to infiltrate the city.
Some of them, including Sava Makhno, returned to the front
zone to locate other friends and direct them to the others.
In Taganrog Makhno and his friends had to face another
disappointment. The Bolshevik authorities arrested Nikiforova
and disarmed her detachment, accusing her of committing robberies in IElesavethrad. The men of the detachment not only
refused to join the Bolshevik units but demanded the release
of Nikiforova. Other detachments and the Taganog anarchists
supported their demands while Makhno and Nikiforova
iromptly sent a telegram to Vladimir A. Antonov-Ovseenko
protesting he action and demanding her release. His prompt
reply gave them some atisfaction but did not provide her release: “Both the detachment of he anarchist Maria Nikiforova
and comrade Nikiforova herself are well nown to me. Instead
9
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In the meantime the Austro-German and Ukrainian troops
were moving deeper into Ukraine and Makhno began to urge
the Revolutionary Committee to organize all its existing detachments in Huliai-Pole and its area into free battalions and to
supplement them, especially with anarchists. This action was
carried out under the slogan:
Revolutionary toilers, form free battalions for the defense
of the revolution! The Socialist State supporters betrayed the
revolution in Ukraine and are bringing against it forces of a
black reaction from foreign countries.7
Makhno succeeded in forming several military units under
his command, consisting of over seventeen hundred men,
and a medical service unit. Toward the end of March the
Ukrainian troops supported by the German and Austrian
forces approached the Dnieper and on April 14 they took Oleksandrivs’k.8 The Bolshevik troops gave no effective resistance
and their retreat became a general flight. However, they did
try to arm the pro-Bolshevik elements in Ukraine, and handed
over to Makhno six artillery pieces and three thousand rifles
with eleven cars of ammunition. Makhno dispatched several
detachments, including cavalry, to the Oleksandrivs’k front to
assist the Bolshevik troops. Although more units were soon
ready for the front, they failed to get expected arms from the
Bolsheviks because a wire connection with their headquarters
was broken.
Meanwhile, when the commander of the Bolshevik southern front, Aleksander T. Egorov, was informed of Makhno’s
military activities, he summoned him to his headquarters at
Fedorivka for consultation. When Makhno reached Egorov’s
headquarters, however, he found that he had moved eastward
and while searching for Egorov Makhno learned that Huliai7
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6. Nestor Makhno
Nestor Ivanovych Makhno was undoubtedly the most bold,
capable leader and the most striking personality in the partisan movement during the period of the Revolution. In curious contrast to this striking personality, his physical appearance was rather unimpressive. Although strongly built, he was
rather short, and his right shoulder was slightly higher than the
left. He had long, blackish-brown hair, a pockmarked face of
pale gray. His nose was round, slightly hooked, and the cheek
bones were rather high. However, his eyes, small, dark, and
penetrating, made a deep and lasting impression. One observer
reported that his wife still, after years, had his face, especially
his eyes, burned in her memory, while another perceived “an
indomitable, an almost superhuman, will” in their expression.1
Appearance and character aside, the key to an understanding
of Makhno’s activities and his movement lies in his background
and early life.
Makhno was born on October 27, 1889,2 in Huliai-Pole,
a town of about thirty thousand inhabitants, including adjoining small villages, in the Oleksandrivs’k (Zaporizhia)
district, Katerynoslav (Dnipropetrovs’ki) province.2 He was
the youngest son of a poor peasant from Shahariv, a few
1
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miles north of Huliai-Pole, where his father worked as a
stablekeeper on the Shabels’kyi estate. The original family
name, Mikhnenko, later had become Mikhnenko-Makhno.3
By the time of Makhno’s birth his parents had moved to
Huliai-Pole, where his father was hired as a coachman by a
Jewish industrialist and merchant, B. Kerner.4 When Makhno
was eleven months old his father died, leaving him and three
brothers, Sava, Omelian, and Hryhorii, in the care of their
mother.5
Because of the family’s poverty, Makhno went to work at
the age of seven minding cattle and sheep for the peasants
of his town. From age eight to twelve, he attended the local
school, then worked full time on the estates of landowners
and on the farms of rich German Mennonite colonists.6 Subsequently, Makhno worked as a painter in a local factory. As
a result of the injustice he experienced at work and the terror
of the Russian regime during the Revolution of 1905, Makhno,
like many other people, became interested in politics. In the
next year, under the influence of the local anarchists, especially
of Oleksander Semeniuta, he joined the ranks of the local peasant Anarchist-Communist group. During the Revolution, there
was no serious disorder, arson, or assassination of governmental officials in Huliai-Pole, yet the regime dispatched a detachment of mounted police to suppress gatherings and meetings
in the town and terrorize the population. Whoever was caught
on the streets was brutally whipped. Those who were arrested
in their homes were led through the streets and beaten with
the butts of muskets to instill fear among the people. These
brutal measures left an indelible mark in the town and sowed
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tarily occupy the city of Oleksandrivs’k and to disperse, if not
to shoot, all the governmental officials.5
The Bolsheviks, however, gave way and the consignment
was duly released and distributed among its rightful recipients.
This incident made the peasants more aware of the necessity
of their own armed detachments. They also found a source
of arms (rifles, machine guns, and hand grenades) at the
Oleksandrivs’k Anarchist Federation, and to augment their
arsenal Makhno and Nikiforova jointly disarmed a battalion
of Ukrainian troops stationed in Orikhiv near Huliai-Pole.6
The Brest-Litovsk peace treaty between the Central Powers
and Ukraine concluded on February 9, 1918, and the Rada’s
subsequent request for Austro-German aid in expelling
the Russian forces from the country had repercussions in
Huliai-Pole and its area. The supporters of the Ukrainian government there were encouraged by the news and consequently
increased their activities. The anarchists, who vehemently
opposed the Rada’s invitation of Austro-German troops into
Ukraine, and feared that they might lose ground in Huliai-Pole,
turned to “terror against all who dare now or are preparing
in the future, following a victory of the counterrevolution
over the revolution, to persecute the anarchist idea and its
nameless bearers.” Makhno’s first victim was one of the
Ukrainian leaders in Huliai-Pole, a Socialist Revolutionary
and former military officer, Pavlo Semeniuta (Riabko), who
publicly supported the Rada’s policy. He was assassinated by
the anarchists, and later their secretary, Kalashnikov, stated
that “it [the anarchist group] killed him and [is] ready to kill
in the future such an unworthy.”
5
Polska Akademia Nauk, Pracownia Historii Stosunkow PolskoRadzieckich, Dokumenty i materialy do istorii stosunkow PolskoRadzieckich (Warsaw: Ksiazka i Wiedza, 1964), 3 : 745–47.
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mittee in Oleksandrivs’k and departed with his detachment to
Huliai-Pole.
Although the anarchist group began to influence and lead
the peasants from the end of spring 1917, it was more as underground than legal action. The Huliai-Pole soviet, which, in
reality, performed administrative functions, formed a Revolutionary Committee headed by Makhno, with the aim of organizing standing revolutionary detachments. Such a formation
was stimulated by an application of anarchist economy. The
peasants in Huliai-Pole had more grain than they needed, but
lacked manufactured goods, so they decided to send a representative on a tour to Moscow and other cities in Russia to arrange an exchange of commodities. In Moscow they met with
success; two trade union representatives came to Huliai-Pole
to work out details and subsequently grain was sent off under
an armed guard. The Moscow workers held to their part of the
bargain and a consignment of textiles and other manufactured
goods was dispatched to Huliai-Pole. However, it
Anarchist group from Huliai-Pole. Front row, from left:
Nestor Makhno, Waldemar Antoni, Petro Onyshchenko,
Nazar Zuichenko, Luka Korostyliv; back row: Oleksander
Semeniuta?, Luka Kravchenko, Ivan Shevchenko, Prokip
Semeniuta, Ihor Bondarenko, Ivan Levadnyi. was held up
by the Bolshevik authority in Oleksandrivs’k. This action
brought about intense indignation among the peasants and
they threatened
to march on the city to disperse the useless authorities harmful to the work of the toilers, who sat there. The demand of the
peasants was not an empty phrase: the toilers at this time had
… cadres of revolutionary youth, completely sufficient to mili-

the seeds of covert unrest that infected the people, especially
the young, in Huliai-Pole.7
In 1905, under the influence of Valdemar Antoni, a peasant
Anarchist-Communist group was organized in Huliai-Pole. It
was associated with an anarchist group in Katerynoslav and
Antoni became liaison agent between them and a leader of the
local group, which consisted of about ten young men, mostly
sons of poorer peasants. Antoni and Semeniuta (who had deserted from the army and was living under the assumed name
of Korobka) smuggled arms and illegal literature for the group.
Soon the anarchists began to print proclamations and to expropriate money and jewelry from rich individuals and government institutions with a motivation, according to one of the anarchists, Ivan Levadnyi, that was “strictly political, in that all
its actions were dictated by the idea of ‘people’s freedom.’”8 For
about one year nobody knew that these activities, which now
included murder, were conducted by the local anarchists. However, as the group intensified its activities, the police, through
spies, learned on July 28, 1908, that Semeniuta had come to
Huliai-Pole to meet with the anarchists in the house of Levadnyi. The chief police officer Karachentsev sent an official,
Lepet-chenko, with about ten policemen to arrest the group.
During the action Lepetchenko was killed and one policeman
and Semeniuta’s younger brother Prokip were wounded. Although his brother carried the latter away, the next morning
the mounted police spotted Prokip and he shot himself. The others escaped in the night to Katerynoslav. Soon after, Karachentsev followed the group and after two weeks of searching, he arrested several of them, including Naum Al’thauzen, Khshyva,
Ivan Levadnyi, and Nazar Zuichenko, at Amur, a suburb of
Katerynoslav.9
7
8
9
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At the end of 1906, Makhno was arrested and accused of
killing officials but was released for lack of evidence. A year
later he was again arrested and, along with others, accused
of a “number of political assassinations and expropriations.”10
During the judicial inquiry no evidence was found and after a
few months he was released on bail. However, in August 1908,
on the basis of the denunciation of a member of the group,
Al’thauzen, who was, according to Makhno, a police informer,
Makhno was arrested and put in jail in Oleksandrivs’k.11 In
March 1910, Makhno and thirteen others were tried by the
Odessa district military court in Katerynoslav and sentenced to
death by hanging.12 After fifty-two days, because of his youth
and through the efforts of his mother, the death penalty was
commuted to life imprisonment at hard labor. He served his
sentence in the Butyrki central prison in Moscow.13
The Butyrki prison was one of the worst penitentiaries in
Russia. Known for its unusually severe regulations because
major revolutionaries or criminals were confined there, these
regulations were made even more severe after the Revolution
of 1905. Butyrki served not only as a prison, but also as a
place where prisoners were gathered prior to transportation
to Siberia. It was within the walls of Butyrki that Makhno
served more than eight years.
Makhno was a restless and turbulent prisoner, stubborn and
unable to accept the complete denial of freedom. Always in
conflict with the prison authorities, he spent much of his time
in chains or in damp and freezing confinement, which probably contributed to his contraction of pulmonary tuberculosis.
Although prison life was very difficult, Makhno, thanks to the
10
Grazhdanskaia voina, 3 :503—4; N. P. Lipatov, 1920 god na Chernom
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11
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12
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13
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Makhno, and Nikiforova decided to disarm the Cossacks to
prevent a strengthening of Kaledin’s forces, and Makhno
seized the Kichkas railroad station where there was a famous
suspension bridge across the Dnieper. At first the Don Cossacks tried to force their way, but when this failed, they agreed
to lay down their arms on the condition that they would be
allowed to proceed to the Don. The Bolsheviks, however, broke
this agreement, sent them to Kharkiv, and took their horses.
Although Makhno stated that the Bolsheviks “behaved, not
like revolutionaries, but like Jesuits, promising them one thing,
and doing another,”4 he and his men apparently committed
crimes of their own by throwing some of the Cossack officers
from the Kichkas bridge into Dnieper.
During the short period of Makhno’s collaboration with
the Bolsheviks, he came to the conclusion that cooperation
with them “even on the front of the defense of the revolution,”
was impossible. He was disturbed when he arrived in Oleksandrivs’k and found that not only were prisoners arrested by
the Provisional Government not released by the Bolsheviks
because they supposedly would not respect the Bolshevik
authorities, but even more arrests had been made since the
Bolsheviks’ arrival. Makhno became convinced that the Revolution was in danger from all sides, including the Bolsheviks.
He observed that the freedom achieved by the Revolution was
not for the people but for the parties, and that “the parties
would not serve the people, but people, the parties.” Thus, it
was necessary to prepare the people against their enemies.
To Makhno, “the real spirit of revolution” existed in the
village, while in the city there was “a counterrevolution.” After
deliberation, Makhno and his closest friends decided to break
with the Bolsheviks under the pretext that the supporters
of the Rada were trying to reassert authority in the area of
Huliai-Pole. Makhno resigned from the Revolutionary Com4
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Rada in Kyiv—to rule the lives of the toilers and calls upon the
local Soviets and all the toiling population organized around
them to ignore all decrees issued by these governments.”
One group of patriotic Ukrainians, the supporters of the
Rada, attempted to destroy the influence of the anarchists in
Huliai-Pole. On December 25, 1917, a delegation visited IUrii
Mahalevs’kyi, the commander of a Ukrainian military unit
at Oleksandrivs’k, seeking assistance against Makhno. Being
preoccupied with other problems, he only supplied the group
with arms and ammunition. However, the subsequent Soviet
Russian invasion prevented the realization of the plan.
The hostility of Makhno and his followers toward national
government was put into action at the beginning of January
1918. At a meeting of the soviet in the area of Huliai-Pole it
was decided to join the invading Bolshevik troops because the
Rada,
though headed.by Socialist Revolutionaries and Social
Democrats in its struggle against the Bolshevik-Left Socialist
Revolutionary bloc, aimed not only at driving the katsaps out
of their native land, mother Ukraine, but also at suppressing
the signs of social revolution in general.^
In response to the appeals of the anarchist group several
hundred men, mostly anarchists, joined Makhno. This combat
unit, headed by Makhno and his brother Sava, joined the
Bolshevik forces in Oleksandrivs’k. On January 15, 1918, the
weak Ukrainian forces in Oleksandrivs’k withdrew and the
Bolshevik troops, supported by the local anarchists and led
by Maria Nikiforova, occupied the city. However, it was the
passage of eighteen troop trains of Don Cossacks coming
from the front through Katerynoslav province, by way of
Kryvyi Rih, Apostolove, and Oleksandrivs’k that provided the
catalyst for Makhno’s call to arms. Reiterating an accusation
made earlier by the Bolsheviks, Makhno denounced the Rada
for shielding the Don counterrevolution of General Kaledin
by allowing the Cossacks to cross Ukraine. The Bolsheviks,
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rich library at the prison and the companionship of political
prisoners, especially the anarchist Peter Arshinov, acquired a
general and political education, learning Russian grammar and
literature, history, geography, mathematics, and political economy.14 Makhno’s prison experience shaped his later life and
activities. It was there that he became a confirmed anarchist,
hardened by years of suffering, learning, and introspection. He
also developed an intense hatred of prisons and all authority.
Later, during the Revolution, whenever he seized towns and
cities, one of his first acts was to release all prisoners and burn
the prison. On March 2, 1917, after eight years and eight15
months in prison, Makhno was released, along with all the
other political prisoners, under the Provisional Government
amnesty. After spending three weeks in Moscow to meet the
leading Moscow anarchists, Makhno returned to Huliai-Pole,
“the place of my birth and life.”16
In Huliai-Pole Makhno, as the only ex-prisoner repatriate,
became a most respected personage. The remaining members
of the anarchist group, as well as many peasants, came to visit
him the day he returned home. After an exchange of information, Makhno proposed to begin organizational work immediately. He sought to organize peasants in Huliai-Pole and its
region and associate them with an anarchist group. He wished
to forestall other political groups, such as Socialist Revolutionary and Social Democrats, from dominating the peasants. Although the other members demurred, pointing out that their
aim was to spread anarchist propaganda, Makhno had his way,
and on March 28–29 a Peasant Union was established with
14
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15
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16
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Makhno as chairman. Subsequently, he organized such unions
in other villages and towns of the area. Makhno had no faith in
the local authority because it was headed by foreign elements
who, in his opinion, would not be responsible to the people for
their actions,17 and appealed for reorganization of the administrative body, urging the local intelligentsia, peasants, and workers to take the local government into their own hands. Consequently Makhno succeeded in bringing six representatives of
the Peasant Union into the Public Committee, with himself as
its vice-chairman. In the meantime, he also became chairman
of the Agricultural Committee, chairman of the Union of Metal
and Carpentry Workers, and chairman of the Medical Union.18
Thus, from the outset Makhno, the ex-prisoner, by force of his
personality assumed a leading role in Huliai-Pole with a determination to carry on the work of the Revolution among the
masses.
The problem that concerned Makhno most was that of organizing and uniting the peasants into an alliance in his territory to make them a formidable force capable of driving out the
landowners and the political authorities. His ultimate objective
was the transfer of all lands owned by the gentry, monasteries,
and the state into the hands of the peasants or to organize, if
they wished, peasant communes. This would be accompanied
by the disappearance of the state as a form of organized society. Makhno and his associates devoted time and energy to
intensive propaganda activities among the peasants within and
outside the province by means of calling regional peasant assemblies both at Huliai-Pole and elsewhere. The Peasant Union
and the peasant-dominated Public Committee at Huliai-Pole
were recommended as examples to the delegates of the meetings. Thus Makhno and his associates brought sociopolitical
17
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When the Provisional Government first established its
authority in the area of Huliai-Pole, Makhno’s anarchists
collaborated with the rest of the population, including the educated Ukrainians, to exclude the foreign element from the local
administration. Makhno pointed out to the public the inadmissibility “of a ‘Public Committee’ in revolutionary Huliai-Pole
that is headed by people unknown to the population, from
whom the people cannot demand any responsibility for their
actions.”3 Simultaneously, he proposed an extra meeting of
elected representatives to decide this problem. The teachers
present at the meeting joined him and the superintendent of
the school, who had placed his school at the disposition of
the meeting. Subsequently, when the supporters of the Rada
began to extend their influence in Katerynoslav province, the
anarchist group at Huliai-Pole assumed a negative attitude
toward the Rada, considering it a government of bourgeois
nationalists. In the summer at a meeting in Huliai-Pole a
Ukrainian Socialist Revolutionary exhorted the public to:
Think that in contrast to the “mean Provisional Government
in Petrograd,” our Ukrainian government, the Central Rada,
was organized in Kyiv. It is really revolutionary, in Ukrainian
territory, only it is able and authorized to establish freedom
and a happy life for the Ukrainian people! … But the toilers
of Huliai-Pole were deaf to the appeal… They … overwhelmed
him by shouting: Down from the podium! We do not need
your government!1*
In September the Anarchist-Communists, the Soviet of Peasants’ and Workers’ Deputies, the Union of Metal and Carpentry Workers, and the Land Committee issued a joint resolution
stating:
The congress of the toilers in the area of Huliai-Pole
decisively condemns the claims of the governments — the Provisional Government in Petrograd and the Ukrainian Central
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his followers from meetings and agitation toward partisan warfare.
For Makhno this change was an important problem because
as an anarchist he did not wish to serve any one regime. He
advocated destruction of any government be it native or foreign, rightist or Communist. In his opinion all forms of government represented the violence of a minority over the majority.
Makhno was guided by a strong belief in freedom and in the
ability of men to govern themselves. Therefore, he appealed to
the peasants:
… we will destroy the servile regime … and lead our brothers
upon the path toward a new order. We will establish it upon
the foundation of a free society; its construction would permit
all those who do not exploit the work of others to live, free
and independent of the state and its bureaucracy, even of the
Reds, and to build our whole sociopolitical life complete, independently at home, among our-selves.2
The Bolshevik invasion of Ukraine also determined
Makhno’s relationships with both the Bolsheviks and the
Central Rada. Although he and his followers welcomed the
overthrow of the Provisional Government, its replacement by
the Bolshevik regime displeased them because “the peasants
and workers saw it as a new period of governmental interference in the revolutionary work of the toilers at home and,
consequently, a new war of the authorities against the people.”
Although Makhno considered the Bolsheviks an alien dictatorship, he often served as their ally because they were, as
he said, for the revolutionary cause. His association with the
Bolsheviks was also directed against the national authority, the
Central Rada, because in his opinion, native governments were
no different from foreign governments, and “the toilers have
no interest in either.”
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issues into the daily life of the people, who in turn supported
his efforts, hoping to expedite the expropriation of large estates because they feared that “the revolution would be destroyed, and we would again remain without land.” On August
5–7, the provincial congress at Katerynoslav decided to reorganize the Peasant Unions into Soviets of Peasants’ and Workers’
Deputies. This change was duly carried out at Huliai-Pole and
Makhno remained the chairman.19
The political crisis that developed in Russia in the second
half of August and culminated on September 8–9 in a conflict
between the commander in chief of the Russian army, General
Lavr G. Kornilov, and the prime minister of the Provisional
Government, Kerensky, had strong repercussions in HuliaiPole and its area.20 On the eve of open conflict, Makhno
assembled all the landowners and rich peasants (kulaks) of
the area and took from them all official documents relating
to their land, livestock, and equipment. Subsequently an inventory of this property was taken and reported to the people
at the session of the local soviet, and then at the regional
meeting. It was decided to allow the landowners to share
the land, livestock, and tools equally with the peasants. The
soviet also organized a Committee of the Poor to control the
landed gentry. Simultaneously, Makhno had the local police
neutralized by depriving them of their authority to arrest.21
However, the realization of these decisions was delayed
because dissatisfied elements organized and began to protest
and denounce Makhno to the provisional authorities.
When the conflict broke out Makhno received two telegrams
from Petrograd recommending that he organize local defense.
In response, the soviet organized a Committee for the Defense
19
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of the Revolution headed by Makhno. Subsequently, the committee decided to disarm all the bourgeoisie, the landowners,
rich peasants, and the wealthy German colonists in the area
of Huliai-Pole as well as “to expropriate its rights to the people’s wealth: the land, factories, plants, printing shops, theaters,
coliseums, movies, and other forms of enterprises in its possession.”22 Some of the idealists among the anarchists formed a
number of free agricultural communes consisting of volunteer
peasants and workers where an elected committee of elders
would allot the work alongside their fellow farmers. Makhno
became a member ofACommune No. I.23
In order to strengthen the anti-bourgeois position of the
Makhno group the committee and the soviet decided to call
a regional gathering in collaboration with the AnarchistCommunists and jointly with the
Makhno and partisans. Left, Semen Karetnyk; center,
Makhno; right, Fedir Shchus’. Union of Metal and Carpentry
Workers at Huliai-Pole. The aim of the meeting was to deprive
the Huliai-Pole Public Committee of its authority to decide any
problem of importance without the approval of the people.24
In reality this decision transformed these institutions into
advisory bodies while the group of anarchists became a major
power in the area. Moreover, it accustomed people to the ideas
of a stateless society.
As Makhno’s power increased, his activities among the
peasants in the Huliai-Pole region gradually extended beyond
propaganda to armed raids on estates of landlords and rich
peasants, including German colonists. These expeditions to
22
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8. Makhno, the Bolsheviks,
and the Central Rada
News of the Bolshevik coup in October, which reached
Huliai-Pole in early November, created relatively little stir
among the local peasants. The Bolshevik slogan “land to the
peasants and factories to the workers” were acceptable to
them, though it seemed that the Bolsheviks were promoting
a cause that had already been achieved around Huliai-Pole in
August and September. According to Makhno:
When Ukrainian peasants in a number of provinces refused
to pay the second part of their annual rent to the gentry and
the rich peasants, and were seizing their lands and tools as public property; when they were sending their delegates from the
villages to the workers in the cities, to arrange with the latter for seizure of the plants, factories, and other branches of
enterprises for their own management and, weapons in hand,
[were] defending their free society of toilers—at that time there
was no October… Thus the Great October in its strict chronological sense, appeared to the Ukrainian revolutionary village
automatically as a period of the past.1
Hence, it was not so much the October coup as the subsequent Bolshevik invasion of Ukraine that turned Makhno and
1
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There are no Soviet troops here. The main forces here are the
revolutionary partisan Makhno men whose aims are known
and clear to all. They are fighting against the authority of all
political governments and for liberty and independence of the
working people.18
Moreover, Makhno’s socioeconomic programs attracted
not only the upper economic stratum of the young peasants,
but also poorer peasants and workers, as well as many nonUkrainian elements, including the Russians, Jews, Greeks,
Bulgarians, and Poles of the region and outside. Many of these
men, especially the non-Ukrainians, would otherwise have
been drafted by one or the other of the Russian armies and
would have been fighting against Ukraine. Trotsky voiced his
concern over this circumstance, declaring that the Makhno
partisans were a greater threat than Denikin because “the
Makhno movement developed in the depths of the masses and
aroused the masses themselves against us.”19
The presence of Makhno’s educated, patriotic, and active
wife in the partisan army, as well as a large number of patriotic
Ukrainians, made Makhno and his associates more aware of
Ukrainian national problems and later compelled them not
only to assume neutrality toward the Ukrainian Army, but, to
some extent, to cooperate with it against the common enemies,
the Bolshevik and anti-Bolshevik Russian forces in Ukraine.

“expropriate the expropriators” were often excessively violent.
Those who resisted the seizure of their properties, or tried to
hide valuables or money, were intimidated, terrorized, or even
shot, although usually the owners did not resist. Gradually
Makhno extended his raids to railways and depots, holding
up freight and passenger trains. The raiders expropriated
everything they needed, especially arms, ammunition, and
military equipment, while other goods were distributed among
the peasants of the surrounding villages.25 Personal property
of train passengers was confiscated and those who did not
cooperate were executed, especially if they were landlords
or officers, whom Makhno saw as standard-bearers of an
old, foreign servitude. Although Makhno’s methods as an
agent of vengeance were violent, his men rarely molested
poor peasants or workers. Hence Makhno’s popularity grew
among a considerable part of the peasantry and his following
increased. Some, including a criminal element, joined Makhno
for the sake of adventure, others to get rich. Most of Makhno’s
followers, however, were young men from both the rich and
the poor peasantry.
Makhno’s activities were, to a great extent, influenced by socially radical forces. Although Makhno had no serious competition from patriotic Ukrainians, who stood for law and order,
he was under strong pressure from the fast spreading propaganda of the Bolsheviks, who used such slogans as “take everything, everything is yours” and “expropriate the expropriators.” Makhno tried to be more extreme than the Bolsheviks —
his appeals to the peasants were simple and effective: “Divide
the land among yourself, justly and like brothers, and work for
the good of everyone.”26
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The chaotic conditions in the region nurtured another anarchist leader, Maria Nikiforova, who exercised a substantial
influence upon Makhno from the very beginning of their acquaintance. A member of a local anarchist group, she was engaged in terrorist activities in the years 1905–6, which led to
a sentence of death, later commuted to life imprisonment. She
served part of her sentence in the Petropavlovsk prison in Petrograd, and in 1910 was then exiled to Siberia, whence she escaped, first to Japan, and then to the United States. In the summer of 1917, she returned to Oleksandrivs’k, where she soon
organized a combat detachment and began to terrorize people
in the city. She especially hunted army officers and landlords,
killing them. Later she moved to Elysavethrad, organizing and
commanding a combat regiment “Black Guard,” which fought
each succeeding regime, including the Germans and Denikin.
Her main goal was the destruction of all state institutions. In
August 1917, she seized and robbed a military storehouse at the
station of Orikhiv. Subsequently, she attacked the regiment in
the town, disarmed and dispersed it, executing all captured officers. Part of the confiscated spoils she delivered to Makhno.27
The division of the lands of the gentry, the church, and the
state, as well as the neutralization of the local police and Public
Committee, proceeded largely unopposed and without bloodshed. The peasants and workers felt they had, for the time being, consolidated their revolutionary achievements; they took
little further interest in outside affairs. The Central Rada exercised little effective control there because the province was separated from Ukraine, while the Provisional Government was
powerless to interfere. Although the conflict between the peasants and the wealthy class did not develop into an open war, it
planted the seeds of a sociopolitical conflict” that would ripen
Nikulin, “Gibel’ makhnovshchiny,” p. 187; Rudnev, Makhnovshchina, p. 83;
Rakovskii, Konets bielykh, p. 81; Trotskii, Materialy i dokumenty po istorii
Krasnoi Armii, 2, pt. 2:187.
27
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“Universal”) announcing his intention of joining the Ukrainian
Army to liberate “mother Ukraine.”15 Teper, another Bolshevik
author and a former anarchist, confirmed Makhno’s intentions.
According to him, Makhno decided to put aside
• .. all earlier declarations and began to work out a new declaration in a completely different spirit. Basically he outlined
a project for national liberation of Ukraine. Subsequently,
Makhno intended to draw into the ranks of the Makhno
movement the nationally minded Ukrainian intelligentsia and
through them the Petliura bands operating on the Right Bank.
However, part of the commanding staff strongly protested this
declaration and he had to put it aside.16
According to the representative of the Directory, Panas
Fedenko, “Makhno’s minister,” Shpota, who in September 1919
visited the Directory at Kamianets’, admitted that the mass
of the Makhno partisans wished to join the Ukrainian Army.
However, the Russian anarchists working with Makhno, such
as Arshinov, Volin, and Zinkovskii (Zadov), who were influential at Makhno headquarters, obstructed such a unification.17
Although at the beginning of his movement Makhno cooperated with the Bolsheviks twice for brief periods on a local
level against the Ukrainian troops, he resisted all attempts by
them to establish their authority in Ukraine. At the end of December 1918, Lenin wired the Bolsheviks in Katerynoslav, appointing Makhno commander in chief of Soviet troops in the
Katerynoslav province. Makhno rejected this emphatically:
15
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Galician Army, with which Makhno maintained liaison. He
also began to render assistance to partisan groups that recognized the Directory, including partisan leaders Petro Petrenko,
Hladchenko, Diakivs’kyi, and others. He made peace with
all of them, entered into agreements of nonaggression, and
cooperated in coordinated actions against the Bolsheviks. A
number of other partisan detachments joined Makhno.12 The
partisan leader Khrystovyi headed a delegation that visited
Makhno in August of 1920 at Zinkiv, in Poltava province.
His group consisted of about six hundred partisans with a
regular army organization. At Khrystovyi’s headquarters were
official liaison personnel, distinguished senior officers, from
the Ukrainian Army. Khrystovyi proposed unification with
Makhno under the condition that Makhno would transfer
his activities to the Khrystovyi territory. Although Makhno
declined Khrystovyi’s offer, he aided Khrystovyi by supplying
him with machine guns and ammunition, and also sent him
a machine-gun detachment consisting of 170 men to fight
against a brigade of internal security troups (VOKhR).13
Moreover, Makhno’s slogans assumed a more pro-Ukrainian,
patriotic, and, at the same time, a more anti-Russian tone.
Makhno began to brand the Bolsehviks not only as social, but
also as national enemies; at the same time, his newspapers
blamed the Bolsheviks for preventing the Ukrainian people
from “creating their own life by themselves” and urged them
to “take the authority into their own hands.”14 Also, the
newspapers and Makhno himself appealed to the people to
fight against the “Moscovite oppressors” and to “liberate
our native Ukraine from the Russian yoke.” According to
information given to the Bolsheviks by Makhno’s associate
Viktor Bilash, Makhno was preparing a proclamation (a
12
13
14
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the following summer, when the troops of the Central Powers
were invited into Ukraine.
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7. Makhno’s National
Consciousness
Although Makhno was not a Ukrainian nationalist patriot,
he was an anarchist and a conscious Ukrainian in his own
way. The question of his national consciousness cannot be
separated from contemporary conditions. Besides his inadequate education, poverty, and the oppressive policy of the
tsarist regime in Ukraine, Makhno’s association with anarchist
groups and his long years of imprisonment in Moscow directed
him away from Ukrainian cultural and political organizations.
His knowledge of Ukraine’s history and her current national
problems was very limited. Anarchism tied Makhno to the
Russian revolutionaries and their ideas, directly and indirectly.
He called Bakunin “great,” “a tireless revolutionary.” He not
only admired Kropotkin, but visited him in Moscow and gave
him material help. Although he mistrusted Lenin, he visited
him and respected him as a revolutionary leader. However, he
knew very little about Ukrainian national leaders. He referred
to Hru-shevs’kyi as an “old man” though he was only fifty-one.
He knew that Vynnychenko was a “socialist” who “participated in the life and struggle of the toilers” but he disliked him
and Petliura because they helped conclude the Brest-Litovsk
treaty with the Central Powers and subsequently brought
Austro-German troops into Ukraine.1 However, he did not

archist slogans of Makhno, who was accepting into his ranks
all who were ready for an open struggle against the Volunteer
Army as an authority that was hanging peasants.9
Patriotic Ukrainians on the Right Bank joined the Ukrainian
regular army but on the Left Bank, in the later stage of the
Revolution, many patriotic Ukrainians, prevented by the presence of the Russian forces from joining the Ukrainian Army,
joined either Makhno or other partisan groups. According to
a Ukrainian officer, when some Makhno men who were captured by the Ukrainian troops were asked why they had joined
Makhno, they replied: “There is nobody else [to join].” According to another partisan, the main motive for joining Makhno
was the unbearable conditions in the villages and towns: “I
joined the Makhno army … because the Denikin men came
and looted the village, taking horses and ruining homesteads.
So I took arms and went to fight; if perish, then perish.”10 The
increasing number of nationally conscious Ukrainians among
the Makhno partisans gradually gave the group’s ideology a
more national character, which was marked by a change in the
name of the partisan army from “Revolutionary Partisan Detachments of Bat’ko Makhno” to “The Revolutionary Partisan
Army of Ukraine (Makhnovites)” in the summer of 1919.11
From the fall of 1919 onward, Makhno widened the scope
of his activities and increased his resistance to both the Bolshevik and anti-Bolshevik Russian forces. Under the influence
of patriotic partisans, he not only entered into negotiations
with the Ukrainian Army command, but also occasionally coordinated his activities with the Ukrainian troops. In addition,
during the winter campaign of 1919—20, many of Makhno’s
partisans joined the Directory’s troops and the Ukrainian
9
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‘I regard the povstantsi movement,” she said, “as the only
true proletarian revolution. Bolshevism is the mastery of the
Communist Party, falsely called the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is very far from our conception of revolution… Their
aim is State Communism, with the workers and farmers of the
whole country serving as employees of the one powerful government master. Its result is the most abject slavery, suppression, and revolt, as we see on every hand… Our aim is the class
organization of the revolutionary toiling masses. That is the
sense of the great Ukrainian movement and its best expression
is to be found in the Makhnov-shchina.”’7
Makhno’s wife continued to be interested in national
problems after she left the country. When she, together with
Makhno and his associates, was brought into the Ukrainian
troops’ internment camp in Poland, she became an active
member of an Association of Ukrainian Women Teachers in
the camp.8
During most of 1919 and after, the Left Bank, where the
Makhno partisans operated, was the main arena of the Russian Civil War. Hence it was largely in the hands of either the
Bolshevik or anti-Bolshevik Russian forces. The warring of the
two occupying forces and their suppressive policy aroused the
people’s national-political consciousness and resistance. As an
eyewitness observed:
The announced mobilization by the Volunteer Army failed.
Peasants liable for conscription went into the forests with arms
in their hands and hid from the punitive detachments of the
state police… On the surface of life in the village began to appear the Petliura movement, which soon inclined to the an7
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take into consideration the Bolshevik invasion that had forced
the Rada to invite the Germans. As a result of Makhno’s long
years of imprisonment, he had almost forgotten his native
language. The question of Ukrainian language did not seem to
bother him for some time, but in the course of the Revolution
his view changed markedly. On his train trip from Moscow
to Ukraine in the summer of 1918, Makhno found that the
conductors, when addressed in Russian, would not answer,
but demanded that the inquiries be made in Ukrainian. “I was
struck by the request, but there was nothing I could do. And,
not knowing my own native Ukrainian language, I was forced
to use it in such a [manner], in addressing those around me,
that I was ashamed. I thought quite a bit about this incident.”2
After he and his companions escaped to Romania and then
to Poland, they were interned in a camp, Strzarkow, with the
troops of the Ukrainian People’s Republic. There Makhno very
often complained that: “In that damned prison [in Butyrki,
Moscow, I] completely forgot my native language.” Another
time he would say: “Finally I must learn my native language.”3
In the preface to his memoirs that he published in Russian
Makhno regretted that they appeared”not in Ukraine and not
in Ukrainian.” He felt, however, that “the fault is not mine, but
that of the conditions in which I find myself.”4
Makhno was nevertheless aware of his nationality. In certain circumstances he would avoid mentioning his political affiliation, but he never failed to admit or, if necessary, to defend, his nationality, even in complicated questions and situations. He never referred to his native land as “South Russia.”
only about 3,000 men [Al. Gukovskii, ed., “Nachalo vrangelevshchiny,” KA 2
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When Makhno visited the Kremlin in July and an official, looking at Makhno’s document, asked: “Then you, comrade, are
from South Russia?”, Makhno replied: “Yes, I am from Ukraine.”
From there he went to the office of IAkov M. Sverdlov, who
asked: “But tell me what are you, Communist or Left S[ocialist]
R[evolutionary] ? That you are Ukrainian I see from your discussion, but to which of these two parties you belong is difficult
to understand.”5 When later he met both Sverdlov and Lenin,
during their discussion about anarchism in Ukraine, Makhno
not only employed the proper name of his native land, but he
even reproached the Bolsheviks for calling Ukraine South Russia:
The Anarchist-Communists in Ukraine—or as you,
Communist-Bolsheviks, are trying to avoid the word Ukraine
and are calling it “South Russia” … have already given
too much proof that they are entirely associated with the
“present.”*’
In his writings Makhno always made a clear distinction between Ukraine and Russia: “The echoes of the October coup in
Petrograd and in Moscow, and then in all Russia—came to us in
Ukraine at the end of November and at the beginning of December 1917.“7 Makhno also had his opinion about the cause of the
failure of the Ukrainian Revolution. Although the idea of selfdetermination had strongly manifested itself in Ukraine, at this
time it had not adequately developed. Among the Ukrainian
people there appeared a number of different political groups,
each of which interpreted the idea of self-determination in its
own way, according to its own interests. The Ukrainian working masses neither sympathized with, nor followed, them.°
Apart from Makhno’s sentiment for his native land, “the
wide Ukrainian steppes and the plentiful green grain,’ and
the national tradition, the most significant influences that
increased Makhno’s national consciousness and the success

of his movement were certain elements among his partisans
and his wife. In the summer of 1919 Makhno married Halyna Kuz’menko, the daughter of a police official. She was
born about 1895 in Pishchanyi Brid, in the IElysavethrad
(Kirovohrad) district, Kherson province. She studied at a
teacher’s college for women at nearby Dobrovelychkivka and
in 1918 was employed by the Ministry of Labor in Kyiv and
later the same year she was assigned to a new state gymnasium at Huliai-Pole to teach Ukrainian and history. There
she became acquainted with Makhno. She impressed people
as being courageous, literate, and beautiful. According to an
eyewitness, she was: “very handsome, a brunette, tall, slender
with beautiful dark eyes and fresh though dark complexion.
[She] gave the impression of being a good woman… [She]
participated in attacks fighting-and shooting a machine gun.’
These traits were also noted by Goldman and Berkman when
Makhno’s wife visited them in Kyiv in peasant dress to hide
her identity from the Bolsheviks.’
Makhno’s wife was also a good conversationalist; she liked
to debate and she held strongly to a position she considered
right. According to Goldman:
She possessed considerable information and was intensely
interested in all cultural problems. She plied me with questions about American women, whether they had really become
emancipated and enjoyed equal rights… Did the American
woman believe in free motherhood and was she familiar
with the subject of birth control? … I mentioned some of the
literature dealing with these subjects. She listened eagerly. “I
must get hold of something to help our peasant women.”6
She had strong political convictions and a definite concept of
the role of the partisans in the struggle against the Bolsheviks
and Denikin:
6
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proclaimed an independent state, the Western Ukrainian People’s Republic, on November 1, 1918. The National Rada decided to seek unification with the Ukrainian National Republic.
As early as December 1, the representatives of the Western Ukrainian Republic, Lonhyn Tsehel’s’kyi and Dmytro
Levyts’kyi, signed a preliminary agreement with the Directory at Fastiv in which both sides agreed to unite. They also
agreed that West Ukraine because of its cultural, social, and
legal particularism was to enjoy autonomy. On January 3, 1919,
the National Rada unanimously ratified the Fastiv Agreement,
and on January 22 the act of union was finally approved by
the Directory.12
By this agreement, sovereignty was to reside in the Directory. The National Rada, however, was to exercise authority in
West Ukraine until the convocation of the Constituent Assembly. Although the union was a significant historic act, it was
more nominal than actual since both parties were soon at war
against different enemies: the Western Province (Oblast) of the
Ukrainian People’s Republic, as it was named after the act of
union, against Poland, and the People’s Republic against the
second Bolshevik invasion.
The problems of union, consolidation, and defense were
to be dealt with by the Congress of Toilers, a parliamentary assembly consisting of 528 indirectly elected delegates
from the Ukrainian People’s Republic and 65 from the West
Ukrainian Republic, which was convened in Kyiv on January
22, 1919. However, the Congress was interrupted on January
28 by the Bolshevik frontal advance on Kyiv. The Congress
sanctioned the principle of general democratic elections to
parliament and organs of local government and adopted a
resolution expressing “full confidence in and gratitude to the
Directory for its great work in liberating the Ukrainian people
from the landlord-hetman government.” The most important

his two visitors and told his secretary they were not to be disturbed for one hour. Lenin sounded out Makhno on the attitude
of the peasantry toward the Soviets, the Austro-German forces,
and the differences between the Bolshevik and anarchist conceptions of revolution. He tried to discuss the problems in great
detail. Lenin wanted to know what the Ukrainian peasants in
Makhno’s area made of the slogan “All power to the local Soviets.” Makhno replied that they took it literally, assuming they
were to have complete control of all affairs affecting them, to
which he added that he felt this was the correct interpretation.
In response, Lenin said: “In this case, the peasants from your
area are infected wifh anarchism.” Makhno responded: “Do you
think that is bad?” Lenin replied: “I did not say that. On the contrary, it may be to the good, for it would speed up the victory
of communism over capital and its authority.”6
He went on to observe that mere peasant enthusiasm would
burn itself out and could not survive serious blows from the
counterrevolution. Makhno pointed out “that a leader should
not be a pessimist or a sceptic.” Subsequently Lenin observed
that the anarchists had no serious organization, they were unable to organize either the proletariat or the poor peasants, and
thus were unable to defend them.
Lenin was particularly interested in the performance of the
Red Guards. He asked about the Bolshevik propaganda in the
village, to which Makhno replied that there were few propagandists in the villages and that they were helpless. Then Lenin
turned to Sverdlov, saying: “[By] reorganization of the Red
Guard into the Red Army, we are following the true path to victory of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie.”7 He asked Makhno
about his plans in Moscow, and when Makhno told him that
he was going home illegally, Lenin commented to Sverdlov
that the anarchists had plenty of fanaticism and self-sacrifice
6
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but they were shortsighted; they neglected the present for the
far distant future. Then he told Makhno he must not take this
too personally: “You comrade, I think, have a realistic attitude
toward the burning evils of the day. If only one third of the
Anarchist-Communists in Russia were such, we, the Communists, would be prepared to make a certain compromise and
cooperate with them for the sake of the free organization of
producers.”8
Makhno protested that the Revolution and its achievements
were dear to all anarchists. Lenin retorted: “We know the anarchists as well as you… Most of the anarchists think and write
about the future, without understanding the present: that is
what divides us, the Communists, from them.”9 Makhno stated
that as a simple, ill-educated peasant, he could not properly
argue about such complicated questions. However, he added:
I would say, comrade Lenin, that your assertion that the
anarchists do not understand “the present” realistically, have
no connection with it, and so forth, is basically wrong. The
Anarchist-Communists in Ukraine—or as you CommunistBolsheviks are trying to avoid the word “Ukraine” and are
calling it “South Russia”—at this point, “South Russia” has already given too many proofs that they are entirely associated
with “the present.” The entire struggle of the revolutionary Ukrainian village against the Ukrainian Central Rada
proceeded under the ideological leadership of the AnarchistCommunists and, partly, the Russian Socialist-Revolutionaries
—who, of course, had entirely different aims in their struggle
against the Rada, than we Anarchist-Communists. You Bolsheviks did not exist in the villages, or when you did, you had
absolutely no influence.^

a firm and effective administration brought about anarchy.
Some local partisan leaders were cut off from the center by
Russian military operations and thus were unable to work
with the government. Others were unwilling to subordinate
themselves to the government and even followed independent
courses in opposition to it because the objectives of the masses
were far more radical than those of the government.
Defense, however, soon became the main issue of the
time. During the uprisings against the hetman regime the
Directory’s call to arms was obeyed by hundreds of thousands
of peasants and workers. When the Directory entered the
capital, it had some one hundred thousand troops, thirty
thousand near Kyiv alone. Moreover, “the troops that entered
Kyiv were admired by all for their discipline, training, and
their lusty and strong bearing.” However, the enthusiasm of
the volunteers soon began to evaporate and the forces rapidly
dwindled. To prevent their disintegration and to reorganize
many of the partisan units that were dedicated to the national
cause, vigorous measures were needed to organize them into
a disciplined force. The creation of a reliable regular army to
meet the threat of an imminent Soviet Russian invasion was
beyond the Directory’s power because it had an inadequate
number of officers, arms, and uniforms.11 It would have been
impossible, even under the most favorable conditions, to
organize a strong army in two or three weeks.
The most positive development during the critical period of
the Directory was in the relations between the National Republic and the western part of Ukraine. The breakup of the Hapsburg monarchy in October 1918 created the opportunity for former Austro-Hungarian subjects to establish their own independence. In the Ukrainian region of the monarchy the population
had organized a National Rada in L’viv, which subsequently
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with the Entente, which supported the non-Bolshevik Russian
forces, with whom it induced the hetman to federate. Federation was considered by the people to be foreign rule and
a return to the hated old political system, and moreover, it
implied that Ukraine would continue to be the main base of
the struggle for a non-Bolshevik Russia. These sociopolitical
and national factors explain the spontaneity and success of
the uprising.
On December 19 the Directory entered Kyiv. As the government of the reestablished Ukrainian People’s Republic, the
Directory issued a declaration17 on December 26 proclaiming
Ukraine free from punitive expeditions, gendarmes, and other
repressive institutions of the ruling classes. It restored individual autonomy, and reinstated the eight-hour workday, collective bargaining agreements, and the right to strike. It declared
that the right to govern the country should belong only to
those classes that created material and spiritual values; the nonworking classes should have no voice in the government. The
sociopolitical objectives stated in the declaration satisfied neither those on the Left nor those on the Right, and its appeal to
the populace was blunted because news of the declaration did
not reach the provinces for some time.
Simultaneously the three parties that were represented in
the Directory, the Social Democrats, Socialist Revolutionaries,
and the Independist Socialists, formed a cabinet headed by
Volodymyr M. Chekhivs’kyi, a Social Democrat, who also
held the portfolio of foreign affairs. No effort was made to
reconvene the Central Rada because it had been discredited
by its cooperation with the Germans prior to the hetman coup.
The new government had to face difficult foreign problems
and such domestic problems as the organization of administration and defense. Most of the administrative personnel of the
hetman regime either escaped or went into hiding, leaving the
new government without enough trained administrators to
fill the positions. The inability of the government to establish
174

Finally Lenin asked if Makhno would like help for his illegal journey to Ukraine, and receiving an affirmative answer,
instructed Sverdlov to call upon Mr. Karpenko or Volodymyr
P. Zatons’kyi to make arrangements. Then he told Makhno to
go, the next day or the day after, to Karpenko, who would help
him across the frontier. Makhno asked: “What frontier?” Lenin
replied: “Don’t you know that a frontier has been established
between Ukraine and Russia?” “But you consider Ukraine as
‘South Russia,’ “ noted Makhno. Lenin responded: “To consider
is one thing, comrade, and to see in reality is another.”
Makhno left Lenin with mixed feelings of reverence and resentment. Although Lenin made a Strang impact upon Makhno
by his personality, his interest in details, and political devices,
Makhno knew that it was Lenin who was most reponsible for
the drive against the anarchists in Moscow and other cities.
During their discussion, however, Lenin told Makhno that the
“Soviet government launched a campaign in the centers of revolution not against anarchism but merely against the banditism
that had penetrated its ranks.” Makhno felt that “it would be
difficult to find in any other political masters a greater insincerity and hypocrisy than that displayed by Lenin in this case,
especially with reference to anarchism.”10
Makhno’s experience in Russia, especially in Moscow, was
also depressing. He was not only disgusted at the Bolshevik
mistreatment of the anarchists, but also disappointed at seeing
a general eclipse of the movement. In some centers the anarchist groups had either disintegrated or were disorganized and
ineffective. He felt that those groups that remained active were
spending their time in theoretical discussions, infatuated with
their own words and resolutions, but lacking the will to fight
for their ideals. Makhno’s anarchist friends were vague and left
10
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him ideologically in the air and even Kropotkin gave him encouragement and sympathy, but no practical guidance.
Makhno decided to rely on his own intuition. In contrast
to the Russian anarchists, who were divided into a number of
groups, Makhno stood for the unity of all anarchists, which he
felt was a mark of strength. This feeling only confirmed his conviction that he should return to Ukraine and his followers as
soon as possible. He felt that the toiling peasants and workers
should depend upon their own strength and devices to liberate
themselves from the Austro-German forces.
A few days after Makhno visited Lenin, Zatons’kyi provided
Makhno with a false passport in the name of Ivan lAkovlevich Shepel, a schoolteacher and a reserve officer from MatviivKurhan county, Taganrog district, Katerynoslav province. On
June 29, Arshinov accompanied Makhno to the Kursk station
in Moscow and saw him off. Although the train was crowded
and hot, Makhno felt better than in Moscow, which was alien
to his spirit and temperament.11 Makhno’s trip was slow and
difficult, but he reached Kursk and then Belenkino, the terminal, and crossed the frontier without incident. The final stage of
his train trip was dangerous because the authorities apparently
were informed of his return, and at one place he had to jump
from the train to avoid arrest.12 From there he made his way
on foot for twenty-five versts to the village of Rozhdestvenka,
about twenty versts from Huliai-Pole, where he hid at the home
of a peasant, Zakhar Kleshnia.13 There he established his conspiratorial headquarters and made contact with his friends at
home. Subsequently Huliai-Pole and its area became the center
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problem and now, in the light of conditions that have arisen
and acting solely for the good of Ukraine, I abdicate all authority.10
Simultaneously the government also resigned; a few days
later, the hetman, disguised as a wounded German soldier,
along with his wife dressed as a nurse, left Kyiv for Germany
by way of Holoby, Volyn’, in a German troop train.
The hetman worked throughout the period of his administration under highly unfavorable conditions inherited from
the Central Rada. Moreover, he had not assumed office by
the will of the people and thus he lacked popular support.
Although the title “hetman” was appealing to the population,
the very conservatism it reflected was incompatible with the
radical period. The hetman’s government and administrative
apparatus were weakened by being erected in part on a
foundation of non-Ukrainian elements that either had no
understanding of the social and national problems or were
opposed to Ukrainian statehood. Moreover, Russian organizations and military formations in Ukraine made attempts
to discredit the hetman regime in the eyes of the population,
tolerating the hetman state only as long as the circumstances
of international politics made it necessary. The hetman’s government was also weakened by the refusal of many Ukrainians
to join it for political and psychological reasons and by the
systematic Austro-German interference in Ukrainian internal
affairs. In effect, there were two governments side by side.
Government policy was characterized by a number of reactionary decrees and by punitive expeditions that turned the
population, especially the peasants, against it.
Finally, the international situation was unfavorable to
Ukrainian statehood. The hetman’s association with the
Germans prevented him from establishing cordial relations
10
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away or joined the Directory. Within a few weeks the Right
Bank was under the control of the Directory.7
On November 21 the Directory’s troops began the siege
of Kyiv and could have taken the city if the Germans had
not reversed the Bila Tserkva agreement and decided to hold
Kyiv. Subsequently a line of demarcation was established
between the Ukrainian and German troops.8 The Germans,
however, recognized the futility of their position: their troops
in Ukraine were demoralized by the defeat in the West, the
revolutions in Ukraine and at home, and the hostility of the
Ukrainian population, and now their only desire was to go
home. In the German garrison in Kyiv, the German higher
command sent its representative to Koziatyn to meet with
the representatives of the Directory, Dr. Osyp Nazaruk and
General Mykhailo Hrekiv. On December 12 they signed an
agreement guaranteeing the Germans safe passage home in
return for German neutrality. Simultaneously the Ukrainian
troops attacked the hetman’s units, consisting of Russian
officers, and in two days of fighting defeated them. About two
thousand were interned but most of the units withdrew to the
Left Bank or hid in the city. There was sporadic resistance by
the hetman’s units in the Chernihiv area and Volyn’ province.
On December 14 the Ukrainian troops entered Kyiv.9
The hetman, having cast his lot with the Germans, was now
compelled to share their fate. The same day, one month after the declaration of a federative union with a future nonBolshevik Russia, the hetman abdicated:
As hetman of all Ukraine, I have employed all my energies
during the past seven and one-half months in an effort to extricate Ukraine from the difficult situation in which she finds
herself. God has not given me the strength to deal with this

of the Makhno partisan movement against the Austro-German
troops and the landlords’ punitive detachments.
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10. The Origin of Makhno’s
Partisan Movement
Most of Katerynoslav and Kherson provinces had been
assigned to the Austro-Hungarian sphere of influence by the
Baden agreement concluded between Austria and Germany
on March 2, 1918. Hence in addition to the hetman authority,
there was an Austro-Hungarian garrison in Huliai-Pole. At the
same time, many of Makhno’s supporters (the anarchists and
members of the Committee for the Defense of the Revolution
and of the local soviet) were either executed, imprisoned,
or suppressed.1 Under these circumstances, it was risky for
Makhno even to reside in his home town, not to mention
the danger of resuming revolutionary activity. However, he
was impatient and eager to organize an independent peasant
revolutionary force in the Zaporizhia -Sea of Azov region.
His first action was to issue, on July 4, a secret circular exhorting the peasants to expel the Austro-German troops from
Ukraine, overthrow the hetman government, and establish a
new order “on the basis of a free society, a structure that would
allow those who did not exploit the work of others to live independent of the state and its agencies, including the Reds.”2 The
1
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pressed that the soldiers of the democratic German Republic
would not intervene in the internal struggle. An appeal
was made to all honest Ukrainians and non-Ukrainians to
stand together with the Directory as a friendly armed force
against the enemies; subsequently, all the social and political
achievements of the revolutionary democracy were to be
restored. “And the Ukrainian Constituent Assembly shall
firmly strengthen them in the free Ukrainian land.”6
Bila Tserkva, where the Sich Riflemen had recently reassembled with the consent of the hetman after being disarmed at the
end of the previous April, was chosen as the center of insurrection and the headquarters of the Directory. On November
16, the Riflemen took the city; the next day, they captured Fastiv and began to move toward Kyiv. Although other Ukrainian
units and thousands of peasants joined the Sich Riflemen, they
encountered a serious obstacle in the German troops. After
some armed clashes an agreement was concluded with the Germans in the Bila Tserkva area by which the Directory promised
not to attack the Germans if they did not intervene in the internal Ukrainian struggle. This was, however, only a local success. At that time the hetman sent the Russian volunteer units
and some Ukrainian troops, altogether about three thousand
men, against the Directory’s advancing forces. On November
18 between Motovylivka and Vasyl’kiv the hetman forces were
routed, the best Ukrainian unit, the Serdiuks, defected to the
Directory, and the remnant retreated to Kyiv. In the meantime
the whole of Ukraine was aflame with partisan uprisings and
gradually the partisans began to join the regular Ukrainian
troops. In the countryside German troops proclaimed neutrality while the Russian volunteers and the punitive units ran

6
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ers of the Entente welcomed a union of all anti-Bolshevik
forces for a struggle against Soviet Russia, they did not favor
Ukrainian independence, demanding instead federation with
non-Bolshevik Russia. The hetman decided upon federation,
hoping this policy would convince the Entente of his good
faith and loyalty. The new orientation was expressed on
November 14 by a declaration of a federative union with
a future non-Bolshevik Russia. Simultaneously, almost all
Ukrainian ministers left the government, and a new cabinet
was formed under Sergei N. Gerbel.
The declaration of a federation only accelerated the longplanned mass insurrection against the hetman government.
On November 13 the leaders of the National Union met in
secret in Kyiv and elected the “Directory,” an executive organ
of the National Union consisting of five members, to lead the
insurrection: Vynnychenko, president; Petliura, commander
in chief, both Social Democrats; Fedir Shvets, Socialist Revolutionary; Panas Andriievs’kyi, Independent Socialist; and
Andrii Makarenko, Railroad Trade Union.4
One of the first acts of the Directory was a proclamation to
the people issued on the night of November 14 that stated:
On behalf of organized Ukrainian democracy, from the
whole active national population, who elected us, we, the
Directory of the Ukrainian National Republic, proclaim: General Pavlo Skoropads’kyi is a coercionist and usurper of the
people’s authority. His whole government is proclaimed to be
annulled because it is anti-people, antinational.5
The government was accused of oppression and destruction
of the people’s rights. The hetman and his ministers were
advised to resign immediately to preserve peace and prevent
bloodshed. All Russian officers were told to surrender their
arms and leave Ukraine or be deported. The hope was ex4
5
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message was circulated in several handwritten copies among
the more trusted peasants. Three days later, a second circular
outlined a program of action:
Our primary task … should be to achieve a distribution of
our people in Huliai-Pole such that there will be adequate
numbers in each part of the village. They will be responsible
for grouping around themselves a large number of energetic,
daring peasants willing to make sacrifices. From these groups
they should select daring men to conduct an action against
the Austro-German troops in isolated areas and, if possible,
against the landowners at the same time.3
Should this action succeed, the enemy’s garrison was to be
attacked.
Makhno, tired of inactivity in Rozhdestvenka, felt he should
be in Huliai-Pole to carry on his work. Consequently, in spite
of his friends’ warnings of the danger to himself as well as
the possibility of reprisals against his followers, one night he
arrived on the outskirts of Huliai-Pole, accompanied by two
armed men. He remained in hiding in a cottage for several days
visiting his old friends at night to discuss the previous spring’s
events and organizing three-to-five man “initiatory groups” in
the area. Tnis laid the groundwork for the later development
of the movement.
Makhno’s activity was abruptly interrupted by an uprising
in the neighboring village of Voskresenka. A group of peasants
who had received his earlier circulars and taken them to heart,
organized a “Makhno detachment” and attacked a German
punitive unit, killing the commander and several soldiers.
The uprising not only prompted local authorities to launch
house-to-house searches and make arrests, but revealed
Makhno’s presence in the area. He was hastily smuggled
to Rozhdestvenka, then to Ternivka, some fifty miles away,
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where he hid in the house of his uncle, Izydor Peredyrii.4
Since he was using the document issued by Zatons’kyi in
Moscow, his relatives accordingly spread the word that he
was a schoolteacher who had left his town because it was near
a war zone.
The situation in the village, however, was still precarious.
Makhno hid in the countryside by day, entering the village only
at night. This behavior appeared suspicious to the people, especially to the young revolutionaries, who became convinced
that he was a government agent and developed a plan to assassinate him. However, Makhno unwittingly saved his own
life when he made a propaganda speech against the actions of
the Austro-Germans and the hetman regime that removed the
doubts about his role in the village.5
Observing a fighting spirit among people in Ternivka,
Makhno began to organize a paramilitary unit. At first, because premature action would only bring disaster, he intended
to establish contact with Huliai-Pole and other towns. However, while he was en route to his home town the people
informed him of strict repressive measures undertaken by
the punitive expedition. He decided to return to Ternivka to
instigate uprisings against the landowners and disperse them
from their “counterrevolutionary nests.”
Conflict between the peasants and landowners was growing
steadily more serious. The peasants particularly resented those
owners who had abandoned their holdings at the beginning
of the Revolution, only to return with the Austro-Hungarian
and German troops, demanding that the crops grown by the
peasants in their absence be turned over to them. The landlords
used their power uncompromisingly, not only taking back their
estates, but robbing the peasants of their crops, and all too often
4
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and proportional basis; and the defense of the rights of the
Ukrainian people and their state in the international sphere.
For some time the hetman had planned to strengthen his
cabinet and to bring into the government representatives of
the national democratic group. He accepted the new National
Union as the embodiment of this group, and on October 5
invited its leaders to negotiate reorganization of the government. After a short period of cabinet crisis, on October
24 a new cabinet, headed by Fedir Lyzohub, was formed.
Although Dmytro Doroshenko remained as foreign minister,
he was not a candidate of the National Union. On October 29
the hetman proclaimed that-he would strengthen the independence of Ukraine, introduce land reform, and call a diet.
Although the new cabinet carried through various measures
that previously had been delayed, including land reform, it
had neither genuine support among the more radical circles
nor enough time to complete its planned work. The National
Union participated in the formation of the new government,
but Vynnychenko soon publicly announced that the National
Union could not accept responsibility for the actions of the
new cabinet and would stand in opposition to it.2 The hetman
not only distrusted the National Union but he suspected that
it was plotting against his government.
The tense and confused situation was brought to an end by
the defeat of Germany on the Western front and the signing
of the Armistice on November 11. The hetman and Ukraine in
general were confronted with a dangerous situation because
“the Armistice had prescribed the immediate evacuation by the
Germans of the Ukraine,” hence the possibility of a new Soviet
Russian invasion.3
To prevent this, it was imperative for the hetman to come
to an understanding with the Entente. Although the lead2
3
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ties, and suppression of zemstvo and Prosvita societies. When
this protest failed to change the hetman’s policy, Symon
Petliura, who under the Central Rada was secretary of military
affairs, sent, as head of the Kyiv provincial zemstvo and
All-Ukrainian Union of Zemstvos, a memorandum to the
German Ambassador Mumm, with copies to the ambassadors
of Austria-Hungary and Bulgaria, informing them of arrests,
which included national leaders, by both the government and
the Germans. He pointed out that such action would not promote Ukrainian-German friendship. Petliura’s activities and
popularity worried both the hetman regime and the Germans.
He was, therefore, arrested on July 12. Although there were
strong protests against his arrest and petitions for his release,
Petliura was kept in jail until the beginning of November.
In the meantime, a strike of civil service employees in the
Ministry of Agriculture was precipitated by the dismissal of
a number of employees who had stayed on from the period
of the Central Rada. The strikers demanded the reinstatement
of these employees, dismissal of the “Russifiers” hired in their
place, and the use of the Ukrainian language. Employees from
some of the other ministries joined the strike, demanding the
use of Ukrainian in the offices.
In July the leaders of the opposition, in order to strengthen
their position vis-a-vis the government, transformed the
National Political Union into the Ukrainian National Union
(Ukrains’kyi National’nyi Soiuz), which was composed not
only of political parties, including the Social Democrats and
Socialist Revolutionaries, but also of cultural, professional,
peasant, and labor organizations. Its first president was the
editor of the newspaper Nova Rada Andrii V. Nikovs’kyi, a
Socialist Federalist, who on September 18 was succeeded by
Volodymyr Vynny-chenko. The principal aims of the new
organization were: establishment of a strong and independent
Ukrainian state; a legal government responsible to a parliament; democratic suffrage on a direct, general, equal, secret,
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beating, imprisoning, or even executing them. The peasants’
bitterness was reflected in one of Makhno’s slogans: “Death
to all who, with the help of the German-Austrian-Hetmanite
bayonets, took from the peasants and workers the fruits of the
Revolution.’
Although the Ternivka detachment’s stock of arms was
small, consisting of weapons left by the retreating Bolsheviks,
Makhno made a series of successful raids against the estates
and punitive detachments. While investigating these actions,
the police learned of the presence of a “strange teacher”
in the village, so that Makhno had to move again, first to
Slavohorod, then to Novo-Hupalivka, where he organized a
partisan “initiatory group” but was discovered by the police
before he could initiate any action. He then moved to the
islands on the Dnieper, where he joined a group of about three
hundred men from the First Cossack Volunteer Division (Blue
Coats). This unit, originally formed from Ukrainian prisoners
of war in Germany, had been demobilized by the Germans
after dissolution of the Rada, but some had escaped, with arms,
into hiding. Makhno attempted to instigate a rebellion against
the “enemies of the Revolution” but the men remained loyal
to their commander, who supported the hetman government,
and only a few were persuaded to return with Makhno to
Ternivka and Huliai-Pole.
Makhno returned to Huliai-Pole at about the same time as
his anarchist friends from Russia. In discussing future courses
of action, Makhno advocated an immediate armed uprising,
while others believed it more practical to await the anticipated
arming of the Russian anarchists by the Bolsheviks. Makhno
had substantial objections to the latter alternative. First, from
his own experience in Russia he knew that the Russian urban
anarchists came mostly from the commercial class, who did
not understand the peasantry. Moreover, they, “like the Marxists, had fallen into a stupid mistake in regard to the peasantry,
considering it as a reactionary-bourgeoisie class incapable of
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offering active creative forces to the revolution.” Thus he expected that they would not come into the countryside, but entrench themselves in the cities, as they had in 1917, contacting
the peasants only through messengers, propaganda, and pamphlets.
Second, while independent anarchist forces might be
welcomed, a force dependent on the Bolsheviks would be controlled by the Bolsheviks.6 Finally, he feared that to delay the
uprising would be to relinquish the initiative to other political
groups, especially those who expected to draw support from
Moscow, whereas he was convinced that the peasants should
rely only on their own strength and devices.
Makhno’s view eventually prevailed, and the group began
to organize combat detachments of peasants from Huliai-Pole,
Marfopil, and Stepanivka. They attacked and destroyed a number of estates before the state police and Austro-German troops
were able to suppress them. Again Makhno and his associates
hid in the neighboring villages, where they continued to propagandize and organize small units with small arms and police
uniforms. Toward the end of September they moved toward
Huliai-Pole, destroying a detachment of state police en route.
A few days later, Makhno’s boldness and military skill were
manifested in an encounter with a combined Austro-German
and state police detachment that, while patrolling, came to Marfopil, where Makhno and his men were staying. The anarchists
retreated, leaving their horses but taking the rifles and one machine gun on a cart. When some twenty-five troops took up
the pursuit, Makhno turned around, drove directly toward the
pursuers, and identified his group as militia. This ruse enabled
them to reach almost point-blank range before the deceit was
discovered and to inflict several casualties. Among the prisoners were two Galician Ukrainians, who were sent back to their
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sociation. The Social Democrats and Socialist Revolutionaries
participated only on a consultative basis.
On May 24 a delegation of the Union presented a memorandum to the hetman charging that the cabinet was Ukrainian
neither in its composition nor in political orientation. Largely
Russian Kadets, Octobrists, and other non-Ukrainian groups
inimical to Ukrainian statehood, such a cabinet could not
possibly enjoy the confidence of the broad masses of population. Further, the memorandum pointed out, under the
hetman government many Russians of different views had
joined forces in working against Ukrainian statehood and
for “one and indivisible Russia.” It also criticized the bans
on congresses of zemstvos, cities, workers, and peasants,
which had brought strong protests and denounced the new
administration’s policy of restoring the old regime with its
national and social injustices, and the ministers of education
and justice for failing to Ukrainize the schools and courts. The
situation in the other ministries, the church, and the army, was
still worse. It appeared, the memorandum continued, that the
government was ignorant of the occurrence of the Revolution.
The growth of anarchy and disorder in the villages and the
spread of bolshevism have been attributed to the hetman
government. The solution of these problems supposedly lay
in the establishment of a Ukrainian national government that
would enjoy the confidence of the Ukrainian people.
On May 30 the Union issued appeals to the German people,
calling upon them to abide by the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk by
ceasing to intervene in the internal affairs of Ukraine and
ceasing to support the non-Ukrainian element against the
Ukrainian statehood. The memoranda remained unanswered.
The Congress of the All-Ukrainian Union of Zemstvos,
which had developed into a center of opposition to the
government, met in mid-June and sent a protest to the
hetman criticizing the government for such oppression as
widespread arrests, punitive expeditions, denial of civil liber167

12. The Overthrow of the
Hetman and the
Establishment of the
Directory
Over-all popular dissatisfaction with the national, social,
and agricultural policies of the hetman government brought
about not only peasant uprisings but sharp opposition from the
political parties. Although in the early days of the coup the hetman “had a clear intention to give the government a national
Ukrainian character,”1 by inviting the leaders of parties to
enter the government and administration, they chose to form
an opposition rather than to accept the hetman’s invitation.
In mid-May they organized the Ukrainian National Political
Union (Ukrains’kyi Natsional’no Derzhavnyi Soiuz) in Kyiv
“to save threatened Ukrainian statehood and to consolidate all
forces for the purpose of creating an independent Ukrainian
state.” It was composed of the Independist-Socialists, the
Socialist-Federalists, the Labor party, the Democratic Farmers
party, the Council of the Railroad Trade Unions of Ukraine,
and the Council of the All-Ukrainian Post and Telegraph As1
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Austrian units with a propaganda letter advising the rank and
file to:
Disobey their officers; to cease to be the assassins of the
Ukrainian revolutionaries, peasants, and workers, to cease to
be the hangmen of their revolutionary liberation work; but instead to shoot the officers who had brought them into Ukraine
and made them the assassins of the better sons of the toiling
people; and to return to their fatherland to start a revolution
there and liberate their oppressed brothers and sisters.7
As retribution, the owner of the house where Makhno stayed
was executed by the Austrian military authorities, many peasants were arrested, and the village had to pay a fine of 60,000
rubles.
After the victory the Makhno group held a meeting and decided that the men from distant areas should return to their
homes to start uprisings, while Makhno’s group moved to the
Huliai-Pole area. Once in Huliai-Pole, Makhno called a meeting of about four hundred men in the fields to plan an attack
on the garrison there. Although there were two companies of
Austro-German troops and about eighty state police, the attack
was successful and only the garrison headquarters’ staff managed to escape to safety. The insurgents seized the post office,
the press, and the railroad station. Soon after they issued two
propaganda leaflets explaining the aims of the revolution and
calling upon the peasants in the area to support it.
Makhno, however, realized that there was no prospect of a
successful defense of the town against the regular troops; therefore, he prevented mass participation in the action to avoid
subsequent reprisal by the authorities. When Makhno received
intelligence from the station-master about the arrival of two
Austro-German troop trains he staged a harassing attack to
force their deployment, then retreated through the town destroying a number of landlords’ estates and capturing horses,
7
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rifles, and machine guns. The detachment stopped in the village
Dibrivka (Velyka Mykhailivka) about thirty-five versts from
Huliai-Pole.8
Dibrivka proved to be a milestone for Makhno’s partisan
movement. From the children in the village, Makhno learned
that a partisan detachment was stationed in the famous forests
near the town. Its leader, Fedir Shchus’, a former sailor on the
mine layer loann Zlatoust and the son of a Dibrivka peasant,
had taken the place of the original leader, Nykyfor Brova,
who was killed in the second half of July 1918, by the hetman
police and the Austrian troops at a mechetna (farm). Under
Shchus’s command the unit grew to about sixty effectives,
plus some wounded, by the time of Makhno’s arrival. It was
well organized and armed with rifles, machine guns, and
hand grenades, but clothed somewhat less well, in Austrian,
German, or Ukrainian military uniforms, or even civilian
dress.9 Although Makhno had met Shchus’ during the fighting
against the Austro-German troops the previous spring, and
again at the Taganrog congress, he hardly remembered him.
However, he immediately contacted Shchus’, appealing to him
to leave the forests, unite both detachments and fight “against
all those who, on behalf of the authorities and the privileged
bourgeoisie, were raising their swords against the toilers,
against their freedom and rights.”10 After a brief reflection,
Shchus’, with the approval of his men, agreed to join Makhno.
This union at the end of September resulted in a combined
force of over one hundred men.
Subsequently, the partisans moved into the village, where
they remained for several days conducting propaganda meetings and sending instructions to other places concerning future
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Makhno believed in organizing military force. The terror and
exploitation in the wake of the foreign invasions of the region
drove the people to the support of the Makhno movement; this
was essential to its success. They provided Makhno with recruits, informers, horses, provisions, shelter for the wounded,
and hiding places for partisans.
Although Makhno had neither military training nor previous military experience, he organized partisan units and united
them with other partisan groups in his region to form a most
effective, mobile partisan army. He introduced the practice of
burying arms and dispersing men in small groups in the villages, to reassemble them when the enemy had passed and attack again in the least expected quarter. This operation was possible because Makhno had a well-organized intelligence service
and the cooperation of the people, a host of wise and brave collaborators who turned the partisan army into a fighting force
to be reckoned with.
According to a Soviet eyewitness:
From the military viewpoint, the Makhno movement represented a rather formidable and large force. In the pages of
civil war history, the amazing tricks that Makhno’s cavalry
and machine gun units played should undoubtedly be noted.
Makhno’s raid during the advance from Kyiv province to
Katerynoslav province, his own region, was really amazing.
There were moments when Denikin units outnumbered the
Makhno army many times, surrounded it so strongly that not
the slightest possibility of escape could be foreseen—and here
Makhno’s men were saved by their bravery, boldness, and
resourcefulness, which together composed a great military
talent that not only Makhno, but also many other commanders,
[had] M
According to a Bolshevik officer, “If we succeed in destroying
a detachment, this still does not mean an end to the matter.
Indeed, there have been cases in which a commander reports
the destruction of a band, and the next day is hit by the same
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actions. In these propaganda speeches Makhno spoke for the
first time of a new adversary, “the restorational forces,” that is,
the Volunteer Army under General Denikin. He was at pains
to emphasize that the new enemy was more menacing than the
present ones.
Before the reorganization of the two detachments was
accomplished, a combined force of Austrians, police, and
landlords attacked them at Dibrivka. Under cover of night
and with the use of machine guns, the partisans managed
to retreat into the forests. Makhno proposed a counterattack
to ascertain the strength of the enemy, but Shchus’, fearing
reprisals against his village, refused. When the punitive force
entered the village the next day, according to peasant informers and Makhno’s agents, it consisted of one battalion (about
five hundred men) of Austrian troops, about one hundred
state police, and some eighty landlords and German colonists.
Moreover Makhno learned that the enemies were expecting
further reinforcement, apparently intending to annihilate the
partisans.
To thwart these plans, Makhno again proposed an attack before the reinforcements arrived. Shchus’ was opposed to this
idea also, so Makhno addressed both groups and rallied the
peasants directly, stating:
In this complicated situation it is better to die in an unequal,
but decisive fight against the hangmen before the eyes of the
toiling people they have persecuted … than to sit in the forests
and wait until the bourgeois sons come, assisted by hired hangmen, to destroy us.1”
Consequently, the partisans, the peasants, and finally the
cautious Shchus’, accepted his proposition, a major victory
for Makhno and his leadership in both partisan groups. Both
the partisans and the peasants in the forests of Dibrivka
proclaimed “We are with you, comrade Makhno.” And from
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now on you are our “Ukrainian Bat’ko, lead us into the village
against the enemy.”11
Subsequently, an attack was planned that took into consideration the small size and inadequate arms of the partisan
group. Makhno sent Shchus’ with a small unit to attack
from the opposite side while he, with the main body of the
partisans, moved in surreptitiously in small groups toward
the main square where the punitive force was encamped.
By climbing over the back walls and fences, they occupied
the shops and houses overlooking the square without being
detected. The troops were resting, with their arms stacked.
When Makhno’s men opened fire at eighty to one hundred
yards’ range, the panic and confusion among the troops was
so great that Makhno succeeded in routing the enemy and
capturing most of his arms and horses. The captured Austrian
soldiers, including some Galician Ukrainians, were released;
the police were executed. Makhno’s victory was complete and
from this time on his partisan group was known as the “Bat’ko
Makhno detachment.”
A few days later, a new punitive expedition, consisting of
several Austrian infantry and cavalry battalions with a number of field guns, augmented by several detachments of police,
together with landlords and German colonists, arrived. Part of
this unit shelled the village and then set a fire that destroyed all
but a few of the 608 homes. Those who did not escape had their
homes burned or were whipped, arrested, or executed. Simultaneously the main force attacked the partisans in the forests under artillery support and wounded both Makhno and Shchus’.
To avoid encirclement and annihilation, Makhno had no alternative but to retreat from the forests and move into other areas.
They withdrew across the river Kaminka unnoticed.
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One of Makhno’s first uses of his unorthodox tactics was
in the summer of 1918, when he organized a group of twenty
partisans armed with rifles, hand grenades, and a few machine
guns that were loaded on carriages and covered with rugs. This
unit, disguised as a wedding party with music, and with the
men dressed in festive women’s garb, traveled to a village near
Huliai-Pole where a German unit was garrisoned. As the curious Germans watched the “wedding party,” the partisans, when
they reached point-blank range, pulled out their weapons and
began to shoot. At the end of October 1919, after several days of
unsuccessful fighting against Slashchov to take Katerynoslav,
Makhno sent a group of partisans into the city dressed as peasants on their way to buy provisions. When they reached the
marketplace, they produced weapons and, in coordination with
the troops outside the city, drove the enemy out.28
In the summer of 1921, when Makhno was surrounded
by Red Army troops, there seemed to be no way out. While
waiting for Makhno to break through the line, one of the Red
brigades noted the approach of a detachment with red banners,
singing the Internationale. Believing it to be a Red unit that
had just defeated Makhno, the Red troops were unprepared
when Makhno attacked, disarmed them, and slipped out of the
circle. Throughout the campaign on many occasions, Makhno
displayed similar skill and boldness.
From the beginning of his military activities, Makhno’s desire was to free his region from the enemy. In contrast, therefore, to his anarchist friends who considered their main goal to
be the spread of anarchist propaganda among the population,
ish armies, destroying all roads and means of supplies and arms” (Makhno,
“Otkrytoe pis’mo partii VKP i ee TS. K.,” p. 11).
28
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den under the straw and together they moved out from the
village in the opposite direction.24
Makhno usually tried to destroy the enemy from inside, although such activity was very risky and demanded skill and
personal bravery. According to an eyewitness:
The calmness of Makhno’s men while preparing for the battle was amazing. At that time when the shrapnel was exploding
about forty paces away, Makhno’s men were washing, combing their hair, and waiting for orders. And how much military skill was manifested among the leaders and partisans…
Makhno’s first action was to explore the area where he was
staying.25
Makhno was a good example for his men, always at the head
of his troops in attack and last to retreat, fighting and showing
a reckless bravery. Often his men had to stop him from going
too far ahead. Makhno was wounded about twelve times, twice
seriously.26 One eyewitness reported that when Makhno was
forced by General Slashchov from Katerynoslav at the end of
November 1919: “Makhno left last, and ten minutes later, on
Sadova Street, the same along which Makhno had just quietly
ridden, restraining his hot horse with difficulty, appeared riders
with officers’ epaulets upon their shoulders.”27

For a while in the area of Dibrivka Makhno conducted
partisan-style harassment operations that were very effective
because the partisans were disguised in police uniforms.
During this period they attacked several small groups of
landlords and German colonists returning from the Dibrivka
expedition. Their confessions led the partisans to their estates
or settlements, which were subsequently disarmed and burned.
A similar fate befell some rich peasants. The partisans also
destroyed a number of lotfal police headquarters and AustroGerman garrisons as well as stopping in villages and calling
peasant meetings at which Makhno would deliver propaganda
speeches.
The dramatic events of Dibrivka closed the formative period
in the development of Makhno’s partisan movement and
opened a new permanent stage in the region of Huliai-Pole.
The partisans became a unified combat force that steadily grew
stronger in numbers and in weapons. It assumed a definite
name, “The Revolutionary Partisan Detachments of Bat’ko
Makhno,” and a unified leadership. The river Kaminka was
Makhno’s Rubicon.
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11. Organization and Tactics
of Makhno’s Partisan Army
The Dibrivka incident raised doubts in Makhno’s mind as to
the wisdom of his policy of vengeance and destruction. After a
thorough discussion with his closest friends Makhno decided
that thenceforward the real aim of partisans should be:
To expropriate as much arms and money as possible from
our enemies, and to raise the peasant masses as soon as possible; to unite them, to arm them to the teeth, and to lead them
on a wide front against the existing system and its supporters.1
This opinion was motivated by his desire to free the region
from all authorities and to establish a permanent operative headquarters of the partisan movement at Huliai-Pole.
According to Makhno’s wife: “His ultimate plan is to take
possession of a small territory in Ukraine and there establish
a free commune. Meanwhile, he is determined to fight every
reactionary force.”
With the approval of the partisans, Makhno and his associates formulated a requisition system for arms, light carts and
carriages (later known as tachanky), essential supplies, horses,
and money. Subsequently the partisans moved from estate to
estate and from one area to another, avoiding villages and pro1
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as peaceful peasants, only to reassemble again when the
enemy had passed, uncover their arms, and attack again from
the least expected quarter.22 An eyewitness admits:
Makhno gave us a bad time by attacking suddenly and
forcing us to be in a constant state of readiness, which prevented us from unsaddling our horses and laying our arms
aside even for a minute. We pursued Makhno with a cold fury
engendered of hatred of the bloody leader who gave us no
respite… [Therefore] the only effective way to fight Makhno
was, in an encounter, to strike down his units, not allowing
them their usual practice of disappearing into the woods
or dispersing in the villages, hiding sabres and rifles under
the straw, acting as peaceful peasants who would attack us
suddenly at the least expected moment.23
A Bolshevik officer describes an incident illustrating cooperation between partisans and peasants. As a Bolshevik unit was
pursuing several partisans who vanished in a village “as if the
earth had swallowed them,”
in one of the yards an old man is winnowing rye while a
young man is threshing corn, urging on the horses. “Oh, old
man, did you see which way the carts went?” “Of course, I
saw them; they went there, to the steppe, there is the cloud
of dust.” “And who is threshing corn for you?” “That is my son
Opanas, so stupid and mad that he doesn’t utter a word.” The
Reds rushed in the direction indicated to overtake the carts.
Meanwhile the “mad boy” pulled out a rifle from the cornstack
and unhitched the horses from belt-drive; three other “mad
boys” came out to help him harness the horses to the cart hid-
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supported by heavy machine-gun fire and then the cavalry
reserves would attack the enemy’s flanks and rear to break
their formation.
On other occasions, forced to confrontation, he would
strengthen his lines by summoning peasants from the villages,
on foot and mounted, carrying sticks and scythes to create
panic among the enemy by their number. According to the
same eyewitness:
Ruses that Makhno used bore witness to his unusual cunning. Once during a battle we observed on the skyline numerous troops of cavalry that, it seemed, aimed at attacking our
rear. Panic spread among our ranks, but soon our reconnaissance unit explained this matter; Makhno mounted on horseback the peasants from the villages and simulated an encircling
maneuver. It must be admitted that he was not without imagination.20
When this tactic failed, Makhno would contain the enemy
with machine-gun and artillery fire, then skillfully retreat in
a loose formation at great speed, disappearing from view and
leaving behind an extra detachment to mislead the enemy.
Later he would reappear with his main force in the rear
to attack enemy staff and headquarters, creating panic and
demoralization.21
There were, of course, other factors contributing to
Makhno’s success. He often took the enemy unaware by
conducting operations at night, in bad weather, in difficult
terrain, or in villages and towns. Moreover, Makhno had
a well-organized and efficient intelligence service that was
particularly effective because of the active support of the rural
population. When cornered by superior forces, the partisans
would disband, bury their weapons, and mingle in the villages
20
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paganda speeches, but continuing to attack and disarm AustroGerman and police detachments. In the course of a few weeks
Makhno collected a large number of carts, horses, supplies, and
a substantial amount of money, and the number of partisans increased day by day.
Thus the Makhno detachments not only grew but changed
their entire structure, being converted into light, mobile, and
rapid combat detachments on carts and horses. This action
showed to the population their determination in fighting
“the enemies of the revolution.” The increasing threat of
Makhno’s units caused many landlords, especially those who
had returned to their estates the previous spring, to abandon
their estates and settle in the population centers where they
could be protected by the Austro-German troops. This shift
facilitated Makhno’s work and served to increase his control
in the countryside.
The growing strength and increasing activities of the
partisans evoked further counteractions by their enemies. On
the way through the districts of Berdians’k, Mariupil’, and
Pavlohrad, Makhno encountered and defeated an Austrian
battalion and a police detachment at Staryi Kremenchuk.
However, the next day at Temerivka, where the partisans
stayed overnight, they were suddenly attacked by a strong
Hungarian unit that forced its way into the village. The
partisans, confused and disorganized, were pushed out of the
village into the fields where they became easy targets. Many
were killed or wounded—among the wounded were Shchus’,
Karetnyk, and Makhno. This defeat, however, did not change
Makhno’s resolve to move to Huliai-Pole.
The partisans were involved in numerous skirmishes in the
area before they could enter the town.2 Subsequently, Makhno
called a meeting of partisans and some peasants to give them a
report on his activities. It was” decided to disarm all the “bour2
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geois” in the area. Makhno also sent a telegram to the authorities at Oleksandrivs’k prison, mainly for propaganda purposes,
demanding the release of the Huliai-Pole anarchists. Although
the authorities did not comply, they responded favorably, assuring him that they would come to no harm.
The most important decision Makhno made at the meeting
was to transform the initial local underground groups into
revolutionary combat formations drafted from the villages of
the Huliai-Pole area. These units were to consist of cavalry
and infantry on light carts with machine guns mounted on
them, able to move with great speed, one hundred versts in
twenty-four hours.3 The decision was motivated by Makhno’s
plan to establish fronts in the areas of Chaplino-Hryshyne
and Tsarekostiantynivka-Polohy-Orikhiv against the AustroGerman troops, the Don Cossacks, the police and landlord
detachments, and against Mikhail G. Drozdovskii, who in
the spring of 1918, with a unit of about two thousand men,
advanced through South Ukraine from the Romanian front to
the Don Basin.
Some of Makhno’s friends considered his plan impossible,
pointing out they had no professional officers to lead large
front operations. Vlaknno, however, felt that commissioned
officers with “revolutionary passion” could manage responsible military operations. Eventually certain of his friends
were persuaded of their military competence and made front
commanders: Petro Petrenko was entrusted with the ChaplinoHryshyne front and Tykhenko, Jr., and Krasovk’kyi jointly
with the Tsarekostiantynivka-Polohy front. The Orikhiv front
remained temporarily unoccupied. Although the commanders
had local initiative, in over-all operations they were subordi-
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A. L. Gukovskii, ed., “Agrarnaia politika Vrangelia,” KA 1 (26) (1928):

three thousand, including one thousand cavalry, remained
with him in Huliai-Pole. However, as soon as Wrangel was
defeated, the Bolsheviks turned against their ally Makhno, as
they had after Denikin’s defeat the year before. His Crimean
Army almost completely annihilated, Makhno was left with
a detachment of about three thousand. During the winter of
1920—21, the army again increased, for a while, to over ten
thousand men. As the Bolsheviks ended their hostilities on
all other fronts they overwhelmed Makhno by dispatching a
large number of troops and armor against his detachments.
Under such conditions he could not organize a large unified
army. According to Makhno, in the spring of 1921 his army
consisted of 2,000 cavalry and several regiments of infantry.
For the rest of the campaign, which ended in August, the size
of the partisan army fluctuated from 1,000 to 5,000. Moreover,
for tactical reasons, it was divided into small units of 200 to
500 men each, operating separately.
Makhno’s successes in the field depended not so much
on the strength of his army as on military tactics, which he
tailored to the conditions he faced. The secret of Makhno’s
triumphs was mainly in the mobility, maneuverability, bravery, and fire power of his troops. His cavalry could cover
from eighty to one hundred versts a day, while a regular
cavalry unit moved only forty to sixty versts. This speed
was maintained by exchanging horses with peasants. The
slogan was: “Each village is a horse depot.” As a rule, Makhno
avoided major battles with powerful adversaries. According
to an eyewitness: “We tried to surround the enemy and draw
him into a major battle, but Makhno was clearly avoiding
a general confrontation even though he was aided by an
excellent knowledge of the terrain and a widespread network
of informers.”19 When, however, he encountered superior
enemy forces he would draw up a wide front line of infantry
19
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san groups of the assassinated Hryhor’iv joined Makhno. Thus
by the end of July, his army had increased again to 15,000 men.
After the defeat of the Bolsheviks in Ukraine and their retreat,
Makhno units that had remained in the Red Army since June rejoined him, bringing arms and a number of other Red units. At
the beginning of August the Makhno Army numbered 20,000.2
Toward the end of September when Makhno defeated Slashchov and stalled his advance into Denikin’s rear, more independent Partisan groups joined him; thus at the beginning of
October the army had 25,000 men. At the end of the month, the
army’s growth, including separate partisan units in the countryside, peaked at about forty thousand.
During the winter of 1919—20 Makhno suffered serious setbacks. After Denikin had been defeated and had withdrawn
from Ukraine, Makhno was still confronted with the Bolsheviks, who were now free to turn their attention to the partisans. At that time, 50 percent of the partisan army, including
Makhno and some of his staff, contracted typhus and went
to villages for cure, while many others hid in villages waiting for further developments. However, although the partisan
army was badly disorganized and substantially weakened, it remained at over ten thousand. In contrast to 1919, at the beginning of spring 1920 it was divided into small local defense detachments acting independently as an underground force. Only
the core of the army—cavalry and cart-mounted machine-gun
regiments—continued its previous operations under Makhno’s
command. As the political situation changed, the local detachments could be quickly augmented by volunteers.18
At the beginning of fall, the army consisted of 12,000 men. In
mid-October, when Makhno concluded an agreement with the
Bolsheviks, he dispatched against Wrangel an army of about
ten thousand, including fifteen hundred cavalry, while about

nated to the main staff of the partisan detachments of Bat’ko
Makhno and to Makhno directly.4
As the plan of the partisans’ reorganization was agreed upon,
each of the new commanders with his staff moved to the area
of his assignment. Meanwhile, Makhno and his partisans of
the Huliai-Pole area toured Oleksandrivs’k and Pavlohrad districts for three weeks, while Makhno reorganized local partisan groups into larger combat detachments subordinate to his
main staff, in order to make possible larger military operations
in the region. At this time Makhno’s group fought a number
of Austro-German and police units and detachments of landlords and of the German colonists. Although suffering heavy
losses, the partisans expelled their adversaries from the region
and were then free to carry on their activities thereafter. As
the number of partisans and skirmishes grew, Makhno became
aware that a tighter military organization was essential if his
partisans were to withstand the constant assaults of the enemy.
The organization of the Makhno Army was a process of
several stages. Its troop strength changed frequently depending upon political and military conditions and the threat
to the region of the Makhno movement. Its main organizer
was Makhno, who had neither military training nor previous
military experience, but was an able organizer and a born
tactician, especially resourceful in the arts of guerrilla warfare.
The character of the army was a projection of Makhno’s
own character. According to his chief adversary, General
Slashchov:
There is one thing for which he must be given credit, that
is, skill in forming quickly and in controlling his detachments,
instilling, in fact, a very strict discipline. Therefore, an engagement with him always had a serious aspect, and his feats of
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arms, energy, and ability to direct operations gave him a great
number of victories over opposing armies.5
Slashchov recognized that Makhno’s military skill in directing operations was not attributable to his previous education.
Other military men also credited Makhno with innate military talent. General Mykola Kapustians’kyi sketched him as:
A man of strong will, sound wisdom, determination, personal courage, with desire for power and good judgment of human psychology. Moreover, Makhno had organizational abilities and, finally, he had the sense, in time of danger, to ally
himself with one of his adversaries who at the moment showed
more power and strength.6
General Mykhailo Omelianovych-Pavlenko confirmed that
“Makhno personified the obscure rebellious demands of the
masses [but] knew how to organize them into a fighting force,
to work out a discipline specific for the Makhno men and even
his own tactical methods. This externally unimpressive man
became a dictator and leader of the masses.”
Because of Makhno’s brilliant military successes, it was
sometimes assumed that the army’s operational tactics must
be in the hands of professional officers. Hence a rumor sprang
up that Colonel Kleist of the German General Staff was with
Makhno and directed his operations, guided perhaps by
Makhno’s firm will and familiarity with the local population.
Omelianovych-Pavlenko maintained that “An able military
organizer Vasil’ev, assisted by sergeant Dovzhenko, seaman
Liashchenko, and others, gave the Makhno bands the appearance of partisan detachments.’ General Kapustians’kyi even
insisted that in organizing his staff, Makhno: “Under threat of
execution, forced military specialists to work in it. [And] as
a chief of staff, Makhno, it seems, appointed an officer with
a military academy education.’ A Russian general supposed

Revolutionary Partisan Detachments of Bat’ko Makhno,” and
a unified leadership. Gradually the units changed their entire
structure, being converted into light, mobile, combat detachments on carts and horses. The punitive expeditions against
the peasants substantially swelled the ranks of Makhno’s
group. Although toward the end of 1918, he had over six
hundred men, including cavalry, the lack of arms and equipment prevented Makhno from organizing an army.16 Makhno
recalled that when he left the Dibrivka forest many peasants
begged: “ ‘Give us arms, we will go now with you…’ We had no
arms … and, almost with tears in our eyes, we were compelled
to leave these peasants in the forests.”
This situation changed when the defeat of the Central
Powers in the west demoralized their troops in Ukraine and
the partisans were able to disarm the troops or to buy their
weapons. Before they retreated from Ukraine, however, two
new enemies began to threaten the country: the Volunteer
troops from the south, and the Bolsheviks from the north.
In the winter of 1919, when the Denikin troops began to
oppress the population and many of the peasants mobilized by
Denikin went over with their arms to Makhno, the number of
Makhno troops grew to over sixteen thousand. As the Denikin
threat increased, Makhno joined the Bolsheviks, who agreed
to supply arms to fight the common enemy. By mid-May the
Makhno Army had 20,000 infantry and 2,000 cavalry with
two heavy artillery pieces, five guns, and a large number of
machine guns.17
The subsequent break with the Bolsheviks temporarily disorganized the army and decreased its size, but the terror used
by both Denikin and the Bolsheviks gave Makhno new recruits
and new support from the peasants. Moreover, the large parti16
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army’s size and no personnel records were kept. The army’s
strength fluctuated with the extent of the threats and terror
waged in the country by the different enemies. Makhno often
counted the potential partisans in the countryside who in case
of need would join his army. In his words: “The army consisted
of over thirty thousand armed men and over seventy thousand
organized in the villages and towns … who because of lack of
arms remained at home.”14 Moreover, there were a number of
independent partisan groups that called themselves Makhno
partisans to increase their prestige.
In the spring of 1918 Makhno formed several military units,
consisting of about seventeen hundred men, and a medical service unit to fight the Austrian and German troops, supporting
the Central Rada against the Bolsheviks. Soon, however, the
units joined the Ukrainian troops. Although during the summer of 1918 Makhno organized partisan detachments to fight
the Austro-Germans’ and landlords’ punitive expeditions, they
were underground militia rather than regular combat detachments, for Makhno lacked a territory under his own control in
which to erect a standing army. Toward the end of September
1918, Makhno’s combat unit consisted of about fifty to sixty
partisans, united in the Dibrivka forests with Shchus’s wellorganized and armed partisan detachment of over sixty men.15
The defeat of the Austro-German punitive expedition at Dibrivka sealed this union of a combined force of over one hundred
partisans that was named “The Bat’ko Makhno Detachment”
after its recognized commander.
As the activities and popularity of Makhno grew, a number of independent partisan groups joined Makhno. The
Makhno partisan group steadily grew stronger in number
and in weapons and eventually assumed a new name, “The
14
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that Makhno “had a regularly organized staff, with general
officers, divisions, and regiments, mainly cavalry and machine
gunners, their own supply bases, and regularly functioning
hospitals with doctors and nurses and other staff,” taken over
from his enemies.
There was, however, no evidence that Makhno had any
such officers on his staff. One of the Don Cossack officers who
fought Makhno reported: “Once there was a feeling that the
operative work and the formation of the units of his army
had been in the hands of a well-trained officer of the General
Staff; in reality such an assumption was simply baseless.”7
Although Makhno had undoubtedly had opportunities to
attract professional officers to the partisan army, he had not
done so, apparently for fear of competition. For example, at the
end of 1918, when Makhno attacked the Ukrainian garrison
in Katerynoslav, the artillery brigade commander, Colonel
Martynenko, defected and turned over sixteen field guns to
Makhno. Although Makhno welcomed him into the partisan
ranks, he later shot him for fear of rivalry.8
As the Makhno army gradually grew, it assumed a more regular army organization. Each tactical unit was composed of
three subordinate units: a division consisted of three brigades;
a brigade, of three regiments; a regiment, of three battalions,
and so on. Theoretically commanders were elected; in practice, however, the top commanders were usually carefully selected by Makhno from among his close friends. As a rule, they
were all equal and if several units fought together the top commanders commanded jointly. The army was nominally headed
by a Revolutionary Military Council of about ten to twenty
members chaired at times by Makhno, Volin, and Liashchenko,
among others. Like the commanders, council members were
elected, but some were appointed by Makhno. However, the
7
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council had no decisive voice in the army’s actions; Makhno
and his top commanders made decisions without taking account of the council’s opinion, while other problems were decided by the top commanders themselves. There also was an
elected cultural section in the army. Its aim was to conduct
political and ideological propaganda among the partisans and
peasants.9
The army was made up of infantry, cavalry, artillery,
machine-gun units, and special branches, including an intelligence service. Because the success of partisan warfare depends
upon mobility, the army, at first composed largely of infantry,
gradually was mounted in light carts and armed with machine
guns during 1918—19, and during the years 1920–21 became
primarily a cavalry formation. The artillery was comparatively
small because it was less applicable to partisan warfare.
Over half the troops were volunteers, including adventurers, who were the bravest men from villages and towns. The
rest were conscripts, men who generally were less privileged.
The troops wore whatever they pleased; some had military uniforms of different armies while others were dressed in civilian clothes or simple peasant dress, all of similarly heterodox
color.10
The army had no reserves and, because of its great speed and
constant movement, there were neither troop trains nor central
supply bases. Makhno depended upon the peasants and his enemies. He used to say: “My supplies are the Soviet trains,”11
though he did attempt to organize his supply base in the sum9
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mer of 1919, when he reorganized his army. Similarly there
were no field hospitals, but only a few doctors, physicians’ assistants, and nurses, some of whom had been trained m a military hospital in Katerynoslav. The army depended upon peasant houses and occasionally town hospitals.12 According to an
eyewitness: “When the local peasants found that a Makhno
detachment had arrived [in the village they] were very glad
and immediately allocated the wounded among the houses, fed
them and dried their clothing.”13
When on the move, Makhno’s column was several versts
long. The supply train moved at the head; the infantry, on carts
and other vehicles, moved behind it, followed by the cavalry,
which guarded the rear and provided flank security by using
adjacent roads. Makhno rode a cart or a horse either behind
or alongside, and sometimes rode up and down the column
to maintain order. The marching troops were occupied with
singing or playing small instruments, such as mouth organs.
Although many of the Makhno partisans had an inclination for
drinking, during troop movements and in action the consumption of alcohol was prohibited under threat of execution on the
spot; this was strikingly similar to the Zaporozhian Cossacks’
policy. A teacher in whose house Makhno had once stayed later
told one of Denikin’s generals that “Makhno made upon him
an impression of a modest, reserved, and decidedly not bloodthirsty man; he was always busy with his chief of staff of military operations and did not participate in drinking with his
bands.” During the stops the troops made camp in a circle with
the staff in its center, forming a defense against attacks from
any quarter.
Even Makhno was uncertain of the number of men he led,
for the conditions of partisan warfare constantly changed the
12
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and workers should decide their own fate, while those elected
should only carry out the toilers’ wish.”12
Makhno concluded his speech with:
If our Bolshevik friends are coming from Great Russia into
Ukraine to help us in the hard struggle against the counterrevolution, we will say to them: “Thank you, dear brothers.” If, however, they are coming with the aim of monopolizing Ukraine,
we will say to them: “Hands off.” Without their help we will
raise ourselves to the point of liberating the working peasantry;
without their help [we] will organize a new life in which there
will be neither landlords nor slaves, neither oppressed nor oppressors.13
Thus the congress warned the peasants and workers that
the political commissars are watching each step of the local Soviets and dealing ruthlessly with those friends of peasants and workers who act in defense of peoples’ freedom from
the agency of the central government… The Bolshevik regime
arrested left Socialist Revolutionaries and anarchists, closing
their newspapers, stifling any manifestation of revolutionary
expression.
Therefore, the congress “urges the peasants and workers
to watch vigilantly the actions of the Bolshevik regime that
cause a real danger to the worker-peasant revolution.” This
anti-Bolshevik attitude was also shared by the anarchist
Nikiforova who came from her visit in Moscow to attend the
congress. She delivered a speech condemning the Bolsheviks
for their use of terror against the anarchists in Russia.14
12
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achievements of the Congress, however, were the formal
proclamation of the union of the two Ukrainian republics and
the legal confirmation of the Directory, which it invested with
supreme authority, including the right to enact laws and the
defense of the state, until the next session of the Congress.
After the triumph of the Directory, the most serious threats
to Ukrainian political independence were the French intervention in the south and the new Soviet Russian invasion. The
intervention stemmed from the Anglo-French Convention of
December 23, 1917, which was rooted in the Entente’s resentment of the Bolshevik negotiations with the Central Powers,
the disclosure and rejection of the secret treaties, and the repudiation of tsarist debts. France, in particular, had special interest in Ukraine, where it had large investments before the
war.13 Consequently, the Entente decided to support the Russian anti-Bolshevik movement to overthrow the Soviet Russian
regime.
To achieve this goal, France and Great Britain divided Eastern Europe into spheres of influence:
Under the agreement of the 23rd December, 1917, between
ourselves and France, we assume responsibility for the
Cossack territories, Armenia, the Caucasus, Georgia, and
Kurdistan, while the French control is extended to Bessarabia,
the Ukraine and Crimea. Northern Russia is recognized by
the French Government as under our control. Poland falls to
France…14
Hence both powers not only decided to intervene in the former Russian empire, but to aid the tsarist generals by supplying
them with arms, ammunition, equipment, money, and instruc13
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tors. From November 17 to 23, 1918, representatives of various
Russian political groups and the Entente held a conference at
Jassy, Romania, requesting help against the Bolsheviks. They
also worked out a plan of political action for the Entente in
“South Russia.” Although the groups were sharply divided over
the type of government, the conference accelerated the intervention.
On December 17, the French 156th Division, consisting of
1,800 men under the command of General Borius reached
Odessa from Salonika. Subsequently Borius went ashore
to discuss the military situation with the French consul,
Denikin’s representative in Odessa, the commander of the
Polish troops, and the commander of the Volunteer Army
forces. He proclaimed the purpose of the intervention to the
local population:
France and the Allies have not forgotten the efforts made by
Russia at the beginning of the war and now they are coming
into Russia to provide the opportunity for healthy elements
and Russian patriots to establish in the country the order that
was disturbed during the long period of the terrible civil war.15
Simultaneously he announced his assumption of authority
and command of all military units in the Odessa region,
including the Volunteers, and appointed General Aleksei
Grishin-Almazov, commander of the Volunteers, military governor. By it Borius created a problem for the French because
Grishin-Almazov was Denikin’s officer, but Denikin operated
in the British Zone and had no authority over Odessa, which
was French Zone. Moreover, the authority in Odessa was in
the hands of the Directory. Thus an open conflict between the
French and General Denikin ensued. According to Denikin,
to deny the French “the honor of ‘taking’ Odessa and thereby

Its chairman was Veretel’nyk and Makhno was chosen to be
honorary chairman.9
The consensus of the congress was strongly anti-Bolshevik
and favored a democratic sociopolitical way of life. Most of the
delegates were against the Bolsheviks and their commissars.
One delegate complained:
Who elected the Provisional Ukrainian Bolshevik Government: the people or the Bolshevik party? We see Bolshevik dictatorship over the left Socialist Revolutionaries and anarchists.
Why do they send us commissars? We can live without them.
If we needed commissars we would elect them from among
ourselves.10
The delegate from Novopavlivka volost, complained:
A new government has appeared somewhere in Ukraine that
is composed of Bolshevik-Communists; this government is already attempting to introduce its Bolshevik monopoly over the
Soviets.
He pointed out that at the time when
you peasants, workers, [and] partisans were enduring the
pressure of all the counterrevolutionary forces the Provisional]
Govern[ment] of Ukraine was sitting … in Moscow, in Kursk,
waiting until the workers and peasants of Ukraine liberated the
territory from the enemies. Now … the enemy is defeated … a
Bolshevik government is coming to us and is imposing upon
us its party dictatorship. Is this admissible? … We nonparty
partisans who rose against all our oppressors will not permit
new enslavement no matter from which party it comes.11
The delegate from Kherson province, Cherniak, spoke in the
same vein: “No party has a right to usurp governmental power
into its hands… We want life, all problems, to be decided locally, not by order from any authority above; and all peasants
9
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the civil problems and resolved to support the local Soviets and
prevent military control of them. All the estates in the region
controlled by Makhno were to be transferred to the disposition
of the workers and to be defended by organized local armed
detachments until the meeting of a general peasant congress.
Those armed detachments should be at the disposition of the
local Soviets, supporting their authority and assisting them in
combating banditry.1
Subsequently, on January 4, Viktor Bilash, head of the operational staff, presented a reorganizational plan that he had formulated for the front. To make the partisans’ operations more
effective, some of the less cooperative commanders of the formerly independent groups were summoned to operational staff
headquarters where they were kept occupied with operational
matters. The southern front against Denikin, which extended
225 versts, was defended by five regiments.
At the beginning of 1919, two congresses were held that
dealt with military and sociopolitical organization. Those
two congresses formed the beginning of what might be
called the political government of the Makhno movement;
they were composed of delegates of peasants, workers, and
partisans and were considered as the supreme authority of
the region. The first congress, held on January 23, 1919, at
Dibrivka, was limited in size and scope. It was composed of
one hundred delegates under the chairmanship of K. Holovko.
Its main object was to strengthen defense, especially against
the growing threat of the Volunteer Army. To regulate the
manpower problem the delegates resolved to mobilize men
who were willing and able to carry arms (especially those who
served in the army during the war) to defend the Revolution.
The second congress, which was held on February 12, 1919,
at Huliai-Pole, had 245 delegates representing 350 districts.
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providing a pretext for its occupation,” Grishin-Almazov
offered to clear the city of Ukrainian troops, using his unit
from the steamer Saratov, which was anchored in the harbor,
to secure the French disembarkation. Borius accepted the offer
and the Volunteers, under the cover of the guns of the Allied
warships, landed and attacked the Ukrainian troops.
The French troops who disembarked on December 18 did
not participate in the actual fighting, but two battalions of the
176th Regiment seized control of the public buildings and protected the Volunteers’ rear from a Ukrainian counterattack. The
Ukrainian troops, consisting of about four thousand men, hesitated to employ their full fire power lest they precipitate a clash
with the French, which the Directory had proscribed, assuming
that French troops would be used only against the Bolsheviks.
After hours of prolonged fighting the Ukrainian troops withdrew from the city to throw up a defensive perimeter around
its outskirts.
By the evening of December 18, the Ukainians sought
a truce; their sole condition was the removal of GrishinAlmazov from the military governorship. Borius rejected their
demand and laid down his own conditions: an immediate
cease-fire, the surrender of their arms, and the evacuation
of the city, warning that if his demands were not met the
Ukrainian troops would be regarded not as belligerents, but as
bandits, and shot on sight. Consequently the Ukrainian troops
capitulated, although many refused to surrender their arms,
and by December 22, Odessa was under the control of the
Allies.
Although this was a humiliating experience, the Directory
was not in a position to enter into a war with France; rather, it
was seeking understanding and technical aid from her. On January 14, 1919, General Philippe d’Anselme arrived in Odessa to
take personal command of operations in Ukraine. The following week the combat strength of the Allies was augmented by
the arrival of the first contingent of Greek troops, the remain179

der of whom reached Odessa in February. In March, French
units were moved from Romania into Ukraine. Their arrival
brought the total Allied strength in Odessa to 12,000 men: 6,000
French, 4,000 Poles, and 2,000 Greeks.16
It is evident that the French military had no intention of doing serious fighting, fearing that “their troops were not reliable
and combat orders would not be carried out.” However, the separation of Odessa from its supplies of food, water, petroleum,
and other necessities, and the threat of open rebellion among
the poorly fed, unemployed, and Bolshevik-agitated workers,
impelled the Allied forces to expand the occupation along the
Black Sea coast to include the major cities in Tyraspil, Birzula,
Voznesenske, Mykolaiv, and Kherson.
The state of war between the Ukrainian troops and the
Volunteers in South Ukraine thwarted d’Anselme’s mission, which depended upon the concerted action of all
anti-Bolshevik forces and neither the Directory nor Denikin
could hope to defeat the Bolsheviks while fighting each
other. General d’Anselme tried to avoid favoring any one
anti-Bolshevik force to the exclusion of the others, but in his
opinion, it was Denikin who was primarily responsible for
preventing reconciliation of differences between the various
anti-Bolshevik forces, thus undermining the success of the
Allied mission in Ukraine. General d’Anselme was interested
mainly in the military aspects of the situation in Ukraine, and
left political matters to his chief of staff, Colonel Freidenberg.
Although the French Command favored the restoration of
a united Russia, it preferred to negotiate with the Directory
rather than to fight it. This was not a new policy, but a temporary change stipulated by circumstances, according to Freidenberg:
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the task of devising an educational plan, including the establishment of schools and their economic support. The commission’s plan was to employ the educational ideas of the Spanish anarchist, Francisco Ferrer. Schools were to belong to the
working people themselves and to be entirely independent of
the state and the church. Religion, however, was to be taught in
the schools. Teachers were to receive their livelihood from the
communities they served.8 Courses were organized for illiterate and partly literate partisans. Some courses in political matters were offered for partisans, including history, political economy, theory and practice of anarchism and socialism, history
of the French Revolution (according to Kropot-kin), and history
of the revolutionary partisan movement. Special attention was
given to the organization of a theater that performed for the
partisans and civilian population, and which would serve both
as entertainment and propaganda.
As the sociopolitical organization of his region developed,
Makhno and his staff had to devote special attention to the
organization of a partisan army to meet the threatening military situation. As early as January 3, 1919, Makhno called a
partisan conference of forty delegates at Polohy station, the
primary concern of which was the unification of all partisan
groups of the region under one command, their reorganization, the obtaining of arms and ammunition, and the organization of a defensive front. The delegates resolved to form an
operational staff that would be the highest military organ of
the partisan army. Its tasks were the reorganization of the partisan groups into regiments, provision of supply bases, distribution of arms, planning combat operations, organization of
new detachments, and disarming of all nonsubordinate units.
Although the conference dealt primarily with military organization and defense of the territory, it devoted some attention to
8
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was allowed until workers and peasants formed professional
organizations to control such exchange.
According to the proclamation, workers and peasants were
to establish free non-Bolshevik Soviets that would carry out the
will and orders of their constituents. Only working people, and
not representatives of political parties, might join the Soviets.
The existence of compulsory and authoritative institutions was
prohibited; the state guard and police force were also abolished.
Instead, the workers and peasants were to organize their own
self-defense force against counterrevolution and banditry.7
In contrast to the Bolshevik regime, freedom of speech, press,
assembly, and association were proclaimed as an inseparable
right of each working man. Several newspapers of various political orientations including Bolshevik, left Socialist Revolutionaries, and right Socialist Revolutionaries, appeared in the
territory under Makhno’s control. However, it was prohibited
for them to propagate armed uprisings against the Makhno
movement.
Also, in contrast to the Bolshevik and anti-Bolshevik Russian forces that annulled each other’s currencies whenever
they occupied the same territory, Makhno annulled none.
He recognized currencies of all forces occupying the region,
including Ukrainian, Denikin, Don, and Bolshevik. Moreover,
Makhno allowed money from the tsarist and Provisional Government regimes. Makhno’s financial policy was determined
by his knowledge that the working people had accumulated
currencies from different sources and feared their discontinuation. The businessmen and bankers accepted Makhno’s
program. Makhno, however, never issued currency of his own.
Although war conditions made the organization of schools
difficult, plans were made, especially in Huliai-Pole. A school
commission of peasants, workers, and teachers was assigned
7
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France remained faithful to the principle of a United Russia.
But now it is not a matter of decision of this or that political
question, but exclusively a matter of making use of all antiBolshevik forces, including Ukrainian, in the struggle against
the Bolsheviks.17
General Henri Berthelot, commander in chief of Allied
troops in southern Russia and Romania, spoke in the same
vein: “I can assure you most firmly that I am supporting a
United Russia and I do not recognize independent Ukraine.
But under the circumstances, for a time I must negotiate with
the independists.”18
As early as January 1919, the Directory dispatched Generals
Mykhailo Hrekiv and Matveiev to Odessa with the intention
of establishing contact with the French military and obtaining
technical aid. Although the mission of General Hrekiv failed
to achieve any immediate results, the Directory sent Dr. Osyp
Nazaruk, press chief of the government, and Serhii Ostapenko,
minister of trade and industry, with full authority to conclude
political, trade, and military agreements with the French.19
Colonel Freidenberg gave them an arrogant reception, presenting a long list of demands and conditions: Vynnychenko
and Chekhivs’kyi were to resign because of their alleged bolshevism, and Petliura, known for his pro-Entente sympathies,
had to be ousted because the French army could not cooperate
with a “bandit chieftain”; the Directory’s members should be
acceptable to France; the sovereignty of Ukraine would be decided only at the Paris Peace Conference; during the struggle
against the Bolsheviks France was to control the railways and
finances of Ukraine; the Directory was to organize an army of
300,000 men in three months, in which Russian officers from
17
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the Volunteer Army must be given commissions; and the Directory must request France to accept Ukraine as a protectorate.
The Directory responded to the French conditions on March
6, 1919, at the Birzula railroad station, insisting, in turn,
upon recognition of the independence of Ukraine and the
sovereignty of the Directory; permission for the Directory’s
delegation to participate in the Paris Peace Conference; return
of the Black Sea Fleet to Ukraine; recognition of the autonomy
of the Ukrainian Army with a position for its representative
in the supreme Allied command; and prohibition of service in
the Ukrainian Army by Russian officers.
Although the negotiations in Odessa were becoming more
and more disappointing, the Directory persevered in its efforts
because Ukraine was under attack from all sides: the Bolsheviks were advancing from the north and the east, the Poles
were pressing in the west, and the Allied and Volunteer units
were threatening to move from the south. In the light of these
circumstances the Directory sent another delegation headed by
Justice Arnold Margolin to Odessa, on January 26, 1919.
This delegation attempted a new approach by presenting
on February 5 a joint memorandum of the representatives of
Ukraine, Belo-russia, the Don, and the Kuban concerning their
countries’ political aspirations, the methods of fighting the
Bolsheviks, and the aid they expected from the Entente. The
delegations expressed their opposition to federalism imposed
from above, requesting instead support for their national
aspirations and their governments, arguing that bolshevism
could be combated most effectively by appealing to national
patriotism. Therefore, they asked the Allied Command for
technical aid: firearms, ammunition, heavy artillery, tanks,
armored cars, shoes, boots, clothing, and medical supplies.
In return, they agreed on the principle of a general staff
that would direct military operations on the basis of mutual
agreement, without intervening in the internal political life of
the new states.
182

vigilant and flexible; not for a single moment should we forget
either the peculiarities of the condition confronting us or the
hopes entrusted to us by the command of the Soviet army.”6
Makhno, on the other hand, took it for granted that the political autonomy of his region would not be touched and that the
population would be allowed to live without Bolshevik interference. Hence, Makhno and his staff continued the military
and sociopolitical organization of the territory that the partisans dominated from the end of January to June of 1919, and
then from October to the end of the year. During 1920 and 1921,
Makhno’s territorial control was substantially limited in duration and space.
When Makhno detachments entered a certain city or town,
they immediately announced to the population that the army
did not intend to exercise political authority. In the army’s
judgment, “it is up to the workers and peasants themselves to
act, to organize themselves, to reach mutual understanding in
all fields of their lives, insofar as they desire it, and in whatever way they may think right.” Simultaneously, Makhno’s
command issued a proclamation to the people dealing with
basic questions. All orders of the Denikin and the Bolshevik
authorities were abolished.
The most important question to the peasants was that of land.
Therefore, according to the proclamation, the holdings of the
landlords, the monasteries, and the state, including all livestock
and goods, were to be transferred to the peasants. This transfer,
however, was to be implemented in an orderly way and dictated through decisions made in general meetings where the
interests of all peasants would be considered. The same situation applied to the workers, since all factories, plants, mines,
and other means of production were to become property of all
of the workers under the control of their professional unions.
The free exchange of manufactured and agrarian commodities
6
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As an anti-Denikin front was established and the region was
secured from Denikin’s troops, Makhno faced the problem of
organizing the region. The Makhno movement, however, was
a military one, not political in nature. Fighting took up most
of its time; that preoccupation and the tumultuous conditions
caused by the civil war in the region were most unfavorable for
domestic policies. With many enemies and forced to move constantly, Makhno could not control a large populated territory
long enough to introduce a sound civil administration. Moreover, he had no adequate administrative apparatus for this purpose, for even anarchists from the Nabat group were ideologically opposed to serving in administrative units.4 From the
summer of 1918 to the beginning of 1919, the Makhno movement was essentially a peripatetic one, lacking territorial control. This situation changed when the Ukrainian troops withdrew from the Left Bank in the winter of 1919, and Makhno
found himself in the region south and east of Katerynoslav between the Bolshevik and anti-Bolshevik Russian forces.
Thus when the Bolsheviks and Makhno had reached an
agreement on January 26, 1919, one important question
remained unsettled, the political status of the territory under
Makhno’s control. The Bolsheviks apparently thought either
of recognizing autonomy for the region of the Makhno movement,5 or they considered making agreements with Makhno
concerning military matters, while the civil question would be
their prerogative after the occupation of the region. As they
advanced into the region, the Bolsheviks preceeded cautiously
in order not to offend their allies to the point of precipitating
an anti-Bolshevik reaction. According to an eyewitness, a
commander of a Bolshevik regiment that was dispatched to
the southern front warned his Soldiers in a speech that “in
the territory occupied by Makhno we have to be especially
4
5
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After several weeks of conferences between Ukrainian and
French representatives, the French military, with d’Anselme
representing the Entente, presented a draft of a FrenchUkrainian agreement that recognized the Directory as a
sovereign government of the Ukrainian Democratic Republic,
and the Ukrainian Army as an internally independent unit of
the anti-Bolshevik army in the Ukrainian Zone, with representatives on the supreme command of the Entente. The French
further agreed to take steps to admit the Directory’s representatives to the peace conference, promised agrarian reforms,
and consented to convoke a parliament based on universal,
equal, secret, and proportional suffrage. France assured the
Directory that during the war no units of the Volunteer Army
should be present, or participate, in military operations on
the territory of Ukraine, and that the Odessa, Mykolaiv, and
Kherson districts would be part of the Ukrainian zone under
the authority of the Directory. On the other hand, the proposal
also stipulated that changes in the Directory’s membership
during the war against the Bolsheviks could be made only
with the approval of the Entente, and the supreme staff of the
Entente would control Ukrainian railroads and the transportation of all armed forces, as well as Ukrainian financial affairs.
However, in late March the French in Odessa received orders
from Paris not to sign the agreement, apparently because of
conflicting interests of France, Britain, and Italy in regard to
the future economic possibilities in Ukraine.20
The intervention of the Allies in southern Ukraine and the
Directory’s negotiations with the French in Odessa greatly
complicated the situation in Ukraine by creating two conflicting points of view in the Directory and the parties. One group,
represented by Vynnychenko, wished to seek an understanding with the Bolsheviks against the Entente. The other, led by
20
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Petliura, desired coalition with the Entente against the Bolsheviks. Petliura’s viewpoint finally prevailed, and although the
representatives of the Entente had no understanding of the
Ukrainian cause, the Directory continued to try to negotiate
an agreement to the very end of the intervention.21 At the end
of September 1919, Petliura expressed his feelings concerning
the Entente’s attitude toward Ukraine:
We might have been the best means in the hands of the Entente for driving the Bolsheviks back into Russia. But, for reasons of their own, the Great Powers back[ed] Denikin against
us and so split our joint strength. It almost seems as if the Entente does not want to beat the Bolsheviks.22
The Bolsheviks exploited these negotiations with the Entente, spreading propaganda that the Directory had made a
secret agreement against the interests of the people. The Bolsheviks : … unmasked to the people the Directory’s betrayal.
To prove it the Bolshevik committee in Kyiv printed and
spread, even among the delegates of the [Labor] Congress, the
agreement signed by the Directory with the French command
according to which the Directory handed Ukraine over to the
disposition of French imperialism. Thus, the “toiling” mask
was ripped off the Directory and it was shown to the masses
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armored trains, field guns, machine guns, rifles, and other
materials.1 When in mid-March Makhno threatened Mariupil’,
General Elchaninov, the commander of the city garrison,
dispatched the Composite Regiment, consisting of over four
hundred men, plus detachments of the Second Cavalry of
General Drozdovskii’s regiment, the Smolensk Ulan Regiment,
mobilized officers living in the city, and a battery of two guns.
Toward the end of March Makhno defeated the Denikin
troops at Manhush whence they retreated eighteen versts east
to Mariupil’. With most of the troop commanders wounded,
all available forces gathered to defend the city. However, after
ten days of fighting Makhno occupied it, driving the enemy
into the sea. Subsequently Makhno seized a number of railway
stations along the Sea of Azov, including Berdians’k, and was
threatening to take Matviiv-Kurhan, to cut the Denikin forces
off from their large military stores at Taganrog to the south.2
In mid-April the Third Cavalry Corps, under General Andrei
Grigor’evich Shkuro, jointly with the Composite Regiment
drove Makhno from MariupiP and the area including HuliaiPole, with the aim of isolating Makhno from his allies, the
Bolsheviks, and destroying him. During the spring and summer bitter fighting between them developed in the south of
Left Bank Ukraine. According to Arshinov: “During this period
Makhno’s men advanced at least five or six times almost to
the walls of Taganrog.” Both sides suffered heavy losses, but
the civilian population suffered more, not only from military
activities, but from reprisals and robberies by the Denikin
troops. Thus from the beginning of 1919, an anti-Denikin front
was firmly established, extending along the Sea of Azov west
of Taganrog via MariupiP-Berdians’k to Melitopil’, and north
to Oleksandrivs’k-Synel’nikove and Novomos-kovs’ke.3
61.
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tive matters; (g) it could not be removed from the front against
Denikin; and (h) it would retain its name of Revolutionary Partisan Army and its black flags.
There was no mention of civil administration of the territory
of the Makhno movement. The agreement with Makhno and
other partisan leaders marked the beginning of a number of
Bolshevik successes in South Ukraine. Makhno partisans operated against the Volunteers in two directions, south from Oleksandrivs’k and southeast toward Mariupil’, where they encountered formidable Denikin forces.
As early as December 19, 1918, Denikin transferred General
Vladimir I. Mai-Maevskii’s Third Division, with armored
trains, cars, and airplane units, from the Kuban to the region
of IUzivka-Mariupil’-Berdians’k-Synel’nikove, aiming to cover
the Donets Basin, and secure the left flank of the Don Army.
However, according to Denikin:
Mai-Maevskii got into a very complicated military and
political situation in the region where the partisan groups
of Makhno, Zubkiv, Ivan’ko, and other Petliura otamans,
Bolshevik troops of Kozhevnikov’s group, and the German
soldiers from the troop trains mixed together. The Kuban
separatists raised strong protests against “invading Ukrainian
territory”; the Don Otaman persistently demanded an advance
to Kharkiv, which was occupied by the Bolsheviks on January
3, and deployment along the northern borders of Ukraine.
For two months Mai-Maevskii and his 2,500 men (later 4,500)
strenuously and persistently defended themselves against
Makhno, Petliura, and two Bolshevik divisions.^
At the end of January 1919, Denikin dispatched reinforcements, two cadres” of officers and volunteers from the Ninth
Cavalry Division. They formed a Composite Regiment against
Makhno, who was opposing Mai-Maevskii’s advance to the
Donets Basin. According to reports of February 16 and 18,
the partisans took Orikhiv, Novoukrainka, Novo-selytsia,
Velykyi Tokmak, Tsarekostiantynivka, and Polohy, capturing
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that it is the enemy of freedom and national independence of
the Ukrainian people.23
They suggested that the Directory was planning for a new
form of intervention in Ukraine and intervention was not
popular after the experience with the Austro-German troops.
The peasants, in particular, distrusted the forces of the Entente
because they associated them with the Volunteer Army and believed they would renew the rule of big landowners. Thus the
French intervention strengthened pro-Bolshevik sympathies
among the population.
Moreover, political developments in Germany and Hungary greatly assisted the Bolsheviks, who convinced some
Ukrainian leaders that the world-wide social revolution was
taking place and that Ukrainian national questions would be
solved automatically by the revolution. The Bolsheviks were
adroit in the use of untruth, knowing from experience all
the ways to use propaganda. The Ukrainian government, not
able to match the Bolshevik propaganda skills, found that its
orientation toward the Entente undermined its prestige and
aroused opposition from both the Right and the Left.
As well as propagandizing Soviet Russia was preparing
for a new invasion. For this purpose a Ukrainian Revolutionary Council, consisting of Stalin, Piatakov, Zatons’kyi, and
Antonov-Ovseenko, was established on November 17 and
masked by the name “Group of the Kursk Direction.” There
were disagreements among the Bolshevik leaders concerning
the intervention in Ukraine. The assumption of the rightist
group was that the potential for revolutionary action in
Ukraine was too small and they would not gain a following
among the workers and peasants. The leftist group, however,
23
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thought that in the event of Austro-German withdrawal
from Ukraine they could succeed in seizing power before
the Ukrainian national leaders could take the initiative. Their
opinion was shared by Stalin.24
Subsequently on November 20 a Provisional Workers’ and
Peasants’ Government of Ukraine was secretly formed in
Kursk, a Russian city near the Ukrainian border. On November 28 the new government formally held its first assembly
at Kursk, attended by Antonov-Ovseenko, Sergeev (Artem),
Zatons’kyi, Emanuil I. Kviring, and Chairman Piatakov. The
aim of Moscow’s appointed government was to shield Soviet
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. On December 6, 1918, the troops
of the “Kursk Direction” launched military operations against
Ukraine on two axes toward Gomel-Chernihiv-Kyiv and
toward Vorozhba-Sumy-Kharkiv.25 According to AntonovOvseenko, the commander in chief of the Bolshevik Army,
there were three main objectives: to take Kharkiv, with its
railway junction, as a base for further expansion; to occupy
the Donets Basin with its industries and coal mines, breaking
military and economic ties between central Ukraine, the
Donets Basin, and the Don; and to advance southward to
Crimea to forestall the Entente’s interven-tion.26
The Bolsheviks took the Allied intervention as a serious
threat. Leon Trotsky identified Bolshevik policy with regard
to the intervention as derived from:
… the need to forestall the possibility of an advance by the
Anglo-French forces from the South. The more swiftly and resolutely we push our possible Ukrainian-Entente Front to the
24
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14. Makhno and the
Bolsheviks
After the occupation of Katerynoslav and Kyiv, the Bolshevik armies advanced against the Ukrainian troops of the Directory, intending to cut them off from the ports of the Black
Sea and subsequently to destroy them. Then they intended to
attack the Allied forces in southern Ukraine and advance to
Hungary through Romania to assist the Hungarian Communists. Besides the Ukrainian and Allied forces, the Bolsheviks
were facing the Denikin troops; for this they sought explicit
support from leftist partisan leaders, including Makhno.
The Red Army representative Dybenko and Makhno’s representative Chubenko met at Nyzhniedniprovs’k on January
26, 1919, where they agreed to unite their forces against the
“counterrevolution” on the following terms: (a) all the Makhno
detachments would be incorporated into the Red Army as the
“Third Trans-Dnieper Brigade”; (b) this unit would receive military supplies, food, and financing from the Red Army and be
responsible to it; (c) it would retain its internal organization
intact with an elective commanding body and regulate the interrelation of the regiments by the staff; (d) Makhno would remain commander of the Brigade, but it would receive political
commissars down to the regimental level appointed by the Bolshevik authorities, whose duties would be political indoctrination for the units and overseeing the execution of orders from
the center; (e) detachments would be transformed into regular regiments; (f) it would be subordinate to the commanders
of the Division and of the front in operational and administra211

both combat and propaganda, now entered a new phase, which
might be described as an unwritten agreement of neutrality.

south, away from Moscow, the more advantageous it will be
for us. In the event of a real attack of large forces the greatest
advantage for us would be in establishing our line along the left
bank of the Dnieper and destroying all lines of communication
and bridges on the right bank. For this we need to advance to
the Dnieper as soon as possible.27
To accomplish these objectives Antonov-Ovseenko dispatched orders to all who might be useful to the Bolsheviks,
including the rebel units and local Bolshevik organizations,
to foment insurrections along the lines of their advance,
to organize intelligence systems, and to seize ammunition
factories and even certain towns. At the same time they
were “to prevent by every means possible the advance of
counterrevolutionary forces from Kyiv toward Kursk and
Briansk. The combination of strong conventional attacks with
fifth-column activities and rebellions enabled the Bolshevik
forces to advance successfully into Ukraine. The advance was
also facilitated by the seizure of large stores of German and
Ukrainian military material, left by the hetman government.28
Consequently the Ukrainian minister of foreign affairs,
Volodymyr Chekhivs’kyi, on December 31, 1918, and on
January 3 and 4, 1919, sent a series of notes of protest to the
Soviet Russian government concerning its military operations in Ukraine, demanding an explanation and seeking an
agreement to avoid war. On January 5, the Soviet Russian
commissar of foreign affairs, Georgii V. Chicherin, denied all
Chekhivs’kyi’s allegations, entirely misrepresenting the situation as a Ukrainian civil war: “Military action on Ukrainian
territory at this time is proceeding between the troops of the
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Directory and the troops of the Ukrainian Soviet Government,
which is completely independent.”29
On January 9, 1919, the Ukrainian government’s reply
called the denial “either a willful distortion of the truth or
a complete lack of information.’ However, the Directory
expressed its willingness to enter into peace negotiations and
commercial relations if Soviet Russia would withdraw the
troops from Ukraine in forty-eight hours. Chicherin reiterated
his previous denial, but nevertheless proposed Moscow as a
meeting place for peace negotiations. The Directory, under
pressure from Chekhivs’kyi and his supporters, accepted
this proposal and sent a small delegation headed by Semen
Mazurenko to Moscow. It was instructed to seek a settlement
with Soviet Russia even at the price of introducing a soviet
form of government in Ukraine. It was also authorized to
conclude an economic agreement and a military alliance
for defensive purposes only, if Soviet Russia would end the
invasion and recognize Ukrainian independence.
This attempt to find a modus vivendi with Soviet Russia
can be understood only in the light of the weakness of the
Directory and of the growth of a revolutionary radicalism
in the working classes and in both of the main Ukrainian
parties—the Social Democratic and the Socialist Revolutionary.
Although the Ukrainian delegation was engaged in negotiation in Moscow, the Bolshevik troops continued the invasion.
Consequently, on January 16, 1919, the Directory declared that
a state of war existed between Soviet Russia and Ukraine.30
While the Bolshevik troops were advancing from the north
and southeast, the anti-Bolshevik Russian forces were moving
29
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independent partisan detachments soon joined him, swelling
the force to over six thousand men who were, however, badly
armed and clothed. Later, more partisan groups joined, among
them a detachment from the area of Starokostiantynivka and
others from the areas of Berdians’k, MariupiP, and MelitopiP.10
Meanwhile Makhno’s detachments had resumed fighting
the Ukrainian troops retreating from northeastern Ukraine
before Antonov-Ovseenko’s advancing Red Army. Their aim,
however, was not primarily to fight, but to capture certain
supplies. On January 6, 1919, Makhno’s units attacked the
city of Lozova but were beaten back with some losses. Those
taken prisoner confessed that “they wanted to capture spirits,
sugar, and manufactured goods.” As the Ukrainian troops
were crossing Katerynoslav province a more serious struggle
occurred near Hubymikha on January 17, and Makhno was
defeated.
The situation changed as the Bolshevik forces advanced
deeper into the Left Bank. On January 20, after a sixteen-day
battle, Antonov-Ovseenko captured Poltava while the Second Division of Pavel E. Dybenko occupied Synel’nikove.
Meanwhile Dybenko established contact with Makhno and
they agreed to attack Katerynoslav. Bitter fighting and heavy
bombardment of the city continued for five days and it was
only when the sixth Soviet Regiment crossed the Dnieper and
attacked the city from another side that the Ukrainian troops
were forced to retreat. On January 27, 1919, the Bolshevik
forces occupied Katerynoslav.11
After the withdrawal of the Ukrainian troops to the Right
Bank, Makhno found himself caught between the Bolshevik
and anti-Bolshevik Russian forces. Makhno’s previous inimical attitude toward the Directory and its troops, marked by
10
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ary headquarters and attacked the Bolshevik detachments located at Nyzhnied-niprovs’k, a suburb of Katerynoslav, on the
left bank of the Dnieper.8
In response, the local Bolsheviks offered Makhno command
of their detachments with the aim of seizing the city. The offer
was accepted and, on December 27, the united forces’ several
thousand men began to attack. To increase his chance of victory, Makhno used deception, sending an empty train into the
city on a foggy morning followed by another armored train
loaded with troops, which was then able to occupy the station and its surroundings. Simultaneously, he opened heavy artillery bombardment from the left bank of the Dnieper. During
the fighting a Ukrainian artillery officer, Colonel Martynenko,
changed sides and joined Makhno with sixteen guns and their
teams, greatly facilitating Makhno’s victory. After three days
of heavy fighting Makhno occupied a larger area and late on
December 30 the Ukrainian troops retreated. The city, particularly the center, was badly damaged by the shelling, which had
killed about two hundred people and wounded fifteen hundred.
As soon as Makhno seized part of the city, he released the prisoners, who began to plunder, despite Makhno’s orders to the
contrary and the shooting of several looters.9
Makhno’s triumph, however, was short lived. The next day
the Ukrainian troops, reinforced by the Sich Riflemen under
Colonel Roman Samokysh, counterattacked. Makhno and his
Bolshevik allies were badly beaten and suffered heavy losses.
About two thousand Bolsheviks drowned in the Dnieper while
attempting to escape across the frozen river. Makhno lost about
six hundred men and with the remaining four hundred he retreated to Synel’nikove on the Left Bank. There he and his detachment rejoined the one commanded by Petrenko. Although
his partisan group was substantially weakened, a number of
8
9
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into Ukraine from the Don, the Romanians occupied Bessarabia
and Bukovina, the Poles were fighting the Ukrainians in Galicia, and the Entente was moving troops north from Odessa and
the Crimea. At that time the Ukrainian Army, except for a few
regular formations left from the hetman period, was just in the
process of organization. The best military units, those on which
the Directory relied, were the Sich Riflemen Corps and the Zaporozhian Corps. The Directory’s forces consisted largely of
partisan detachments, some of which were undisciplined and
commanded by politically and nationally immature leaders.31
In the course of time, a few of the detachments were swayed
by Bolshevik propaganda and chose some critical period to proclaim their neutrality or even to defect to the Bolsheviks. Given
this deteriorating military situation, the Directory could offer
no effective resistance to the advancing Bolshevik troops.
In early January 1919, the Bolshevik troops occupied
Kharkiv and Chernihiv. As the enemy approached the Dnieper
near Kyiv, the Directory evacuated on the evening of February
2 to Vinnytsia, which then became its temporary capital. On
February 5, after heavy fighting, the Ukrainian forces retreated
from Kyiv to the west. The next day Bolshevik troops occupied
Kyiv.32
Chekhivs’kyi’s and Vynnychenko’s abortive efforts to find
an agreement with Soviet Russia brought about a cabinet
crisis. The decision to send a peace delegation to Moscow and
the prospect of a Soviet form of government was not approved
by Petliura and the military commanders. Moreover, with the
success of the Bolshevik invasion, the leading circles increased
their efforts to gain the Entente’s support of their resistance.
To facilitate the Directory’s negotiations with the French
31
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representatives in Odessa, the Social Democrats and Socialist
Revolutionaries on February 9 withdrew their members from
the government. Petliura, however, resigned from his party
while Vynny-chenko, president of the Directory, on February
11 handed over his authority to Petliura and left the country.
On February 13, Serhii Ostapenko, the former minister of
trade and industry, set up a new cabinet that consisted mainly
of Socialist-Federalists. However, because it based its plan
on the support of the Entente, ignoring Ukrainian national
interests, the Ostapenko cabinet not only failed to achieve
support from the Entente against the Bolsheviks, but it antagonized a large segment of the Ukrainian population. Moreover,
the absence of such prominent leaders as Hrushevs’kyi and
Vynnychenko, and the Socialist parties, which had substantial
popular support, gave the Ostapenko cabinet the appearance
of a “bourgeois” government, which the Bolsheviks used in
their anti-Directory propaganda. At the end of March 1919,
Red troops forced the Ukrainian Army to retreat to the former
Austrian border and isolated its left flank, in the area of Uman’.
Some military leaders, attempting to counteract the influence
of the Bolshevik propaganda among the population and the
troops, adopted some of their slogans and opened independent
negotiations with the Bolsheviks or even joined them.
In the light of the deteriorating military situation and the
lack of support for the Ostapenko cabinet, the Directory called
upon Borys Martos to form still another cabinet on April 9, in
Rivne. By including Social Democrats and Socialist Revolutionaries, as well as representatives of western Ukraine, the Directory hoped to gain popular support.33 The new cabinet issued
a declaration on April 12, 1919, directed “to all Ukrainian Socialists, peasants and workers who, unable to stand the foreign
yoke, rose behind the front against the Russian Communists to
fight for a free and independent Ukraine.”

contact with them.”4 Makhno had no intention of joining
forces with the Directory, because he regarded it as a worse
phenomenon than the Ukrainian Central Rada, but he felt the
partisans were not in a position at that time to launch an open
campaign against it.5 Makhno found himself caught between
the forces of Denikin and those of the Directory.
Also there were still the Austro-German troops. Thus:
The slightest decision by the Ukrainian Directory directed
against us could force us to withdraw a number of combat units
from the front lines against the volunteer units of the Denikin
army and in this way, so to speak, ‘to liquidate ourselves’ in the
fight against the Denikin forces without a prospect for successful victory in the struggle against the troops of the Directory.6
Makhno felt that to dare such a fight he would need at his
disposal “at least a 70- to 100,000-strong well-armed partisan
army” and so decided to maintain a cautious neutrality, allowing, among other things, the passage of enlisted men mobilized
by the Directory through his territory. However, he ordered all
the trains carrying them stopped for propaganda meetings directed against the government in general, and the Directory in
particular.7
In the meantime, the Ukrainian forces in Katerynoslav grew
stronger. At the beginning of December the Russian Eighth
Corps was driven out of the city by Ukrainian troops after
one day of fighting. Subsequently the Eighth Corps moved to
the Crimea and at the beginning of January 1919, it joined
the Russian troops there. Soon afterward Ukrainian troops disarmed the Austro-German troops stationed in Katerynoslav,
obtaining large quantities of arms. On December 22, 1918, the
Ukrainian troops dispersed the Katerynoslav Soviets and on
December 26, they disarmed the Bolshevik military revolution4
5
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launched a campaign with this purpose. Thus from the very
outset Makhno tried to prevent the Directory from establishing its authority in the area where his partisans operated.
Before the fall of the hetman regime Ukrainian leaders in
Kateryno-slav, headed by the brothers Mykola and Havrylo
Horobets,3 organized a Katerynoslav Republican Regiment
(Kish) to prevent a local Bolshevik uprising, because the hetman Russian force was ineffective. When the Directory began
a general uprising, the Ukrainian troops disarmed the state
police (Varta) and assisted in establishing the local authority
of the Directory. However, this action was threatened by
the local Bolsheviks and by the Eighth Corps, which was
organized during the hetman periods, under the command
of General Vasylchenko and General I. G. Konovalov, his
chief of staff. It was composed of two infantry regiments,
originally about three to four hundred men, largely Russian
officers; by mid-November the Corps had over one thousand
men. At the end of November, when the Ukrainians left, it
became strictly a Russian formation and began to use Russian
as the official language. There also was a Russian volunteer
detachment of officers, about one hundred and fifty men,
which served the City Council and then joined the Corps. In
the midst of the struggle, the commander of Ukrainian forces
established contact with Makhno who subsequently sent two
representatives, Oleksander Chubenko and Myrhorods’kyi,
both left Socialist Revolutionaries.
The Ukrainian commander proposed to join forces against
the common enemies and reestablish a Ukrainian authority;Makhno,however, had instructed his delegates “to sound
out the ground among the soldiers of the Katerynoslav garrison and the young staff officers … and to establish secret

3

The Bolshevik occupation authorities had no intention of
granting political or cultural concessions. On March 19, 1919,
at the Eighth Congress of the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks), Lenin remarked: “Ukraine was separate from Russia
by exceptional circumstances, and the national movement has
not taken deep roots there. Insofar as it did exist, the Germans
stamped it out.” The policy of Russification and exploitation
of Ukraine went on at full speed. The Ukrainian language was
completely proscribed in state institutions and printing houses.
As early as February 13, 1919, the head of the Provisional Soviet Government of Ukraine, Christian Rakovskii, at a meeting
of the Kyiv City Council of Workers’ Deputies, declared that
the attempt “to institute Ukrainian as a state language is a reactionary measure, and entirely unnecessary to anyone.” The
administration requisitioned buildings of Ukrainian cultural institutions for state purposes. Former tsarist gendarmes, police,
and secret agents who had entered the Cheka persecuted the
Ukrainian intelligentsia. The Bolsheviks regarded Ukraine as a
colony, primarily as a source of food. Lenin admitted receiving
reports that “stocks of food are immense, but it is impossible
to transport everything at once because of lack of apparatus.”
Therefore, the Ukrainian villages were invaded by the Russian foodstuff requisitioning units:
The Workers’ and Peasants’ Government was tirelessly exporting from Ukraine to Muscovy everything it could lay its
hands on: bread, sugar, meat, factory machine tools and equipment, farm implements, furniture from buildings, and even musical instruments—all these were taken and requisitioned without any kind of compensation… With this brutal requisition
policy in the villages, a policy that did not differentiate between poorer peasants and the richer or “kurkuls,” the Committees of the Poor were disregarded and by a simplified system of
requisitioning, the Red Army men seized from Ukrainian peas-
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ants everything that could be removed— grain, cattle, poultry,
plows, even women’s clothes.34
This policy was passed off by Lenin on March 13, 1919, as
voluntary assistance from a friendly Soviet Republic:
In Ukraine, we have a fraternal Soviet Republic, with which
we have the best of relations. This republic resolves the question of help, not in terms of petty trading, not in profiteering,
but is guided by an exceptionally warm desire to help the hungry north. The first special obligation of each citizen of Ukraine
is to help the north.35
However, as Alexander G. Schlichter, then commissar of
food supplies of Ukraine, wrote in 1928:
Every pood was soaked in blood: By July 1 the government
had acquired not fifty, but only eight and a half million poods.
However, three-quarters of this was in Ukraine and was
rationed to proletarian centers (primarily to workers of the
Donets Basin) and to the Red Army. Only about two million
poods were sent to Moscow and Petersburg].36
This policy of requisition and persecution of everything
Ukrainian brought about mass uprisings, even among some
Ukrainian Communists who were attempting to establish an
independent Soviet Ukraine. From April to June 1919, there
were 328 uprisings of the people against the Bolsheviks. The
34
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toward the Ukrainian Directoryf?] “ This question confused
Makhno and made him nervous because “in this village I did
not expect it, and therefore, it made me somewhat sad—all the
more because at this rally there was a mass of partisans, and
the question about political confidence in Vynnychenko was
unusually grave; the answer demanded not only truth but also
serious, responsible substantiation.” After a while he overcame
his nervousness and began to argue that although Vynnychenko was a “Socialist, and a Socialist who participated and is
participating in the life and struggle of the toilers,” now he had
joined with Petliura, who brought the Austro-German troops
into Ukraine. Therefore, “I do not think that the revolutionarypartisan movement under my leadership can find a common
language with this Ukrainian Directory; especially as the
program of the Ukrainian Directory and how and by whom it
was elected, is still unknown to us.” In conclusion he declared:
“We will not recognize the Ukrainian Directory … we will not
carry on an armed struggle against the Directory, but we will
… make preparations for this struggle against it.”2
After the rally Makhno’s close associates, especially Oleksander Marchenko, judged that he had spoken correctly. Semen Karetnyk, in addition, took the position that the Directory
would not be able to maintain its authority over all Ukraine,
because the “Revolution in the village is assuming an openly
antigovernmental character … which we should support with
all our power.” Most of Makhno’s associates agreed with Karetnyk and decided that as soon as they arrived at Huliai-Pole
they would issue a declaration against the Directory as a government and as antirevolutionary. In and around Huliai-Pole,
according to Makhno, the majority of the people shared their
point of view concerning the Directory. To assure that the people in the freed areas “correctly understood the revolutionary
position of Huliai-Pole … toward the Directory” the partisans
2
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13. Makhno and the
Directory
The rapid political change, the fall of the hetman regime,
the establishment of the Directory, and the second Bolshevik
invasion had their repercussions in the Makhno movement.
Makhno was taken by surprise when the news came that
the hetman regime, which he was then fighting, had been
overthrown and the Directory was assuming power:
All this happened on about the 20th of November, 1918. At
one village, Alievo, … I considered it necessary to call a rally of
the peasants at the village. I … began to speak to them about
their servile conditions under the oppression of the hetman
and his friends, the Austro-German Junkers, who were brought
here and put on their necks by the Central Rada.1
However, for these peasants the hetman regime was already
a thing of the past, because “on this day the village had received
a telegram … relating … that a coup had occurred in Kyiv: Hetman Skoropads’kyi was overthrown, the Ukrainian Directory
headed by V. Vynnychenko was organized.”
After a local teacher had read the telegram to the peasants
and given a speech, he asked: “What position will you, Bat’ko
Makhno, and your revolutionary-partisan forces, assume
1
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Directory established contact with the partisans acting in
the Bolsheviks’ rear and gained more response among the
population for the national struggle.
During the first half of March 1919, Ukrainian troops made
a coordinated attack from the north and south on the Bolshevik forces in the region of Berdychiv-Koziatyn-Zhytomyr. The
Bolsheviks were forced to retreat, and at the end of March the
Ukrainian troops approached Kyiv from the north.37 On March
25, 1919, Jukums J. Vacietis (Vatsetis), the commander in chief
of Bolshevik forces, wired Antonov-Ovseenko:
It was necessary to pursue with full intensity the complete
destruction of any sort of organization among the troops of
Petliura… At the present, when Petliura has again appeared
near Kyiv, we must undertake all measure for final destruction of Petliura. I recommend that you … stop the development
of actions in the direction of the Romanian border as well as
toward the Black Sea coast; transfer from there all unneeded
troops against the troops of Petliura … your westward advance
is necessary to lead to the borders of southeastern Galicia and
Bukovina.38
Although Ukrainian troops were victorious in the central
sector, their southern flank became seriously exposed after the
allied troops left the Black Sea coast and Odessa under the pressure of Hryhor’iv’s thrusts. After strengthening their forces,
37
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the Bolsheviks counterattacked in the Ukrainian central sector,
also making heavy use of propaganda among the troops and
population, and cut off the southern group from the main force.
To save the situation, the southern group was ordered to drive
back the Bolsheviks by a counterattack from the southeast; but
the commander of the Zaporozhian Corps, Omelian Volokh, independently opened negotiations with the Bolsheviks. Subsequently, the Bolsheviks attacked again, forcing a large part of
the group to retreat on April 16, 1919, to Romania, where they
were disarmed. Only two weeks later the Ukrainians succeeded
in making their way through East Galicia and Volyn’, to rejoin
the main force, but none of the equipment surrendered was
ever returned, in spite of an agreement to do so.39
While the Bolsheviks were concentrating large forces
against the northern group of the Ukrainian Army, its commander, Volodymyr Oskilko, attempted a coup against the
government. Although his adventure failed, it demoralized
and confused the Ukrainian troops and helped the Bolsheviks
to defeat them. The Ukrainian forces did manage to undermine
Bolshevik initiative and were, along with Hryhor’iv, responsible for preventing their advance into Romania and Hungary,
yet they failed to achieve a decisive victory. Consequently,
they retreated to the border of Galicia where they defended a
small territory.
At the time when the Directory was struggling against
the Bolshevik and anti-Bolshevik Russian forces, the Western
Ukrainian People’s Republic was defending its territory from
an invasion by Poland. The government believed that the
Entente and the peace conference would, in accordance with
the principle of national self-determination, compel the Poles
to evacuate eastern Galicia. However, France was committed
39
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army. Because of the lack of munitions and armament plants
in Ukraine, the Directory badly needed arms and ammunition,
but it could not obtain them from abroad. After January 22,
1919, when there was one Ukrainian Republic, the Directory
and the West Ukrainian government did not merge and, more
importantly, they neglected to unite the military commands of
their two separate armies.
In its foreign policy, the Directory’s diplomacy did not wield
sufficient influence to gain the material aid and diplomatic support it needed from the Entente and the neutral states. The Directory had to fight simultaneously two or even three enemies,
which was beyond its power, yet it failed to neutralize at least
one front. Instead of doing its utmost to organize the people’s
support and confidence, the Directory relied too much on efforts to get aid from the Entente. Its fruitless negotiations not
only undermined its own unity and aroused opposition from
the parties, but gave the Bolsheviks a basis for accusing the
Directory of inviting a new foreign invasion.
Thus the Directory struggled against overwhelming odds,
without adequate arms, military equipment, or medical supplies. In the midst of all this, a typhus epidemic decimated the
army and civilian population. Consequently the superior invasion forces of the Bolsheviks and of Denikin compelled the illequipped and exhausted Ukrainian Army to retreat to the western limits of the Right Bank, seeking the support of the Entente through alliance with Poland. The Directory concluded
the treaty of Warsaw with the Poles; the political agreement
was signed on April 21, 1920, and the military on April 24. In
spite of the alliance, the sacrifice to the Poles of Ukrainian territory, and the military campaigns with the Poles against the Bolsheviks, the Directory failed to gain the support of the Entente.
Moreover, after the defeat of the Bolsheviks, the Polish government, ignoring the Directory, made its own separate peace
settlement.
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thies among the lower classes; the Directory’s hesitant social
policy only served to reinforce these sympathies. This was possible because the first Bolshevik invasion of 1918 had given the
population little insight into their methods and aims in Ukraine.
The Bolsheviks exploited the government’s weakness through
the skillful use of propaganda of untruth. In contrast to the antiBolshevik Russian forces, the Bolsheviks waged imperialistic
war against Ukraine under the slogans of national and social
liberation.
Compounding these problems of political support were
several failures of leadership and administration on the part
of the Directory. It failed to establish a viable regime in the
country largely because of the chaos created by the Bolshevik
and anti-Bolshevik invasions and the Russian Civil War,
which was fought largely on Ukrainian soil. Consequently
some of the distant regions were controlled by politically and
nationally immature partisan leaders who were unwilling
to subordinate their actions to the Directory and at times
followed an independent course in opposition to the government. Moreover, the existence of a group of left” Socialist
Revolutionaries known as BorotTjists, who were attempting
to establish a Soviet Ukrainian government independent of
Russia, weakened the Directory’s position. The administrative
apparatus was disorganized; although some personnel left
the country or went into hiding, leaving the government
with a great shortage of trained personnel, the Directory
failed to enlist and train the new constructive elements,
including non-Ukrainians, whose participation would have
increased the commitment of the various national groups to
the government.
Militarily, the Directory thought more in terms of a militia
than a regular army, and took no steps to remedy the shortage of well-trained, patriotic officers, and to organize a strong
army. It also failed to exercise leadership in uniting the partisan groups and coordinating their activities with those of the
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to the idea of a “strong Poland” as a future counterpoise
to Germany in Eastern Europe and looked with disfavor
on Ukrainian independence. Great Britain was supporting
the Russian anti-Bolshevik leaders, while at the same time
seeking an agreement with the Bolsheviks; neither of these
policies was favorable to the Ukrainian national aspirations.
The United States, on the other hand, was little interested
in Eastern Europe; its attitude was that nothing should be
done to prejudice the future claims of the Russia that might
emerge after the victory of the anti-Bolshevik generals over
the Bolsheviks. Thus Ukraine was isolated from the Western
powers.
In January 1919 a peace conference commission arrived
in Poland for mediation in the Ukrainian-Polish war and
demanded suspension of hostilities as a condition for negotiations. The Ukrainian government acceded to this demand
and on February 28, the commission presented a plan by
which Ukraine was to leave to the Poles half of the ethnically
Ukrainian territory, including the Drohobych-Boryslav oil
fields. This decision, which was to remain in force until the
peace conference settled the Polish-Ukrainian frontier, was
unacceptable to the Ukrainians.
On April 18, as the campaign continued, the Supreme Council created a commission with representatives of the Allied
and Associated Powers, headed by General Louis Botha of
South Africa, to deal with the Ukrainian-Polish problem. After
several weeks of hearings, on May 12 the Botha commission
proposed a conditional armistice, leaving to the Ukrainians
the Drohobych-Boryslav oil fields and limiting Polish and
Ukrainian forces in eastern Galicia to twenty thousand men
each.
This proposal was, however, rejected by the Poles.
While the Botha Commission was attempting to settle the
conflict, the Poles were preparing for renewed aggression and
on May 15, reinforced by six divisions (100,000 men) formed,
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trained, and equipped in France, began a general offensive.
The poorly equipped Ukrainian troops could not stand for
long against a large and fresh Polish army. On May 21, the
Ukrainian delegation in Paris sent a note to the president of
the peace conference asking for a halt to the Polish offensive,
but no action was taken.
As the Poles advanced eastward, the Romanian command
of the Bukovina-Khotyn front demanded that the Ukrainians
evacuate the southern part of eastern Galicia. This change
represented a serious setback to the Galician Army through
the loss of its only supplies of ammunition and its isolation
from the outside world. On May 26, the Ukrainians abandoned Stanyslaviv (Ivano-Frankivske), the temporary capital
of western Ukraine, and retreated to Chortkiv. During this
critical period, the Galician Army launched on June 7 the
“Chortkiv offensive,” driving the Polish forces back to the west
about eighty miles. After three weeks of successful fighting,
the Ukrainian advance halted, having expended the available
ammunition and supplies. The Poles had concentrated a large
force and launched a new offensive along the entire front. At
the end of June the Galician Army began a general withdrawal,
conducting only rearguard actions to assure an orderly retreat.
On June 25, the Supreme Council decided the fate of eastern
Galicia by authorizing Poland to occupy it:
To protect the persons and property of the peaceful population of eastern Galicia against the danger to which they are
exposed by the Bolshevik bands, the Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated Powers has decided to authorize the forces
of the Polish Republic to pursue their operations as far as the
river Zbruch. This authorization does not in any way affect the
decisions to be taken later by the Supreme Council for the settlement of the political status of Galicia. W
On July 2, the Ukrainian delegation in Paris protested this
act, declaring: “The decision of the Supreme Council does not
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and reinforced with Ukrainian Galician prisoners from foreign
countries and Russian territories. The Sich Riflemen were not
considered a Galician unit. Liaison officers would be assigned
from the Denikin command. Finally, it was agreed that the
Galician Army would not be employed against the Directory.
General Tarnavs’kyi and his chief of staff, Colonel
Shamanek, were removed from their commands by the
Western Ukrainian government and, together with others
who negotiated with Denikin, were put under court-martial,
but the final Galician-Russian treaty was signed in Odessa
on November 17, 1919, and ratified within forty-eight hours.
Although the Galician-Russian agreement was only a tactical
expediency “to save the Army,” the Directory considered
it an act of betrayal. Facing a highly unfavorable military
situation, Petliura decided to continue the fighting in the form
of guerrilla warfare and seek support from the Entente via
alliance with Poland.
The Directory had had to face more serious domestic and
foreign problems than its predecessor, the hetman government. Although initially it had received overwhelming support
from the population, it was ill prepared to guide the state
in such a revolutionary period. The Directory itself was not
internally united, in action or idea, concerning state problems.
Such leading figures as Hrushevs’kyi and Vynnychenko found
themselves outside the government and eventually left the
country at the time when they were most needed. Moreover,
the constant changes of the cabinet from socialist to nonsocialist to please foreign powers undermined the confidence
of the radically minded population in its government. The
Directory’s social policy satisfied neither the upper classes,
especially not the landlords, nor the revolutionary peasants
and workers. It also failed to win the understanding and
cooperation of the national minorities in Ukraine.
The activities of the hetman and his supporters, the Germans and Austrians, had strengthened the Bolshevik sympa201

there were neither ammunition, medicine, food, clothing, no
reinforcement of men and horses… [Moreover] there was no
hope that the situation could soon change in our favor.”43
Gradually the Ukrainian troops retreated northwest, where
they found themselves surrounded by hostile forces: the Poles
on the west, the Bolsheviks on the northeast, and Denikin on
the south and southeast.
Therefore the commander of the Galician Army, General
Myron Tarnasv’kyi, who felt the military pressure at the front,
decided to negotiate with Denikin. He knew the Volunteer
Army was a “living corpse,” but could still crush the diseaseweakened Ukrainian Army.44 Although the president of the
Western Ukrainian government, Dr. Evhen Petrushevych, opposed such a venture, the general unilaterally sent a mission to
negotiate for the exchange of prisoners of war and to find out
on what terms Denikin would conclude an armistice with both
Ukrainian armies. On November 1 the delegation contacted
General Slashchov who told them Denikin was willing to
negotiate with the Galician Army as an extraterritorial army,
but not with the Directory’s army, which, in his opinion,
belonged to the Russian state and must be demobilized.45
On November 6, 1919, the Galician delegation and representatives of the Volunteer Army signed a preliminary treaty
at Ziatkivstsi, a railroad junction west of Uman’. The treaty
provided for full internal autonomy of the Galician Army under control of the government of the Western Province of the
Ukrainian National Republic. The army itself was guaranteed a
rest period before being redeployed, during which it would be
transferred to a region free of typhus, given medical support,
43
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embody the triumph of right and justice.”40 The protest, however, was ignored.
Under these circumstances the Galician Army had no recourse but to abandon its territory and retreat across the river
Zbruch, where the Directory troops held a narrow but gradually expanding strip of territory. The West Ukrainian government faced two alternatives: to join the Directory against the
Bolsheviks, or to accept the Bolsheviks’ offer of an alliance and
supplies of arms and ammunition against Poland. The government decided on the former course, and on July 16, the army
of about one hundred thousand men and a majority of the civil
administration began to cross the Zbruch.7
The trauma of the move was described by an eyewitness:
Grief gripped ray heart in my breast as I watched the
Ukrainian people of Galicia being forced to abandon their
own land. And before whom? Before Polish invaders who
for an entire century had been filling Europe and America
with their weeping and prayers to God and the people that
they were unfortunate, enslaved. And now —they themselves
were coming to enslave our land by fire and sword; they were
coming not even on their own strength, but by the aid of the
French.⁇
Almost immediately after the completion of the crossing, the
two armies began their offensive because the size of their small
territory, only thirty-five kilometers in breadth and fifty-five
kilometers in width, did not permit a defense in depth against
the repeated Bolshevik attacks. After consideration of other directions for an advance, Petliura decided to push the operation
toward Kyiv, with precautionary thrusts both to the north, on
Shepetivka, and to the south, on Odessa. In spite of strong Bolshevik resistance, the Ukrainian troops advanced rapidly, aided
in part by the advance of Denikin and by the uprisings of the
40
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partisans in the Bolsheviks’ rear. Although the Ukrainian command secured its rear in the west through the mediation of the
Entente and by signing an armistice with the Poles on September 1, it neglected to coordinate its advance with Denikin’s simultaneous offensive in the Left Bank or to issue a timely and
precise order governing the actions of its troops in case they
encountered the Denikin troops.41 Petliura hoped that the preemption of Kyiv might force Denikin to recognize a communality of interest against the Bolsheviks, and to advance north
rather than open another front.
In spite of the Bolsheviks’ staunch defense in the Kyiv area,
after several days of fighting the Ukrainian troops entered the
capital on August 30. The next day, Denikin’s superior force
made its way into the city and the Ukrainian troops withdrew
from Kyiv to avoid opening a third front. Thus Denikin’s attack not only prevented a Ukrainian advance against the Bolsheviks, but saved the latter’s position in Ukraine by enabling
three divisions of the Fourteenth Army, which had been cut
off by the Ukrainian and Denikin troops, to pass from the region of Odessa-Voznesenske north to Zhytomyr, where they
joined the main Bolshevik forces. Although the Directory tried
to avert conflict with Denikin, both through negotiations with
him and appeals to the Allies, it failed, and on September 24 it
declared war and turned its main forces against Denikin.42
The retreat from the liberated capital was a great psychological and strategic blow to the Ukrainian Army. Exhausted
by constant fighting, lacking ammunition and equipment,
41
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it could not withstand for long the attacks of Denikin’s
well-nourished and well-armed forces. Moreover, the cold and
rainy autumn followed by an early heavy winter, coupled
with the lack of clothing and medical supplies, brought about
a disastrous typhus epidemic that spread among soldiers and
civilians. In the area of operations, all residences and public
buildings were filled with sick soldiers; hospitals intended for
100 accommodated more than 1,000 patients. Thousands of
soldiers were dying from disease while others, nearly barefoot
and badly clothed, froze in the open fields. The peasants were
decimated by disease while giving aid to the soldiers. The
blockade by the Entente prevented the Ukrainian government
from obtaining medical supplies and ultimately the fighting
strength of the Ukrainian Army was reduced by 70 percent by
the spread of typhus.
This tragic situation was described by an American correspondent:
It is not too much to say that about every third person in
Kamenets has typhus. In other cities the situation is the same.
In the army it is even worse. At Vapniarka I was with Petliura
at a review of a frontier garrison where out of a thousand
troops at least two hundred had had typhus. Against this
epidemic Petliura’s government is quite powerless to make
headway. The Ukrainians are condemned to death by the fact
that the Entente is backing Denikin. In an interview I had
with Petliura he begged that, if only for humanity’s sake, the
Red Cross would send over a mission to fight typhus. Let me
add here that right across the river in Romania are all the
medical supplies necessary… We do not ask for any gratuitous
help from the Allies. We only want our frontiers opened so
that we can trade our products for manufactured articles and
equipment. Let them open Odessa. We do not ask them to
pour in supplies free of charge to us, as they do to Denikin.*®
The Galician Army, however, suffered the most. As General
IUrko Tiutiunyk observed, its situation “was indeed desperate:
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The Eleventh Army has ceased to exist. It has
finally gone to pieces. The enemy occupies cities
and stanitsas almost without resistance… There
are no shells or bullets… We are all perishing in
the unequal struggle, but we will not disgrace our
honor by fleeing.12
Denikin secured his rear by defeating the North Caucasian
Red Army and proceeded north in pursuit of the Bolshevik
forces. In spite of a lack of cooperation between the Volunteer,
Kuban, and Don armies, they succeeded in driving the Bolsheviks from the Don and Kuban basins and the North Caucasus.
While the fighting was still going on, General Alekseev,
the supreme leader of the Volunteer Army, died on October
8, 1918. After his death the command of the army passed to
General Denikin while nonmilitary affairs were referred to
a “Special Council” (Osoboe Sovieshchanie) attached to the
commander in chief in Ekaterinodar. Toward the end of the
year, with the Bolsheviks in the northern Don threatening
Novocherkassk, and under pressure from the British military
representatives, the Don government concluded an agreement
with Denikin that guaranteed the Don’s autonomous status
while Krasnov “reluctantly and halfheartedly” recognized
Denikin as commander in chief of the “Armed Forces of South
Russia,” including the Don Army, in operational matters.13
In the meantime the strength of the Volunteer Army substantially increased following a forced mobilization in the occupied region outside the Kuban, and the use of the Red prisoners. Moreover, in November of 1918, about five thousand Terek
Cossacks, who opposed the Bolsheviks, joined Denikin. Subsequently Denikin reorganized all his forces into three armies:
the Volunteer Corps, under General Vladimir Z. Mai-Maevskii,
12
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The congress also devoted its attention to the problem of
mobilization. Although the Makhno partisan army at this time
numbered some thirty thousand men,15 the Bolshevik policy
of violence to the peoples’ freedom and the Denikin threat demanded greater strength. After a long and passionate debate,
the “Congress rejected ‘compulsory’ mobilization, opting for
an ‘obligatory’ one; that is, each peasant who is able to carry
arms, should recognize his obligation to enlist in the ranks of
the partisans and to defend the interests of the entire toiling
people of Ukraine.”16
The main contribution to civil administration was the establishment of a Regional Revolutionary Military Council of
Peasants, Workers, and Partisans, a permanent body consisting of representatives of thirty-two volosti of Katerynoslav and
Tavriia provinces and partisan units. The council’s task was
to ensure the execution of the resolutions of the congresses,
which were to be held at regular intervals: however, it had no
authority to take any political or military initiative.
The congress accepted a resolution
… against plunder, violence, and anti-Jewish pogroms committed by various obscure individuals disguising themselves
under the name of honest partisans… In some places national
antagonism assumed the form of Jewish pogroms—a result of
the old outlived dictatorial regime. The tsarist government was
poisoning the irresponsible masses against the Jews, hoping to
hurl down all its own evils and crimes upon the poor Jews and
thus turn the attention of all toiling people away from the real
reason for their poverty—the tsarist dictatorship’s oppression
and its freebooters.17
On the land question the congress resolved that:
15
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The land question should be decided on a Ukraine-wide scale
at an all-Ukrainian congress of peasants on the following bases:
in the interests of socialism and the struggle against the bourgeoisie, all land should be transferred to the hands of the toiling peasants. According to the principle that “the land belongs
to nobody” and can be used only by those who care about it,
who cultivate it, the land should be transferred to the toiling
peasantry of Ukraine for their use without pay according to
the norm of equal distribution.18
The resolution of the congress, which was written by the anarchists, left Socialist Revolutionaries, and the chairmanship,
was accepted 150 to 29, with 20 abstentions. It was also approved by Makhno.19
The conflict of the Bolshevik authorities with the population also included the Makhno partisans. Makhno’s aim was to
fight the more dangerous enemy, the Volunteer Army, but he
misjudged the Bolsheviks’ strength and aims. He assumed that
the coming conflict with the Bolsheviks could be confined to
the realm of ideas, feeling that the strong revolutionary ideas
of the peasants together with their distrust of the foreign invaders were the best guarantees of the territory of the Makhno
movement. But, by making an agreement with Makhno, the
Bolsheviks hoped not only to use the partisans to their own
ends but to absorb them into the ranks of the Red Army and
subsequently to neutralize them. This would free the hands of
the Bolshevik authorities to pacify the populace and to reduce
it to obedience.
The Bolsheviks, however, soon found that their hope was in
vain. Although they had success on the front, their attempts
to establish control in the newly occupied territories only antagonized the population. In Katerynoslav, five days after the
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sack partisans and by defecting Red soldiers, especially those
who had been conscripted from the local Cossacks. By the middle of July the army consisted of about thirty thousand men.
With this strength Denikin attacked an eighty-thousand-man
Bolshevik force with one hundred guns and large reserve supplies, which was, however, poorly organized, led, and disciplined. Denikin captured substantial quantities of stores, locomotives, and rolling stock, and gained control of several vital
railroad junctions, undermining Bolshevik military initiative.
Although he had lost 25 to 30 percent of his men, Denikin attacked large Bolshevik forces in Ekaterinodar and on August
16, after three days, captured the city.
Denikin’s immediate aims after capturing Ekaterinodar
were to drive the Bolshevik forces out of the Kuban and North
Caucasus, to strengthen the Volunteer Army, and to establish
relations with the Allies. By capturing Ekaterinodar and
Novorossisk, Denikin consolidated his control over the west
Kuban. In the fall serious fighting developed around Armavir
and Stavropol between Denikin’s forces of more than thirtyfive thousand men, and the hundred-and-fifty-thousand-man
North Caucasian Red Army over control of the rest of Kuban
and North Caucasus. Although the Volunteer Army and the
Kuban Cossacks were weaker, they successfuly resisted the
Red Army’s offensives. Concurrently, a bitter disagreement
developed among the Bolshevik leaders concerning the
strategy to defeat Denikin that substantially weakened the
Bolshevik effort. Moreover, the Bolsheviks’ military situation
was unfavorable, as they had lost the main towns, the more
fertile crop lands, and many supplies to Denikin and by the
beginning of 1919, they finally were routed. Denikin captured
more than fifty thousand prisoners and large military stores.11
On January 24, Sergei Ordzhonokidze, the commissar on the
Caucasus front, cabled Lenin:
11
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Tsaritsyn would give General Denikin a good,
strictly Russian base, gun and munitions factories,
and a great amount of different military supplies,
not to mention money. [Thus] the Volunteer
Army would cease to depend upon the Cossacks.9
Denikin, however, replied that under no circumstances
would he go to Tsaritsyn, arguing that the Kuban Cossacks
would not follow him and without them the Volunteer Army
would be too weak. The real reason, however, was Denikin’s
desire to acquire a large quantity of supplies, especially
military ones, in the Don and to enlist the Cossacks in the
Volunteer Army because he did not wish to be accompanied
by a separate, though associated, army. Moreover, at the end
of May 1918, Hetman Skoropads’kyi was negotiating with the
Kuban delegation in Kyiv concerning a union of Kuban with
Ukraine and the liberation of the Kuban from the Bolsheviks.
Plans were made to transport 15,000 Ukrainian troops across
the Sea of Azov, in order to prevent Denikin from obtaining control of the Kuban. Denikin wished to forestall this
expedition to the Kuban.10 Thus, the roads of Denikin and
Krasnov parted; the Cossacks advanced northward, driving
the Bolsheviks from the Don during May, while Denikin was
preparing for the second march southward toward the Kuban.
By the end of May, the Volunteer Army consisted of five
infantry and eight cavalry regiments and five batteries, in all
nine thousand men and twenty-one guns. Soon the Army had
been strengthened by Colonel Drozdovskii’s unit consisting of
about twenty-five thousand well-armed and equipped men, including artillery, armored cars, and even airplanes. On June 10,
the army began to advance south along the railroad lines, its
ranks being gradually swelled en route by anti-Bolshevik Cos9
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occupation of the city the Extraordinary Commission (Cheka)
began to arrest “counterrevolutionaries,” who were imprisoned
or shot without trial. At the same time the city was surrounded
by military guards who mercilessly seized the produce that
peasants attempted to bring to the market. The city’s stores of
food were monopolized and forwarded as supplies to Moscow,
subjecting the people of the city to terror and famine. It was
the agricultural policy, however, that set the peasants against
the Bolsheviks. The Provisional Workers’ and Peasants’ Government of Ukraine decreed that all lands formerly belonging
to the landlords should be expropriated and transformed into
state farms. Sugar refineries and distilleries, with all properties
belonging to them since 1913, would also be expropriated by
the state.
The Bolshevik expropriation policy was countervailed by
the peasants’ resistance based upon their assumption that “the
land belongs to nobody … it can be used only by those who
care about it, who cultivate it.” Thus the peasants maintained
that all the property of the former landlords was now by right
their own. This attitude was shared not only by the rich and
middle peasants but also by the poor and landless, for they
all wished to be independent farmers. The poorer the areas,
the more dissatisfied were the peasants with the Bolshevik
decrees.
Thus Communist agricultural policy and terrorism brought
about a strong reaction against the new Bolshevik regime.
By the middle of 1919, all peasants, rich and poor, distrusted
the Bolsheviks. On March 27, in the area of Orikhiv, Tavriia
province, a former Makhno detachment, consisting of some
two thousand men, two guns, and eight machine guns, arose
against the Communists.20 Three hundred Bolshevik caval20
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rymen were promptly sent from Oleksandrivs’k to fight the
partisans, but instead they joined them and began to move
toward Oleksandrivs’k.
Because of apprehension that the uprisings might spread to
the entire area occupied by Makhno troops, it was decided “to
take extraordinary measures … to suppress the uprisings [however] it was necessary to dispatch only Russian or international
units; local troops were unsuitable for this purpose.” Accordingly a regiment of internationalists was dispatched from the
front against the partisans. Subsequently more uprisings took
place in other areas. According to a report on April 4, partisan bands had destroyed railway and a reparation train in
Ol’shanytsia, Poltava province, while another detachment of
150 men from Lubni district moved against the Communists at
Zolotonosha, Poltava province.
The anti-Communist attitude of the rural population was
shared by some of the troops. Strong propaganda was conducted in the army against the “Moscovites” and the “present
authority.” Anti-Communist feeling was particularly evident
in the First and Second Divisions that were organized in the
Neutral Zone in 1918, and consisted partially of Ukrainian
refugees. At one regimental meeting, some soldiers called for
an uprising against the Communists and at the same time
glorified Makhno. One of the Communists, IAkovlev, in a
speech in 1920, complained that at that time (1919):
[Makhno] was a real peasant idol, an expression of all peasant spontaneity struggling against … Communists in the cities
and simultaneously against city capitalists and landowners. In
the Makhno movement it is difficult to distinguish where the
poor peasant begins [and] the “kulak” ends.21 It was a spontaneous peasant movement… In the village we had no foothold,

These activities brought about widespread uprisings against
the Bolsheviks at the end of March 1918. The Cossacks received
support from the troops of Colonel Drozdovskii, who came
from the Romanian front, and unsuccessfully attacked the Bolsheviks in Rostov on April 21—22, 1918. On April 25 he advanced to Novocherkassk and, with the Cossacks, drove the
enemy from the capital of the Don. Meanwhile, German troops
were advancing to the Don from Ukraine, driving the Bolsheviks from Taganrog on May 1, and from Rostov on May 8. On
May 11, after General Anatolii M. Nazarov, the successor of
Ataman Kaledin, and six other officers were arrested and executed by the Bolsheviks, the Assembly of Don Cossacks elected
General Peter N. Krasnov Ataman of the Don. Krasnov entered
into negotiations with the Germans and succeeded in obtaining arms and ammunition for the newly formed Don Army.8
He then proposed that Denikin join him to fight the Bolsheviks
at the Tsaritsyn (Volgograd) front:
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but lack of good organization kept them from concerted action,
and soon they went back to their settlements. The Bolsheviks
gradually extended their regime to almost all the main centers
of the Don, but the wholesale requisitions and plundering by
the Red troops created a great deal of hostility. According to a
former Bolshevik official:
In the towns were dozens of different Red detachments. Most of them were disinte- grating
and addicted to banditism. They demanded much
for their maintenance and refused under various
pretexts to go to the front. Looting, theft, assaults,
robberies increased.7
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in Rostov: “how many young men loaf in crowds at Sadova. If
only a fifth of them would enlist in the army, the Bolsheviks
would cease to exist.’
On the other hand, the anti-Bolshevik forces had not
accepted the new order that was brought to life by the
Revolution. After the death of Kornilov, the leaders of the
movement strove to reestablish the old order. According to
General Shkuro:
Kornilov’s program was clear and understandable; with the
gradual success of the Volunteer Army, its program became
more and more unclear and blurred. The idea of democracy
was not carried out decisively in anything. Even we, the senior
commanders, now could not answer the question of what exactly is the program of the Volunteer Army at least in its basic
features.^
The founder of the Volunteer Army, General Alekseev, in a
letter to Vasilii Shulgin on June 5, 1918, wrote:
Concerning our slogan—Constituent Assembly—it
is necessary to keep in mind that we brought it
up only because of necessity. It will not be mentioned at all in our first proclamation, now being
prepared. Our sympathies ought to be clear to you,
but to reveal them here openly would be a mistake
because the population would give it a hostile reception. We disassociate ourselves from the former
slogan. To declare a new one we need appropriate
conditions, especially territory under our control.
This will come about as soon as we switch over to
our active program.5
After Ataman Kaledin’s suicide, the Cossacks began to act on
the appeals he had made and stand up against the Bolsheviks,6
5
6
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there was not one element with which we could join that would
be our ally in the struggle against the bandits.22
The more oppressive the Bolshevik policy, the more the
peasants supported Makhno. Consequently, the Bolsheviks
began to organize more systematically against the Makhno
movement, both as an ideology and as a social movement.
The campaign was waged in the press, speeches, and orders
of the central authorities. Makhno and his movement were
described as “kulak … counterrevolutionary,” and his activities
were condemned as harmful to the revolution. Meanwhile the
flow of arms, ammunition, and other supplies for the Makhno
partisans was substantially reduced.23
At this point, the Revolutionary Military Council called a
Third Regional Congress of Peasants, Workers, and Partisans
at Huliai-Pole on April 10, 1919. It was composed of delegates
from seventy-two districts representing over two million people. Its aim was to clarify the situation and to consider the
prospects for the future of the region. The congress decided
to conduct a voluntary mobilization of men born in the ten
years from 1889 to 1898, beginning on April 27, and rejected,
with the approval of both rich and poor peasants, the Bolshevik
expro-pnations.
The activity of the congress irked the Bolshevik authorities.
Dy-benko dispatched a telegram to the congress declaring it
“counterrevolutionary” and branding its organizers as “outlaws,” in response to which the delegates voted an indignant
protest. Later the council sent Dybenko a lengthy sarcastic
reply: “ ‘Comrade’ Dybenko, you are still, it seems, rather
new in the revolutionary movement of Ukraine, and we shall
have to tell you about its very beginnings.” It denounced the
22
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Bolsheviks who, it said, came to “establish laws of violence to
subjugate a people who have just overthrown all lawmakers
and all laws … if one day the Bolshevik idea succeeds among
the workers, the Revolutionary Military Council … will be
necessarily replaced by another organization ‘more revolutionary’ and Bolshevik. But meanwhile, do not interfere with
us.”24
Although the conflict did not break Makhno’s military cooperation, it embittered the Bolshevik authorities because they
lost their hope for easy integration of the region of the Makhno
movement with its difficulties created by the partisans. The Bolshevik agents in the area reported that “in the Makhno region
there is presently no possibility for the activities of the Communists, who are secretly killed.”25
Apart from the Bolsheviks’ objections to the congresses,
which Makhno encouraged and protected, direct difficulties
between Makhno and the Bolsheviks also developed. When
Makhno’s troops occupied the city of Mariupol on March 27,
large stacks of coal and grain were found that the Bolshevik
leaders wanted to send to Russia. Makhno, however, refused
to deliver the commodities save in exchange for manufactured
goods. These conflicts convinced the Bolsheviks that they
had to overcome the Makhno movement by force. The anti-
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forcements, and an opportunity to rest; -but before he reached
it, it was surrendered to the Bolsheviks, and the government of
the Kuban fled into the villages in the foothills of the Caucasus.
Kornilov established contact with the forces of the Kuban
government and with difficulty persuaded them to agree on
unification of both armies. On April 8, 1918, this army of about
seven thousand men attacked the Bolsheviks in Ekaterinodar.
Although the army had experienced commanders and military
training, it was severely beaten because of the Bolshevik
superiority in numbers and artillery. On April 13, in spite of
great losses, Kornilov was preparing a second attack when he
was mortally wounded. Although the command immediately
passed to General Denikin, the death of Kornilov and heavy
losses broke the spirit of the troops and the planned attack was
given up. Denikin decided, with the Kuban government and
the Rada, which gave the Volunteer Army substantial material
and moral support and new recruits, to retreat northward
together toward the Don. The fighting continued during the
movement, and after almost two weeks, on May 4, 1918,
Denikin brought the five-thousand-man army to the frontier
of the Don and Kuban Basins. Over four hundred of his men
were killed and more than fifteen hundred were wounded.
After receiving information about the uprisings in the Don,
Denikin decided to assist the Don Cossacks, hoping to gain new
recruits and arms, and also to enhance his own political standing in the Don. The Kuban government and the Rada, however,
decided to return to the Kuban to fight the enemy at home.
The Volunteer Army, despite the high quality of its leaders,
its military training, and the courage of its men, failed to free
the Kuban Basin from the Bolsheviks, just as it had failed before to defend the Don Basin. The population of those regions
had not yet decided which side it would support. As General
I. A. Poliakov observed: “according to a rough estimate about
six thousand officers were idle in Novocherkassk.” Similarly,
General Kornilov complained about the attitude of young men
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entrusted with the organization and command of the army;
and Kaledin, who was responsible for organization of the
Don Army. Thus Alekseev’s volunteer organization became a
Volunteer Army.
Officers, military and naval cadets, students, and high
school boys began to arrive and enlist, but there were very
few soldiers among the volunteers. An officer of the German
command in Kyiv acknowledged that the Volunteer Army
was steadily growing, but that it was “All officers; there were,
however, no soldiers in it.”2 Hence the Volunteer Army took
on a class rather than a national character, was strongly
sympathetic to the old order, and had no appeal to the lower
classes of society.
As the threat of the Bolsheviks increased, Kornilov decided
to launch an expedition against them in Tsaritsyn; however,
the Don Cossacks, especially those regiments returning from
the front, were unwilling to fight; they too were imbued with
bolshevism. Moreover, Bolshevik pressure on Novocherkassk
compelled Kornilov toward the end of January 1918 to transfer the headquarters of the army to Rostov, but by February 22,
Bolshevik advances forced him to retreat toward the Kuban
Basin, where the Cossacks were less affected by Bolshevik propaganda than were those of the Don.3 Kornilov also hoped to
get in touch with the British at Baku. In the meantime, Ataman Kaledin, having failed to gain support from his Cossacks
in defending the Don against the Bolshevik invasion, committed suicide on February 24, 1918.4
The nucleus of the Volunteer Army retreated into the steppe,
surrounded and assailed by Bolsheviks, more numerous and
better armed than the Volunteers. In Ekaterinodar, Kornilov
had expected to find a large quantity of war materials, rein2
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Makhno campaign, especially in the press, was intensified,
denouncing the partisans as “anarcho-bandits” and “kulaks.”
Meanwhile Trotsky, who had arrived in Ukraine to lead the
forthcoming offensive, advised Lenin:
To obtain bread and coal from the Mariupil’ area and
discipline Makhno’s anarchist bands, we must organize a
large detachment, consisting of a reliable Cheka battalion,
several hundred Baltic Fleet sailors who have an interest in
obtaining coal and bread, a supply detachment of Moscow or
Ivano-Voznesenske workers, and some thirty serious Party
workers. Only on these conditions will an advance in the
Mariupil’-Taganrog direction become possible.26
Other Bolshevik leaders, however, undertook a number
of investigative visits to Makhno, attempting to improve the
situation by criticism and friendly persuasion. On April 29,
Antonov-Ovseenko paid a visit to Makhno at Huliai-Pole to
inspect his front and to find out the mood of the partisans.27
On May 4—5 Lev B. Kamenev (Rozenfeld), deputy chairman
of the Politburo, visited Makhno at Huliai-Pole, on the authorization of the All-Russian Council of Defense, to assure
Makhno’s cooperation. Although during his visit Kamenev
tried to display a friendly attitude toward the partisans and
peasants, calling them heroes for fighting bravely against
their enemies, when he spoke about the Bolsheviks’ policy of
supporting poor peasants, they protested, maintaining that
“we are all poor.” In his official meeting with Makhno and
his staff, Kamenev became less friendly, complaining about
transportation difficulties, persecution of the Communists in
26
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the area of Makhno’s operations, and about the independent
mobilization by the Revolutionary Military Council, which he
suggested should be dissolved. Makhno’s answer was that the
council was elected by the people and could be dissolved only
by them.28 He also spoke of the population’s resentment of the
Communist commissars sent from Russia and of the Cheka’s
activities.
The visit had no material effect on relations between the
Bolsheviks and Makhno, nor did it change the opinions of either party. However, later Kamenev assured Dybenko that “all
rumors of separatist or anti-Soviet plans on the part of the
brigade and its commander, Makhno, are baseless. I saw in
Makhno an honest and brave fighter who is fighting the Whites
and foreign conquerors under difficult conditions.
Soon, however, the whole military situation changed when
Otaman Hryhor’iv, the main commander on the southwestern
front, staged an uprising against the Bolsheviks that soon
spread across three provinces and collapsed the southwestern
front. This uprising subsequently affected Makhno’s relationships with the Bolsheviks, who feared a similar occurrence on
the southeastern front, and with Hryhor’iv himself.
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17. The Volunteer Army and
Makhno
During the winter of 1917—18, a Volunteer Army had been
formed in the Don Basin by General Mikhail V. Alekseev. the
former commander in chief of the Russian Army, with the
permission of General Aleksei M. Kaledin, ataman of the Don
Cossacks. To aid the recruiting, Alekseev organized secret
societies in Russia and Ukraine, helping officers to make
their way to the Don. These societies were in close contact
with public organizations that aided them financially. Initially
the organization grew slowly, but the escape of generals
Lavr G. Kornilov, Denikin, Ivan P. Romanovskii, Aleksandr
S. Lukomskii, Sergei L. Markov, and others from Bykhov on
December 2, 1917, had a felicitous effect on the movement’s
growth.1 Kornilov intended to proceed to Siberia and organize
a strong army, but the representatives of the National Center
in Moscow who came to Novocherkassk insisted that Kornilov
remain in the Don and work with Alekseev and Kaledin. Kornilov finally consented and on January 7, 1918, the supreme
authority of the Russian anti-Bolshevik movement was vested
in a triumvirate composed of Alekseev, who assumed authority over political and financial affairs; Kornilov, who was
1
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viks’ rear, which subsequently attacked strongholds, troops,
police, trains, and food collectors. At about the same time, the
Makhno movement was seriously threatened by the major
offensive of the Volunteer Army. This was the main enemy
that Makhno fought, stubbornly and uncompromisingly, from
the end of 1918 to the end of 1919. Its social and anti-Ukrainian
policies greatly antagonized all segments of Ukrainian society.
The result of this was an increased resistance to the Volunteer
Army and its regime and a substantial strengthening of the
Makhno movement.

15. Nykyfor Hryhor’iv
Next to Makhno, Nykyfor Oleksandrovych Hryhor’iv was
the most prominent and colorful partisan leader of the Revolution. He succeeded in uniting over twenty partisan groups under his command, organizing them into a strong army in the
lower Right Bank. A gifted and remarkable organizer, a brilliant and fearless commander who knew and enjoyed fighting,
he was also the personification of the desires and ideas of the
peasantry. Physically he was a medium-sized, stocky, strongly
built brunet with a nasal voice and a pockmarked face that gave
him a rather stern appearance. He acted self-confidently, with
the composed bearing of the military profession.1
Hryhor’iv was born about 1885,2 in Zastavia, a suburb of
Dunaivtsi, in Ushytsia district, Podillia province. He was the
eldest of four children; his father, Oleksander Servetnyk, was a
state alcoholic beverage manager, and his three uncles were all
literate, respectable, rich peasants. Nykyfor changed Servetnyk
to Hryhor’iv, probably because he found the two side by side in
the local or family records. Hryhor’iv first attended school at
Dunaivtsi and later completed a two-class state school in Nova
Ushytsia that was known as the best school in the district.3
1
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During his school years, in his room shared with seven
schoolmates, he would talk at night with great enthusiasm
about the Zaporozhian Sich and the Cossacks, assuring them
that when he was grown up he would join the Don Cossacks. However, neither he nor his schoolmates knew what
happened to the Sich and the Cossacks, or that the Kuban
Cossacks were the descendants of the Zaporozhian Cossacks.
In fact, several years later he did try to join the Don Cossacks
but was rejected. However, when the Russo-Japanese War
broke out, Hryhor’iv joined the Cossack cavalry and fought
in Manchuria. After a distinguished war service, he joined the
police force at Proskuriv (KhmeFnyts’kyi). In 1914 he volunteered for the army and eventually rose to the rank of staff
captain, serving in the Fifty-Eighth Infantry Regiment. He was
wounded several times and decorated for his distinguished
service.4
In the Revolution of 1917, Hryhor’iv was commander of a
troop-train station at Berdychiv. He was very active in the
Ukrainian military movement and was popular among the
soldiers of the Berdychiv garrison. Hryhor’iv and a senior
commissioned officer, Servetnyk, very often defended the
Ukrainian movement in the meetings of the Executive Committee of the Southwestern Front (Iskomitiuz).5 He also played
an active role in the soldiers’ revolutionary committee and in
the Ukrainian Military Congresses. It was then that he became
associated with Symon Petliura. During the Central Rada
he was otaman of the Ukrainian troops and supported the
Ukrainian government. After the fall of the Central Rada he
supported the hetman government, but after several months
he became disillusioned and joined the opposition. As early
as August 1918 Petliura commissioned him to prepare an
4
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three days after its publication. On June 9 Makhno sent a
telegram from the Haichur station to the Fourteenth Army, to
Voroshilov, Trotsky, Lenin, and Kamenev:
The whole official press, and also the CommunistBolshevik party press, has spread rumors about me
that are unworthy of a revolutionist. They wish to
make me seem a bandit, and accomplice of Hryhor’iv, a conspirator against the Soviet Republic
for the purpose of reestablishing capitalism… This
hostile attitude of the central authorities toward
die partisan movement, which is now becoming
aggressive, leads unavoidably to die creation of a
special internal front… The most effective means
of preventing the central authorities from committing this crime is, in my opinion, evident. I must
leave the post I occupy.5
Subsequently Makhno handed over his command and left
the front with a few of his close associates and a cavalry detachment. However, he called upon the partisans to remain at the
front to hold off Denikin’s forces. At the same time his regimental commanders promised to await the proper moment to return under his command. Meanwhile, Trotsky, instead of sending a replacement for Makhno, ordered Voroshilov and Commissar Valerii Mezhlauk to arrest him, but Makhno was warned
in advance and escaped. However, on June 15—16, members
of Makhno’s staff, Mykhalev-Pavlenko, Burbyha, and several
members of the Revolutionary Military Council, including Oliinyk, Korobka, Kostyn, Polunyna, and Dobroliubov, were captured and executed the next day.6
As soon as Makhno left the front he and his associates
began to organize new partisan detachments in the Bolshe5
6
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this congress can be only a new disgraceful revolt
in the spirit of Hryhor’iv, and the opening of
the front to the Whites, before whom Makhno’s
Brigade incessandy retreats because of the incompetence, criminal designs, and treason of its
leaders.
1. This Congress is forbidden and in no case
shall it be allowed.
2. All the worker-peasant population shall be
warned orally and in writing that participation in the Congress shall be considered an
act of state treason against the Soviet Republic and the front.
3. All the delegates to this Congress shall be arrested immediately and brought before the
Revolutionary Military Tribunal of the Fourteenth, formerly Second, Army.
4. Those who would spread the call of Makhno
and the Executive Committee on Huliai-Pole
shall be arrested.
5. The present order shall take effect as soon
as it is telegraphed and shall be widely
distributed locally, displayed in all public
places, and sent to the representatives of
district and village authorities, in general
to all Soviet authorities, and also to the
commanders and commissars of the military
units.4
The Fourth Regional Congress, called for June 15, could
not take place. Neither Makhno nor his staff received any
communication about this order, and found out about it only
4
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uprising against government and Austro-German forces in
Kherson province. When the uprising began, Hryhor’iv led a
popular revolt in the Olek-sandriia district. After establishing
the Directory’s authority in the area of operation, Hryhor’iv
annulled all the hetman’s decrees and reinstated the “Universals” of the Central Rada, establishing local democratic
self-government, and organized self-defense forces in the
towns and villages.6
Hryhor’iv’s real career began during his struggle against the
Germans and Allied intervention. For this purpose he tried to
unite all the partisan groups that had come into existence during the uprising under his control. In his “boastful telegrams”
to Petliura at the beginning of December, he claimed that he
had brought 117 small partisan groups under his command,
which, by December 10, consisted of 4,000 cavalrymen, 200
grenadiers, and an undisclosed number of infantry as well as 2
secret units in the city of Mykolaiv. After organizing a strong
force Hryhor’iv advanced against the Germans at Mykolaiv.
Nine versts from Mykolaiv he defeated a Volunteer unit at
Vodopii. Subsequently, Hryhor’iv came to a modus vivendi
with the Germans and on December 13 the partisans entered
the city. However, the German command, under pressure
from the commander of the British fleet near the city, forced
Hryhor’iv out.7
At the end of December Hryhor’iv sent a terse ultimatum
to the Germans at Mykolaiv demanding their withdrawal from
Ukraine:
I, Otaman Hryhor’iv, in the name of the partisans whom
I command, rising against the yoke of the bourgeoisie, with
a clear conscience, declare to you that you appeared here in
Ukraine as a blind instrument in the hands of our bourgeoisie,
that you are not democrats, but traitors to all the European
6
7
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democracies. If in four days you do not abandon Mykolaiv,
Dolyns’ka, and Znamenka, by foot, beginning at twelve o’clock
on the thirty-first, none of you will ever see his fatherland. You
will be destroyed, like flies, at the first wave of my hand. We
will not provide transportation for you. You had adequate time
to leave without saying goodbye. We consider you as accursed
enemies, but for humanity’s sake we are giving you four days
for withdrawal.”
As long as the Germans supported the hetman government,
they were the enemy of the Directory; however, after the fall
of the hetman and the Soviet Russian invasion, the presence of
the German troops was not a threat to the Directory. Moreover,
although the Germans were Hryhor’iv’s target, the real power
behind them was the Allies and Denikin. At that time the Germans were not at war with the Directory, but were charged by
the agreement with the Entente to maintain peace in Mykolaiv.
Thus Hryhor’iv’s military activity was in conflict with Directory policy. Although the Entente’s representatives in Odessa
ignored Ukrainian national interests and were tactless in their
dealing with the Ukrainian government, the Directory tried to
reach an understanding with the Entente at any cost and gain
its support in the struggle against the Red Army. Because of
its acquiescence to the Entente and its supporters, the Russian
Volunteers, the Directory not only lost the support of some parties and of the population, but “aroused opposition from both
the right and left.” In early January Hryhor’iv revolted against
the Directory because it had forbidden him to move against the
forces of the Entente.
In cooperation with the Bolsheviks, Hryhor’iv tried to
achieve what he could not with the Directory, to “drive the
Entente into the sea.” At the end of January 1919, Hryhor’iv
initiated negotiations with the Red Army command by sending a telegram to the Bolshevik revolutionary committee in
Oleksandrivs’k:

… it were better to permit the Whites to remain in
the Ukraina than to suffer Makhno. The presence
of the Whites … would influence the Ukrainian
peasantry in favor of the Soviet Government,
whereas Makhno and his povstantsi would never
make peace with the Bolsheviki; they would attempt to possess themselves of some territory and
to practice their ideas, which would be a constant
menace to the Communist Government.2
In his speech delivered at the Tenth Congress of the Russian
Communist Party in March 1921, Lenin, though not referring
specifically to Makhno, obviously had him in mind when he
said: “This petty bourgeois counterrevevolution is, no doubt,
more dangerous than Denikin, IUdenich, and Kolchak put together because we have to deal with a country where proletarians constitute a minority.’ In view of Bolshevik hostility and
the Denikin offensive, the partisans’ Revolutionary Military
Council decided to call a fourth congress of peasants, workers,
and partisans of Katerynoslav and Tavriia provinces and the adjacent districts in Kherson and Kharkiv provinces. The Council
sent telegrams to these places informing them of the calling of
an extraordinary congress on June 15, 1919, at Huliai-Pole.3
Trotsky’s response was an order issued on June 4:
To all Military Commissars and the Executive
Committees of the districts of Olek-sandrivs’k,
Mariupil’, Berdians’k, Bakhmut, Pavlohrad, and
Kherson… This Congress is directed squarely
against the Soviet government in Ukraine and
against the organization of the southern front,
which includes Makhno’s Brigade. The result of
2
3
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16. The Bolsheviks Break
with Makhno
Although the Bolsheviks appreciated Makhno’s struggle
against Denikin, they also recognized his movement as an
organized force opposing Bolshevik dictatorship in Ukraine.
Even before Makhno destroyed Hryhor’iv, the Bolsheviks
renewed their anti-Makhno propaganda. Trotsky, in particular, led a violent campaign against the Makhno movement.
He published a series of defensive articles in his paper Vputi
[On the road] in which he charged that all the Makhnovites’
talk of “down with the party, down with the Communists,
long live the nonparty Soviets!” was only a cunning device to
conceal the anarchists’ ambition to establish a government
of the “kulaks.”1 At the same time, the supplies of arms and
other war material to Makhno were stopped, thus weakening
the Makhno forces vis-a-vis the Denikin troops. Trotsky, an
advocate of extreme centralized discipline, concluded that
Makhno’s army was more of a menace than the Denikin army
and declared in June of 1919, according to Emma Goldman,
that

1
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I, the otaman of the partisans of Kherson and Tavriia
provinces, wish to speak with the representatives of the
authority in Oleksandrivs’k and to transmit very important
information. Will a representative of this authority speak with
me? I shall at once inform you of our platform, if the authority
in Oleksandrivs’k is democratic, not Cadet. Therefore, listen:
with the capitulation [probably-declaration] on January
25 [1919] Soviet rule has been established in Ukraine. The
Directory has fallen.
To replace the Directory a new government has been
formed of left SRs [Borot’-bists] and Ukrainian Bolsheviks…8
All twenty of my partisan detachments are fighting against
the independents and the supporters of the world bourgeoisie;
we are against the Directory, the Cadets, the English, the
Germans, and the French, whom the bourgeoisie have brought
to Ukraine.9
The Oleksandrivs’k Committee forwarded reports of their
negotiations to the commander of the Kharkiv group of the
Soviet Army, Vladimir K. Aussem, and received the following
reply:
Having heard the report of the representatives of your committee on the negotiations between your delegation and Otaman Hryhor’iv, I have to inform you that the High Command of
the Ukrainian Soviet Red Army can enter into negotiations or
agreements only upon these conditions: unconditional recognition of Soviet authority in Ukraine as represented by the
Provisional Workers’ and Peasants’ Government, which at the
present is in Kharkiv, … and subordination to the high military
command of the Soviet Red Army of Ukraine.10
Although the Bolsheviks recognized the importance of
Hryhor’iv’s twenty detachments of 23,000 men, with some
8
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artillery and a considerable number of machine guns, they
correctly estimated that the success of their advance on Kyiv
would weaken Hryhor’iv’s bargaining power and cause him
to submit. In a telephone conversation with a Bolshevik representative on February 1, 1919, he recognized the supremacy
of the Kharkiv government and the Soviet military command,
albeit conditionally:
I wish to regard our agreement, or more precisely my agreement, with you as tactical. I agree to your conditions and recognize your supreme command, provided that in the future the
decision of unification of the higher command rests with your
center and ours. I think that your command and ours will reach
an agreement, since we shall not argue over authority. Power
should belong to the people through their elected representatives; our supreme authority and yours are temporary and revolutionary. The permanent government will be formed not by
us or by you, but by the people.11
Khristian Rakovskii, the head of the Kharkiv government,
reported to Chicherin that:
Hryhor’iv recognized the supremacy of the authority of the
Provisional Workers’ and Peasants’ Government of Ukraine
and the Command of the Revolutionary Military Council, leaving it to the Ukrainian SR government, established on the right
bank of the Dnieper, to negotiate a political agreement with
us.12
Although circumstances brought about the merging of Hryhor’iv’s partisan army with the Red Army, he did not share
Bolshevik political goals. His alignment with them reflected
the confidence of the peasants in Bolshevik promises. Like
Makhno, he retained command of his forces and continued to
be as active as before, but completely avoided political issues.

his bravery, Hryhor’iv was buried with honors, as a military
hero. Subsequently, Makhno wired the news to Lenin.
Although the Hryhor’iv movement lasted less than one year,
it greatly affected the course of the Ukrainian Revolution and
the development of the international situation. By abandoning the Directory and joining the Red Army, Hryhor’iv accelerated the Bolshevik advance in Ukraine. Although Hryhor’iv
reflected the mood and social aspirations of the Ukrainian peasants in his particular region, he failed to lead the people toward
a national goal—to join with the Directory in defending the independence of Ukraine. Hryhor’iv not only defeated the Entente’s intervention in South Ukraine, but he thwarted Bolshevik plans for spreading Communist revolution in Europe. Instead of advancing with the Red Army into Romania and Hungary to rescue the Bela Kun Communist regime, the Bolsheviks
had to withdraw their troops from the Denikin front to quell
Hryhor’iv. Thus his uprising against the Bolsheviks helped to
accelerate Denikin’s advance into Ukraine against the Bolsheviks and subsequently against the Ukrainian Army.
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something amiss, Hryhor’iv belatedly drew his side arm, but
Makhno’s associate, Semen Karetnyk, had already begun to
shoot at him. Then Makhno cried “Death to the otaman!” and
killed him. Several members of Hryhor’iv’s staff were also shot.
Later, Hryhor’iv’s partisans joined Makhno. The assassination
was recorded in the minutes: “The perpetrator of pogroms
Hryhor’iv was assassinated by responsible Makhnovites:
Bat’ko Makhno, Semen Karetnyk, and Oleksander Chubenko.
The Makhno movement accepts complete responsibility for
this act before history.”38
There was, however, a very different version related soon
after the event by Makhno himself to Fotii M. Meleshko, who
was doing educational work among the partisans. Makhno
supported his story with documents. He said he had met Hryhor’iv on July 27 at Lozova, Olek-sandriia district, to discuss
unification of their forces. Hryhor’iv had a much larger group
of supporters present, but was not expecting anything, while
Makhno had his plan well thought out. At the outset Makhno
and Chubenko accused Hryhor’iv of betraying the Revolution
by planning to join Denikin. Makhno said he had caught two
of Hry-hor’iv’s officers, who confessed they had been sent to
Denikin to negotiate. By this move he hoped to undermine
the partisans’ confidence in Hyrhor’iv. Hryhor’iv then tried
to defend himself by reasoning that all the strength should be
concentrated against the main enemy, the Bolsheviks, even if
this required an alliance with Denikin. When Karetnyk began
to shoot him, Hyrhor’iv, showing characteristic strength and
bravery, broke through the circle and took refuge behind a
tree, where he defended himself until he finally fell dead with
eight bullets in him. His chief of staff, Kaluzhnyi, was also
killed. Makhno’s men then disarmed Hryhor’iv’s partisans.
Makhno explained why he had killed Hryhor’iv arid offered
them a choice of joining him or returning home. Because of
38
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His immediate aim was to free South Ukraine of the foreign
armies of the Entente, Denikin, and Germany and to prevent
them from capturing equipment and supplies, especially
several vessels anchored near Mykolaiv. However, he did not
clarify the object of his cooperation with the Bolsheviks.
Because the Bolshevik “reserves were exhausted … the main
task of the offensive on Odessa fell upon Hryhor’iv’s detachments.” He advanced in the direction of Kherson, Mykolaiv,
and Odessa along the railroad lines, taking station after station.13 On March 9, he attacked Kherson, which was defended
by a Greek infantry battalion and a French company, supported
by a pair of mountain guns and the artillery of French vessels on the Dnieper. After several days of fierce battle the Allied troops were driven out of the city, losing more than four
hundred men, as well as two armored trains, and considerable
armament. Hryhor’iv claimed that only nine partisans were
killed and thirty-seven wounded. This military reversal produced a very painful impression upon the French Command
and greatly demoralized the Allied soldiers and sailors in Mykolaiv and Odessa. However, it was the population that suffered
most, partly from artillery and small arms fire, but especially
from an Allied atrocity that took at least five hundred lives.14
Hryhor’iv’s next target was Mykolaiv, thirty miles northwest, where the Fifteenth Landwehr Division, consisting of
15,000 German troops, was garrisoned. Although the Germans
wished to avoid confrontation with Hryhor’iv, they were
under Allied military control. The Allied command knew that
with morale in their units at a mutinous level, it would be
impossible to hold Hryhor’iv’s forces. Thus they evacuated
by ship to Odessa19 leaving the Germans to do their fighting.
Subsequently Hryhor’iv sent an ultimatum to the Germans,
13
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saying that in a few days he would take the city Mykolaiv by
storm:
We know you want to go home. Then go! The conditions
of your departure have been outlined by the Provisional Workers’ and Peasants’ Government. Do not expect other conditions
and, if you do not go home, you will die.
Given the circumstances, Hryhor’iv’s threat was sufficient
to bring about the German capitulation on March 12. The partisans were engaged only in minor skirmishes. Now the road
was open to Odessa, the last Entente stronghold.
Hryhor’iv’s victories in Kherson and Mykolaiv had important effects on both sides. The partisans’ spirit was greatly improved by their victory over the supposedly invincible Entente
forces, and in both cities they captured large amounts of war
material that was needed for the rapidly growing army. Hryhor’iv’s fame, and the confidence of the population in him, increased. It seemed that he had absorbed the Bolsheviks rather
than being absorbed by them. At the same time, the propaganda of pro-Hryhor’iv and pro-Bolshevik elements found receptive ears among the Allied troops, especially sailors. Demoralized to the point of mutiny, they either refused to fight the
partisans or fled from them. They showed no interest in a foreign war that they neither wanted nor understood. Part of the
civilian population also contributed to the demoralization in
the city. “Refugees from Bolshevik Russia [had] increased the
population to nearly 800,000, or 30 per cent above normal,’ and
they had no other occupation than spreading rumors about a
workers’ armed uprising in the city and evacuation of the Entente’s forces.
Meanwhile, Vladimir Antonov-Ovseenko, Commander of
the Red Army in the south, was displeased with the uncontrollable Hryhor’iv and tried to assign the attack against Odessa
to other units. However, heavy fighting broke out with the
Directory’s Ukrainian troops around Kyiv and some Bolshevik
units from the Odessa front had to be sent there. Thus Hry236

Lenin: “[I] think that Makhno at present will not decide to support Hryhor’iv; however, the ground is ripe for the breaking.”36
The Bolsheviks were trying not only to prevent Makhno
from following Hryhor’iv, but to use his assistance against him.
However, the Bolsheviks were not the only factor. Makhno
had much personal antagonism against Hryhor’iv, who was
his rival for power and fame. Hryhor’iv was a professional
officer of lifelong experience, who manifested great personal
bravery and military ability. Also he was his own man, one
who intended to command and not to be commanded. If his
uprising were successful, he would probably try to extend
his domination to Makhno’s territory and try to absorb the
Makhno movement. Both leaders operated in, and recruited
from, the same general region. Makhno realized this, and he
did not wish to be guided by Hryhor’iv. Makhno had his own
plan, and his devious mind worked toward the destruction of
Hryhor’iv’s power and the absorption of his troops.37
On July 27, 1919, Hryhor’iv was assassinated. According
to the most widely” known version, related by Arshinov and
Makhno himself, although it was undoubtedly composed after
the fact to serve Makhno’s ends, a congress of partisans from
Katerynoslav, Tavriia, and Kherson provinces was called at
Sentove, near Oleksandriia in Kherson province. About twenty
thousand partisans and peasants attended. Hyrhor’iv, speaking
first, identified the Bolsheviks as the main enemy and stated
that it was necessary to seek any ally, even Denikin, against
them. Makhno then criticized him, saying that an alliance
with “generals” would mean “counterrevolution,” and thus
Hryhor’iv was an “enemy of the people.” He also accused him
of conducting a pogram in IElesavethrad in May 1919. Sensing
36
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an unanswered letter as a declaration of war. I rely on revolutionary honor—yours, Arshinov and Veretel’nyk.33
Although Makhno was against the Bolsheviks, he assumed
a neutral position. His response to Kamenev was to issue an
order to his troops:
Use the most energetic measures to save the front; do not allow the revolution and its external front to be betrayed in any
way … the quarrel between Hryhor’iv and the Bolsheviks for
the sake of power cannot force us to weaken the front where
the White guards tried to break through and suppress the people. As long as we do not overcome our common enemy, the
White Don; as long as we do not surely and securely feel the
freedom we conquered with our hand and rifles, we will remain at the front, fighting for people’s freedom, but not for the
government, not for the meanness of political charlatans.34
At the same time, Kamenev reported that Makhno said:
I and my front will remain unchangeably true to the revolution of the workers and peasants, but not to institutions of
violence like your Commissars and Chekas… • Now I do not
have accurate information about Hryhor’iv and his movement.
I do not know what he is doing and what his intentions are;
therefore, I cannot issue an appeal against him until I receive
more evidence.35
In the light of Hryhor’iv’s uprising and Denikin’s advance,
Makhno was a source of worry to Moscow. On May 7, two
days after Kamenev had met Makhno at Huliai-Pole, Lenin had
sent a telegram to Kamenev: “Temporarily, as long as Rostov
had not been taken, it is necessary to deal diplomatically with
Makhno’s troops; send Antonov there and make Antonov responsible for Makhno’s army.” Subsequently Kamenev wired
33
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hor’iv advanced against Odessa, taking enemy strongholds
either by threats or in battle. On March 19, Hryhor’iv inflicted
about five hundred casualties on Entente and Denikin troops
at Berezivka, capturing five tanks, four guns, and one hundred
machine guns. Although the Allied command announced
on March 20 that Allied forces would defend the city and
provide supplies, they failed to do so, in spite of numerical
superiority. According to Denikin’s staff sources on March
22 there were two French and two Greek divisions, a portion
of one Romanian division, and a Volunteer Army Brigade of
General Timanovskii in the Odessa area. These thirty-five to
forty thousand troops were provided with superior weapons
and equipment, including artillery and tanks, by the Entente,
had naval support, and were led by experienced professional
officers. Opposing were about fifteen thousand partisans.15
The French command tried unsuccessfully to stifle news of
Hryhor’iv’s approach. It created panic among the refugees
from the bourgeois and the nobility in the city, stirred up
the workers, and encouraged the underground Bolshevik
organization to surface. There were attempts to negotiate with
Hryhor’iv but he refused.
The situation changed on April 2 when General Franchet
d’Esperey, commander in chief of Allied forces in the Near
East, told General D’Anselme, commander in chief of Allied
forces in South Russia, that the cabinet of Georges Clemenceau
had fallen as a result of displeasure with his Ukrainian policy.
(Actually Clemenceau’s cabinet fell only on January 20, 1920.)
D’Anselme issued an order to evacuate Odessa, which was
published by the local newspapers with the explanation that
“the Allies … found themselves unable to supply provisions
15
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for Odessa in the near future. Therefore, with the intent of
lessening the number of consumers [it had been] decided
to begin a partial evacuation of Odessa.” It was, however,
Hryhor’iv’s advance, which began on April 2, and fear that
their troops would not take orders, that compelled the French
to evacuate. As early as April 3, some Greek troops, several
thousand Volunteer Army men, and thirty thousand Russian
civilians departed overland toward Akerman, Romania. On
April 5, the last French ship left the port of Odessa.
After a victorious entry into Odessa Hryhor’iv declared on
April 7:
After incredible exertions, sacrifices, and tactical maneuvers,
the French, Greeks, Romanians, Turks, Volunteers, and our
other enemies have been cut to pieces at Odessa. They have
fled in a terrible panic, leaving colossal trophies that have not
yet been counted. The flight of the adversary was so swift and
panicky that even d’Anselme begged for at least three hours
for the withdrawal, but this was refused him, and departing,
he forgot his trunk.16
His first general command was to keep order and peace and
to prevent disturbances. He prohibited bearing arms, sale of alcohol, and the purchase, sale, or hoarding of war material. He
also proscribed search, arrest, and requisition of property without warrant. He appealed to the officers of the Volunteer Army
to leave their units and join the toiling people. Such orders
made Hryhor’iv appear to be a revolutionary acting against
the reaction of the landlords and the foreign intervention, yet
the only political element in his order was a prohibition against
opposing Bolshevik authorities.17
After the victory over the Allied and Denikin forces Hryhor’iv accomplished his main goal and became the otaman of
16
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to the area of Hryhor’iv’s operations. There was a certain
common ground for cooperation between Hryhor’iv and
Makhno because both were hostile to the Bolshevik regime
and its dictatorial methods and both drew much of their
strength from the population’s hostility to the Bolsheviks. In
his letter to the Ukrainian government, Hryhor’iv expressed
this attitude: “We broke away from the Communists and we
fight them because 90 percent of the people do not want
communism and do not recognize the dictatorship of a party
or the dictatorship as an individual.” Hryhor’iv and Makhno
were in contact for some time and carried on negotiations
about joining forces against the Bolsheviks. Hryhor’iv notified
Makhno, it seems, after each of his victories over the Entente’s
troops, and hoped that after the uprising started, Makhno
would join him.
On April 10, 1919, the Katerynoslav Communist party committee reported that
Makhno’s men are conducting negotiations with Hryhor’iv
about a simultaneous action against the Soviets. Today we
caught Makhno’s delegate to Hryhor’iv. We command the
taking of urgent measures to liquidate Makhno men, as of
now in Makhno area there is no chance for the Communists
to work because they are secretly killed.32
The Bolsheviks feared the possibility of a Makhno-Hryhor’iv
union. On May 12, after Hryhor’iv issued his universals, Politburo deputy Lev B. Kamenev, who had met with Makhno the
week before, wired Makhno:
The decisive moment has come—either you stand with the
workers and peasants of all Russia, or you open the front to the
enemy. There is no place for hesitation. Report to me immediately the location of your troops, and issue an appeal against
Hryhor’iv, [and] send me a copy in Kharkiv. I would consider
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Do not miss any opportunity for victory over Hryhor’iv. Do
not permit a single soldier who is fighting against Hryhor’iv to
leave. Issue and implement an order for the complete disarming
of the population. Shoot mercilessly on the spot for every concealed rifle. The whole issue at the moment is a speedy victory
in the Donets Basin, the collection of all rifles from the villages,
the creation of a firm army. Concentrate all your strength on
this effort, mobilize every single worker,*^
Although Hryhor’iv successfully fought the Bolshevik
forces, he could not match their growing power for a longer
period and at the end of May his main forces were defeated.
Some partisan groups left Hryhor’iv, including Tiutiunyk,
who moved westward with a group of 3,500 men to join the
Ukrainian Army. Hryhor’iv was forced to abandon the railroad
lines and move his troops to forests and villages where he
mobilized new recruits and continued partisan warfare. On
June 28 Hryhor’iv, in a letter to the Ukrainian government,
depicted the damage he had done and admitted defeat:
Now our situation is critical; our division is facing five Communist divisions. We completely destroyed three Communist
divisions while two others were only ripped… Completely demolished [Bolshevik] transport, telegraph, and telephone connections in Ukraine … disorganized communications, mobilization, and supply to the front. However, we had to leave the railroad lines, lost many troops, guns, almost all our supplies, and
now have changed to the partisan war-fare.31
In mid-May the Volunteer Army, which was struggling
against the Makhno and Bolshevik troops in southeastern
Ukraine, began its major advance in the direction of Moscow.
The main weight of the offensive was transferred to Ukraine,
and under pressure from Denikin, Makhno retreated westward
31
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the partisans of Kherson and Tavriia provinces. The Bolsheviks,
however, reversed their “old” slogan “without annexations and
reparations” and decided to carry the proletarian revolution
into the heart of Europe. On April 9, 1919, a representative of
the Council of People’s Commissars of Ukraine sent a message
to Antonov:
Before the victors of Odessa new perspectives are opening:
the rebelling workers and peasants of Bessarabia, Bukovina,
and Galicia are calling to us for assistance. The hands of
the Red Army of the Hungarian Socialist Soviet Republic
stretch out to them through the Carpathians. The workers and
peasants of Ukraine are convinced that their revolutionary
advance guard—the Ukrainian Red Army—will carry out its
slogan: “Forward, forward, always forward.”18
As Hryhor’iv was consolidating his victory in South
Ukraine, two new problems were developing for Soviet Russia;
hostilities with Romania, and provision for assistance to the
Hungarian Soviet Republic. After the outbreak of the Revolution Bessarabia had declared itself the Autonomous Republic
of Moldavia but remained within the Russian state. In November 1918, supported by the Entente, Bessarabia renounced its
autonomy and joined Romania. As the Red Army invaded
Ukraine, the Soviet Russian government began organizing
a rebellion in Romania and prepared a plan for its invasion.
This action was designed not only to recapture Bessarabia, but
“as a means to untangle the European revolutionary forces, a
means to break into Europe.”19
The invasion was intensified by the Hungarian revolution.
As the democratic government of the new Hungary, headed by
18
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Michael Karolyi, failed to win the sympathy of the Entente and
had to accept the latter’s demands for territorial concessions,
including Transylvania, to its neighbors, it decided to form a
coalition government with the Communists. Consequently, on
March 21, the new government proclaimed Hungary a Republic of Workers,’ Peasants,’ and Soldiers’ Soviets under Bela Kun.
The new government opposed the Entente’s further demands
and war against Romania became inevitable, but it realized that
its future existence depended upon direct contact with Soviet
Russia. The Directory’s envoy in Budapest, Mykola Halahan,
felt that he could use the Hungarian situation to end the RussoUkrain-ian war. He advised Bela Kun to convince the Soviet
Russian government that its assistance could not reach Hungary in time unless a peace agreement with Ukraine was concluded. Welcoming the proposition, Bela Kun on March 31 invited Vynnychenko, the former president of the Directory, to
Budapest. The Hungarian government
… expressed a desire to mediate between the left Ukrainian
Socialist factions and the Soviet Russian government concerning the establishment in Ukraine of a real Ukrainian national
Soviet government. This government would set aside the Directory and the Galician State Secretariat, to bring under its aegis
all Ukrainian Socialist groups and above all the Galician Army.
Thus Hungary, Galicia, Ukraine, and Russia would become a
united Soviet front.
Vynnychenko, however, laid down a number of conditions:
Recognition of an independent and sovereign Ukrainian
Soviet Republic; Ukrainian national Soviet government; a
defensive-offensive military alliance of the Soviet republics; a
close economic alliance; and advance into Galicia.20
Although these conditions were relayed by the Hungarian
government to Moscow, and Bela Kun was “deeply convinced”
that success was assured, the negotiations came to naught, for
20
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an independent force between the Ukrainian and Volunteer
armies, hoping that ail would fight the same enemy, the
Bolsheviks. At that time his force consisted of close to twenty
thousand men, forty guns, ten armored train platforms with
mounted guns, and large amounts of small arms and ammunition. Hryhor’iv divided his force into three groups: he himself
led the main force toward Katerynoslav-Kharkiv, Tiutiunyk
moved toward Kyiv, and Pavlov was fighting toward Cherkasy.
The Bolsheviks mobilized all available forces, including those
from the Romanian, Ukrainian, and Crimean fronts. They were
organized in three groups under the command of Voroshilov,
their aim being to encircle Hryhor’iv’s troops. They also
carried on an extensive propaganda campaign against Hryhor’iv among their troops and the population. During the
initial phase Hryhor’iv was fighting the Bolsheviks along
railroad lines and in urban centers. By dint of hard fighting
and successful propaganda the uprising spread through three
provinces. Hryhor’iv’s initial success stirred great concern in
Moscow, which increased when the Directory’s troops began
to pin down the Bolsheviks by attacking from the north and
south near Kyiv.30
Moscow panicked when in mid-May the anti-Bolshevik Russian army of General Nikolai N. lUdenich advanced across the
Estonian border toward Petrograd. On May 19 Lenin sent an
urgent telegram to the southern front: “The attack on Petrograd increases tenfold the danger and the supreme necessity
of suppressing the [Hryhor’iv] revolt immediately at all costs.”
On May 26 Lenin again stressed in his telegram to Rakovskii
the necessity of fighting Hryhor’iv:
30
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Ukrainian people, skillfully appealing to their grievances and
exhorting them to advance on Kyiv and Kharkiv:
The political speculators have cheated you and exploited
your confidence by a clever move; instead of land and liberty
they violently impose upon you the commune, the Cheka and
Moscow Commissars… You work day and night; you have
a torch for lght; you go about in bark shoes and sack cloth
trousers. Instead of tea you drink hot water without sugar,
but those who promise you a bright future exploit you, fight
with you, take away your grain at gunpoint, requisition your
cattle, and impudently tell you that this is for the good of the
people.28
He called for the organization of councils on all levels, from
village to province. Each council should consist of representatives of each party and nonparty that supported the Soviet
platform. It should include all nationalities in proportion to
their number. Hryhor’iv believed it would be a real democratic
people’s authority: “Long live freedom of speech, press, assembly, unions, strikes, labor, and professions, security of person,
thought, residence, conviction, and religion.”29 The manifesto
was written in Ukrainian and Russian and widely distributed
in the area under Hryhor’iv’s control. It was also sent by wire
to other areas.
Both the manifesto and the plan for the uprising were
developed by Hryhor’iv in conjunction with his chief of staff,
IUrii Tiutiunyk. Tiutiunyk had proposed to free the territory
between the Boh and Dnieper, then join the Ukrainian Army,
simultaneously sending a number of small partisan units and
separate organizers to the Left Bank to terrorize the Bolsheviks.
Hryhor’iv, however, pursued his own plan to advance toward
Kharkiv and free the Left Bank. He wished to be the leader of
28
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Soviet Russia was interested in its own expansion rather than
in independent, albeit Soviet, republics. However, Soviet Russia welcomed the emergence of a Soviet Hungarian government as a sign of an imminent world proletarian revolution
that should be used for its own ends. Meantime, at the Entente’s instigation, Romanian troops were enlarging their occupation of Transylvania, threatening Bela Kun’s regime. The
Hungarian government asked Russia to make a diverting attack on Romania: “If you can make even a little conquest, a
little demonstration on the Romanian front, if you can cross
the Dniester for even three days, and then return, the panic
would be tremendous.”21 Soviet Russian strategy in Ukraine
was definitely shaped by the desire to establish contact with
Soviet Hungary and give military aid but on their own terms.
On March 26, I. I. Vacietis, the commander in chief of Bolshevik
forces, wired Antonov-Ovseenko to limit his activities on the
Romanian front, to destroy the Ukrainian forces, and move toward East Galicia and Buko-vina to establish a “direct, intimate
contact with the Soviet armies of Hungary.”
Antonov-Ovseenko had already been working on a plan to
aid Soviet Hungary through Bessarabia and Moldavia, but at
that time his attention was focused on the campaign against
the Directory and Hryhor’iv’s race toward Odessa. In connection with this situation Antonov-Ovseenko wrote to Rakovskii:
Presently campaigns are being conducted in Kyiv and
Odessa on whose results will depend the future fate of Soviet
power not only in Right Bank Ukraine and the entire western
front, but also on the front of social revolution in Hungary
[and] Germany.22
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The main force the Bolshevik leaders planned to use
against Romania was Hryhor’iv’s partisan army of 15,000, and
Antonov-Ovseenko tried to persuade Hryhor’iv to prepare for
the invasion. On April 23 he described bright prospects for the
coming campaign:
Look, all Europe is in ferment. Uprisings of workers in
Austria. Soviet governments in Hungary, Bulgaria, Turkey are
ready to throw themselves against Romania. The Bessarabian
peasants are waiting for us to arise as one… Look at the map.
You will advance along the road of Suvorov.23
Subsequently he renewed the persuasion with a veiled
threat:
We know which way you are pushed. But I reply to your
accusers that Hryhor’iv cannot break with the affairs of toilers;
and Hryhor’iv is too wise; he knows the powers of the Soviet
government. It sweeps away all who betray it.24
Antonov-Ovseenko was well aware of the partisans’ dissatisfaction with the Communist regime. At the end of March
Antonov-Ovseenko, Hryhor’iv, and the Communist Shums’kyi
visited a large village, Ver-bliuzhka, Hryhor’iv’s capital, where
each of them delivered a speech. Antonov-Ovseenko’s and Hryhor’iv’s speeches dealing with their victories were applauded;
however, when Shums’kyi, talking about the land policy of the
Soviet Russian government, uttered the word, “commune” the
entire crowd roared wildly. “If Hryhor’iv had not protected
Shums’kyi…” Antonov left the statement unfinished. The population was provoked by activities of the Russian foodstuff requisitioning units that invaded the Ukrainian villages and which
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Lenin admits to sending for the “pumping out” of Ukrainian
bread.25
The Bolshevik Ukrainian policy was also shocking to
Hryhor’iv, and in a telegram to Rakovskii he threatened: “If
in my footsteps there will grow as shabby a government as I
see now, I, Otaman Hryhor’iv, will not fight. Take the boys
and send them to school, and give the people a reasonable
government that they would respect.” Because of the strong
resistance of the Ukrainian population and the extreme indignation of Hryhor’iv’s troops Antonov-Ovseenko advised the
government: “You must recall the Muscovite food requisitions
units. First organize a local authority and only then, with its
assistance, pump out the foodstuffs.”26
In the meantime the situation in Soviet Hungary worsened.
On May 1, the Bolsheviks dispatched an ultimatum to Romania demanding withdrawal from Bessarabia, and on May 3, a
second, demanding withdrawal from Bukovina. On May 6 a
Provisional Workers’ and Peasants’ Government of Bessarabia
formed in Odessa and issued a manifesto proclaiming the
establishment of a Bessarabian Soviet Republic as a part of
the RSFSR.27 On May 7 a representative of the Hungarian government appeared in Kyiv to inform the Bolsheviks that only
the Red Army could save Soviet Hungary. Antonov-Ovseenko
at once ordered his new commander on the Odessa front to
send troops, including Hryhor’iv, against Romania. Hryhor’iv
feigned loyalty to the Bolsheviks as long as possible. However,
when he received definite orders to advance on Romania,
he staged an open revolt that became generally known only
on May 9, when he issued a “Universal” (manifesto) to the
25
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Denikin’s weakness was that he was a soldier and not a
statesman. To one of his political advisors, he admitted: “I am
a soldier and have never taken any interest in your politics.”
Denikin’s nationality policy was epitomized by his motto: “A
United and Indivisible Russia,” a slogan that denied the newly
established states formerly belonging to the Russian Empire
the right to independence. Such a policy satisfied neither his
allies, the Don and the Kuban Cossacks, nor his Ukrainian enemies who fought him to the very end. His socioeconomic policy, manifested by the return of the estates to the landlords,
likewise antagonized the peasants and brought about uprisings.
The anti-Bolshevik movement consisted mainly of two
groups: the representatives of the old, reactionary Russia, to
whom the achievements of the Revolution were unacceptable;
and the representatives of the democratic and liberal Russia,
to whom the Revolution was the foundation on which a new
Russia should be constructed. Those two hostile groups were
brought together only by their fear of bolshevism. The leading
role in the movement fell to the first group, which brought
military dictatorship and a reactionary system, whereas the
other group was politically unorganized and became aware of
its political power only during the Civil War. This alliance of
ideological opposites paralyzed the anti-Bolshevik movement
on all levels.
To strengthen his weary armies, Denikin was compelled
to conscript the non-Russian population and the Red Army
prisoners, neither of whom was either loyal or willing to fight
for Denikin’s Russia. Exhaustion, disease, and corruption on
all levels of the anti-Bolshevik movement had destroyed the
discipline and morale of Denikin’s forces. The final and most
comprehensive contribution to the deterioration of Denikin’s
position were the Ukrainian partisans, especially Makhno’s
army, which inflicted heavy losses, disorganized communications, and destroyed supply bases, thus breaking the backbone
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including the original Volunteer Army, which then lost its “volunteer” character; the Caucasian Volunteer Army, including
the Kuban and Terek Cossacks, under General Wrangel; and
the Don Cossack Army, under General Krasnov.
Next to the liberation of the Kuban and North Caucasus,
the most crucial need of Denikin was Allied aid. Prior to
February 1919, the main source of war supplies was that
captured from the Bolsheviks. The Allies’ assistance materialized only when Denikin established contact with them by
capturing Novorossisk on August 26,14 Bulgaria capitulated in
September, and Romania reentered the war on the Allied side
in November. At first the British government was reluctant
to support the Russian anti-Bolshevik movement because, as
Winston S. Churchill stated:
The Armistice and the collapse of Germany had altered all Russian values and relations. The Allies
had only entered Russia with reluctance and as
an operation of war… Therefore every argument
which had led to intervention had disappeared.15
Lloyd George later echoed this point, noting that with the
end of war, ‘every practical reason for continuing our costly
military efforts in Russia disappeared.”16
However, the British government sent a military commission to Novorossisk and upon its recommendation the
War Cabinet decided on November 11, 1918, “to give General Denikin at Novorossisk all possible help in the way of
military material.”17 By February of 1919, the aid promised
14
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had begun to arrive in substantial quantities. According to
General Wrangel: “Boats laden with war materials and drugs,
things of which the Army was in great need, had arrived at
Novorossisk. [Also] they promised us tanks and aeroplanes.”
Between February and the winter of 1919, Britain supplied
Denikin with 558 guns, 250,000 rifles, 12 tanks, 1,685,522
shells, 160 million rounds of ammunition, 250,000 uniforms,
and a substantial amount of medical supplies, plus about 100
airplanes.18
This aid was accompanied by a team of military advisors and
technical experts whose duties were to receive and distribute
British munitions to the Russian troops, and to teach them how
to operate the tanks, airplanes, and other weapons. There was
also a British medical staff that served many Russian officials
attached to the mission at Taganrog. The amount of British military aid to Denikin could be judged from Denikin’s confession
to a British war correspondent on December 23, 1919: “To announce to the world that British help will cease on a certain
date is almost tantamount to telling the common enemy the
exact extent of our resources.”19
As a result of the defeat of the Reds in the Kuban and North
Caucasus, Denikin became overconfident. Prior to his advance
into Ukraine, he called a war council to outline his campaign.
Instead of throwing the main force released from the North
Caucasian war against Tsaritsyn, the Bolshevik stronghold on
the Lower Volga, to join Admiral Aleksandr V. Kolchak and advance toward Moscow, Denikin decided to concentrate most
18
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The war correspondent with the Denikin troops vividly
described the kaleidoscopic changes of Denikin’s military
fortune:
At the time when in the summer of 1919, the
army, headed by Denikin, was victoriously advancing northward; when each day was bringing
us always new and newer reports of victories;
when the echo of the bells of Moscow, it seems,
became distinctly heard in the Don, and in the
Kuban, and in the Terek, and in the Crimea, and
in the south of Ukraine—already at this time were
heard warning voices that were indicating that
the faster we advanced toward Moscow, the faster
we would come to the Black Sea.99
There were a number of causes for the defeat of the Volunteer Army, but the main one was the overextension of the
front line to a length of two thousand kilometers, from Tsaritsin on the Volga, through Orel to Odessa. As General Vinogradov remarked: “At the end of 1919, it was not the troops of
the armed forces of South Russia that controlled the huge space,
but the space swallowed up the troops.” No reserves were available at critical points and times. Denikin appeared to be, after
the death of Kornilov and Alekseev, the ablest of all the antiBolshevik Russian leaders, and his forces contained the best of
the elements that had fled from Soviet Russia, as well as the
Don and Kuban Cossacks who, in contrast to the Russian population, were violently anti-Bolshevik; yet he disregarded the
very essentials of permanent conquest, failing to consolidate
his position in the conquered territory by establishing sound
local governments and land reform. Denikin was lulled by his
rapid success into looking upon the occupation of the large territory as a pleasant, accomplished fact.
99
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tomorrow, after the liberation of Ukraine, Makhno men will
become a mortal danger to the workers’-peasants’ state.”96
Also, General Turbin, governor of the Podillia province during Denikin’s occupation, admitted to a Ukrainian: “You see,
it was your peasants, no one else, who drove us out of Poltava
province.” Therefore, the Denikin troops retreated from the Left
Bank in a great hurry, leaving a large area between themselves
and the Bolsheviks. The Ukrainian partisans not only speeded
up Denikin’s retreat, but simultaneously fought the Bolsheviks,
slowing their advance. However, the Denikin staff publicly reported it was the Denikin troops who fought the Bolsheviks
there. Thus the Bolsheviks crossed the entire Left Bank almost
without serious opposition from the Denikin forces, because
the partisans had destroyed the latter’s rear, forcing them to
retreat.97
As an eyewitness observed:

of the troops in the Left Bank, mainly in the Donets Basin. The
troops in the Crimea were to strike toward Kyiv, while the rest
of the forces were assigned to the Tsaritsyn front. Wrangel,
however, objected to this plan and proposed:
The available troops should not be moved towards the
Donets coalfield area, but into the Manych lake district, there
to undertake a joint operation With Admiral Kolchak’s Army,
which was coming up from the Volga … but it was of no avail.
General Denikin stuck to his point of view.20
Undoubtedly Denikin’s principal objective was not only
Moscow, but occupation of Ukraine. The united advance of
the Ukrainian Galician and the Directory’s armies from the
west toward Kyiv worried Denikin, as he wished to prevent
the Directory from reestablishing authority in the entire
Ukrainian territory. A Soviet author admits:
Denikin’s July plan foresaw the achievement of
an ultimate goal: the seizure of Moscow [by units]
converging on the city from several directions,
none of them being definitely emphasized. A
second feature of this plan, however, was the avid
desire to occupy as much territory as possible, as
… virtually no operation had been conducted in
either of the mentioned directions for two months
because the most attention had been given to
the occupation of Ukraine… when the Denikin
movement had at its disposal its only chance of
furthering its success along the Kharkiv-Moscow
path, the most critical direction for the RSFSR.
While at the time [July 1919] conditions had
appeared more favorable for Denikin to make
such a bold decision, to say the least, the situation
in September was not at all predisposed toward

At the end of 1919 the defeat and disintegration of
the Volunteer Army was clearly marked. Without
stopping, it rolled south toward the Black Sea,
almost without any pressure from its adversary.
The high command was constantly losing the
strings of control of the armies. The ties between
the higher staffs and separate military units
were getting weaker with each day until they
completely disappeared. Each unit began to act on
its own risk and fear, retreating where and when
convenient, disregarding the general situation
and ignoring combat orders.98
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him, and after September a “march on Moscow”
became a senseless adventure.21
At the beginning of May 1919, the reorganized and strengthened army of 64,000 men occupied an area northwest of Rostov that gave Denikin control of the Sea of Azov, the estuary
of the Don, and the hubs of important railways.22 In mid-May
Denikin began a major offensive against the Bolsheviks. As
his forces advanced in Ukraine, the Directory’s forces were
fighting the Bolsheviks in the west and the partisans were destroying the Bolsheviks’ rear and demoralizing them, thus helping Denikin. To the partisans the main enemy was the Bolsheviks, because Denikin’s attitude toward Ukraine was either unknown or clouded by his planting of public notices and rumors
that there was an agreement between him and the Directory.
Under these pressures the Bolsheviks were unable to organize
an effective defense. The seriousness of the situation is admitted by the Soviet source:
The conditions at the Denikin front coincided with
a radical deterioration of our front against Petliura.
There our army is in a still worse situation, the partisan movement reigns to the utmost extent, the
composition of commanders [and] political commissars are lacking. Moreover, the ultimate effect
of the wave of “kulak” uprisings directed [against
us] was to support Petliura and Denikin. Thus a
most critical and complicated situation is arising
for us.23
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which had retreated toward Moscow in panic, suddenly to appear in the role of a victor.93
A Soviet author admitted the weakness of the Bolsheviks:
This shock group [Kutepov’s corps] from Kursk
rapidly advanced toward Orel pursuing small
units of the Thirteenth Army, tired by long
retreat… The officers’ shock units encountered
the [Red] shock group and the result of the
battle decided the fate not only of Orel, but of
Tula, because deep behind the [Red] shock group
there were no reserves; [although they were]
called reserves, the Siberian troops and regiments
freed from the fighting against the English at the
Arkhangelsk front still had not arrived.94
Denikin admits:
The activities of the partisan groups brought
very serious complications into the strategy of
all the contending sides, decisively weakening in
turn one or the other, bringing chaos to the rear
and forcing the recall of troops from the front.
Objectively, the partisans were a decisive factor
for us in the territory occupied by the enemy, but,
at the same time, a glaringly negative one when
the territory fell into our hands.95
Trotsky, like Denikin, came to the same conclusion:
“Makhno’s volunteers, of course, present danger to Denikin
so long as Denikin rules Ukraine, but, on the other hand,
they betrayed Ukraine [i.e., the Bolsheviks] to Denikin. And
93
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lost confidence in the Volunteer Army. Moreover, Denikin’s
prestige as a leader was destroyed by the overwhelming defeats
he suffered. Therefore, Denikin tried to gain favor by making
political concessions and introducing a number of civil reforms
to liberalize his regime; the moment, however, had long since
passed when any change could forestall the inevitable consequences of his previous policy. After Denikin lost the battle
near Rostov, his forces retreated, fighting delaying actions to
cover their retreat to the port of Novorossisk, the last foothold
in the Kuban, which became “a hellhole of disease, insurrection,
chaos, and confusion.” Amid these conditions, on March 27,
1920, the Volunteer Army and a portion of the Don Army were
evacuated into the Crimea. The Kuban Cossacks, numbering,
with refugees, the Rada, and the government, over forty thousand men, plus about twenty thousand Don Cossacks, moved
along the Black Sea coast toward Georgia, constantly harassed
by Red troops on the way. As the Bolsheviks advanced, they
greatly improved their military situation by capturing large
stores of military supplies from depots and supply trains. Tens
of thousands of horses, hundreds of trucks, countless tons of
munitions, and invaluable modern equipment such as tanks,
airplanes, locomotives, and guns supplied by the Allies, fell into
Bolshevik hands.92
Denikin’s radical reverse came to a great extent as a result of
his defeat in Ukraine. As General Tiutiunyk rightly remarked:
“Without realizing the strength of the partisan movement, it is
difficult to comprehend what happened to cause the Red Army,
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Also Denikin admits the situation in Ukraine was against the
Bolsheviks:
A conflict between the Soviet government and
Makhno was growing… Ukraine was swarming
with partisan detachments … not recognizing
any authority, fighting in the rear, spreading
propaganda, even occupying Kyiv a few times.
Moscow’s Izvestiia ascertained on the entire frontline area many “counterrevolutionary uprisings”
in which not only kulaks and Black Hunreds
counterrevolutionaries, but also some of the
cheated groups, the middle and poor peasants,
participated in armed actions. The reasons for
this phenomenon the official organ saw in the
misbehavior of the Soviet troops, in heavy recruitments, requisitions, and in the stupid wilfulness
of pompadours intoxicated with power.”24
The resistance of the Bolsheviks was decisively broken and
they retreated in panic toward Russia, terrorizing the population on their way. Their main concern was the evacuation
of Ukraine with as many men and as much rolling stock as
possible. Denikin advanced rather rapidly along four axes, all
of which ultimately would lead to Moscow: toward Tsaritsyn,
hoping to unite with Kolchak; toward Kharkiv, to occupy the
Left Bank; toward Crimea, Odessa, and Kryvyi Rih, to occupy
the Right Bank; and toward Voronezh. His strategy was to
control large areas by holding the main railroad junctions.
As Denikin advanced, gradually extending the area of his
occupation, he recovered a great amount of loot from the
retreating Bolshevik troops.
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Wrangel meanwhile became increasingly critical of
Denikin’s plan and after capturing Tsaritsyn on June 30,
“proposed that we should entrench ourselves on the TsaritsynKaterynoslav front for the time being, so that the Volga and
Dnieper would be covering our flanks.” On the next day,
however, Denikin issued an order to advance toward Moscow,
according to which Wrangel was to move on Moscow via
Saratov and Nizhnii-Novogorod; Sidorin’s Don Cossacks
via Voronezh-Riazan; and the Volunteer Army, under General Mai-Maevskii, via the shortest route to Moscow, from
Kharkiv-Kursk-Orel-Tula. Apparently Denikin planned for
himself what he had accused Wrangel of on reading his report:
“I see! you want to be the first man to set foot in Moscow!”25
Wrangel condemned Denikin’s order as a “death-sentence
for the armies of South Russia.” He pointed out:
All the principles of strategy were ignored; there
was no choice of a principal direction, no concentration of the bulk of the troops in this direction,
and no maneuvering. It merely prescribed a different route to Moscow for each of the armies.26
Gradually the differences of opinion between Wrangel and
Denikin had a demoralizing effect on the troops, as it became
known in the spring and summer that Wrangel insisted on an
advance to the east to unite with Kolchak; that he sharply criticized the extension of the front in the west toward Kyiv, and
that he had forewarned of the dangers of forcing the march to
Moscow.
As the Denikin forces occupied more Ukrainian territory, he
introduced measures to suppress national and social currents
and to deny all accomplishments of the Revolution. On the eve

territory of Ukraine and New Russia… Part of the
forces of Kyiv province waged a struggle against
the Petliura men and the partisans.89
Two courses of retreat were open to Denikin: to the Crimea
or to Rostov. The Crimea afforded good protection and the
probability of saving most of the equipment, whereas Rostov
meant exposure to Bolshevik flank attacks. However, the Don,
Kuban, and Terek Cossacks, who formed a majority of the
army, preferred to retreat homeward, that is, to Rostov.90
Therefore, Denikin, against Wrangel’s advice, decided to move
to Rostov, hoping to rest his troops and to introduce some
reforms. Only a small number of troops sought refuge in the
Crimea. In the interim, however, the Bolsheviks captured
Novocherkassk and on January 8, 1920, the Volunteer forces,
after three days fighting, abandoned Rostov, fearing encirclement. In the opinion of a British war correspondent: “After
the fall of Rostov, the Volunteer administration practically
ceased to exist.” Denikin’s regime in Rostov was characterized
by ever increasing speculation, disorder, and general economic chaos. In a dispatch to Denikin dated December 9, 1919,
Wrangel describes the conditions of the army: “A considerable
number of troops have retreated to the interior, and many
officers are away on prolonged missions, busy selling and
exchanging loot, etc. The army is absolutely demoralized and
is fast becoming a collection of tradesmen and profit-eers.”91
Although Denikin, with his front protected by the Don and
Manych rivers and the rich Kuban Basin with its railway network to the rear, could have continued fighting the advancing
Bolsheviks, the spirit of the Kuban Cossacks and the people had
completely changed since the previous year because they had
89
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and ordering every one to remain quietly at his
work; but, meanwhile, his staff and everybody
else … disappeared in their trains down the line
to safety, and the bibulous old man himself went
away.85
Another eyewitness confirms these circumstances: “Still on
December 7, 1919, the Kharkiv City Council was assured of
the complete safety and strength of the city of Kharkiv, but on
December 11 there were no authorities of the Denikin organizations.”86
Although Denikin replaced General Mai-Maevskii with General Wrangel on December 9, he could not save the Denikin
army.87 According to Churchill: “During November Denikin’s
armies melted away, and his whole front disappeared with the
swiftness of pantomime.”88 The Donets Basin was surrendered
almost without a struggle. Kyiv was abandoned on December
16 and the Volunteer troops under General Bredov retreated
west to Poland where they were interned. General Slashchov’s
Corps, which was engaged, according to Denikin, in an “exhaustive battle against Makhno in Katerynoslav province until
mid-December” retreated to the Isthmus of Perekop where it
made a stand. In addition, the Caucasian and Don armies were
forced to retreat south.
Denikin’s entire military organization was collapsing; his defeat and rapid retreat were largely determined by conditions
in the rear. He admitted that his reserves and part of the line
troops recalled to the rear were engaged in
putting down uprisings instigated by Makhno and
other “otamans” which spread over most of the
85
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of the occupation of Kyiv, Denikin issued a declaration to the
people of “Little Russia”:
Regiments are approaching old Kyiv, “mother of
Russian cities,” in an unabated stream, to recover
for the Russian people their lost unity, the unity
without which the great Russian people, powerless and divided, losing its young generations in
civil war, would be unable to uphold its independence; the unity, without which a complete and
proper economic life is unthinkable… Long before
1914, the Germans, wishing to weaken the Russian
state before declaring war, strove to destroy the
unity of the Russian race which was carved in a
difficult struggle. With this aim, they’supported
and encouraged in South Russia a movement
aiming at the separation from Russia of its nine
southern provinces in the name of a “Ukrainian
State.” … Former German supporters, Petliura and
his companion-in-arms, are set on the division of
Russia, they are continuing now to advance their
evil effort to establish an independent “Ukrainian
State” and struggle against the rebirth of a United
Russia.27
In the same vein at a dinner given by Katerynoslav authorities in his honor, when the representatives of Ukrainian
organizations spoke about the right of Ukraine to independence: “Denikin rose from his seat, angrily struck the table
and brusquely declared: ‘Your bet on an independent Ukraine
is lost. Long Live One and Undivided Russia! Hoorah!’” According to General Shkuro, Denikin also referred to Petliura:
27
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“Your bet on Petliura is lost… Petliura will be hanged as a
traitor, if he falls into the hands of the Volunteer Army.’ The
regime carried on an anti-Ukrainian campaign, which it called
a struggle against Bolshevism, closing cooperatives, libraries,
bookstores, newpapers, Prosvita associations, and other cultural institutions. Ukrainian signs were replaced by Russian;
the elected city authorities and the Zemstvos personnel were
replaced largely by Russians. Even the name Ukraine was prohibited and replaced by the pejorative Little Russia. Ukrainian
teachers, workers in cultural and cooperative institutions, and
others were often executed, as for example, in the summer of
1919, when Denikin men killed eighteen Ukrainian cultural
workers at IElysavethrad, Kherson province, including T.
Bilenko, the chairman of the Union of Cooperatives and a
member of the Labor Congress.28
The commander of the Volunteer Army, General MaiMaevskii, issued a decree that bound Ukrainian schools to
return to teaching in Russian. No funds from the treasury were
to be appropriated for the ‘Little Russian” schools. Moreover,
the city authorities and the zemstvos were forbidden to open
schools that would teach in Ukrainian and Ukrainian studies
were abolished. General Shilling, governor-general of Tavriia
province, issued an order demanding that all soldiers and
officers of the Ukrainian Army return to the ranks of the
Volunteer Army not later than October 26; otherwise they
would be treated “as traitors to their own state.” This order,
however, did not apply to the higher ranking officers who, no
matter when they returned to the Russian troops, would be
hanged as traitors to Russia.29

cavalry corps from the Tsaritsyn front to support the retreating Volunteer troops, but they had no decisive effect upon the
situation.82
Hard fighting continued for several weeks, with the advantage inclining to the Bolshevik side. In this fighting the Bolsheviks defeated the Volunteer troops at Kursk and Kastornaia, an
important junction on the Kursk-Voronezh railroad. The capture of these cities and the railroad enabled the Bolsheviks to
drive a deep wedge between the Volunteer and the Don armies,
forcing them to retreat.83 According to Wrangel,
The enemy’s cavalry had penetrated our front line
at the junction of the Army of the Don and Volunteer Army, and was now threatening the rear
of the latter. Orel and Kursk had been abandoned,
and the front was rapidly drawing in on Kharkiv.
Further back, the province of Katerynoslav was a
prey to risings. The people’s discontent grew with
our reverses.84
The victory commenced a new stage in the campaign and the
initiative definitely passed to the Bolsheviks. Their forces advanced rapidly southward, encountering only minor resistance.
Kharkiv was surrendered to the Bolsheviks on December 12 in
utter confusion. Institutions were evacuated without direction
or destination. A British merchant coming from Kharkiv witnessed:
Towns and stores had fallen into the Bolshevists’
hands like a ripe fruit. The Volunteer General,
Mai-Maevskii, had published a flamboyant circular denying the possibility of the town’s falling,
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A rapid growth of peasant uprisings in Denikin’s
rear threatened even his headquarters, Taganrog,
forcing him not only to bring up all his reserves
to fight them, but also to recall a number of units
from the front for this purpose… This, of course,
greatly influenced the outcome of the battle: the
Eighth Army was saved from defeat because
the enemy’s Voronezh group was weakened and
subsequently was not only unable to develop an
active operation on its own, but could not even
offer a more or less firm resistance to Budenny’s
cavalry, soon to advance in the area of Voronezh.
Already during this period of general fighting
Denikin showed signs of a complete lack of
strategic reserves at the front and in the rear.80
The author’s conclusion is that as a result of the partisan
uprisings: “the rear of the counterrevolution [Denikin] disintegrated, and the disintegration of the rear brought with it also
disintegration of the front.”81
While Denikin was preparing for a final drive on Moscow
via Orel-Tula, the Bolsheviks concentrated newly organized
cavalry units, reinforced by infantry and machine-gun companies, for a bidirectional counterattack against the Orel-Kursk
railroad line and against Voronezh. Moreover, the Bolshevik
success on the Kolchak front and Wrangel’s retreat to Tsaritsyn enabled them to bring additional forces to the Denikin
front. When the Red Army began its successful advance on the
central front, Wrangel proposed that Denikin recall from the
Tsaritsyn front two cavalry corps, and unite them with MaiMaevskii’s cavalry units and a few Don Cossack cavalry divisions for a major attack in the direction of Moscow. Denikin
turned it down. Later, he was forced gradually to recall the
80
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According to a Ukrainian officer of the Galician Army who
visited General Slashchov in his headquarters, the general
handed him an official leaflet, issued by the staff of General
Shilling and directed to the command of the Ukrainian Army
as an “order”:
In view of the victories of the Russian arms, the
army should assemble in places indicated by the
command of the Denikin army in order to surrender all weapons and property to the units of the
Denikin army! The “soldiers” then should demobilize and wait for a mobilization order; the officers
would be transferred to the Denikin army on the
basis of the mobilization, except officers of the general staff, against whom an investigation would be
conducted by the court for rehabilitation. In case
of not obeying this order, the army would be considered rebels and would be punished according to
the paragraph on war conditions.30
In a discussion with different Russian officers in headquarters, the same officer got the impression that the generals of
the Ukrainian Army would be shot outright. A prominent Don
Cossack statesman, A. Ageev, in a letter that received wide dissemination, wrote about Denikin’s policy toward Ukraine in a
similar vein:
been commander of the Bolshevik troops that had been defeated on the Polish front, crossed into East Prussia, and been disarmed. Makhno replied: “I
would not remain in Prussian territory a single hour. [I would] divide my
troops into separate effective units and move deep into the rear of the Polish armies, destroying all roads and means of supplies and arms” (Makhno,
“Otkrytoe pis’mo partii VKP i ee TS. K.,” p. 11).
30
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In the struggle against the Bolsheviks, we had
an ally which drew itself against a portion of the
Soviet troops. And horrors! Instead of [gaining]
an ally, we opened a new front, which we did
not need at all to the delight of the Bolsheviks,
but to our misery. Military units were sent to
this front beyond the Dnieper at a time when
the Don Cossacks were straining all their forces
to the utmost in the struggles against the Red
hordes. And when we Cossacks said: “Come to an
agreement with Georgia and Ukraine, establish a
federation to fight with common forces against a
common enemy, the Bolsheviks,” we were again
accused of “separatism.” …31
Wrangel also denounced Denikin’s policy as “narrow and
uncompromising,” pointing out that he persecuted all whose
ideas differed from his own and everyone who had any kind of
connections with organizations hostile to the Volunteer cause.
Hence:
He had hunted down not only those who had been
in touch with the Bolsheviks in some way or another, perhaps against their will, but also anyone
who had been connected with Ukraine, the Georgian Republic, and so on. This insane and cruel policy provoked a reaction, alienated those who had
been ready to become our allies, and turned into
enemies those who had sought our friendship…
[Moreover] the same relationship had been estab31
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Oleksandrivs’k. After heavy fighting in the city he crossed
the Dnieper to the Right Bank and advanced to Katerynoslav.
The Chechen Cavalry Division also had crossed the Dnieper
and occupied the city, trying to establish contact with General
Slashchov, but Makhno attacked and drove them out. While
General Slashchov was struggling against Makhno on the
Right Bank, General Revishin established a defensive line
along the left bank of the Dnieper to prevent Makhno from
crossing the river.
After several months of hard fighting the Denikin troops
came to regard Makhno’s army as their most formidable
enemy. According to Mai-Maevskii’s aide, Pavel Vasil’evich
Makarov: “The commander feared Makhno more than the
Reds [because] Makhno was always appearing unexpectedly,
and therefore, was impeding Mai-Maevskii’s deployment for
an attack.” Nevertheless, Mai-Maevskii also admired Makhno,
and told Makarov: “I am watching his activities and [I am] not
against having such an experienced commander on my side.”78
Also other commanders of Denikin troops expressed
… highest admiration and respect for Makhno.
His military achievements are being called heroic.
In their opinion Makhno also commands a good
and brave soldiery. They are talking about his
activities on the Left Bank, about the capture of
Katerynoslav in the rear of the Denikin Army
and about his attack on Taganrog (the Denikin
headquarters) … with visible fear.79
The conditions in Denikin’s rear echoed on the Bolshevik
front, and the Bolsheviks fully exploited this situation. A Soviet
author admits:
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the situation was becoming dangerous and
demanded radical measures. In spite of the seriousness of the situation on the front, it was
necessary to withdraw some units from it and to
use all the reserves to suppress the uprising.75
Two combat groups were formed to fight Makhno. A corps
under General Slashchov, with Colonel Dubiago as his chief
of staff, was dispatched to the Right Bank, mainly in the region of Kherson, Mykolaiv, and Katerynoslav. It consisted of
the Thirteenth and Thirty-Fourth Infantry divisions and was
later joined by the Don Cossack Brigade. The other group, under General Revishin, was formed on the Left Bank with its
headquarters at Volnovakha railroad station. It consisted of the
Chechen Cavalry Division, the Terek Cossack Cavalry Division, a separate Don Cossack Cavalry Brigade, the Composite
Regiment of the Ninth Cavalry Division, and the Composite
Infantry Regiment.76
In mid-October Denikin began operations against Makhno,
aiming to bottle him up between the Sea of Azov and the
Dnieper. Since Denikin’s supply base and immense stores of
munitions were located in the towns between Volnovakha and
MariupiF, Denikin threw a large force supported by armored
trains and cars against Makhno. Fierce fighting developed in
the area of MariupiF, Berdians’k, and Velykyi Tokmak and
both sides suffered heavy losses.77 Gradually Makhno was
forced to retreat north to Huliai-Pole where his army of about
ten thousand men fought large Denikin forces, including the
Terek Cossack Cavalry Division and the Don Cossack Cavalry
Brigade. Makhno, fearing encirclement, retreated west to
75
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lished with the civil population in the recently occupied territories.32
The anti-Ukrainian campaign of the higher echelons was
practiced as well by the bureaucracy and troops. There was
no difference of opinion among different representatives or
supporters of the regime concerning Denikin’s policy in the
occupied territory. It was, in reality, a restoration of the old
regime. Denikin admitted that:
The head of internal affairs, [N. N.] Chebyshev,
was appointing governors almost exclusively
from people who occupied those positions prior
to the revolution, wishing to “use their administrative experience.” … Behind them followed
lower agents of the previous regime—some were
afraid of the revolution, others embittered and
revengeful.33
Although these bureaucrats had experience, they were psychologically so alien to the accomplished revolution that they
could not understand it. Thus they tended to live in the past,
which they tried to restore in form and in spirit. According to
a member of Denikin’s Special Council, N. I. Astrov, the main
feature of the Denikin regime was:
Violence, torture, robberies, drunkenness, odious
behavior of the representatives of the regime on
the local level, impunity of known criminals and
traitors, poor, inept people, cowards, and debauchers on the local level, people who brought with
32
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them to the villages their former vices, incapability, idleness, and self-confidence, [which] discredited the new regime.34

General Wrangel confirms this situation and the spontaneous reaction of the population against the Denikin
regime:

Pavel Miliukov pointed to the causes of the vices and the
behavior of the bureaucracy:

Risings were breaking out in the interior; rebels
under the command of the brigand Makhno were
sacking the towns and looting the trains and
commissariat depots. Disorder was at its height in
the country. The local authorities had no idea how
to make themselves respected; abuse of authority
was the order of the day; the agrarian question
was more bitter than ever.73

The possibility of profit and class interest attracted
to the administrative positions either criminal elements, former policemen, or former landlords. To
these and others the meaning of “strong” authority was entirely pre-reform. [However] in view of
the complete impossibility of real control, it manifested itself with a chaos and impunity which was
unknown even during the old regime.35
Miliukov felt that instead of putting the state authority between the landlords and the peasants: “The circumstances of
the White movement, to the contrary, dumped the peasantry
into the hands of the landlords and [thus] revived the old hatred of the weak who had become strong, for the socially strong
[who were] ruined by the revolution [but had] temporarily regained power.”36
The behavior of the Volunteer troops in the occupied territory was even worse than that of the bureaucracy, if only because they had greater power.37 A Russian war correspondent
observed:

When General Mai-Maevskii encountered strong resistance
from the peasants in Ukraine, he asked Denikin to speed up
land reform because the peasants “are interested in and waiting for land reform. Promises have lost their meaning; fodder
is commandeered under threat of execution.” Denikin replied:
“I do not attach great importance to this matter. It is unnecessary to pay attention to the peasants. Take warning measures
against lawlessness [and] do not show weakness of authority…
With regard to the peasants—this question will be settled in
Moscow.” A foreign eyewitness observed:
Conditions behind the lines were more chaotic
than ever. Makhno was looting trains and depots
with impunity, and White officialdom was losing
what little control over the civilian population
it had… The peasants were crying for land and
getting a stone in answer.74

Robbery was institutionalized. Nobody paid any
attention to it up to the very end. The soldiers
34
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Although the strength of the Volunteer Army on the fronts
against the Bolsheviks and the Ukrainian Army was hardly adequate, at the end of September Denikin found that
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hospitals with typhus, and hang them from the
bare trees.70
In the late fall of 1919 Makhno’s military success peaked.
At that time he controlled the larger part of the Left Bank
from Katerynoslav to the Crimea and was threatening even
Taganrog, Denikin’s headquarters.71 Makhno’s success against
Denikin was facilitated by the population, especially the peasants, who were antagonized not only by the repressive policy
of the troops, the police, and bureaucrats, but especially by the
returning landlords. According to an eyewitness,
the wide peasant masses of Ukraine were indignant at the returning of the landlords to their
estates, the restoration of large latifundia, and
the arbitrariness and violence that had been
a characteristic peculiarity of the local agents’
policy. Exhausted by constant conscriptions, requisitions, and robberies by the military units, and
disappointed in the land measures of the “Stavka,”
they readily joined Makhno-Iike bands and began
to carry on a most relentless struggle against the
Volunteer Army… We hate the commune whole
heartedly, the peasants were saying, but still more,
we hate the landlords who are tearing our skin
off us. We do not need Communists, either red or
black.72

robbed, the officers robbed, and many generals
robbed; owing to a servile press, they acquired
reputations as national leaders and heroes.38
The population suffered especially from the counterintelligence service, which carried its activities to an unlimited wild
arbitrariness. According to Denikin himself the counterintelligence service that was established in units and organizations
at all political and military levels, created a sort of atmosphere,
a painful mania, all over the country, spreading through
mutual distrust and suspicion… It is necessary to say that
these organs, covering the territory of the South with dense
nets, were sometimes hotbeds of provocation and organized
robbery. In these respects the counterintelligence services in
Kyiv, Kharkiv, Odessa, and Rostov on the Don were especially
notorious.39
The behavior of the Volunteer Army in the occupied territory was unequivocally justified by its commander, General
Mai-Maevskii, in a conversation with General Wrangel:
“You see, in wartime you must leave no stone
unturned and neglect no means by which you
may achieve your ends. If you insist on the
officers and men living like ascetics, they will
not fight much longer.” I was highly indignant.
“Well, then, General, “he said, “what is the whole
difference between the Bolsheviks and ourselves?”
He answered his own question without pausing,
and he thought his answer irrefutable. “Is not the
whole difference simply that the Bolsheviks have
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not scrupled about their means, and therefore
have gained the upper hand?”40
Although the Kolchak government recommended a more
flexible policy in Ukraine and the use of Ukrainian troops in
fighting the Bolsheviks, Denikin refused, because this was
contrary to his idea of “One and Indivisible Russia.” Denikin’s
diplomatic expert, A. A. Neratov, confirmed Denikin’s attitude
toward Ukraine: “To recognize Petliura and work together
with him would be to recognize the dismemberment of Russia.’
The oppressive policy of the Denikin regime in Ukraine
convinced the population that it was as bad as the Bolshevik
regime, and brought a strong reaction that led able young men,
especially after the announcement of the Denikin mobilization, to leave their homes and join Makhno or other partisan
groups. Nevertheless, Denikin believed that the Ukrainian
peasants and partisans were fighting the Bolsheviks as their
class enemy. According to a Soviet author: “Denikin has not
considered that the revolt of the peasant elements against the
proletarian dictatorship still does not indicate readiness to go
with the Whites.”41
In the light of this development, Nestor Makhno decided to
take stronger action against both the Bolsheviks and Denikin.
In his words: “When the Red Army in south Ukraine began
to retreat … as if to straighten the front line, but in reality
to evacuate Ukraine … only then did my staff and I decide
to act without losing a single day.’ For a while Makhno
fought Denikin’s troops near Oleksandrivs’k, but Denikin’s
superior power forced him to retreat toward IElysavethrad,
on the Right Bank.42 There he encountered the Bolshevik

there was not such widespread looting as under the Volunteers.
A great impression was made on the population by Makhno’s
personal on-the-spot execution of several looters who were
caught in the market place.”68
An episode occurring there sheds some light on the behavior of the partisans. An elderly gentleman taking a walk was
stopped at a corner by a partisan who ordered the gentleman
to remove his pants and give them to him. The gentleman
protested, but promised to take the partisan to his nearby
apartment and surrender his trousers. When the gentleman
complied, the partisan exclaimed:
Well, that is the way it should have been a long
time ago! I requested trousers from six passersby,
“please give me some trousers because mine are
completely worn out.” All responded that they
had no spares. And now I have found some. Father
Makhno prohibited us from robbing. “If you do
need something,” he said, “take it, but nothing
more.” Now, I need nothing more!69
According to another eyewitness, as Slashchov drove
Makhno out of the city, his troops repeated earlier practices
of General Shkuro’s troops:
I blushed from pain and shame when people
with officers’ epaulettes on their shoulders entered apartments and looted them as suddenly,
openly, and shamelessly as did wild Ingushes and
Chechens… In addition, Slashchov’s men began
to pull out the partisans who were left in the
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panic… The whole incident was nerve wracking,
and should have given Denikin both a foretaste
and warning of what was to come.66

Fourteenth Army. Although it was isolated in the region of
Odessa-Kherson-Mykolaiv-Kryvyi Rih, it tried to force its way
northward. Makhno recalled that he

Makhno continued to drive Denikin’s forces out of
his region. One of Denikin’s important strongholds was
Katerynoslav, which Makhno tried to capture. After twelve
days of fighting Makhno applied his earlier military ruse,
sending his partisans dressed in peasant clothes

ordered Kalashnykiv, Budaniv, Holyk, and Dermenzhi, the partisan commanders who remained
with the partisans in the Red Army at the antiDenikin revolutionary front, to seize the front
line staff and its commander, Kochergin; [and
to] “arrest all political commissars and unreliable commanders for disposition by the deputy
commander of the front line, Kalashnykiv.”43

… into the town, ostensibly to buy provisions;
having arrived at the marketplace, they pulled
out their weapons and joined with their fellows
who had surrounded the town. A panic seized the
inhabitants; the Governor [Shchetinin] hurried
away in a special train; and, after the militiamen
had put up the best fight they could against
superior numbers, darkness came on, and the
bandits were masters of the town.67
Toward the end of October, Makhno took the city, which he
controlled for six weeks. He issued a manifesto as soon as the
partisans entered the city, appealing to the populace to preserve peace, to surrender their weapons, and to turn over to
him Denikin’s officers hiding in the city. He demanded contributions from the richer segment of the population and expropriated whatever money had been left in the banks by Denikin,
subsequently turning to the poor with a large amount of money
and material support. Also he opened the gates of the prisons
and burned them. Despite a prohibition by Makhno, the partisans, especially the released prisoners, were guilty of some
looting. However, according to an eyewitness: “Under Makhno
66
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Moreover, he sent agents among the Red troops, who with
the Makhno men carried on a “devilish” propaganda along the
theme: “The Bolsheviks sold Ukraine to the generals. Those
who want to fight for the blood of their brothers and the country join Makhno.” With such propaganda as this combined with
sabotage, they demoralized the Red troops. The slogan: “Troop
trains are yours!” was effective. Troop trains, garages, and military magazines were looted; railroad depots were set on fire
and blown up. Moreover, there were mutinies in some Bolshevik units. An uprising instigated by Makhno men broke out in
one brigade of the Fifty-Eighth Division. Mutineers destroyed
the headquarters and arrested the whole staff, including the
commander, G. A. Kochergin, his wife, and the commissars.
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When Division staff called Kochergin’s headquarters the reply was: “There is no Kochergin Brigade—it was transferred
to the disposition of the commander in chief of the Revolution,
comrade Father Makhno. Soon we will reach you.” Although
later the wounded Kochergin and some members of his staff
escaped, others were shot and the brigade was lost. In addition, a few armored trains joined Makhno. The uprisings spread
to other units and Makhno men seized the commander of the
Fifty-Eighth Division, Ivan Fedorovich Fed’ko (originally Fedotov), and the commissar, Mikhelovich. Fed’ko was accused of
having: “sold all of us to Denikin… Bat’ko Makhno, the commander of all armed forces of southern Russia, accepts us in his
army.” They labeled Fed’ko and the commissar as traitors who
should be executed,61 although later they escaped, but another
brigade stationed at Bobrynets’ went over to Makhno. According to an intercepted Bolshevik radio telegram of August 17:
“The units of the Third Brigade joined Makhno. Kochergin and
the Political Commissar were executed. The entire area north
of Mykolaiv is in the hands of partisans and Makhno’s bands.”44
Meanwhile, Makhno’s detachments from the Red Army, including Red units, began to arrive, carrying with them all the
arms and ammunition they could acquire. The Bolshevik command, fearing mutiny among its troops, was unable to oppose
them. Also, a number of independent partisan groups joined
Makhno.45
At that time Makhno’s troops reached the size of a normal
army, estimated at about twenty thousand. At the town of
Dobrovelychkivka, Kherson province, where he stayed from
the beginning of August to September 10, Makhno decided to
44
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Taganrog. Some advised the chief commander to leave.64 According to another eyewitness the situation was “absolutely
critical”:
All Denikin could muster up were the two
hundred-odd officers of headquarters, a company
of war-wounded veterans and a few tanks… I was
having tea at the British Military Mission when
the news of the coming of Makhno spread. A list
for volunteers to go out to fight him was passed
around the tea table. I signed this list and thus
for three days found myself in a force of British
cavalry. We were drilled by General Thompson,
commanding the British Mission. Several British
naval officers also signed the list, and the sight of
a long-legged naval commander on a horse was
something never to be forgotten. Just as suddenly
and just as mysteriously as he had appeared,
Makhno vanished. Evidently he overestimated the
forces defending Taganrog. If he had only dared
to attack the city he would have had us, General
Denikin.and all.65
Hodgson confirms this situation in Taganrog:
The British Military Mission at Taganrog, although only a staff nucleus engaged in getting
supplies up and teaching Denikin’s soldiers, at
once put itself in a state of defence. A mounted
mobile column of thirty-two officers was formed,
and although it has been claimed that the effort
had a calming effect on the local population, I
am inclined to think that it only accentuated the
64
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and Orel, Makhno the brigand sprang into activity
near Katerynoslav, and within ten days he had
blown the Berdians’k dump sky-high.”62
Attacking from the coast to prevent the enemy’s escape by
sea, Makhno captured large stores of war material, including
sixteen British and Russian guns, thirty trucks, five cars, one
airplane, and a large amount of ammunition. On October
23 Makhno captured the other main port, Mariupil’, cutting
Denikin off from the Sea of Azov and consequently threatening his main supply base, Volnovakha. Makhno decided to
attack the city, in spite of the concentration of Denikin forces
there, and although after five days of fighting he failed to
capture Volnovakha, he effectively eliminated it as a supply
base because all railroad junctions were in Makhno’s hands.
In the meantime, when Makhno appeared without warning in
the area of Taganrog, Denikin’s headquarters:
Panic reigned everywhere—panicked foreign missions, panicked staff ladies; some even succeeded
in evacuating. Officers were called hastily. [People
were] saying that the Makhno detachments were
seizing Mariupil’, and that Makhno partisans were
eighty versts from Taganrog. There was almost
no force that could oppose them. The Kuban
Cossacks recalled from the front could not arrive
in time because of the damage to transportation
and “bandits” who were destroying trucks. A
regiment of officers coming from the Caucasian
coast was stopped at sea by the storm.63
In discussion with K. N. Sokolov, Denikin admitted the situation was very serious with Makhno within two days’ ride of
62
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reorganize the army into three infantry brigades, one cavalry
brigade, an artillery detachment, and a machine-gun regiment.
An elite squadron of fewer than two hundred of the most
highly experienced and dedicated cavalrymen, led by Petro
Havriushenko, called Havriusha, was formed as Makhno’s
bodyguard. Simultaneously, the army’s staff was reorganized
and substantially enlarged, including skilled personnel. The
army also included an intelligence service.46
The reorganized army was renamed “Revolutionary Partisan
Army of Ukraine” (Makhnovites). This army was now mobile,
either on horseback or “wheels,” light carriages with springs
called tachanky that were drawn by two or three horses, with
another in reserve behind the cart, and with the driver and usually two soldiers behind him. A machine gun was installed on
the back seat between the two soldiers. This infantry on carts
moved at a speed of eighty kilometers a day, and even, if necessary, over one hundred. A black flag was flown on the first
carriage with the slogans: “Liberty or Death” and “The Land to
Peasants, the Factories to the Workers” embroidered in silver
on both sides.
As Makhno regrouped his army, he had to face not only
the Bolshevik Fourteenth Army in retreat from the Crimea
and Odessa forcing its way north to Russia, but also a strong
Denikin force. Hoping to destroy one of the forces that
opposed his occupation of Ukraine, Denikin threw his best
regiments under General Slashchov into the battle against
Makhno. The Fifth Division operated in the IElysavethrad
area; there was a Don Cossack cavalry brigade in the Voz46
Originally it had a punitive function, but because of improper treatment of prisoners of war, it was deprived of its punitive function, and commanders and partisans were categorically prohibited from shooting prisoners upon their own initiative. A commission was organized in the Revolutionary Military Council to deal with prisoners. The representatives of the
anarchists had the right to participate in its decisions (Teper, Makhno, pp.
81—82; Rudnev, Makhnovshchina, pp. 74–75).
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nesenske area; to their south was the Fourth Division, while
the Fourteenth Infantry Division and the Crimean Cavalry
Regiment operated around Odessa. After the retreat from
the railroad lines IElysavethrad and Voznesenske, Makhno
operated from Novoukrainka in the area of IElysavethrad
and Voznesenske. Other Makhno detachments swarmed
throughout the IElysavethrad, Katerynoslav, Mykolaiv, and
Uman’ districts. Toward the end of August the Fifth Division
and the Don Cossack cavalry brigade were ordered to drive
Makhno’s partisan army out of Novoukrainka. Makhno,
however, launched a vigorous counteroffensive, taking a
number of towns and putting Denikin troops in a critical
situation, though his main concern had been to capture ammunition, which his troops badly needed. To forestall Makhno’s
offensive, an additional military unit was formed from the
Fourth Division, consisting of its escort staff, brigades of the
Thirteenth and Thirty-Fourth Infantry Divisions, the First
Symferopil’ Officers’ Regiment, and a separate cavalry brigade
consisting of the Forty-Second Don, the Labinsk, and the
Tamansk regiments. Thus Makhno was confronted with an
additional formation consisting of 4,700 cavalry and infantry
and fifty guns. According to Makhno, Denikin concentrated
a strong force against him, some twelve to fifteen regiments,
including the First Symferopil’ Officers’ Regiment.47
Although Denikin’s troops made great effort to take the
initiative from Makhno, he conducted quick and demoralizing
raids against them, especially on their rear. The situation,
however, grew worse for Makhno when on September 10 at
Pomichna, Denikin launched a major attack, capturing 400
47
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self-defense. True justice should not be administratively organized, but must come as a living,
free, creative act of the community… Law and
order must be upheld by the living force of the
local community, and must not be left to police
specialists.60
As the Revolutionary Military Council organized sociopolitical life in the region, Makhno and his staff continued to fight
Denikin, occupying a number of cities and towns, including
Polohy, Melitopil’, Huliai-Pole, Synel’nikove, and Lozova. At
that time Makhno’s army increased to about twenty-five thousand men. In late October, the height of the army’s growth, it
consisted of about forty thousand men, including the separate
partisan detachments operating in the countryside.61 When the
commander of one such detachment bearing Makhno’s name
contacted Makhno, he replied: “All the detachments bearing
my name may act independently. You are not alone; many units
bearing my name are scattered throughout Ukraine. The time
will come when we will all unite into one great anarchist army
and will defeat the enemy.”
Makhno, however, was primarily interested in the Azov Sea
ports and on October 6 he decided to take Berdians’k where,
according to the British war correspondent,
a huge quantity of our small-arms ammunition
and 60,000 shells were stacked for months… The
British Mission, who considered the town to be
vulnerable, warned the Russian staff repeatedly.
Just as the battles were opening which should
have given Denikin permanent possession of Kyiv
60
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by artillery fire, and … you and your friends …
would sooner Or later be taken by the regime
into the army. And then, it would send you with
arms in hand to kill your brother peasants and
workers—revolutionary partisan—Makhno men.58
To assure the growth of the army, the congress resolved to
organize local free social-economic organizations and commissions composed of working people, to obtain “contributions”
from the bourgeoisie, and to gather uniforms for the partisans.
These organizations were to cooperate closely with Makhno’s
army supply commission. They were responsible for providing
support for the partisans’ families and for the poorer population. Finally, the congress had chosen a commission to convene
the next congress to deal with the social and economic organization of the region controlled by the Makhno army. Appealing to the population to support the recruitment of volunteers
for the army, the congress also established a committee to provide food distribution at stations and hospitals and to take care
of the wounded and the sick. The primary source of the food
would be free gifts from the peasants, the spoils of victory,
and requisitions from privileged groups. The congress recommended that the Revolutionary Military Council take strong
measures against drinking, including the execution of offenders, to prevent a demoralization of the army.59
The basis of justice was also laid down by the congress:
On the question of the need to organize a judicial
administrative apparatus, we suggest as a basic
principle that any rigid court, police machinery
and any fixed “codification of laws” constitute
a gross violation of the population’s rights of
58
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of Makhno’s men and three guns. Abandoning the railroad
line, Makhno blew up two armored trains, and as his forces
decreased and he ran short of ammunition, he retreated toward the Mykolaivka-Khmilove line to the Myrhorod-Uman’
area, where a new phase of the fighting developed. During
this fighting Makhno stubbornly resisted the enemy when he
was surrounded at Novoukrainka and later at Uman’. He was
retreating, fighting back stubbornly, and counterattacking,
often with considerable tactical success. While his main force
fought major battles, numerous separate detachments assisted
him by attacking the enemy’s rear. Makhno retreated until his
whole army was cut off on the south and east by Denikin, and
on the west and north by the Ukrainian forces.
Although the immensity of his goal was out of keeping
with his military strength, Denikin continued to fight both
Makhno and the Ukrainian Army. Following Makhno’s footsteps, General Slashchov felt the time was ripe to surround
Makhno in the Uman’ area and liquidate him before he joined
“His half-ally, half-enemy Petliura.” At Uman’ Makhno made
contact with a brigade of Ukrainian Sich Riflemen who were
also at war against Denikin. Realizing that an understanding between them was the only sensible solution, Makhno
proposed “military neutrality.” The Ukrainian troops needed
to secure their eastern front, and Makhno agreed to help
fight Denikin. Subsequently Makhno paid a visit to Ukrainian
headquarters in the city and obtained an agreement with the
Ukrainian command to take care of his 4,000 wounded and ill
partisans in the city hospitals.48
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Makhno, however, had no intention of keeping his agreement because his retreat was a forced strategy that brought
only a temporary solution. Makhno considered that the more
Denikin’s troops advanced to the north and northwest, the
more vulnerable they became in their rear because of the great
extension of the front. Through good intelligence and close
contact with the peasants he was well informed about the
movement and strength of the Denikin troops and the difficult
situation in the region Denikin had occupied.
Throughout the summer and early fall of 1919, Denikin enjoyed substantial success, occupying a large part of Ukraine
and southern Russia. On June 24 he occupied Kharkiv; six days
later, Wrangel was in Tsaritsyn; and on July 31, Poltava fell
into Denikin’s hands. A month later Kyiv was liberated from
the Bolsheviks by the united Galician and Directory armies but
soon abandoned to Denikin. In the south, Denikin occupied
Kherson and Mykolaiv on August 18, and Odessa five days later.
He was also successfully advancing into Russia, taking Kursk
on September 21 and Orel on October 13. The path to Tula, the
capital of the province and the center of the armament industry, was open. The Bolsheviks became alarmed. According to
Trotsky “Denikin set himself the goal of penetrating deep into
the rear of our army to appear suddenly in Tula and wreck its
factories, thus destroying the great arsenal of the Red Army.”49
By mid-October Denikin had reached the line of VoronezhOrel-Chemihiv-Kyiv-Odessa and was very optimistic:
In his opinion everything was going splendidly. The possibility of a sudden change in our
luck seemed to him to be out of the question.
He thought the taking of Moscow was only a
question of time, and that the demoralized and
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Meanwhile, the Revolutionary Military Council convoked
the Fifth Congress in Oleksandrivs’k from October 20 to 26,
1919, with about 270 delegates, including 180 peasants in
attendance, It was chaired by Volin. The congress resolved
to strengthen, organize, and prepare supplies for the army.
It formed committees, consisting of peasants, workers, and
partisans, to convene future congresses that would deal with
the organization of social and economic life in the region.
However, the main concerns of the congress were the current
problems, the primary one being the organization of the army.
In principle the congress rejected a regular army based upon
compulsory mobilization, but the critical situation at the front
and the need to defend the territory made it necessary to
resort to voluntary mobilization of men between nineteen and
forty-eight. Each new regiment was to include a staff and an
economic-judicial organ, for the congress intended to make
the partisan army a people’s army.57
One of Makhno’s proclamations illustrated what voluntary
mobilization entailed:
Why do you sit at home, friend? Why are you not
in our ranks? Are you waiting for a Commissar
to come with a punitive detachment to take you
by compulsory mobilization? Do not deceive
yourself that he will not find you, that you could
hide, escape. The Bolshevik regime already proved
it would stop at nothing: it would arrest your
family and relatives, it would take hostages and,
if necessary, it would shell the entire village
57
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After the victory at Perehonivka the road to Denikin’s important centers was open. Three parallel columns of Makhno’s
troops advanced eastward at the great speed of one hundred
versts per day, avoiding battles with large enemy forces
and joined by many independent partisan groups en route.
Denikin’s garrisons and the civil authorities, ignorant of the
defeat at Perehonivka or Makhno’s whereabouts, took no
defensive measures and Makhno very often took Denikin’s
posts by complete surprise. In several days Makhno took
Dolyns’ka, Kryvyi Rih, and Nikopil’, where he destroyed three
regiments.56 Subsequently he captured the Kichkas bridge
on the Dnieper and on October 5, the city of Oleksandrivs’k,
where he established his base.
Apart from the military problems, Makhno was confronted
with the organization of the local authorities. First he called
a meeting of workers from different branches of industry, informing them about the previous victorious fighting and the
war situation in the region, and then asked the workers to organize the management of factories, plants, railroads, and other
branches of industry by their own means and under their own
control. On the question of salaries, Makhno advised the workers to set their own wages, organize their own pay office, and
carry on commercial exchange directly with consumers. The
railroad workers consented to go along with Makhno’s policy,
organizing the train system and setting fees for transportation.
At the meeting in Oleksandrivs’k, in his main speech, Makhno
appealed to the populace to organize a civil self-government so
as to secure the territory and guarantee its people’s freedom.
His organizational plans did not develop sufficiently, mainly
because of the proximity of this territory to the front and a
lack of initiative and experience of its people.
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weakened enemy could not make a stand against
us.50
Denikin expected to reach Moscow by winter and overthrow
the Bolshevik regime. To his friend N. I. Astrov, he said: “Do not
worry, everything will be all right, and I will drink tea in your
house in Moscow.” The “Osvag” had already prepared proclamations and posters with portraits of the Volunteer Army’s
leaders to post in the streets of liberated Moscow.51 However,
in Denikin’s success lay his weakness. The line of his positions
showed a considerable bulge with the concomitant danger of
an open flank and rear.‘Wrangel warned:
We were building on sand; we had bitten off far
more than we could chew. Our front was too long
in comparison with the number of our forces; we
had no organized bases and strongholds in our
rear… I drew his attention to the movements of
the brigand Makhno and his rebels, for they were
threatening our rear. “Oh, that is not serious! We
will finish him off in the twinkling of the eye.”
As I listened to him talking, my mind filled with
doubt and apprehension.52
Makhno’s main adversary, General Slashchov, confirms
Denikin’s disregard of Makhno’s partisans in his rear:
The “Whites,” in spite of the advice of the commanders combating Makhno, looked on his liquidation
as a question of secondary importance and all their
attention at first was directed against Petliura. This
blindness of the “Stavka” and the staff of the forces
50
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of New Russia was frequently and severely punished.53
While caught between the armies of the Directory and of
Denikin, Makhno rapidly and in complete secrecy prepared an
offensive against Denikin in which he displayed the greatest
skill and bravery of his entire military career. He left all the
wounded, sick, and unreliable men in the care of the Ukrainian
troops, and cut his support to a minimum. This flexible, completely mounted army could attack without preparation by artillery fire. There was no question of failure or retreat; the decision was to attack the Denikin forces, destroy them, and penetrate behind their lines.54
On the evening of September 25, Makhno’s First Brigade
launched an attack against Denikin’s forward troops near the
village of Kruten’ke. The enemy soon retreated to take up better
positions and to draw Makhno’s unit into a trap. Makhno, however, purposely did not pursue, and misled them into thinking
he had moved back westward. Several hours later, after 3 A.M.,
Makhno made an unexpected frontal attack on the main force
near Perehonivka. In the course of the ensuing intense fighting, which continued for several hours, Makhno and his cavalry escort moved in the darkness to outflank the enemy. Just
as the outnumbered and exhausted major troops of Makhno began to lose ground, Makhno attacked the enemy’s flank. This
maneuver decided the battle. First Makhno destroyed a battalion of the Lithuanian Regiment, and a-battery of the Fourth
Artillery Division, and then he attacked the First SymferopiP
Officers’ Regiment, forcing it into an orderly defensive retreat
that ended in a rout. The men retreated in panic, abandoning
their arms in an attempt to reach the river Syniukha, some fifteen kilometers distant. Makhno, however, sent his troops at

full speed in pursuit, while he moved with his cavalry escort
to overtake them on the other side of the river. Makhno’s main
force caught the enemy near the river and decimated it. Most
of those who managed to cross the river were taken prisoner
or killed by Makhno. Only a small number escaped.
Although Makhno exaggerated when he spoke of “complete
annihilation,” the regiment did suffer heavy losses; according to Denikin’s sources, 637 men were killed or wounded,
including 270 officers. After its defeat at the Syniukha the regiment ceased its operations against Makhno. While Makhno
was fighting Denikin southeast of Uman’, General Skliarov
attacked Uman’ from the southwest, forcing the Ukrainian
troops to retreat. Makhno’s sick and wounded, who were
unable to retreat with the Ukrainian troops or to hide, were
killed when the enemy entered the city.
Although Denikin used a large force against Makhno, he
failed to destroy him in the Novoukrainka and Uman’ operations because he divided his attention between Makhno and
the Ukrainian Army. Moreover, there was no coordination of
Denikin’s various units, and communication with the armed
forces command of New Russia in Odessa was poor. Makhno,
energetic and well informed, took advantage of Denikin’s mistakes and inflicted heavy losses on the enemy. The developments resulting from his defeat decided Denikin’s fate. According to a Denikin officer fighting against Makhno:
People interested in the history of the civil war,
1917—1920, came to the conclusion a long time ago
that the breakthrough of “Father Makhno” in the
fall of 1919 disorganized the rear of the Armed
Forces of South Russia and thus tipped the scale
in favor of the Reds.55
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of the offensive on Moscow. Denikin admitted: “This uprising,
which took on such broad dimensions, destroyed our rear and
the front at the most critical period.”100 As Pierre Berland, the
correspondent of Le Temps in Moscow, observed:
There is no doubt that Denikin’s defeat is explained more by the uprisings of the peasants
who brandished Makhno’s black flag, than by the
success of Trotskii’s regular army. The partisan
bands of “Bat’ko” tipped the scales in favor of
the Reds and if Moscow wants to forget it today,
impartial history will not.101
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18. Makhno’s Army
Outlawed by the Bolsheviks
The rapidly changing military situation soon caused a
change in the Bolsheviks’ attitude toward Makhno. The
advance of the Red Army southward in pursuit of Denikin,
like the Denikin offensive earlier, was facilitated by Makhno’s
harassment of the retreating Denikin troops and by peasant
uprisings. On December 8 the retreat of the Denikin army
forced Makhno out of Katerynoslav, whence he retreated
to the region of Melitopil’, Nikopil’, and Oleksandrivs’k to
regroup. On December 24 Makhno’s troops met the Bolshevik
Fourteenth Army in Oleksandrivs’k and its commander,
Ieronim Petrovich Uborevich, admitted Makhno’s service
in defeating Denikin. Although the Bolsheviks fraternized
with the Makhno troops and the commander even offered
cooperation, they distrusted Makhno, fearing the popularity
he had gained as a result of his successful fighting against
Denikin. A member of the Revolutionary Military Council
of the Fourteenth Army, Sergei Ordzhonokidze, wired the
Central Committee of the Russian Communist party, and
the editorial staff of the newspapers Pravda, Bednota, and
Izvestiia:
In the central publications, especially in Bednota,
they emphasized Makhno’s role in the uprisings
of the masses in Ukraine against Denikin. I consider it necessary to point out that such a popularization of Makhno’s name, whose attitude toward the Soviet government is inimical as before,
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group was established that formed a Pokrovs’ke—Velyka
Mykhaihvka—Bahatyr front line. The Second Cavalry Corps
operated against Makhno from the east.10
As the Red command concentrated its forces against
Makhno, his units were in the vicinity of a Greek town,
Staryi Kermenchyk, in Mariupil’ district. On December 7
Marchenko’s cavalry detachment arrived at Kermenchyk.
Marchenko reported to Makhno: “I have the honour of announcing the return of the Crimean Army… Yes, brothers …
now, at last, we know what the Communists are.” Some time
later Makhno declared in the same vein:
In this difficult and responsible revolutionary
position the Makhno movement made one great
mistake: alliance with the Bolsheviks against a
common enemy, Wrangel and the Entente. In the
period of this alliance that was morally right and
of practical value for the revolution, the Makhno
movement mistook the Bolshevik revolutionism
and failed to secure

brings about in the rank and file of the army undesired sympathy toward Makhno. Such a popularization is particularly dangerous at [the time of]
our advance into the region of partisans. In reality,
Makhno was not leading the uprisings. The mass
of people in general are rising against Denikin for
the Soviet government.1
The Bolsheviks had no intention of tolerating Makhno’s
independent policy, but hoped at first to destroy his army by
removing it from its own base. With this idea in mind, on
January 8, 1920, the Revolutionary Military Council of the
Fourteenth Army ordered Makhno to move to the Polish front
via Oleksandria-Cherkasy-Boryspil’-Chernihiv-Kovel’.2 The
author of the order realized there was no real war between the
Poles and the Bolsheviks at that time and he also knew that
Makhno would not abandon his region. In a conversation with
Iona E. IAkir, the commander of the Forty-Fifth Division of the
Fourteenth Army, Uborevich explained that “an appropriate
reaction by Makhno to this order would give us the chance
to have accurate grounds for our next steps.” IAkir answered
that he knew Makhno personally, and was sure that he would
certainly not comply. Uborevich agreed but concluded: “The
order is a certain political maneuver and, at the very least, we
expect positive results from Makhno’s realization of this.”3
As expected, Makhno and the Revolutionary Military Committee flatly refused to leave the territory. In their opinion the
1
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commander of the Fourteenth Army had no authority over
the Makhno army; a large number of the partisans, including
Makhno, who was in a near coma most of the time, were
sick with typhus; the fighting qualities and effectiveness of
the troops were greater on their own territory; and Makhno
realized that an expedition against Poland would mean losing
his base of power and exposing his territory to a Bolshevik
invasion. Consequently the Bolsheviks declared Makhno’s
army outlawed. On January 14, 1920, Makhno gave up his
camp and set out for Huliai-Pole without serious opposition.
Some detachments that remained in the rear were seized by
the Bolsheviks.4
After the defeat of the Denikin forces and their retreat to
the Black Sea, Makhno had to face the Red troops. The winter
of 1920 was a very critical period. His partisan army was disorganized and under strength. About 50 percent of the troops
contracted typhus and went to the villages for cure, while others simply hid in the villages, or went home. Thus the strength
of Makhno’s forces was substantially lower than in late 1919.
The Bolsheviks, however, were in a far stronger position than
the previous year; they had more, better equipped, and better
supplied troops at their disposal.
When the Bolsheviks’ attempts to transfer Makhno to the
Polish front failed, they made a great effort to destroy him.
In mid-January this task was assigned to the Forty-Second
Division of the Thirteenth Army, stationed between Mariupil’
and Taganrog. The division was ordered to advance toward
Perekop across the Makhno region. It was transferred to the
area of Volnovakha-Kurakhivka, whence the Third Brigade
was dispatched to the area of Andriivka—Oleeksiivka—Velyka
Mykhailivka—Huliai-Pole; while the Second Brigade was
concentrated in the area of Staryi Kermenchyk—Turkenivka—
4
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Boguchar Brigade seized the Second Regiment at Voskresenka.
However, on the evening of November 26—27, a few hours
before the Red troops were to attack Huliai-Pole, Makhno
learned about the plot and with his bodyguard of about two
hundred cavalrymen, attacked the enemy and routed them.
From there he moved to Novo-Uspenivka. On his way he encountered a cavalry regiment, which hastily retreated, and an
International Cavalry Brigade. He avoided heavy engagement
and slipped away at night.
Instead of pursuing Makhno, the brigade proceeded to
Huliai-Pole as ordered, but after reaching the town, the
commander failed to notify the other units in the vicinity.
Consequently on the morning of November 27 a Red unit
attacked Huliai-Pole and fighting ensued for the entire day.
Meantime the Second Cavalry Corps took up pursuit of
Makhno, forcing him to retreat to Rozivka and the Starodubivka area. During this week of campaigns Makhno not
only managed to escape from the enemy’s encirclement, but
destroyed some Bolshevik units, including a cavalry regiment,
and captured two Bolshevik batteries. Moreover, he organized
a number of new detachments from independent partisan
groups and Red troops who left their units, all of which
increased his army to 2,500 including 1,000 cavalry.
After this failure, the Red command decided to surround
Makhno with more troops in a larger area between the Dnieper
and the Sea of Azov. Moreover, to prevent possible cooperation between the Red troops and the Makhno partisans, they
used international units, Russian troops from the trans-Volga
region, and Kirghizians.9 In addition, on December 6, they
decided to replace the Melitopil’ group with the augmented
Fourth Army. This force formed a Melitopil’—Berdians’k—
Huliai-Pole western front line. Simultaneously a northern
9
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and proceeded toward Dzhuma-Ablam. Although the other
divisions pursued him they failed to halt his advance.
On the night of November 27 Karetnyk arrived at Armians’kyi Bazar, where he divided his troops into two groups,
sending one across the Syvash Lagoon, and the other to
Perekop, which was held by the First Red Sharpshooters
Division. The second group learned the enemy password
and passed through their lines at night.6 On the morning of
November 28 both groups united at Strohanivka, north of
Perekop. In two days Karetnyk had advanced 130 kilometers.
On November 30 a cavalry regiment barred his advance, but
he passed it by and attacked and captured a regiment at
Tymoshivka. However, the other regiments and two brigades
of the Fourth Cavalry Division rescued the prisoners and
forced Karetnyk to retreat. Meanwhile, large forces had
been concentrated in the area of Karetnyk’s advance and on
December 1 the Red troops attacked Karetnyk near Fedorivka,
north of Melitopil’, where half of his troops were destroyed.
Karetnyk and his staff were captured and executed there. The
troop train and all machine guns and rifles were lost. The other
half, in loose formations, penetrated the Red lines. Not all,
however, managed to get away: some were killed, about 200
were captured, and Marchenko’s cavalry detachment escaped
with only 250 of 1,50D men.7
Simultaneously the Red Army command had decided to
destroy Makhno in Huliai-Pole and its environs. This task
was assigned to the Melitopil’ group that on November 25
completed a double encirclement of Makhno’s forces.8 On
November 26, prior to attacking Huliai-Pole, the 126th Brigade,
a cavalry regiment, and an armored car unit surrounded
Makhno’s Third Regiment at Mala Tokmachka, while the
6
7
8
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Huliai-Pole. The strength of these two brigades was 4,000,
plus a number of support units. The First Brigade was held
as reserves between the others in the area of Maiorske—
Sanzhanivka— Huliai-Pole. The task of the Red troops was to
surround Huliai-Pole and destroy Makhno.
However, before they could effect this plan, Makhno retreated from Huliai-Pole, leaving a large amount of supplies
and eight guns to the Bolsheviks. Toward the end of February
the Red Army command transferred the Forty-Second Division as reserve to the Taganrog area because the situation in
the North Caucasus became critical. Its place was taken by
the Estonian Division, which was concentrated in the area of
Huliai-Pole—Polohy—Kinski Rozdory—Tsarekonstiantynivka.
In the meantime, Makhno harried the Red troops, destroying
their staff and agents, supply base, smaller separate units,
blowing up railroad lines, bridges, and means of communication, and conducting intensive propaganda among the troops.
Late in February, Makhno in five days slipped his detachment
secretly into Huliai-Pole and disarmed one brigade, destroying
its headquarters. Some men joined Makhno while others were
dispersed. Although the Red Army command dispatched a
cavalry regiment that seized large supplies and killed some
partisans, including Makhno’s oldest brother, Sava, who was
living with his family, Makhno managed to retreat safely.
After these setbacks, the Bolsheviks decided early in March
to organize a special task force of rear-area commanders to
fight Makhno. This force, under the direction of the commander of the Thirteenth Army rear area, consisted of a cavalry
division under Blinov, the 126th Brigade of the Forty-Second
Infantry Division, several battalions of the Internal Security
Troops of the Republic, one Cheka battalion from Kharkiv
and garrisons of Hryshyne, Pavlohrad, Synel’nikove, Lozova,
and Oleksandrivs’k. The plan was to surround the region of
Makhno’s activities and divide it into three areas (Chaplino,
Hryshyne, and Vol-novakha) in order to prevent Makhno’s
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escape. The 126th Brigade and an armored train remained in
reserve while the cavalry division was to hunt and liquidate
Makhno.5 Although Makhno knew about this plan, he paid
little attention to the surrounding forces except for the cavalry
division and during the spring and summer avoided major
frontal battles against superior Bolshevik forces.
Although Makhno’s struggle was a war of small engagements, it was marked by extremely violent fighting. On
encountering larger enemy forces, including armored trains,
Makhno would skillfully retreat in a loose formation at great
speed. With the same speed, he would reappear in the rear
of the enemy, attacking military staffs and base areas. An
eyewitness recalled:
As our units were advancing on the left flank,
suddenly machine guns began firing at our base.
Shouts: “band!” caused a panic. Even though our
artillery men opened fire against Makhno’s men,
the Makhno cutthroats spread out, slashing and
shooting everyone who came within their grasp.
This attack cost very dearly.6
Such operations were usually successful because Makhno
used cavalry units and troops on carts with machine guns.
His campaign was largely confined to surprise attacks on
isolated Red Army units, small garrisons, requisition agents,
Bolshevik militiamen, political commissars, bridges, railroads,
and Bolshevik supply bases.7 In the course of the campaign,
especially during the raids, which sometimes covered distances up to 1,200 to 1,500 versts, the partisans carried on
intensive anti-Bolshevik propaganda among the population.
Although Makhno was merciless with the captured Red Army
5
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With the termination of military action against
Wrangel because of his defeat, the Revolutionary
Military Soviet of the southern front considers
that the task of the Partisan Army is completed
and asks the Revolutionary Military Council of
the Partisan Army to begin immediately the work
of integration of the partisan insurrectionary
detachments into regular military units of the
Red Army. The existence of the Partisan Army as
a separate organization is no longer required by
the military circumstances. On the contrary, its
existence alongside the Red Army detachments,
but with separate organization and purpose,
would give rise to a completely inad-missable
situation.3
Frunze concluded that he would wait till November 26 for
the response to his order. This order, however, was not made
public till mid-December in the Kharkiv newspaper, The Communist.4
As soon as Karetnyk took Symferopil’ he was ordered to
occupy the coast from Saky to Zamruk, south from Evpatoriia,
where the Red Army command intended to surround him. On
November 26, the plan was ready: one cavalry corps and a
division on the north and northeast; one division and three
brigades on the west; four brigades on Karetnyk’s south; three
in the northwestern part of the Crimea—all were to attack
and destroy on November 27.5 However, on the evening of
November 26, Karetnyk learned about the plot and promptly
advanced to the Sym-feropiP-Perekop highway, where he
soon encountered and defeated the Seventh Cavalry Division
3
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that, once Denikin’s forces were disposed of, the
Bolshevik armies would crumble, from desertion
and mutinies.1
According to a Bolshevik officer who fought against
Makhno, it was under the impact of repeated Makhno attacks and the hardships of the march that desertions began
in the cavalry. Daily the percentage of those who lagged
behind or were lost increased. Desertions occurred even
among the mounted reconnaissance patrol, usually under the
guise of changing a horse in the village. Thus the Makhno
partisan movement adversely affected and promoted the
demoralization of the cavalry.
The gravity of the problem of desertion from the Red Army
to Makhno can be judged from the wording of the military
agreement between Makhno and the Bolsheviks on October
15, 1920, against Wrangel. According to the second clause and
the “remarks” that followed it:
While moving through Soviet territory, or across
the fronts, the Revolutionary Partisan Army of
Ukraine (Makhnovites) would accept into its
ranks neither detachments nor deserters from the
Red Army. Red Army units and isolated Red soldiers, who have met and joined the Revolutionary
Partisan Army behind the Wrangel front, should
reenter the ranks of the Red Army when they
again make contact with it.2
However, events moved too fast for Makhno. On November
23, an order was issued by Frunze at Melitopil’:

officers, ordinary soldiers were either incorporated into his
army or released as soon as they were taken.8 During one
encounter when Makhno captured eighty Bolshevik prisoners,
an eyewitness said Makhno “showed a human heart toward
those prisoners.” He delivered a speech to them saying: “I am
freeing you, and your duty must be to tell everywhere who
Makhno is, for what he is fighting and how he is fighting.”
After those joyful prisoners had been freed, Makhno went on:
Those eighty souls will be the best agitators in my
behalf. To some they will tell what I am fighting
for, to others, how I am fighting. There will be
more benefit for me from that than if I had them
shot.9
The objectives of the Bolsheviks were to capture Makhno,
to destroy his partisans and his influence in the countryside.
To prevent fraternization between the Red Army troops and
Makhno’s partisans, the Bolsheviks extensively employed
against the latter divisions of Latvian and Estonian sharpshooters and Chinese detachments.10 Employing other new
tactics, the Bolsheviks attacked not only Makhno’s partisans,
but also villages and towns in which the population was
sympathetic toward Makhno. They shot ordinary soldiers
as well as their commanders, destroying their houses, confiscating their properties, and persecuting their families.
Moreover the Bolsheviks conducted mass arrests of innocent
peasants who were suspected of collaborating in some way
with the partisans. It is impossible to determine the casualties
involved: according to moderate estimates, more than two
hundred thousand people were executed or injured by the
8
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Bolsheviks in Ukraine during that period. Nearly as many
were imprisoned or deported to Russia and Siberia.11
In spite of their merciless methods and intense propaganda,
the Bolsheviks were not able to destroy Makhno in this period.
Contrary to their expectations, his army was growing stronger
and was reactivating and the Bolsheviks began to realize that
military means alone were not enough to destroy the Makhno
movement. To obtain a firm foothold in the villages in Ukraine,
the Bolsheviks conceived the idea of neutralizing or placating
the peasants. The Bolshevik authorities admitted having made
a mistake in 1919 by introducing the Soviet farm system to occupied Ukraine, for “the peasants looked upon the attempts to
socialize farming as a new form of Communist state enslavement.” Although they modified their agricultural policy by introducing on February 5, 1920, a new land law, distributing the
former landlords’, state, and church lands among the peasants,
they did not succeed in placating them because the requisitions, which the peasants considered outright robbery, continued. During the first nine months of 1920, about one thousand
Bolshevik grain requisition agents were killed.
Subsequently the Bolsheviks decided to introduce class warfare into the villages. A decree was issued on May 19, 1920,
establishing “Committees of the Poor.” This practice was transplanted from Soviet Russia where the Bolsheviks had introduced similar committees (kombedy) as early as spring 1918.12
The aim was to create an auxiliary force in the villages to assist
the Bolsheviks in requisitioning food and let the collectors have
a share in the grain seized from the other peasants. Authority
in the villages was delegated to the committees, which assisted
the Bolsheviks in seizing the surplus grain and watched the
well-to-do peasants to prevent their hiding food. Soviet policy
11
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20. The Last Phase of the
Makhno Struggle
Wrangel had been the last major enemy the Bolsheviks had
to deal with. Once that threat had passed, they had sufficiently
established their power in South Ukraine to dispense with
Makhno’s aid. Makhno, for his part, seems to have hoped the
Bolsheviks would allow a degree of autonomy for the region of
the Makhno movement. According to Victor Serge: “Trotskii
was much later (1938, I think) to recount that Lenin and he had
thought of recognizing an autonomous region for the anarchist peasants of Ukraine, whose military leader Makhno was.”
Makhno assumed the coming conflict with the Bolsehviks
could be limited to the realm of ideas, feeling that the strong
revolutionary ideas and feelings of the peasants, together with
their distrust of the foreign invaders, were the best guarantees
for the movement’s territory. Moreover, Makhno believed that
the Bolsheviks would not attack his movement immediately.
A respite of some three months would have allowed him to
consolidate his power and to win over much of the Bolshevik
rank and file. It seems Makhno was not the only one who
contemplated the idea of Red troops deserting to the partisans.
According to the British war correspondent:
General Keyes, the chief British political officer in South Russia, went down to Sochi from
Novorossisk in a British man-of-war to get into
touch with the Greek commanders. He found
that the prevailing impression among them was
345

Wrangel movement respected neither the national aspirations
of Ukrainians and other non-Russians, nor the civil liberties of
its own people. These circumstances gave the movement the
character of a force fighting against the achievements of the
Revolution.
Wrangel could not bridge the wide gulf of suspicion and hostility between the movement and the population, which was
the basic cause of the defeat of the anti-Bolshevik movement.
His army was only a vestige of the former Volunteer Army,
both in quantity and quality. It had been so decimated and
demoralized that its reorganization in the Crimea had been
a futile attempt to resuscitate a dead cause. The defeat of the
Kuban landing, the destruction of the trans-Dnieper operation,
the Polish-Bolshevik armistice, the dread prospect of spending
a winter in the Crimea, the growing indications that the
White regime did not have the support of the population—all
these factors undermined the morale of the army. Moreover,
Wrangel’s army contained, besides non-Russians, a large
number of Red prisoners, who were inadequately screened
and hence unreliable.
Wrangel could not establish secure bases in Ukraine, the
Don, or the Kuban, for in the former it was considered a foreign occupation and in the other areas the people had already
lost confidence in the leadership of the movement and in the
movement itself, prior to the Novorossisk catastrophe. The majority of the Russian people either supported the Bolsheviks
or were neutral. Even France supported Wrangel primarily for
Poland’s sake and after the end of the Polish-Bolshevik war,
France abandoned him. Although Makhno fought both the Bolsheviks and Wrangel, his contribution to the final defeat of the
latter was essential, as is proved by the efforts of both sides to
have him as an ally. Without adequate operational bases and a
large army, Wrangel could not have coped with the constantly
growing Red forces and the Ukrainian partisans for long, and
his defeat was almost a foregone conclusion.
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was to liberate “Ukrainian poor and middle [peasants] from the
ideological and material yoke of the ‘kulaks’ and thus to split
the united front of the Ukrainian village and, subsequently, the
Makhno movement as well.”13
The establishment of Committees of the Poor was painful to
Makhno because they became not only part of the Bolsehvik
administrative apparatus the peasants opposed, but also informers helping the Bolshevik secret police in its persecution
of the partisans, their families and supporters, even to the
extent of hunting down and executing wounded partisans.
Makhno and the Revolutionary Military Council viewed these
committees as a typical Bolshevik organization, to be dealt
with the same way as any other punitive organ. Consequently,
Makhno’s “heart became hardened and he sometimes ordered
executions where some generosity would have bestowed more
credit upon him and his movement. That the Bolsheviks preceded him with the bad example was no excuse. For he claimed
to be fighting for a better cause.” Although the committees in
time gave the Bolsheviks a hold on every village, their abuse
of power disorganized and slowed down agricultural life.
Peasants’ economic conditions in the region of the Makhno
movement were greatly improved at the expense of the estates
of the landlords, the church, monasteries, and the richest peasants, but Makhno had not put an end to the agricultural inequalities. His aim was to avoid conflicts within the villages
and to maintian a sort of unified front of the entire peasantry in
his region. These agricultural conditions and the actions of the
Makhno partisans against the Bolsheviks’ attempt to entrench
themselves in the villages were reflected in the relative paucity
of committees in the Makhno region. On September 10, 1920,
there were only 200 committees in Katerynoslav province but
13
Ibid., 3:409—10; see also Polska Akademia Nauk, Instytut Historii, Materialy archiwalne do historii stosunkow Polsko-Radzieckich (Warsaw: Ksiazka i Wiedza, 1957), 1:288.
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1,000 in Kherson, 442 in Odessa, 945 in Kharkiv, 1280 in Poltava,
and 687 in Kyiv.14
This policy of terror and exploitation turned almost all
segments of Ukrainian society against the Bolsheviks, substantially strengthened the Makhno movement, and consequently
facilitated the advance of the reorganized anti-Bolshevik force
of General Wrangel from the Crimea into South Ukraine,
the Makhno region. According to a report of Colonel Noga,
the representative of Denikin’s staff at the Crimean group,
dated March 25, 1920, the Red Army units retreated from the
Perekop Isthmus so fast that the Volunteers lost contact with
them. This rapid retreat was explained thus:
In Ukraine in the rear of the Reds peasant uprising
under Makhno and many other partisan detachments were staged, giving the Reds no rest. This
is clear to me from the Red newspapers, letters
of the prisoners, etc. And Generals Shilling [and]
Slashchov view this phenomenon very favorably,
but not knowing the view of the “Stavka” on this,
certainly no measures had been taken to establish
contact with Makhno and others. I consider this
question of paramount importance because I see
in it an escape from the general strategic situation.
This needs full elucidation, and the sooner the better. In my opinion now the time is so critical that
our motto should be: “Anyone against the Reds is
with us.”15
A Soviet author confirms this situation: “Makhno men, successfully maneuvered between the units of the Forty-Second
Division, continued to roam in ‘their’ region. Meanwhile, the
14
Frunze, Sobranie sochinenii, 1:269—70; Semanov, “Makhnovshchina
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15
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full of praise for Nestor Makhno. They called him
the Nemesis of the Whites and recited how his
cavalry was at that very moment pursuing the
remnants of Wrangel’s army across the Crimean
Peninsula.46
Wrangel ordered his troops to retreat to various ports of
the Crimea for evacuation. Since the termination of the PolishSoviet Russian war, Wrangel had foreseen the possibility of a
Bolshevik invasion of the Crimea, and he now ordered General Shatilov and Admiral M. A. Kedrov to put into effect the
plan of evacuation that had been prepared jointly by the General Staff and the Admiral of the Fleet at the beginning of May
when the British asked Wrangel to come to terms with the Bolsheviks. Moreover, Wrangel had written to King Alexander of
Serbia begging him to give the Russian troops shelter in case
of need. As the troops reached the ports the evacuation began.
From November 13 to November 16, 126 ships left the ports
of Kerch, Feodosiia, Yalta, Sevastopil’, and Evpatoriia carrying
150,000 persons, two-thirds of them officers and soldiers, the
other third civilians. Some of the refugees were taken to Turkey
and temporarily put in camps. Gradually they were settled in
European countries, including Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania, and
Greece.
The Wrangel movement was the last Russian attempt to overthrow the Bolshevik regime in Russia. Wrangel had inherited a
most unfavorable situation from Denikin, and had less support
than he from prominent Russian statesmen wishing to serve
in his government. Like Denikin, he attempted to arouse the
population against the Bolshevik regime not in Russia but in
Ukraine, in the Don, and the Kuban, with Allied support. But
Wrangel’s army, except for the Don and Kuban armies, consisted primarily of the Russian upper classes, and Wrangel himself was a tsarist officer of aristocratic background. Thus the
46
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beating and driving back the Kuban Cossacks commanded
by General Fostikov, who were guarding the Lithuanian
peninsula southeast of Perekop. They broke through the heavy
fire, advancing into the rear of the Perekop forces located
at the first fortified position, Armiansk Bazar, and attacking
Wrangel’s rear from the left flank. Wrangel’s effort to regain
the peninsula by counterattack failed. General Kutepov then
retreated from the Perekop position to a second fortified
line between Perekop and IUshun. With incredible difficulty,
his detachments retreated with heavy losses, leaving their
artillery in place. On November 8, the Red troops began
a strong frontal attack on the Perekop Isthmus that broke
Wrangel’s resistance; his troops, fearing to be cut off, retreated
to the southern part of the isthmus, where the struggle went
on for a few days. The Red troops continued to force their way
deeper into the Crimea, threatening Wrangel’s headquarters
at Dzhankoi; Makhno’s troops advanced toward SymferopiP,
occupying a number of towns, and on November 13—14 they
took the city by storm.45
According to Berkman, who arrived in Moscow at about this
time:

advance of Wrangel’s units continued. Red Army units were
retreating… This was a very critical moment on the southern
front.”16

I was surprised to find the city in festive attire
and the people jubilant. The walls were covered
with posters announcing the complete rout of
Wrangel. Still greater was my astonishment when
I glanced at the Bolshevik newspapers. They were
45
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A retreat beyond the isthmus into the Crimea
peninsula would not only condemn us to hunger
and every kind of privation, but would be the
confession of our powerlessness to continue an
active struggle; this would deprive us of all future
help from France. Once we were shut up in the
Crimea, we would cease to be a menace to the
Soviet government, and therefore to be of any
interest to the Western Powers.43

19. Makhno between
Wrangel and the Bolsheviks
After evacuation of the remnants of the Volunteer Army
into the Crimea, General Slashchov’s Crimean Corps held
the Thirteenth Red Army in check from January to March
at the Perekop and Syvash isthmuses.1 Denikin, physically
and morally defeated, resigned his position as commander in
chief and on April 4 at the Conference of Superior Officers,
originally the Military Council (Army corps commanders or
their equivalents) elected General Baron Peter Nikolaevich
Wrangel commander in chief. Wrangel accepted the election
by signing a statement:
I have shared the honour of its victories with
the Army, and cannot refuse to drink the cup
of humiliation with it now. Drawing strength
from the trust which my comrades-in-arms
place in me, I consent to accept the post of
Commander-in-Chief.2

The final battles took place toward the end of October. The
Red Army command planned to destroy Wrangel in northern
Tavriia by cutting him off from the Crimea, but the Wrangel
troops fought their way to the Isthmus of Perekop, where
fierce fighting developed. To break Wrangel’s resistance there,
the Red Army commander, Frunze, asked the Makhno army to
move in behind Wrangel’s troops across the Syvash Lagoon.
Karetnyk and his chief of staff, Petro Havrylenko, were,
however, very hesitant to advance into the Crimea because
they were suspicious of the Bolsheviks’ intentions. Frunze
confessed:
It seems that Makhno’s men did not quite trust me
and were terribly hesitant to take the field fearing,
probably, a kind of trap. Several times Karetnyk
and his chief of staff would leave and come to me
under the pretext of getting this or that information. Only early in the morning about 5 o’clock did
I succeed in sending them to the front.44

Whereupon Denikin issued an edict stating:
1
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Early on the morning of November 7 the Makhno troops
made a surprise attack across the ice of the Syvash Lagoon,
43
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the strong Drozdovskii group, taking four thousand prisoners.40 He then returned to Huliai-Pole to prepare for further
campaigns.
In mid-October he turned against Wrangel with a strong
partisan army of about ten thousand men headed by Karetnyk.
It included cavalry units under Oleksander Marchenko and
machine-gun detachments under Khoma Kozhyn. Because
of his wound, Makhno did not accompany his troops but
stayed in Huliai-Pole with his staff and about three thousand
men.41 This act initiated the last phase of Wrangel’s efforts.
His temporary success in the trans-Dnieper operation ended
when he was defeated at the armed fortress of Kakhivka and
driven back across the Dnieper with heavy losses. Moreover,
the Bolsheviks established an important strategic foothold on
the left bank of the Dnieper at Kakhivka, from which they
could easily strike at the approach to the Crimea, endangering
Wrangel’s position in northern Tavriia.42 The collapse of this
operation greatly undermined the spirit of the troops.
At about the same time, Wrangel received the news that the
Poles had signed an armistice and a preliminary peace treaty
with Soviet Russia. Gradually the Red Army command began
to transfer troops from the Polish front to the south under a
slogan “all against Wrangel.’ Realizing the seriousness of the
situation, Wrangel called a conference of his closest advisors
to decide whether to confront the enemy in northern Tavriia
or to retreat behind the Isthmus of Perekop. Finally they chose
the former alternative because

Lieutenant-General Baron Wrangel is hereby appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces
of South Russia. Sincere greetings to all those who
have followed me loyally in the terribie struggle.
God save Russia and grant victory to the Army.3
Wrangel realized that his army of 70,000, reorganized in the
course of April and May, could not hope to defeat the Red
forces alone. Although Wrangel was a thorough conservative,
he tried to correct the mistakes made by his predecessor by
introducing a new agrarian law on June 7, 1920, vesting ownership of the land in the peasants, represented by the Soviets
of counties and districts, whose members were elected, mainly
from among the peasant owners.4 This reform was to be carried out by Aleksandr Vasil’evich Krivoshein, the former minister of agriculture, who had carried out Stolypin’s agrarian reforms. Wrangel believed his agrarian policy would secure for
him the support of the peasants and would at the same time
undermine the discipline of the Red troops. However, the peasants were not satisfied with the new law. Moreover, in many
places news of Wrangel’s agricultural reforms never reached
them. In contrast to Denikin, Wrangel was willing to seek allies where Denikin had seen enemies. He tried to enlist officers
and soldiers from belligerent armies. On April 29, 1920, he freed
… all the officers and soldiers who had given
themselves up and come over to our side before or during the struggle, from every kind of
proceeding and service restriction, as well as all
those who had served previously in the Soviet
Army, and who had, therefore, already undergone
punishment and service restrictions after the

40
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territory had been occupied by the armed forces
of South Russia of their own free will; they were
all reinstated in the ranks and privileges they had
held on December 1, 1917. At the same time, all
the officers and soldiers who had served the new
States, Ukraine and Georgia, and who had undergone punishment and restrictions on that account,
were exempted from all further punishment or
service restrictions.5
These concessions were extended to the staff of institutions
and civil administration by virtue of an edict issued on June 8,
1920.6 Wrangel also wished to improve relations with the nonRussian people, especially with the Don and Kuban Cossacks.
He considered

the documents mentioning a formal alliance were
fabricated by Wrangel… All this fabrication was
made to deceive the protectors of Makhno, the
French, and other imperialists.36
After the agreement, Makhno moved to the area of the FortySecond Division, arriving at the end of October and setting up
his headquarters at Petropavlivka. His army of over ten thousand men consisted mainly of cavalry and machine-gun regiments.37 Subsequently sensational reports began to appear in
the foreign press about Makhno’s joining the Red Army. These
reports had a depressing effect upon Wrangel’s troops because,
according to the Russian war correspondent,
Great hopes were building around Wrangel’s
imaginary alliance with Makhno… [Now] the
front and the rear, which were based on belief
in the existence of a Wrangel-Makhno alliance,
received a serious blow to morale. Now it was
revealed how false had been the reports about
certain of Makhno’s grand successes and about
his friendly attitude toward Wrangel.38

… the policy of the former government conducted
under the slogan “indivisible Russia,” an irreconcilable struggle against all people who inhabited
Russia, … wrong, and would try to unite all the
anti-Bolshevik forces.7
In widening his search for allies against the Bolsheviks, however, Wrangel lost the support of the British government. On
April 29, 1920, General Percy, chief of the British Military Mission, announced: “Should General Wrangel prolong the struggle, it can have only one result, and we cannot encourage it by
subsidies in money or kind.” According to Wrangel the British
government insisted that he should enter into direct negotiations with the Bolsheviks:
They warned me that a continuation of the
struggle might have fatal results, and that in any
5
6
7
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Wrangel complained, “The bands of the famous ‘Father’
Makhno who up till now had been ‘working’ behind the Red
lines, suddenly realized the possibility of profits to be made
from plundering the Crimea, and joined the Soviet troops.”39
After liberating Huliai-Pole, Makhno pursued Wrangel southward and in a fierce battle in the area of Orikhiv defeated
36
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fourth point: in the region of the Makhno movement, the worker and peasant population is to
organize and maintain its own free institutions
for economic and political self-administration;
this region is subsequently to be federated with
Soviet republics by means of agreements to be
freely negotiated with the appropriate Soviet
governmental organ.35
Although Makhno demanded that the agreement should be
published immediately if he were to act on it, the Bolshevik
authorities, under various pretexts, delayed its publication.
Finally they published only the military agreement, delaying
the political agreement for several days, thus blurring its real
meaning. As for the fourth political clause, it never was ratified
because it was “absolutely unacceptable to the dictatorship of
the proletariat.” The agreement, according to a Bolshevik military historian, was justified only by its “strategic importance.”
However, Trotsky rejoiced “that Makhno men from now on
wished to fight not against us, but with us against Wrangel.”
To assure Makhno’s full cooperation, the Bolsheviks released
a number of Makhno men and anarchists from prison and
the Bolshevik newpaper, the Proletarian, and other Kharkiv
newspapers published Trotsky’s declaration, which he issued
on October 14, 1920, under the title Makhno i Vrangel:
Undoubtedly Makhno actually cooperated with
Wrangel, and also with the Polish szlachta, as he
fought with them against the Red Army. However,
there was no formal alliance between them. All
35
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case I could not count on any assistance from
them. It was clear that the British Government,
which sought closer relations with the Bolshevik
Government, wished above all to see hostilities
come to an end.8
Wrangel rejected British advice and continued his preparation for an offensive; consequently, the British government
recalled its representatives and military mission from the
Crimea. However, the ensuing war between Soviet Russia and
Poland favored Wrangel’s cause. On the advice of the head of
the French Military Mission, General Mangin, that Wrangel
coordinate his activities with the Polish and Ukrainian armies,
Prince Trubetskoi, Wrangel’s representative in Paris, wrote on
May 17, 1920, to Mangin:
The Commander-in-Chief is ready to accept all
the collaboration which offers itself, and will be
more than willing to cooperate with the Polish
and Ukrainian forces. [However] … he does not
want to broach the political side of the question,
nor to take his stand on the recent news of the
political agreement between Poland and Ukraine.
The aim of the Armed Forces of South Russia
is the essentially practical and military one of
fighting the Bolshevists.9
Although Wrangel’s desire to coordinate his own activities
with those of the Polish and Ukrainian forces was thwarted by
the Iatter’s rapid retreat into Poland, each army derived some
benefit from the other; Wrangel had aided Poland by diverting
large Bolshevik forces to South Ukraine and the Kuban, while
8
9
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the Poles later permitted about ten thousand of General Bredov’s troops to transfer to the Crimea and join Wrangel.10 On
August 10, 1920, Alexander Millerand, the prime minister of
France, in a letter to the Russian Embassy in Paris, declared :
I have the honour to inform you that the Government of the Republic has decided to accord de facto
recognition to the Government of South Russia,
and will send a diplomatic agent to Sevastopol … at
the same time notifying the Allied and Associated
Governments of its decisions.11
This recognition of Wrangel’s government and the subsequent support given to him was largely motivated by the
French desire to establish an allied Polish state against Germany and to save it from the Bolshevik invasion. According
to Wrangel:
At the time when hostilities began between
Poland and the Government of the Soviets, France
thought it necessary to support the White Armies,
which might attract to their front a portion of
the Red forces. Later Millerand … made a public
acknowledgment that the help which had been
lent to the White Armies had no other aim beyond
the saving of Poland.12
At the end of 1919 the Ukrainian Army was forced by
the superior Bolshevik and anti-Bolshevik Russian forces
to retreat westward where it encountered the Polish Army.
Petliura decided it was impossible under these circumstances
to continue orthodox warfare without external aid. He felt,
10
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The political agreement contained three clauses:
1. Immediate release, and an end to the persecution of all Makhno men and anarchists in
the territories of the Soviet Republics, except
those who carry on armed resistance against
the Soviet authorities.
2. Makhno men and anarchists were to have
complete freedom of expression for their
ideas and principles, by speech and the
press, provided that nothing was expressed
that tended to a violent overthrow of Soviet
government, and on condition that the
military censorship be respected. The Soviet
authorities would provide Makhno men and
anarchists, as revolutionary organizations
recognized by the Soviet government, with
technical facilities for publications, subject
to the technical rules for publications.
3. Makhno men and anarchists were to enjoy
full rights of participation in elections to the
Soviets, including the right to be elected, and
free participation in the organization of the
forthcoming Fifth All-Ukrainian Congress of
Soviets, which should take place next December.
There was a fourth clause in the political agreement that
the Bolshevik representatives refused to sign, arguing that it
needed a separate discussion and contact with Moscow:
One of the basic principles of the Makhno movement being the struggle for self-administration
of the toilers, the Partisan Army brings up a
337

accept into its ranks neither detachments
nor deserters from the Red Army.34
Remarks:
a. The Red Army units and isolated Red
soldiers, who have met and joined the
Revolutionary Partisan Army behind the
Wrangel front, should reenter the ranks
of the Red Army when they again make
contact with it.
b. Makhno partisans behind the Wrangel front
and local people, again joining the ranks of
the Partisan Army, would remain in the latter, even if they were previously mobilized
by the Red Army.
3. For the purpose of destroying the common
enemy, the White Guards, the Revolutionary
Partisan Army of Ukraine (Makhnovites)
would inform the working masses who
supported it of the agreement that has been
concluded, it would call upon the people
to cease hostile action against the Soviet
authorities; for its part, the Soviet authorities
should immediately publish the clauses of
the agreement.
4. The families of the Revolutionary Partisan
Army (Makhnovites) living in Soviet-held
territory were to enjoy the same rights as
the families of the Red Army and would receive from the Soviet authorities of Ukraine
necessary documents.
34
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however, that the struggle against the invading Russian forces
should continue in the form of guerrilla warfare. Part of the
army, about fourteen thousand men, was reorganized and, on
December 7, 1919, under General Mykhailo OmelianovychPavlenko, moved far to the rear of the Bolshevik and Denikin
forces to fight them and to support the Ukrainian partisans.
This “Winter Campaign” continued through the winter of
1919–20.13
Petliura realized that Ukraine could not survive in her struggle against the Russian Reds and Whites without assistance
from the Entente. Therefore, he tried to come to terms with
the Polish government, which, in his judgment, was the bridge
to the Entente. At first reluctant, Poland came awake when the
erosion of the Ukrainian position threatened to remove the barrier that had protected Poland from the Bolshevik threat since
Germany’s defeat. Thus, once the Polish Army attained the desired frontiers, the Zbruch River and western Volyn up to the
Styr River, at the expense of Ukraine, the Poles agreed to negotiate. The Directory was obliged to issue a declaration on December 2, 1919, without the consent of its Galician members,
accepting this line as the Polish-Ukrainian frontier.
After prolonged negotiations the two governments concluded a treaty, consisting of a political agreement and a
military convention. Both governments expressed their profound conviction “that each people possesses the natural
right to self-determination and to define its relations with
neighboring peoples, and is equally desirous of establishing a
basis for concordant and friendly coexistence for the welfare
and development of both peoples.”14 Although the treaty had
many weaknesses and was sharply criticized by many on
13
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both sides, and in addition it did not achieve the Directory’s
hope of winning French or British support, both the Polish
and Ukrainian armies, including the participants in the winter
campaign, joined in fighting the Red Army. On May 8, 1920,
they liberated Kyiv. The Bolshevik counteroffensive, however,
forced them to retreat deep into Poland where the Bolsheviks were finally defeated. The Soviet Russian government
proposed an armistice and a preliminary peace that the
Polish government accepted without consulting the Ukrainian
government. When Ukraine asked to participate in the peace
negotiations, the Polish minister of foreign affairs, Prince
Eustachy Sapieha, referred this question to the Soviet Russian
government:
In our negotiations with the Bolsheviks the problem of Petliura will not be taken into consideration at all; nevertheless, today I sent a message
to Chicherin informing him that Petliura’s government wishes to negotiate with the Russian delegation at Riga. This proposal, however, should in no
way create difficulties for the departure of our delegation, even if Chicherin rejects negotiation with
Petliura, which I think is certain.15
Although in the Treaty of Warsaw the Polish government
had agreed “not to conclude any international agreements
directed against Ukraine,” the preliminary peace treaty and
armistice between Soviet Russia and Poland were signed on
October 12, 1920, and the final peace treaty was signed on
March 18, 1921.
In the meantime, however, because the Crimea was too
small, either to supply food for such a large army for long and
15
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September 28, with Rakovskii’s representatives, Bela Kun,
Frunze, and Sergei J. Gusev (IAkov Davidovich Drabkin).32
The preliminary military and political agreement was sent to
Kharkiv for ratification. For this purpose and for maintaining
subsequent contact with the staff of the south front in Kharkiv,
Makhno’s military and political representatives, headed by
Vasyl Kurylenko and Popov, were dispatched. On October 15
the agreement, which was both military and political, was
accepted by both parties.33
The military agreement contained four clauses:
1. The Revolutionary Partisan Army of Ukraine
(Makhnovites) would join the armed forces
of the Republic, as a partisan army, subordinate operationally to the supreme command
of the Red Army; it would retain its own interna) organization, and the bases of the Red
Army would not be introduced.
2. While moving through Soviet territory, or
across the fronts, the Revolutionary Partisan
Army of Ukraine (Makhnovites) would
32
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days of fighting he captured over three thousand prisoners,
eight guns, six armored cars, and an armored train. Mikhail V.
Frunze, the newly appointed commander of the southern front
of the Bolsheviks, admitted that “by capturing the railroad
station in Synel’nikove an undisturbed northward road was
open to Wrangel where we had no troops at all.”
Wrangel’s success caused the Bolshevik leaders to reconsider Makh-no’s earlier proposal. Their motives were “to
liberate the Red Army’s rear from Makhno’s detachment [and
to achieve] an immediate victory over Wrangel. “30 Lenin
explained:
According to Trotsky, the question of Makhno
was very seriously discussed in military circles,
and it was concluded that nothing could be
expected but gains… elements grouped around
Makhno have already experienced Wrangel’s
regime and what they can expect from him would
not satisfy them. [Thus] our agreement with
Makhno is secured by guaranty that he would not
act against us. This is the same situation as with
Denikin and Kolchak: as soon as they touched the
interests of “kulaks” and peasants in general, the
latter were coming to our side.31
Thus the Bolshevik authorities decided to contact Makhno.
Rakov-skii wired Makhno at his headquarters at Bilovodsk
in Starobil’s’k district, Kharkiv province, to negotiate directly about a joint campaign against Wrangel. At that time,
however, Makhno, being seriously wounded, authorized
three members of his staff, Semen Karetnyk, Viktor Bilash,
and Viktor Popov, to carry on preliminary negotiations on
30
IAkovlev, Russkii anarkhizm, p. 34; see also Efimov, “Deistviia protiv
Makhno,” p. 208; Rudnev, Makhnovshchina, p. 90.
31
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ensure foreign trade or to serve as a base for major operations
against the Bolshevik forces, Wrangel’s primary task was to
capture northern Tavriia, in his words “a matter of life and
death for us.” The outbreak of the Polish-Bolshevik war at
the end of April benefited Wrangel because it diverted the
Bolsheviks’ attention and relieved the pressure, enabling him
to launch an offensive against the Bolsheviks in Tavriia on
June 6. In a series of battles Wrangel penetrated north, forcing
a general Bolshevik retreat and capturing more than eleven
thousand prisoners, sixty big guns, three hundred machine
guns, two armored cars, and a huge collection of small arms
and bayonets.16 As Wrangel advanced deeper into the Left
Bank, Makhno retreated north to the Kharkiv region, leaving
behind smaH’partisan units in the villages and towns to
carry on covert destruction of the Bolshevik administrative
apparatus and supply bases.17 According to a Soviet author:
Fighting against the Red units was more and
more violent and the Makhno movement, under
various guises and pretexts, moved into the deep
rear, causing colossal destruction. Railroad lines,
the supplies of products, materials, ammunition—
everything that was necessary for the struggle
against the White guards. What was burned and
destroyed, of course, echoed upon the results of
the fighting against Wrangel.18
Wrangel attempted to reach an agreement with Makhno
after receiving this encouraging note that he believed was
from him: “The Bolsheviks killed my brother. I am going to
16
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avenge him. After my vengeance I will come to assist you.”19
It is not known whether Makhno wanted to mislead Wrangel
or whether somebody else sent the letter, but Wrangel took
it seriously. According to the war correspondent with the
Wrangel troops:

The failure of the Kuban operation had robbed us
of our last hope of finding a way of continuing the
struggle on neighboring Russian territory. Abandoned to our fate as we now were, we would inevitably perish sooner or later.27

On the whole, at headquarters, special attention is
paid to the partisan movement. Especially … the
Makhno movement. Now Makhno is considered
not a bandit, but a representative of peasant aspirations, a kind of uncrowned tsar of peasants.20

Wrangel, nevertheless, decided to make another effort to
strike the Bolsheviks from a different direction, primarily to
gloss over his failure in the Kuban. He informed the French
government that because of Bolshevik defeat on the Polish
front, “the centre of our operations will have to be shifted to
Ukraine.”28 Subsequently he decided to strike in two directions: across the Dnieper, and north and east from his lines.
He wished to secure both banks of the Dnieper preparatory to
a deeper northern penetration, and to advance into the central
Ukraine to establish contact with the Poles.
Prior to the trans-Dnieper operation, Wrangel began to
advance into the Left Bank, threatening the partisans’ position.
Consequently Makhno was compelled to seek an understanding with the Bolsheviks. The Revolutionary Military
Council and Makhno’s staff agreed to propose a cessation
of hostilities against the Bolsheviks and to join forces with
them against Wrangel, but no reply was received.29 Thus
Makhno found himself caught between two forces and had
to fight both simultaneously. However, in mid-September
Wrangel penetrated north to the vicinity of Katerynoslav,
and east toward Taganrog, capturing a number of towns
including Melitopil’, Oleksandrivs’k, the railroad junction
at Synel’nikove, Berdians’k, and Mariupil’. Now Wrangel
launched his trans-Dnieper operation near Oleksandrivs’k,
forcing the Red troops to retreat all along the front. In several

To gain support from Makhno, Wrangel decided to enter into
contact with him, disregarding warnings from his intelligence
staff that Makhno was an agrarian-anarchist and a bandit who
could hardly be expected to enter into an agreement with a
tsarist general. On July 1, 1920, an envoy, Ivan Mikhailov, left
Wrangel’s headquarters at MelitopiP with a letter signed by
Wrangel’s chief of staff, General Pavel N. Shatilov, and General
Konovalov:
To the ataman of the partisan forces, Makhno.
The Russian army is fighting exclusively against
the Communists in order to help the people save
themselves from the commune and commissars
and to secure for the working peasants the lands
of the state, the landlords, and other private
properties. The latter we are already putting into
effect. Russian soldiers and officers are fighting
for the people and for their well-being. Everybody
19
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civilian institutions to evacuate.25 However, he vacillated for
several days, fearing for his Dase, thus losing his momentum
and allowing the Bolsheviks to concentrate their forces. According to Wrangel:
Ulagai unfortunately encumbered himself with
enormous rearguard impediments. Great reserves
of arms, ammunition and provisions had been
left at the landing-stage… Thus, even whilst they
advanced, our units were compelled to look back
all the time. [Meantime] tiie enemy had begun to
collect their forces to attack our advanced detachment. There was no time to be lost; every day we
wasted gave the enemy another day in which to
bring up fresh troops. Yet General Ulagai did not
stir … the enemy now enjoyed an overwhelming
numerical superiority.26
Ulagai’s troops were forced to retreat to Achuev on the
Sea of Azov coast and on September 7 they sailed to the
Crimea. The unit that landed at Anapa was largely wiped out.
Wrangel’s Kuban invasion failed because of General Ulagai’s
indecisiveness; the unwillingness of Cossacks to support
the invasion, which seemed to them only an adventure; and
Bolshevik military superiority. However, in spite of heavy
losses, Ulagai brought back more troops than he had taken
with him because of Bolshevik deserters and new recruits.
Wrangel’s failure to extend his territorial base into the
Kuban and the Don was a turning point of his campaign:
25
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who is fighting for the people should proceed
hand in hand with us. Therefore, now intensify
fighting against the Communists by attacking
their rear, destroying their transport, and helping
in every possible way in the final destruction of
Trotsky’s troops. The Supreme Command will
do what it can to help you by supplying arms
and ammunition, and also by sending specialists.
Send your representative to headquarters with
reports on what you particularly need and for an
agreement about operational matters.21
On July 22, after considering this proposal, Makhno and
his staff gave an emphatic reply to Wrangel by executing
the envoy. In spite of this rejection both sides spread rumors
about Makhno’s cooperation with Wrangel: the Bolsheviks, to
discredit him; the anti-Bolsheviks, to win the confidence of the
peasants. Speaking about military conditions on the southern
front, Trotsky said: “this Crimean partisan [Wrangel] who
united with the Ukrainian partisan Makhno, is advancing
northward.”22 Later, on October 14, 1920, Trotsky retracted
this statement:
Wrangel really tried to come into direct contact
with Makhno’s men and dispatched to Makhno’s
headquarters two representatives for negotiations… [However] Makhno’s men not only did
not enter into negotiation with the representa21
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tives of Wrangel, but publicly hanged them as
soon as they arrived at the headquarters.23
Nevertheless, rumors were widely circulated and accepted
by both the leaders and the people that a close alliance had
been concluded; that Makhno and his staff were subordinate
to Wrangel, that Makhno had been given a command in
Wrangel’s army, and that Makhno had lavishly received
Wrangel’s delegates and toasted to the honor of the chief
commander. Later, the newspapers published reports that
“Wrangel’s ally Makhno had taken Kharkiv and Katerynoslav
and the Makhno detachments would join the left flank of
Wrangel’s army in advancing along the railroads toward
Oleksandrivs’k-Katerynoslav.
As the campaign developed, Wrangel realized that his
Crimean-Tavriian base of operation was inadequate and
precarious. The Crimea was short of everything and could
not feed its own population or the large influx of refugees, let
alone the Wrangel forces. Tavriia, however, was threatened by
growing Bolshevik presence, partisan activities, and peasant
uprisings. Moreover, Wrangel’s army was too small to secure
any more extensive territory in hostile Ukraine. Wrangel
had taken to heart the lessons of Denikin’s disastrous drive
on Moscow without consolidating his rear. He felt that for
larger operations he needed to procure a less hazardous base,
to enlarge his army and supplies. The Kuban and the Don
basins were the only places where Wrangel could find what
he needed. During Denikin’s retreat thousands of Cossacks
had returned to their homes in those areas, taking with
them horses, arms, and ammunition. Moreover, these regions
were rich in natural resources. If they could be reconquered,
Wrangel planned to retreat to the Crimea and defend it at
the Isthmus of Perekop, while making the Kuban his base

of operation. Because of these circumstances and the Cossacks’ hostility toward the Bolshevik regime, Wrangel was
encouraged to direct his offensive against the Don and the
Kuban.24
On July 22, a detachment headed by Colonel Nazarov, consisting of 1,000 infantry, cavalry, field artillery, armored cars,
and two trucks, landed in the area of Novomykolaivka west
of Taganrog. Nazarov’s aim was to bring about uprisings of
the Don Cossacks and prepare for Wrangel’s advance into the
Don Basin by widening Wrangel’s front against the Bolsheviks
and obtaining new recruits. Moreover, Nazarov intended to
establish contact with General Ulagai, who was to be landed
in the Kuban, to secure his position on the lower Don and
Manych rivers from the north. Although Nazarov’s unit advanced rapidly through the Don, instigating a revolt against
the Bolsheviks on the way, and he increased his detachment
of 2,500 through mobilization, it failed to accomplish its goal
because of its distance from the base and its lack of popular
support. It was practically destroyed in a battle at Konstantinovka on July 24—28, though Nazarov himself made his way
alone back to the Crimea.
On August 13 a detachment headed by General Ulagai, consisting of 4,500 infantry and cavalry with 130 machine guns,
26 big guns, some armored cars, and 8 airplanes, landed successfully near Primorsko-Akhtiarsk, on the Kuban coast of the
Sea of Azov. Ulagai’s aim was to advance rapidly on Ekaterinodar, striking at the Bolshevik forces separately and encouraging Cossack uprisings. A separate unit of 500 infantry and 2
guns landed near Anapa, on the Taman Peninsula, as a demonstration. At the outset Ulagai’s forces won a few victories and
occupied a number of settlements on the road to Ekaterinodar,
creating aanic in the city and forcing Bolshevik military and
24
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